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INTRODUCTION

Ba ckground

The need for a more precise knowledge of the principal demographic para_
meters and their rates of change, as fundamental variables for development
planning, is today accepted throughout Africa. Yet there is no African
country which has a fully operative system of civil registration and in many
areas census data are rudimentary or non-existent. As a result of this
situation, modern Africa has seen a flowering of the sample demographic survey
as a tool for population measurement. Such surveys are relatively cheap and
easy to control, can be mounted in countries at any stage of development, and
are able to provide most of the information needed by the development planner
at an acceptable level of precision. Today, there is practically no inde
pendent country in Africa which has not carried out at least one sample
demographic enquiry, covering part or all of its population. l/

This extensive work, stretohing over more than a decade, has led to the
accumulation of a mass of practical experience. However, many of the persons
most closely involved - both African and expatriate - have been moving on to
other work; in these circumstances there was a danger of tha existing stock
of experience being dissipated before it could be passed on to future gene
rations. It was with this situation in mind that the Statistics Division o,f
tile Economic Commission for Africa proposed the preparation of a manual of
demographic survey techniques which would attempt to bring together and
evaluate as much as possible of what had been learned from African experience
in this field. A plan of the proposed manual ~ was presented for the
consideration of the 6th session of the Conference of African Statisticians in
Acidis Ababa in 1969. The Conference approved the principle of the preparation
of such a manual and made numerous suggestions as to its content. The work
of drafting the manual was entrusted to Mr. Christopher Scott and Mr. J.G.C.
Blacker, ECA Regional Advisers in, respectively, Sample S~rveys and
Demographic Statistics.

The work progressed slowly, under competition with other commitments
of the authors. Mr. Scott transferred to the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization in 1970. To ensure continuation of the
project, UNh~CO agreed thereafter to share responsibility for the manual with
ECA. In 1971 a draft of the chapters now numbered 1-7 and 9 was presented to
t~e 7th session of the Conference of African Statisticians in Dakar; 3/ the
Conference reaffirmed its general support and made a number of suggestions
fer improvements. The same draft ..as also presented in Decembe r 1971 to the

l/ For a complete list of African demographic surveys, see ECA document
E/CN.14/SM/19; also Occasional Paper No.4 of the Uorld Fertility Survey.

~ Dooument E/G~.14/CAS.6/22.

l! Dooument E/CN.14/CAS.7/17.
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1st session of the Conference of African Demographers and the African Popu
lation Conference, both held in Acora, and a fuller draft was presented to
the 8th .ession of the Conference of African Statisticians. l!

ECA and UNESCO wish to thank the many specialists who took time to read
part or all of the earlier drafts and to offer suggestions for improvements.
While the authors take final responsibility for the opinions expressed, the
manual should be seen as a co-operative work reflecting the knowledge,
experience and ideas of a large number of individuals who have worked on
demographic surveys in Africa. Virtually all of those who have such expe
rience have had the opportunity to comment on earlier drafts and all signi
ficant comments received are reflected in the final draft.

Purpose and coverage of the m~~~al

The manual is intended primarily for use in government statistical offices
in Africa, and in particular by the person in such an office who is given the
responsibility of planning, organizing and directing operations in a demogra
phic survey. It should also be useful to the Director of the office himself;
hopefully, he may find that the detailed table of contents as well as the
summaries which follow all the longer chapters will enable him to pick out
those topics of particular concern to him.

Bearing in mind the needs of such professional statisticians and demo
graphers, possessing already a broad training in their subject and a certain
amount of experience in field operations, the authors of the manual examine
One by one the main practical problems which have to be solved in drawing up
a specific survey plan, and propose concrete solutions based on the experience
of the many demographic surveys already successfully completed in Africa. The
primary aim of the manual is thus to ease the load on the survey planner by
offering him the digested experience of others who have gone before, with
material arranged so as to be directly applicable to the task with which he is
faced when he comes to plan and direct his survey.

The specific orientation of the manual towards government users implies
an emphasis on a particular type of survey. There is a background assumption
throughout the manual that we are dealing with a large-scale survey, based on
scientific sampling, motivated ultimately by the needs of development planning
and, specifically, aiming to estimate the current size and characteristics of
the population and/or their rates of change. In the past, virtually all
African demographic surveys organized by government statistical offices fall
within this category. In recent years there have been signs of a developing
interest in some offices towards more specialized studies of fertility and
family planning. Surveys of this kind are not explicitly covered in the
present manual - not because they are considered any less important but because
they raise a range of special problems, treatment of which would extend the
manual to an unacceptable size. Such surveys have been discussed in detail in

l! Document E/CN.14/CAS.7/l7/Rev.l
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a manual prepared by the Population Council 11 and further handbooks and
documentation can be expected to appear in cOffiing years in connexion with
the World Fertility Survey.

Another significant oategory of survey not explicitly treated is the
type of deep-probing enquiry, of limited geographical ooverage often informal
ly sampled, designed as a research projeot to throw light on the speoial dif
fioulties of colleoting information on some limited demographio topic, suoh
as age, or fertility history. Such methodological studies, often bordering on
anthropology, are beooming increasinbly common as African universities extend
their interest into demographic researoh. While they are not treated in this
manual, they seem likely to lead ultimately to important improvements in the
methodology of censuses and large-scale surveys.

It is hoped also that the manual will be found useful in African demo
graphic and statistical training institutes, although here a word of w~rning

is necessary. The desire to help the practical survey planner has led to a
deliberate narrowing of the presentation in the manual, with a view tc giving
clear recommendations wherever feasible; discussion of fringe options has
generally been avoided and a whole range of fundamental issues are hardly
mentioned - such as the motivation for doing demographic surveys and the use
to which the results are put. It would be generally agreed that a course on
demographic surveys at university level should bring the student into contact
with a wider range of issues than those of survey technology. Thus, while
the present manual may make a useful contribution to such a course it would
clearly need supplementing by cther materials carefully designed to broaden
the student's view of this area.

t'inally the manual does not directly treat manpower surveys. Such sur
veys are sometimes combined with conventional demographic surveys, either as
an extension of the interview or in the form of a separate interview directed
to a subsample of respondents. The former case is treated briefly in Chapter
5 but the latter arrangement is clearly outside the scope of this manual.
Once again, this exclusion is not intended to imply that manpower enquiries
are any less important; the purpose is merely to keep the manual to manageable
size. T~ere would seem to be a good Case for the preparation of a separate
manual on manpower surveys.

Contents of the manual

In order to keep the manual within reasonable bounds, it has been deli
berately limited not only as to the type of survey but also as to the subjects
treated. The main limitation as regards subject matter is the almost contplete
exclusion of demographic analysis. This field is both too large to allow of
adequate treatment in the same volume as the subject of data ccllection, and
tcc rapidly growing in its African applications to justify any attempt tc be
definitive. Thus the analysis, and more generally the use, cf demographic
data is discussed only where this is necessary fcr an adequate treatment of
the data collection prcblem.

11 The Population Counoil. A "~nual for Surveys of Fertility and Family
Planning: Kncwledge. Attitudes and Practice, Key Bock Service, New York, 1970.
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This is t,lerefore essentially a mariua.I of data collection teclmique.

Chapters 1, ~ and 3 are largely descriptive in character, outlining the
main oategories of demographic surveys (within the broad central category
w:,ich constitutes the field of ooverage of tile manual).

Chapter 4 deals with two basic questions of definition: the choice bet
ween de faoto and de jure enumeration and the definition of the household.

Chapter 5 - Topics for Inves"igation and Content of the Questionnaire 
assumes that the main objeotives are given and discusses the ohoice of ques
tions and. me t ho ds to achieve these objectives. Chapter 6 goes into details
about the precise fcrm of the questionnaire.

Chapters 7 and 8 deal respectively with sampling and estimation, includ
in~ sampling error estimation.

Chapter 9, dealing with Organization and Field Work, gives a very Con
crete disoussion of the pr-ac t i c a L problems of organizing a field survey.
While the subject matter of most of the other sections of the manual has been
covered in many other pubk i c a't Lons , this chapter seems to br-eak new ground,
perhaps the problems treated here are so severely practio~l that they have
not hi uhe r-to seemed to meri to"e dignity of publication. It may be not ed a.Lno
that much of this chapter would be found applicable to African surveys in
fields other than demography.

Chapter 10 concerns data-processing. This again is a
field and a definitive creatment did net appear feasible.
fore covers only a selection of problems in t,lis area.

rapidly developinb
The chapter tnere-

Chapter 11 discusses two special teclmi~ues of data collection widely
used for estimating vital rates in developing countries, the multi-round
follow-up survey and the dual r-eoo r-d sys t em (PGE).

Chapter 12 gives a brief summary of the main analytical methods whioh
have been developed by Brass and o,hers for dealing ~ith defective data ann
this leads on to a brief discussion of the s t r-a t egy problem: how to select
the most appropriate technique.

It will be seen that t",ere is no chapter specifically allocated to non
sampling error or its operational counterpart, quality control. This cruc:al
ly important topic is not negleoted in the manual; but the ~a~ses, and reme
dies, for non-sampling error are many and these are treated in several chap
ters at each point where they appear relevant.

As mentioned above, the treatment is severely practical. One result of
this is that the manual does not discuss every possible solution to every
problem, but only those solutions which seem to be reasonably olose to optima:.•
M10ther result is that clear-cut recommendations are given wherever poosible.
The authors are aware that they may have gone too far in the latter respect.
Every country situation is different and every survey is a special case; it
could be argu.ed that in these circumstances there is no jUJtification for
importing recommendations from outside the country. 'I'ner-e is much truth in
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this, but it is also true that a manual withou~ explicit reoom~endations

would miss its main purpose of assisting the SUI "ey planner by providing him
with a quick and practical summary of the experience of others. After care
ful consideration it was decided to retain most .r the recommendations but
to stress in this Introduction that they are in no sense binding ~r authori
tative. In particular, they do not have the weight of United Nations autho
rity behind them: they are rather to be seen as a convenient way of summar
izing accumulated experience. They can be set aside at will in any country.
The authors' only plea is that, if any of them is set aside, this should not
be done lightly but only after careful thought.

The longer chapters are each followed by a brief summary, for the con
venience of the hurried reader. Inevitably, in these summaries the reco~

mendations appear even more bluntly than in the main text, often stripped of
reservations. This, too, should be borne in mind.

Finally it should be stressed th~t hardly one of the conclusions or
recommendations is strictly definitive. This is still a growing field of
knowledge. In almost every instance, far more experience is needed before
it can be said that this or that procedure of demographic data collection is
clearly the best that oould be devised.

Relationship to other manuals and handbooks

A manual of African demograpllic problems entitled Sources et analyse des
donnees demographigues was published in 1973-74 jointly by four official
French organizations: INED, INSEE, ORSTON and SEAG. This is in three parts:
Part I - Sources of data; Part II - Adjustment of defective data; Part III
Analysis of data. The presentation is a cOQpilation of separate articles
rather than an integrated work. Only one chapter covers specifically the
subject of demographic surveys and this is a condensation of the present bC••/
UIJESCO manual. The other ohapters deal with other methods of data collection
and procedures for analysis. 'I'uus the manual is co up Lemerrt ar-y to "the present
;wrk. It c onc er-ns specifically the French-speaking African countries and
will _e appearing in French only.

A handbook on the dual record system (PGE) is being prepared by the
Population ~our,cil and will be appearing in 1974. 1/ The subJect is treated
briefly in Chapter 11 of the present manual but readers are referred to the
Population CouLcil handbook which gives a very thorough and detailed treat
ment. The handbook is not specifically oriented towards anyone region of
the world.

A series of manuals are being pro"uced at intervals by the Laboratory
for Population Studies (POPLAE) of the University of Harth Carolina, each
dealing with a particular topio related to population mea s ur-emen't , 1l1hree

have already appeared: ',apping and House Numbering, Operational Control of
Sample Surve.fs, and Designing; Forms for Demog;raphic Surveys. While these
are not based specifically on African experience they shoul" be consulted
by any organization planning a demographic survey.

1/11arks, E., Seltzer, .,. and Kr-otk i , K. (1974), Population Growth ?;stl
mation: A Handbook of Vi tal Statistics 'leasurement, Population Council, New
York.
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A number of manuals are available which deal specifically with popula~·

tion censuses, but which are closely relevant to demographic surveys. The
following may be particularly noted:

Handbook of Population Census .wthods, United Nations, ~eries F, No.5, Rev.1
3 volumes, 1958-59.

African Reoommendations for the 1J70
for Afrioa, 1968 (EICN.14IcA~.611 .

j'anual on the Trainin
Commission for Africa,

Population Censuses, Economic Commission

Census Personnel, Economic

The second and third of these Cover part of the ground treated in our
chdpters 5 and 9 respectively.

Finally, reference should be made to the various earlier manuals of the
United Nations covering some of the topics of this manual:

Recommendations for the Preparation of Sample Survey Reports, United Nations,
.Jeries C, No.1, Rev.2, 1964.

A Short ~~ual of Sampling, United Nations, Series F, No.9, 1960.

Handbook of Household Surveys, United Nations, Series F, No. 10, 1964.

"anual on Training of Statistical Personnel at the Primary and Intermediate
Levels, United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, 1971.

These and other publications could be usefQlly consulted by anyone plan
ning an African demographic survey, t"lOugh none of them cover tne whole area
systematically iL the same m~1ner as the present manual.

W~y a specifically Af'rican manual?

I-t may reasonably be asked how far the present manual would be useful
outside Africa, or what are the special featwes of Afrioan surveys which may
make this manual specific to that continent? While there is much variation
between African countries, the following features are very widespread and are
perhaps particularly significant in their ef'f'e c t on the organization of any
demographic survey.

I , )'
\ ' ~be mapping problem. lrost African countries possess a list of small

administrative or census areas w'lich can be roughly located on the groun
and which may serve as sampling units, but in nearly all courrt r-Le s these
are not very clearly defined as to th8ir bou,ndaries. This affects the
s arnp.i i nj, prol:Jlern, as will appear ill ChaJ.,ter r. Cnl;; ver;:/ rarely in
Africa do we f i nd any list o f dwellings or ho us oho l d s which can be used
as a samp1icg frame.

Ider~tification. Ln mo s t .crr-Lcan co un t r-Le s tiler':":'. is ca ft i cuLt.y in identi
l.)rlLg a 6'1ven ir..J.i vi.dua.l unarr:biguously b;r ue an s (.)1' names. In addi tiol'i.
there are cn::'y a. few areas where a strict sys t e m of adrir-e s ae s exist
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(3) The transport problem. In most Afrioan countries road transport between
the main cities is easy but transport to villages is difficult and slow.

(4) The language problem. Except in North Africa, few African countries have
a national language which Can be used for interviewing throU6hout the
country. U~reover in most African countries one cannot find enumerators
who are literate in African languages. In such countries the question
naire has, in most surveys, been printed in English or French, the ques
tions have been delivered in the local language, and the answers have
been recorded in English cr French. In some countries an afriCan language
such as Swahili cf Amharic plays the role of English or French described
above, but the translation problem may remain because a large proportion
of the population canno-t speak tlle language.

(5) Availability of field personnel. Apart from the language problem already
mentioned, it is generally possible in afriCa to find enough people of
sufficient educational standing to act as enumerators and supervisors
provided one is seeking male personnel. In many countries qualified
female personnel would not be so readily available.

(6) Response. In most parts of Afrioa a successful approaoh to the population
depends on getting the prior agreement of the local traditional authori
ties. Given time and tact this can usually be obtained and once this is
done refusals by individual households are almost ~known.

(7) The household. The concept of a "household" only very roughly fits the
African reality. (Despite this, and the reSUlting definitional diffi
culties, the household has been used as a reporting unit in almost every
African survey ~ )

(8) luscellaneous. In mest parts of Africa most people do not know their
age. ~'any other important concepts - such as marriage, employment, inoome
present special difficulties when an attempt is made to apply internatio
nal standard concepts to African populations.

These are perhaps the main factors which should be borne in mind if it is
desired to make use of this manual in a non-African context.
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CHAPT=:R I

OBJECTIVES OF DEJOGRAPHIC SURVEYS

As mentioned in the Intrcduction, this is a ~anual of survey technology;
it is taken for granted that the fundamental questions of survey motivation
have already been settled and that the reader, by the time he comes to this
manual, is concerned with the practical problems of implementing the survey.
There is thus n0 discussion in the manual of the broad objectives of demo
graphic surveys - the non-demographic purposes for which the demographic data
are needed.

The first three chapters are mainly descriptive: tneir purpose is to give
an account of the principal features and variants of the broad central class
of demographic surveys with which the manual is concerned. The present chap
ter discusses survey "o b.j ec t i ve e" in the limited sense of the immediate sta
tistical purpcses of the survey.

~he objectives cf demographic surveys may be classified into four broad
groups:

Esti~ation of total population and its geographical distribution;

Ea-tLna-tLon of a ...-ar-Le uy of de 1,10 graphic characteristics of the existing
population;

Estimation of the components of population change: fertility, mcrtality,
migration;

Check 0n the population census.

Anyone survey may have several of these objectives. We now discuss briefly
each group in turn.

Estioation of total population and its geographical distribution

This objective is m0st usually the task of the population census. In
developing countries a survey will have this purpose only if therp. is no
adequate census. Note that, since the survey is based on a ea.apl e , it cannot
hope to give a very detailed geographical breakdown of the population; this
is oLe of the main reasons why a complete ceLSUS is preferred to a survey when
the means are available. A common type of survey in the present category is a
survey carried cut as a substitute for a census in a part of the country where
a full Census is not practicable (see Chapter 2).

Estirration of current demographic characteristics

The following are the characteristics of the population most frequently
included for study:

Number and composition of households

Age structure
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Nari tal status

Place of origin or birth

Ethnic classification

Language classificaticn

Religious affiliation

Educaticnal level

Economic charaoteristics

Housing

(Some specialists woul\l not regard t,.e last three as be Long'ing strictly to
"demography" but they are very frequently included in demographic surveys).
Any of these topics may be studied either as an objeotive in its own right
or fcr cross-tabulation w~th other o~aracteristics such as fertility.

Estimation of Ooulponents of population change

Almost any demographiO survey worthy of the name will include among its
objectives some attempt to estimate the rate of population change. There are
many ways in whioh this may be done and these are discussed later. Nearly all
the methods involve separate estimates of the components: fertility, mortality
and migration.

Check on the popUlation censUs

This is the "post-enumeration survey", discussed in the next chapter.
Note that two types of check ar~ possible. the coverage cheok and the content
check. Th~ coverage check tests to what extent the census successfully
covered all places and all persons, once and once only; the content check aims
to test how far the information collected in the census is correct.

Demographic survey as a by-product

A speoial cas~, but a fairly common one, is the demographic survey whose
motivation (or finar..ce) comes from a non-demographic objective, most often the
need to provide a sampling frame for another survey. In most developing coun
tries, at least in rural areas, no lists of households are available; as a
result, surveys have to be oonduoted by seleoting a sample of areas, listing
all households in each chosen area, and then selecting a sample of households
from the list. The listing operation has in several Oases provided the oppor
tunity for a demographio survey.

~ixing the objectives

It is of the greatest importanoe, before starting work on a survey, to
fix clearly the survey's objectives. Every aspect of the survey depends on
this deoision.

The questionnaire depends on the cbjeotives. Questions must be chosen
to get the informaticn which the survey needs.
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The sample design depends on the objectives. Some demographic charao
teristios are olustered (i.e. neighbouring people tend to be alike).
Characteristics which are more clustered need a less olustered sample,
~or a given preoision. Strati~ication may also be a~~eoted by the
objectives (see Chapter 7).

The sample size depends on the objectives. The more preOIs~on is needed,
the larger the sample must be. Also, the more detailed the breakdowns
needed, the larger the sample must be.

The cost depends on the objectives, since the cost depends On the sample
size and design and on the organization o~ ~ield work.

The timing o~ the survey depends on the objectives in many obvious ways.
For example, a post-enurneration survey must not be long after the census.
An inter-eensal survey should be approximately half way between two
censuses. The timing of multi-round surveys is orucial (see Chapter 11).

The organization of ~ield work depends on the objeotives sinoe it depends
on the sample design and timing, as well as on the amount of effort to
be expended on quality oontrol of operations whioh in turn depends on
the precision required.

The data-processing is a direct reflection of the objectives: the imme
diate objective of every survey is to produce oertain tables, and the
ultimate objeotives themselves define what tables are needed.

The objeotives need to be fixed not just in broad terms but in detail.
For example, the sample size and hence the cost depend orucially on the degree
of detail required in the results: what cross-tabulations are needed, how muoL
geographioal breakdown, and so on. }Urther it has to be deoided whether eaoh
variable is being included for its own interest or as a classif~ variable
i.e. for oress-tabulation with other variables. As an example we may take
~ducational level. If the survey aims to estimate the number of persons at
a given eduoational level, the sample must be large enough to provide a suf
fioient number of people at each eduoational level of interest. (For a more
exact meaning (1f "a smfioient number", see Chapter 8). But if we wish to
examine how fertility varies with educational level, i.e. to cross-tabulate
fertility and eduoational level, we shall need a sample large enough for
estimation of fertility at eaoh educational level. If the full educational
classifioation is to be used, this will generally be a muoh larger sample.
On the other hand, it is often the Oase that a variable tabulate~ for its own
sake is required in a detailed olassification, but when used for cross
tabulation it is required only in broad groups. (This is notably true of
occupation.) This may tllerefore imply a smaller sample in the latter case.
It is clear then that the use to be made of e aoh variable should be con a i.d e r-ed
at the planning stage 0f the survey.

It follows that planning of the survey must begin with the specifying
of the objectives in some detail. Hnw is this done? A oommon pro c e dur'e wllich
is not reoommended is to start with the que s t i on s "What shall we put in the
questionnaire?" In fact, the content of the questionnaire does not s uf'fLc e t ..
specify the objectives: it does not show which items will be cross-~abulated,

how much geographioal detail will be required, whether estimation of total
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population is to be an objective, etc.. A better starting point is the list
of tabulations reguired. These, together with some rough estimates of the
sampling precision needed, determine all aspects of the survey.

To sum up, detailed planning of the survey should begin by drawing up a
list of tabulations required. These tables translate the objectives of the
survey into operational form.

One fundamental '!objective" of a survey is its coverage. This will be
discussed in Chapter 3.

Consultation in choosing the objectives

A demographic survey is an expensive operation. It cannot reasonably
be regarded as the private property of its organizer, nor even as the property
of the statistioal office. Consultation at the planning sta~e with other
bodies and experts should be considered an absolute obligation.

Such consultation has two aspects. Firstly, it is important to plan the
survey in the context of existing knowledge. For example, if the rate Qf
natural growth of the population is already known tu within a margin of error
of + 0.4 per cent, there is little point in planning a survey whose margin of
err;r is no smaller than this. Even more obviously, if a demographic survey
is being conducted, or has recently been completed, by another organization
in the country this may remove the justification for the planned survey - or
at the very least there should be possibilities of large economies in the new
survey. j)

Secondly, scme attempt should be made to accommodate the needs of poten
tial users of the survey. This, again, requires consultation with government
departments, universities and individual experts. On the other hand caution
is needed to avoid overloading the questionnaire. ~any surveys have suffered
severely in quality through the attempt to cover too much in the interview.
It should never be forgotten that every additional question means more compli
cated training and Ln s t r-uc t i on s , wi t~l an increased chance of defective work
and inaccurate results. This being so, the main purvose of consulting poten
tial users is to ensure that the proposed definitions, classifications and
tabulations satisfy their requirements. Great oaution should be exercised in
adding questions in response to users! demands.

Some specialists have advoc a t e d a type of "cost-benefi til a.pprc ac h to
choice of topics: the survey planner attemps to balance the costs and gains Jf
Ln o t.uc.i ng each suggested addit i ona; topic. However, the gain f'r-o r.. a piece of
statistical information is extremely hard to quantify as is the cost in terms
of th~ Ja~~ge dOD8 to th8 quality cf the other data oolleoted. Thus this
approach r.as not s'cn~ral~'y found muc h favour in developing countries .

.1 In one Afrioar. co un t r-y tlrlG demogr2.phic surveys were rec en t Iy carried
out sirr:ultaneously by a I'overnmer,t departm~nt and a university and a third had
be er; completed a year e ar-l Le r t.y another group within the same un i ver-s i ty, The
three groups ac t e d in scmplete independence without consultation; some of the
definitions of important r:orlcept::; were inr..'.ompatible. 'This co un t r-y has since
set-up a co-ordinatinr: c o rnmit t e e which should effectively prevent such waste
ful "U.se rf resourC:e~ ir. the future.
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A demoGraphic survey may supply a useful household sampling fra~e for
other kinds of surveys and its value for this purpose may be much increased
if (1) the time interval between the two surveys is short and (2) the demo
graphio survey collects information which oan be used for stratification. In
most oases these requirements can be met without any important modification in
the plans for the demographio survey. They do, however, imply ~dvanoe ooordi
nation with the body responsible for the sUbsequent survey (for example, the
~linistry of Agriculture). This is another reason for ensuring wide disoussion
of the proposals for the demographic survey at the planning stage.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATIONSHIP 1~ THE PCPULATION CENSUS

Demographic surveys may be related to the population census in many
different ways. The purpose of this chapter is to list and describe these
relationships so that the background will be clear when detailed problems
are discussed in later chapters. The emphasis will be On the possible tech
nical relationships that may exist between a survey and the popUlation cen
sus, rather than on the relation between their objectives.

Demographic survey as part of a census

There are three main possibilities:
area, (2) The "built-in sample", (3) The
will be discussed in turn.

( 1) Sample en;Imp~"tion in a limited area

(1) Sample enumeration in a
Ilpost-enumeration survey" ..

limited
These

In a part of the country where enumeration is difficult, or where good
enumerators are hard to recruit, it may be decided to carry out the census
enumeration on a sampling basis. In Africa this procedure has been used only
for nomadic areas ..

(2) Built-in sample (BIS)

In many African countries a complete census has been carried cut in the
whole country but additional questions have been asked in a sample of areas.
This is the "built-in" or "concurrent" sample. The essential feature is that
a simplified questionnaire is used in the main census and a more detailed
questionn~ire in the sample. The purposes are: (a) to simplify the training
of enumerators - only a fraction of them have to be trained with the long
questionnaire and these Can be selected as the most important; and (b) to
reduce the total time spent on field work.

The advantage (a) operates only if some enumerators work entirely with
the short questionnaire, others entirely with the long. Since each enumerator
covers a definite area exhaustively, this implies an area sample - for example,
one area in every 10 may be selected for the long questionnaire.

An alternative sampling flan, namely having every enumerator use the
long questionnaire in every n h household visited, is used in some deveJoped
countries. If operated correctly this method produces a more efficient sample,
however, its validity relies on the enumerator sticking closely to his in
structio.s regarding sampling. He must not, fer example, select for the longer
questionnaire households which are easier to interview, or households which
seem more "typical". In addition, the household-sampling method misses th8
aavantage (a) above, namely saving in enumerator training.

As for advantage (b) - reduction in the total load of field work by
eliminating a number of questions for a large part of the population - the
saving from this is not necessarily very large. Al though .i nf'or-mat Lon on the
detailed breakdown of census field costs is lacking, it seems likely that,
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in a devel.ping and largely rural country, less than half of the total census
field cost is attributable to the time spent bJ enumerators in asking such
questions and recording the answers 1/, while the field cost itself aooounts
for much less than half of the total census costs. It is probably more
important tc ccnsider the saving in training and the possibility of selecting
the best enumerators for the larger questionnaire.

In selecting items for inclusion in the long questionnaire, one will
choose those for which a very detailed geographioal breakdown is not required
and those which are more difficult to handle at the interview. 11 Questions
on fertility and mortality typically satisfy these conditions and qualify
for the long (sample) questionnaire. It is tempting to relegate to the sam
ple those questions which seem "less important", but this is not a rational
procedure. In general, the sample should give results which are more reli
able than the main (short) questionnaire, among other reasons bec~ the
sample enumerators have been selected as more competent.

(3) Post-enumeration survey (PES)

The post-enumeration aurvey (PES) checks the census by means of an
independent enquiry carried out after an interval. It may be used to check
either the census coverage, or the reliability of the responses on individual
oensus items ("content check"), or both. In order to check ooverag"e, it
should be based on a sample of oensus enumeration areas; the time interval
between the oensus and the survey should be short - a few weeks; and the
survey should operate completely independently )f the oensus.

The full potentiality of the PES as a oheok on the oensus is only
realized if the PES data are matohed, person-to-person, with the oensus re
sults. In African countries such matching is generally extremely laborious
and cften has to be limited to a subsample.

Choice between built-in sample and post-enumeration survey

In principle, the baaic purpose of the built-in sample (EIS) method is
to collect additional data, and the basiC purpose of the PES is to oheok the
census. But in fact eaoh of these operations also fulfills the other purpose
to some extent.

1/ Prooessing costs do not need to be oonsidered in this argument. If
one is willing to eoonomize by sampling, one oan equally oolleot exhaustive
data and sample at the prooessing stage. The cost saving attributable to
the method of the "built-in-sample" is essentially the additional field work
involved in interviewing all persons with all questions.

J.I One should also oonsider th" olustering effeot. Since the long ques
tionnaire will be used in a cluster sample, it is particularly unsuited for
characteristics which are highly clustered in their distribution among the
population. Suoh characteristics will be subject to a specially hieh samplin
error. (See Chapter 7)
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The BIS provides a check. The built-in sample being a probability
sample, it should give results which agree with the main census within
sampling error limits. This is a statistical check, which is of course
less powerful than the matching check of the PES - in other words, the
BIS check will not reveal any cancelling errors but only net error.

The PES provides additional data. The PES normally fulfills exactly
the same function as the BIS in providing additional data (long ques
tionnaire) on a sample basis.

Three objeotions are sometimes raised against the PES as a check.
(1) Person-to-person matching is so cumbersome that in practice it is of
little value. This criticism relates to the content check; it leaves un
touched the value of the PES as a coverage check. (2) If the check of the
PES results against the census reveals a discrepancy, a third operation is
needed: a reconciliation survey. Otherwise we still will not know whether
the error is in the census or the PES. (3) In practice it is difficult to
ensure that the PES is really carried out independently of the census. Even
if a cifferent enumerator is used he will still have to rely on the guidance
of the same chiefs and headmen; thus errors of coverage in the census may
well be repeated in the PES.

These objections are serious but not necessarily over-riding. As al
ready mentioned, the person-to-person matching Can be restricted to a sub
sample, and the reconciliation operation to the same subsample. ObJection
(3) is valid to some degree but would not normally vitiate the PES check
completely.

In developed countries it is assumed that the PES will give more reliabl
information than the census, because the smaller scale of the PES allows the
selection of better enumerators and more thorough traininb' This is less
certain in Africa. In the first place, selection of the better field work
ers for the PES presents several problems. The better enumerators are more
likely to come from outside the area in which they will have to work; there
is then more chance of a language difficulty and they may be less readily
accepted by the people. In practice the best enumerators may not be avail
able for the PES since they would generally be employed in other jobs, and
although their employers may be prepared to release them for the main census
they may be unwilling to do so for the longer period of the PES. Apart from
the question of field personnel, the short duration of the general census
and the national publicity which accorupan i.e s it leads to widespread enthu
siasm; to a large extent the people themselves ansure that everyone is
enumerated. The PES which follows is carried out in an atmosphere of waning
interest and must appear unJustifiable to much of the population.

A further advantage of the BIS is that it does not involve re-interview
of households which have already been enumerated and this removes one Cause
of irritation for the population. By the same token, the BIS involves a
smaller total number of interviews than the PES (even without considering
the reconciliation o per-a.t i.on for 't he latter). These advantages are, of
course, simply the counterpart of the essential disadvantage of the BIS;
that because there is no re·-interview it does not pr-o v.i de a true o heok ,
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Whether or not these arguments are considered decisive, it is clear at
least that the PES requires two complex field operations (the PES itself
followed by t"e reconciliation) at a time when the oensus office is pre
occupied with handling the mass of data arriving from the main census and
attempting to produce some preliminary results as rapidly as possible. A
country with a limited office or managerial capability may well judge that in
these circumstances the DIS provides a more manageable option than the PES.
Some African countries have nevertheless opted for a PES in full awareness
of the difficulties mentioned. Until their experience has been mOre fully
analyzed, it wculd not be Justifiable to give a firm recommendation on this
issue~

We now turn to an examination of the various other ways in which a
demographic survey may be related to the population census.

The census as a sampling frame for demOgraphic surveys

Before a census is taken it is necessary, or at least very desirable, to
divide the country into well defined small areas each corresponding to the
work of one enumerator. These are termed enumeration areas, or EAs. In
Africa, EAs have been typically of about 500-1000 population. These units
serve as a convenient area sampling frame for all kinds of surveys.

For surveys conducted simultaneously with, or very shortly after, the
census, a sample of area units may be selected with equal probability. Where
the survey comes at a lonber interval after the census, so that there has
been time to obtain the individual EA census population figures, another ad
vantage of EAs as sampling units appears: the census population of the EAs
can now be used as supplementary information to reduce the sampling error of
the survey. The information can be used either at the sampling stage (samp
ling with probability proportional to size) or at the estimation stage (rati
estimation or re-weiguting the sample). For fuller details see Chapter 8.

The population census cannot normally in Africa prOvide a usable samplin
frame of households, because of the lack of any reliable system of addresses.
Several attemps to use the census in this way in African countries have
proved unsuccessful.

Other relationships between the census and a demographic survey

Other relationships are implicit in the preceding discussion but may be
worth making explicit here.

The census may provide the organization for the survey. This is impli
cit in the BIS proposal, and in praotice the same has been true of the PES:
up to now in Africa every PES has been conducted by the country's census
organization. However, a convincing Case can be argued for an alternative
pclicy: to oontract out the PES to a separate ortanization, thus ensuring
greater independence and hence a mo~e effective check~
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Apart from specially designed checking operations, suoh as the PES, any
demographio survey can be usefully cross-checked against the census. If,
for example, the survey populations of EAs turn out oonsistently smaller
than the Census populations, this suggests under-enumeration in the survey
and the disorepanoy should be investigated by intensive field work on a sub
sample. Survey data should always be ohecked against existing data (whether
from the Census or from other souroes) and disorepanoies followed up.

In general one might reasonably expeot a survey to yield more aoourate
data than a census. However, this may not be so as regards coverage. The
oensus has two advantages in this respeot. Firstly, the publicity attending
a oensus helps to ensure complete coverage: the people themselves will make
sure they are not omitted. Secondly, the faot that the census is exhaustive
simplifies the demaroation problem: the enumerator who strays outside his
area will neoessarily be entering the area allocated to another enumerator.
There is then a good ohanoe that the mistake will be brought to light, either
by the neighbouring enumerator or by the peop13 who are enumerated twice.
Despite these advantages of the oensus there is a oorresponding disadvantage,
namely that the publicity and the political importance attaching to a census
may enoourage attemps to inflate the enumeration. All these considerations
should be taken into aooount when oensus and survey data are cheoked One
against the other.

Demographic survey as a substitute for a oensus

We have already considered the case of the demographio survey whioh is
used in place of a oomplete enumeration in a limited area, in the context
of a national census. A much more oommon oase is the demographio survey
whioh is carried out as a substitute for a oensus in a oountry where a
satisfactory oensUs is considered impractioable or too costly to be justified,
Such a survey may be national in coverage or, if conditions are partioularly
difficult, it may be limited to the part of the country where it is estimated
that it oan be conducted successfully. (For example in the case of Kinshasa
1967-1968, suoh a survey was limited to the oapital city.) When the coverage
is limited in this way, the remainder of the oountry will have neither a
censUs or a survey_

Demographic surveys have been used essentially as a substitute fer a
oensus in nearly all of the Frenoh-speaking African countries South of the
Sahara. In most of t11ese co urrt r-r e e the only "oensuses" which had ever been
attempted up to 1973 were the regular administrative counts (reoensements
administratifs) oarried out by looal administrations for taxation purposes.1!
The effioienoy of these counts has varied widely in different areas; in most
countries there has not even been a uniform list of items of information to
be covered. As a result, demographers have ignored the administrative oounts
and practically the only source of demographic statistics for these countries
has been demographic surveys, organized as separate operations.

1/ Notable exceptions were the censuses in Togo (1960, 1970) and Gabon
(1970T. In some other cases there have been serious demographic censuses,
on an exhaustive basis, of the one or two largest cities.
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The administrative counts, though generally unreliable, have neverthe
less served one of the purposes of a census quite adequately: they have pro
vided a list of villages, with rough population figures for each village,
which acts as a convenient sampling frame for surveys. In particular, the
demographic surveys in these countries have been based on this sampling frame
using the "administrative population" of each village as supplementary inform
ation, in the manner outlined above.

The inter-censal survey

It is sometimes ar6ued that 10 years is too long a period to leave
between population censuses: important parameters may change in a period
shorter than this and some attempt should be made to pin-point them at the
half-way mark. The argument is strengthened by the long delays in processing
to which censuses are commonly subject. If, for example, results take 4 year
to appear, then census users are obliged to work with data which may be up to
14 years old. This is the rationale of the inter-censal survey: a sampling
operation designed to provide interim information on some of the population
parameters at a time approximately mid-way between Censuses.
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CHAP'l'ER 3

GOV,i;RAGE AND IlETHOD

In tnis chapter we consider firstly the question of coverage in space
and in time and secondly the main lines cf the methods used in demographic
surveys. Detailed questions of method are treated in later chapters.

Coverage: (I) Surveys conducted as part of a census

When a survey is an integral part of the census, its coverage has to be
decided in the light of the survey's purpose in the context of the whole
census operation. For the three Cases denoted (1), (2) and (3) in Chapter 2,
the pcsi tion is as follows:

(1) Sample enumeration in a limited area. The coverage will be the area of
country where conditions for enumeration are particularly difficult,
typically nomadic areas. See note on nomads at the end of this chapter.

Built-in sample. A typical
method in rural areas only.
be exhaustive, but with the

arrangement is to use the built-in sample
In urban areas the enumeration will then

long questionnaire.

(3) Post-enumeration survey. Since the basic purpose is to check the census,
the sample is normally arranged to cover the whole country.

Coverage: (II) Demographic surveys which are not part of the census

Surveys in this category include: inter--{)ensal surveys, surveys carried
out as a substitute for a census, most vital rate surveys, and demographic
surveys carried out as a by-product of another survey. These are in no way
mutually exclusive categories: in particular, the category "vital rate surveys"
may overlap with any of the others.

t,jost of the demographic surveys which have been conducted in Africa have
covered one entire country. However, those oarried out as a by-product 
generally in course of the househcld listing stage of an agricultural or
household budget survey - have more often been limited to one region within
the country or to one city.

There is no doubt that most UGers of demographic survey data wish to have
information for the whole country. Wnere coverage is incomplete, users often
have to make their own extrapolation. In practice they are likely to assume
that the main demographic features of the area covered extend also to the
area not covered. Full national coverage should therefore be considered a
highly desirable objectlve for a demographic survey. Despite this general
principle, however, Cases will arise in which the inclusion of remote areas
is impractical or too expensive to be justifiable. If the population in
question is less than 5 per cent of the national total it is unreasonable to
go to great lengths to include them.
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A few countries have carried out regional surveys successively, with
ultimate coverage of all or nearly all the national territory when the
regional surveys are put together. The reduced scale of operations at any
given time makes supervision easier and should improve the quality of the
data. On the other hand, the staggered timing creates difficulties for the
user, particularly if there is significant migration between areas covered
at different times (as for example when the urban and rural sectors are
covered at separate times). Whether the organizational advantage outweighs
the inconvenience to the user can only be decided in each individual case.

Single round versus multi-round survey

The majority of demographic surveys in AfriCa have been single round
surveys - that is to say, the enumerator makes one visit only to each house
hold. As far as determining the current structure of the population is con
cerned, such an arrangement is perfectly satisfactory.

However, many impar tant demographic parameters are measured as rates
(e.g. births, deaths, migration), and these necessarily refer to a definite
period of time, namely one year. For single round surveys the period of
reference is in most Cases taken as the 12-month period ending at the moment
of the interview. Thus, such surveys typically ask for a report of births
and deaths occurring in the household "during the last 12 months". However,
it has been often shown that vital events are not accurately reported when
single round surveys are used with retrospective questions of this kind. The
method has been found to lead to both errors of omission and errors of dating
An overall error (gross error) close to 20 per cent for births and 40 per
cent for deaths has been reported by two developing countries independently
(Morocco and India). 11

The multi-round survey is an attempt to overcome some of the sources of
error inherent in the single round approach, as regards the estimation of
births, deaths and migration. Basically, the idea is to carry out a first
round in which the enillilerator prepares a list of persons to be surveyed
(selected as a probability sample) and then to visit the same sample after an
interval in order to record the changes that have occurred. Further visits
may follow at appropriate intervals, so that the sample ,f households then
becomes a sort of vital rate "pane L'",

It is obvious that this method, though more expensive, should reduce
errors of both omission and dating. However, it does not solve all the pro
blems. In particular, infants who are born and die between the rounds can
still be detected only by tlle retrospective approach, and there are difficul
ties in detecting events associated with persons who leave the sample area
between rounds. The special problems of such follow-up surveys are treated
in Chapter 11 of this manual •

.1/ Some more detailed figures, broadly in line with the above, are given
in Demographic data collection: P summary of experience, by II. Seltzer,
Population Council, 1973.
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Since three er four rounds are needed altogether (see Chapter 11), with
a sample size of approximately 100,000 at each round (Chapter 7), it will be
appreciated that a multi-round survey is an expensive operation.

The relevance of the multi-round method may be summarized as follows:

(1) A single round suffices, in principle, to provide the current
population picture - that is, the total population and its present
characteristics.

(2) For estimating population change, however, observations must be
made relating to a period of time. There are a number of alterna
tive approaches to this which will be considered in later chapters
(including, ~or example, comparison between consecutive censuses,
retrospective questions at a single round survey, etc.).

(3) The multi-round follow-up survey is one of the methods desi~~ed to
improve tJ-.2 estimation of the components of population change.

(4) The L round (or anyone round) of a multi-round survey WOUld,
of ~ourse, serve the objectives of any single round survey. If
snme of these obJectives (for example, estimation of total popula
tion) required a more detailed geographical breakdown than the
components of change, this might be met by using a large sample at
the first round and a subsample for the follow-up rounds.

Later in this chapter we describe some other methods designed to collect
more reliable data on the components of population change.

The question of the choice between these various methods arises only if
estimation of population change is one of the obJectives (because otherwise
the single round survey suffices). 11
Note on terminoloRY

llulti-round ~urveys in which the same sample is interviewed repeatedly
have been variously termed follow-up survey~, continuous observation surveys,
repeated observation surveys, longitudinal surveys, and the household account
ing t.e chn i cue , Different shades of meaning have been attached to these terms
at various times. Howe ve r , there is no agreed terminology and it does not
seem pr-o f'Lt ab I.e to attempt to establish one in this manual. (We do, however,
suggest below a clear distinction between a multi-round survey and a vital
registration operdtion.)

Time coverage of a survey: fixed or ~ndefinite

Many multi-round surveys axe tiesigned as one-shot operations to be
carried out over a period of o n e ye ar , There is, however, no reason in

j./ It should be admitted here that this argument is over-simplified.
There is evidence of better coverage and reporting in the later r ounrts of mul
ti-round surveys. But the cost of the additional reunds is such that they
could nar d.l y be introduced on these grounds alone.
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theory why they should not continue indefinitely, providing current data
every year on vital rates, like a vital registration system.

Thia distinction, between a survey for which a definite time limit is
fixed at the start and one which is intended to continue indefinitely, may
perhaps appear artificial since such decisions can be changed at any time.
However, the distinction is important in relations to sampling in time, in
more than one way:

(1) If the survey is to continue over a long period, then clearly the
sample in anyone year can be smaller, provided we are content to
estimate the average values of the vital rates over several years
(which also means: provided we are willing to wait several years
for a statistically reliable reSUlt).

(2) If the survey is to be completed in one year, then that year will
have to stand as an estimate for all subsequent years until the
next enquiry. whether this is a reasonable procedure depends on the
natural variation of the vital rates from year to year.

(3) Further, for a single-year survey, there is obviously no point in
reducing the sampling error to a level much below that cf the
random variation between years.

Thus, a rational decision on sample size for vital rate surveys requires
a decision at the same time on the period to be covered by the survey.

It will also be seen from the above that these decisions re~uire an
estimate of the natural variation of vital rates from year to year. Some
evidence on this is discussed in Chapter 7'

lital registration on a sample basis

In developed countries, information on vital events comes mainly from
civil registration. In African countries registration is almost everywhere
defective and cannot be used directly for serious demographic purposes. It
has often been suggested, however, that a civil registration scheme might
be set up effectively in a developing country if it were limited to a sample
of registration areas. Special efforts could be made in the sample areas
which would net be praoticable if the whole country were covered.

This idea is clearly similar to that of the continuous observation survey
of unlimited duration mentioned above. While once again there is no agreed
terminology, it is convenient to distinguish sharply between 3ample vital
registration and a survey on the following basis'

In a registration systel", only the vltal events are recorded.

In a survey, a questionnaire is completed for every sample household.

The above distinction is important because it means that, in a registra
tion system, special arrangements have to be made to determine the base popu
lation (i.e. the denominator of the vital rates) and bringing it up to date
From time to time.
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In praotioe, this requirement implies that any sample registration system
must be aooompanied by a survey (or at least, must be extended so that it
effeotively beoomes a survey). The registration provides the numerators of
the vital rates and the survey the denominator. The survey will have to be
repeated from time to time to keep the base population estimate up to date.

A regularly repeated survey is itself, of oourse, a good means of esti
mating vital events. Sinoe, in any sample registration system, suoh a
repeated survey will be neoessary, why not use it to obtain an independent
estimate of the numerator? This reasoning leads to a oonoept whioh has been
widely applied in Asia (Pakistan, Thailand, Turkey, India) and whioh made
its first appearanoe in Afrioa in 1968-1969 (radagasoar, Liberia): the oom
bined registration-survey method, sometimes termed the "PGE" method, after
the original 'Population Growth Estimation" projeot in Pakistan. In this
manual we refer to it as the dual reoord system.

Dual reoord system (PGE)

The system is based on the oolleotion of data from the same sample by
two independent operations:

Registration. A looal inhabitant is nominated registrar in each sample
area. In many oases he is assisted by sub-registrars, eaoh of whom is
responsible for reporting all vital events in a small part of the area.
Reports, inoluding null returns, must be made monthly by every registrar
and sub-reg'istrar.

Survey. A multi-round survey is made of the same area at fixed intervals,
generally every 3 or 6 months, using enumerators who operate independent
ly of the registrars.

The results of the two operations are matohed, event by event. In oase of
disorepanoy, a further visit may be made to the household oonoerned. In m~lY

Cases the survey also provides the denominator for the rates. The system is
generally set up to oontinue indefinitely, in a fixed sample of areas. The
method is desoribed in more detail in Chapter 11.

The prinoiple on which the system is based is that two independent ope
rations are less likely to miss an event than one. It is essential, however,
that the two operations be truly independent. If the registrars oollaborate
wi th the enumerators, most of the advantage of t ne double system is lost.

The dual record system is generall¥ even more expensive than the follow
up survey. j~reover, the matohing operation is oomplex and laborious. Yet,
when working at its best, there is probably no more aoourate method of 001

leoting data on vital events in a developing country. The ohoice between
methods that are oheaper and simpler but less aocurate and those t ha t are more
expensive and complex but in prinoiple more reliable, is a difficult one. For
further disoussions en this problem, see Chapters 11 and 12.
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A note on migration

Among the t nr-ee co u.ponerrt s of population change, births, deaths and
migration, the first two are relatively stable in their incidence; a variety
of analytical techniques are available whioh enable d.emo gr-aphe r-a to project
their effects on population change with reasenable confidence several years
~head. The situation is different with the third component, migratien.

!ugration rates are influenced by mar.y factors: econcmic motives at
both ends ("push" and "pull" factors), political decisions, civil disturb
ance and many other influences. lillSt of the factors are ~uite unpredictable
and may suddenly and unexpectedly change the magnitude and even the direc
tion of migration. ~lOreover in some of the smaller African countries migra
tion may 0utweigh natural population growth as a source of pcpulation change.
As lone. as this situation persists, refined technil(ues for projecting the
natural growth ~f small a,eas (whether small countries or regions within
larger countries) can have little s i.gnif' icance.

On the ot ne r hand tilere are signs in many parts of Africa of increasing
control and limitation of external migration by bovernments. JlOreover the
net effect of migration over a group of neighbouring countries must tend tc
~cel out. Thus population projections may be expected to become increasing
ly meaningful and particularly so where they cover large areas .

•'igrcJtion takes many forms and it is important to distinguish these
when planning a survey. First a classification may be made in terms of the
extent of the movement involved:

(1) External migration: movement across national frontiers

(2) Internal migration: movement within national frontiers, of which
the following tJpes may be distinguished:

(a) Regional migration: movement between regions wi thin the coun-
try.

(b) Rural-urban migration.

(c) Local mobility, movement from one dwelling to another in the
same locality. (Such short-distance movemarrt s are often Con
sidered to be excluded from the term "migration". Wa include
them for convenience).

Secon~ly, distinction may be made in terms of the frequency of movement. Thus
we distinguish nomadism, seasonal migration (including tourism), and migration
for more or less permanent settlement.

Each of these types of movemeLt may be of concern in any of several ways:

(i) The movement itself may be of interest: net immigration is one of
the components of population growth.

,ugration may be of concern for its bearing on the structure of the
population. For example, a country may want to know how many per
sons of foreign origin are resident within its frontiers.
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(iii) ~tig~ation is often an important economic factor. Examples:

Emigrants may remit money from abroad

Seasonal immigrants may make an important oontribution to
bringing in the harvest

"~vement into urban areas may contribute to unemployment

The "brain ~ain" may deprive a country of eduoated manpower

Tourists may bring in foreign exchange.

(iv ) Finally, mig~ation is relevant in a special way to the problems
treated in this manual, beoause a high rate of population mobility
is a complicating factor in the executicn of demographic surveys.
There are two main reaSons for this:

Follcw-up surveys become Isss effective if a substantial pro
portion of persons inte~viewed at one round have moved befcre
the next round.

In a more mobile population the difference between the ~e jure
and de facto population is larger and the former depends more
crucially on the exact definition of residence.

A special Case is that of nomadism. Clearly, nomadic populations require
an altogether different survey approach from that used fer settled populationE
This needs separate discussion.

Surveying nomads

Althcugh a goed deal of experience has been gained on the surveying ef
nomads in Afrioa it cannot be said that any satisfactory solution has been
found.

Three methods have been tried for obtaining a valid sWilpJe.

(1) Gample of water holes. If ~he survey has been carried out in the
driest season one should find the population olustered around the water holes.
Assuming the lOCation of the water holes is known to the authorities it should
be possible to list them and select a sample. In practice it has proved
extremely difficult to obtain complete and up-te-date lists: the water holes
shift f'z-o m year to year and sometime s disappear altogether. lI!o~eover, the
people do not stay out around the hole to suit ,he enumerator. Finally, the
number of people varies Widely from one hole to another and is not klJ.own in
advance, so that planning of the work is difficult.

(2) Aerial su~vey. Attempts to count nomads by air date back to the '40
The usual prooedure is to count the tents or huts seen from the air, then to
send field worke~s to find out the average population per tent. Obviously,
the latter involves the same sampling problem as any other ~ethod (any attempt
to select from aerial photographs a sample cf tents, er even clusters of
tents, for interviewers to visit is quite impracticable). Thus, the ~e~e

fact of aerial survey does nothing to solve the basic problem, w.tich is one
of sampling.
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(3) Sampling based en soctal and kinsh~p structures. The only approach
which has met with some delree of success has been that of workin6 through
the existing tribal structures. In all nomadic populations there is a hie
rarchy of tribes, olans, families, etc., one under the other, and at each
levsl the chief should know the location of the people under him. In t"eory,
tderefore, it should be possible to make a sampling frame for each level, down
to the family. Obvisusly the practical difficulties are serious: for example,
the selected households may Le far distant from one another, or they may be
difficult to trace despite the chief's directions. Good results cannot be
expected in all areas but by and large this method appears to have worked
better than any others.

Thrcughout the rest of this manual it will be assumed that the population
to be surveyed is sedentary.

Summary on coverage and methods

(1) Except for special cases, coverage should be national.

(2) Three main types of sample demogr-apni,c operation have been used in
developing countries:

(a) The single round survey
(b) The multi-round follow-up survey
(c) The dual record system (FGE)

(3) Method (a) is satisfactory:

For estimation of total population and its geographical
distribution

For determination of the current structure of the population

For checking of the census.

However, if population change is to be estimated, then methods (b)
and (c) become relevant and a choice therefore has to be made
between (a), (b) and (0).

(5) The three methods have been listed in (2) above in order ef inoreas
ing cost and complexity. Decision between them depends on consider
ations that have not all yet been discussed in th~s manual. The
problem is therefore deferred until Chapter 12.

(6) If (b) or (c) is cho s en then the Objectives listed under (3) above
Can be covered by the first round of the survey. If necessary the
later rounds could be limited to a subsample of the first round
sample.

(7) If (b) or (c) is chosen, then for effioient planning of the survey
it is necessary to decide whether the operation is te last for a
defini te period or to continue indefinitely. In takin" this de ci.s i or,
some estimate of the natural variation in vital rates irom year t.
year will be needed.
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CHAPTER 4

BASIS 01" ENUMERATION

Survey objectives have already been discussed in chapter 1. In this
chapter and the next we assume that the broad obJectives have been fixed and
we examine more closely what information has to be obtained in order to meet
these objectives. ~any of the problems examined in this connexion are essen
tially no different in surveys and in censuses; examples will therefore be
quoted from either type of operation.

The present chapter deals with two important questions affecting the whole
framework of the en~uiry: the basis of enumeration and the definition of a
household.

4.1 DE FACTO OR DE JURE ENUIJERATION

The question whether tc use de facto or de jure enurae r-a't Lon is a problem
which often consumes many hours of discussion when a demographic survey is
being planned. There are many arguments on both sides and the best solution
will depend on the features of the survey, on the use that is to be made of
the data, and perhaps on the characteristics of the population studied. Ine
vitably, therefore, the discussion which folloHs is complex and does not lead
to any o Lear--c u't recommendation. ~'he reader may prefer to skip to the sum
mary at the end of this section.

First, the basis of enumeration has to be considered separately for
enumeration of the population and enUl.leration of vi tal events.

Enumeration of the base population

In censuses and demographic surveys which have been conducted both in
Africa and in other parts of the world, two different approaches have commcn
ly been used: the de facto basis, which aims to obtain particulars of all
persons who were in the dwelling at a specified time, whether or not they
normally lived there; and the de jure basis, which aims to obtain particulars
of the usual residents, whether or not they were pr e sen t at the mo rrant of
reference.

De facto Present at time of reference
Ri; liINDI;R

De jure Resident, whether present or absent at tirr.e of reference.

It is of course possible to enumerate both the de facto and tlJe de jure,
population at the same time, and to sort out the needed population at the
analysis stage. Thus one shoulc distinbuish the basis of enumeraticn and the
b~s of analysis, and the former Can be de facto or de jure or comprehensive
(bvthJ. What are the exact procedures of en umer-a t i.on in e ac n case?
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(a) De facto enumeration

When this approach is used, the enumerators are generally instructed
to record the particulars of all persons who slept in the dwelling on a
specified night. In the Case of Censuses and surveys in which the enumeration
is completed fairly quickly, a particular calendar date is often specified:
e.g. in the 1970 censUs of Ghana, the ni~ht of 0unday 1 "~rch 1j70 was
designated as "Census Nibht". But when the enumeration is spread Over a
longer period, as is normally the Case with sample surveys, this procedure
becomes impracticable, since people cannot remember who slept in the dwelling
on a night which may be several weeks, or even months, before the enumerator
comes round. In these circumstances the "Survey Night" has to be fixed in
terms of the interview date - which means that it is variable from one house
ho ld to another.

The method most oommonly used is to instruct the enumerator to enumerate
all persons who slept in the dwelling on the night before his visit. This
prooedure invo:ves a small statistical bias. Enumerators who find a person
or household temporarily absent are normally expected to call back for the
interview when they return; if this is done, almost everyone will be found
"present on the night before the interview" and there will be an upward bias.
One solution is to fix the reference night in terms of some such formula as
"The Sunday before the interview". This was done in the Ghana Population
Survey of 1966.

However, it see~s likely that this bias can be safely ignored, provided
enumerators are moving fairly rapidly through the area so that they are not
saving up call-backs over periods of weeks.

Where de facto enumeration is used, certain exceptions to the rules often
have to be made. Two of the most important are the fo llowing,

Exception (1)' Enumerators are told to include persons normally belong
ing to the household who were away from home on the
reference night, being elsewhere in the country but in
some place where the;y could not have been ~numerated

\e.g. out fishing or hunting all ni~ht).

lException (2): :n co u.rt r i e s ~'i th heavy labour emigration, special pro
vision is often made to include members of the household
who are outside the country on the reference ni~ht. This
procedure is generally Li.nu.ted to persons who (a) have
been absent for less thffil a ~pecified period (e.g. 4
ye ars }, (b) keep in t oucr. by sending money OT letters,
and (0) are eXl_8cted to return. Such persons are often
enumerated in a s e par a't e part of the que s t i onn a.i.r-e, such
as a boy at thE: foot. an« cnLy li:nited particulars are
recorded f'o r- t he m (e~g. name, sex and age). ~_n the pro
cessirg a~d analysis they are kept quite separate ~rom

the rest of the population.



(0) Jie .lUTe enurlleration

"it\ihen this approach is used a clear d.ef i.n i, t ion of "r-e s i.d.e nc e II is required.
Such a definition has two aspe0ts: the cor..ditions f'o r membership of the
household. and. the conditions for r-e e i d enc e in terms of d-uration of stay.
The former will be considered later in the section "Definition of Household".
We consider here the dw'ation of stay.

One possible approach is to fix a definite qualifying period for resi
dence. If a person has been li.ving in the household for more t~,an a speci
fied length of time, he ceases to be a visitor and becomes a normal member
of the household; conversely, if a person has been absent for more than a
certain period, he is considered to be living somewhere else. ro avoid bias,
the two l{ua.lifying periods should be the same. HOll long a period should be
allowed?

The United Nations recomQendation is 6 months - that is, 6 mcnths con
tiLUOUS presence is needed to qualify for residence and 6 months continuous
absence is the condition for non-residence. This implies that statistically
the change of residence is regarded as occurring 6 months after the person
actually moves. In theory, at the moment at which a person ceases to be
eligible for enumeration in one place he becomes eligible in the other, so
thdt eaoh person is covered once and once only.

However, three difficulties now arise. (1) A person who moves for a
second time within 6 months will n~t be covered at all for a certain period.
(2) What exactly is meant bJ "continuous" periods of presence or absenoe?
What limits should be set on brief interruptions of these periods? (3) The
method involves asking for particulars of persons who are not present; ob
viously it would be better if we oould interview such people at the other end
the place to which they have moved. If the qualifying period is reduoed,
these problems are made easier. However, the shorter the period the more we
tend to oome into conflict with the way in which the people themselves oon
ceive of "r e sidence l1

• This requires some further discussion.

In most parts of PJrioa the population is highly mobile in the sense that
members of a household frequently g~ away for limited periods and then return.
For example, men go away to seek work; women go to their mother's house to
h~ve a baby; ohildren go away to sohool; there is a constant movement in both
directions bet~een town and oountry. The household left behind will normally
olaim the absentee as a member as long as they expect him to return. Fer
them, duration hardly enters as a oriterion of residenoe, but in so far as it
does only a very long duration oan oarry muoh weight. A person who had for
merly established residenoe over many years or by ties of marriage oannot,
they feel, reasonably be excluded simply on the grounds of a few months'
temporary absence. Experience allover the world has shown that when the
interviewer is using ooncepts which disagree fundamentally with those of the
person interviewed, errors, misunderstandings and bias tend to be co mnion ,
This, then, is a valid arbument against basing residence on a very short
period.

On the other hand, there are cases where a person or householG has defi
nitely and permanently moved and everyone knows it, yet the move is so reoent
that the enumerator, f'o Llow i ng the rules, has to refuse to aooept the ne,1-
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residence. Once again, this put s 't he enume r-a't o r at loggerheads with the
respondent and a false response may be recorded. Because of this, in some
surveys the respondent's intention has been taken into account. If he says
that he intends to stay for 6 months, even if he has not yet done so, he is
cour.ted as a resident. This has the adre d avantage that we are more often
collecting particulars from the place where the respondent is now, and less
oft~n from the place which he has left. But intention is an uncertain
matter ~nd it is arguable that we should not base statistics on anything so
subjective. ~~reover, for the statistics to balance we have to introduce a
similar rule which excludes an absent person if he intends to sta;'! away for
more than 6 months. Of course, such a person is not there to tell us his
intention. It is difficult enough to be certain of intentions when the
person is present for interview; how much more uncertain, then, if he is
absent. On the whole it seems simpler to avoid using intention as a
criterion.

There is a fairly simple way of avoiding the problem of brief absences
and at the same time settling the problem of the non-coverage of people who
move twice. We simply define a pe r c.on t s residence as the place he has lived
in most during the last 12 months. In the Case of a single move this wi 11
give t~same result as the 6-month qualifying period for residenoe and in
the case of multiple moves it gives a simple criterion. This solution is
recommended.

How is this definition applied in practice? The best procedure seems to
be to put the question direct to the informant:

"In what dwelling have you lived most (or longest) during the
last 12 months?" JJ

Of course the respondent cannot be expected to calculate the answer exactly
in difficult Cases and some errors must be expected. However the question ha
several advroltages: it is conceptually complete, it conforms with the United
Nations definition in the case where the latter is complete, and it provides
the enumerator with a simple and cle ..,r instruction relatively free of compli
cating reservations.

It will be seen tllat the choice of any particular period in defining
residence is difficult. The choice of a 6-month qualifying period, or the
longest residehce within 12 months, is arbritrary and should not be taken as
a firm rule for all surveys. In particular where temporary absences are less
common a shorter period might well be preferable, and at the other extreme
there is always the option of fixing a separate ana much longer period for
the special case of persons absent outside the country (see below).

JJ This is quite the same as "In what dwelling have you lived for most
0·· the last 12 months?" There may sometimes be difficult,)" in translating
this r.uanc e , but the pr ac t i c a L importance of this is likely to be small.
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Assuming new that the definitions have been agreed, t hs enurcera't o r IS

task is to list all residents and obtain tlieir particulars. Assuming that
erruraer a't i.on is to be de jure, normally a co l umn is added to the questionnaire
for indicating "Pr e s errt " or "Ab s en t !' (enter P or A), non-residents are not
recorded at all.

When enuner at Lng the absentees, countries often like to distinguish
those who are elsewhere in the country from those who are outside the oountry
and sometimes different criteria are used to define the two categories. Thus
in the 1966 census of Algeria, pe r-sor,s recorded as "RAA" (Resident absent en
Algerie) were defined as those who were absent elsewhere in AI{;eria and who
had been away from home for not more than 6 months. On the other hand those
to be shown as "RAE" (Resident absen1; a l'etranger) were to include all
persons outside the country, irrespective of how long they had been away.

(c) ComprehenG i ve enufueration

This necessarily involves asking both ~uestions: who was present on the
reference night, and who is resident? All such persons are listed and a
column is included in the questionnaire to indicate "Present resident",
"Absent resident" or "Visitor" (PR, An or V). Again, absent residents may
be subdivided into absent in the country and absent abroad.

Choice between the three methods

Any organization planning a census or demographic survey must decide at
an early stage which of the three approaches should be adopted. In taking
this decision one has to consider (a) the ease of operating the method,
(b) the likely accuracy of the data obtained, (c) the needs of the user, and
(d) compatibility with other definitions and operations. We consider each
of these in turn.

(a) Ease of operation

The de facto method is an attractively simple conception. The idea of
merely recording all persons present at a given moment is clear and straight
forward. It is true that, as we have seen, this normally needs some modifi
cation: prova sion has to be made for a moving reference night and for the
enumeration of persons who did not sleep in any residence. But the practical
difficulties of definin" "residence" in the de jure method appear greater.
As for the comprehensive me t ho d , this involves tHe enumerator learning how
to handle the problems of both of t;,e other methods and is therefore still
more difficult.

(b) Likely accuracy

Simplicity favours accuracy, so that the arguments just given favour the
de facto method. However tnere are other considerations on both sides.

The de facto method corresponds less closely to the way of thinking of
the respondents and this conflict of approach easily leads to misunderstanding
and distortion of response. Very early in a survey interview, or even before
it starts, the respondent typically forms a definite idea of what is wanted
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of him; if this idea is wrong it takes a well trained interviewer to put him
right. In African demographic surveys the head of the household is likely
to assume that he is being asked to list the members of his household, and
by lIhouseholdll he means something eVen more inclusive as regards absent
relatives than the demographer's "de jure household", and strictly exclusive
of visitors. If information is to be sought on the de facto population a
quite specific question will have to be asked about visitors. The success
of the de facto enui..eration therefore depends on ha'vi.ng well trained and
conscientious en ume r-a't or-a , This is one reason why de jure enumeration has
been favoured in many surveys.

In the de ,jure method, if the scope is nationwide the number of absent
residents should approximately equal the number of visitors. If the compre
hensive method is used, this Can be checked, which is informative - although
it has to be admitted that if the check reveals a discrepancy there is no
method of correcting it. Illien such checks have been run, the number of
absent residents has often been found much higher than the number of visitors.
In the 1~6G Census of Algeria, 483 000 persons were recorded as absent (within
the country) and only 256 000 as visitors. The suspicion can hardly be
avoided that some persons were recorded as absent residents in one place and
as present resident in another. Such double counting is believed to be a
oommon feature with de jure method.

A further defeot of the de ,jure appro ach is the diffioulty in obtaining
aocurate information about persons who are absent. This diffioulty becomes
partioularly acute when whole families are absent and no responsible person
remains at home to answer the enumerator's questions~ However, the de facto
a.pproac h also suffers from this defect in that it involves obtaining full
particulars about Visitors, many of whom will be absent at the time of the
interview and who may have little oonnexion with the household in whioh they
stayed.

Both the de facto and de ,jure methods allow the enumerator a loophole:
any unwanted or dubious case can be excluded on the grounds that he belongs
to the category not enul.1erated; this is one reason why the comprehensive
method is often favoured.

It will be seen that the balanoe of the arguments between the three
methods as regards acouraoy is by no means olear. Perhaps de faoto wins
by a small margin.

(0) Needs of the user

At the national ~evel the two populations should agree exoept for foreign
residents and emigrants abroad. If these oategories are important they are
likely to be enumerated as a special case, whatever system may be adopted for
the main enune r-a t i.on , Hence for users of population data at t he national
level there is no strong preference.

Use of the de jure population for analysis tends to eliminate the effects
o f very short-term migration, which is often strongly specific in ter"ls of
demographic characteristics (mothers moving to hospital to have a baby;
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movements of seasonal workers, etc.). The demographer therefore prefers to
work with the de jure population, unless he is working with large enough
regions for the effects of migration to cancel out, or to be separately
measurable.

Other users of population data at the sub-national level, such as phy
sical planners, educational planners, etc., may prefer either basis and very
often like to have both. In urban areas mobility is usually so hiGh that the
de .j ure population concept may be corapl e t e Ly unrealistic. In a few countries
where seasonal migration is very heavy the same may be true of rural areas.

Data on households are also normally referred to the de jure population.
However, as we shall see later such data are of very limited value in Africa.

From the above it is clear that, for the user, there is no systematic
advdiltage in either system; the largest number of users is likely to be
satisfied if comprehensive enumeration is adopted.

(d) Compatibility with other definitions and operations

The de jure population clearly has a greater degree of permanence than
the de facto population. This favours de jure enumeration whenever a follow
up is planned. In particular, in the demographic multi-round follow-up
survey the essential principle is to identify the same households and persons
after an interval. lfust African populations are so mobile that this would
almost rule out de facto enumeration for such surveys: the proportion of
changes between rounds would be so high that the follow-up would lose its
purpose. The same applies where it is planned to use t ne list of persons
drawn up by the survey for later sampling.

Finally, the basis of enumeration for the population has to be in line
with the basis of enumeration of vital events. This is the subject of the
next section.

Enumeration of vital events

Unlike the enumeration of the population, methods of enumeration of vital
events cannot be olassified simply as either de facto or de jure. There are
three possibilities. We can record:

(1) Deaths of, and births to, the enumerated de jure popul~tion, no
matter where the events occur.

(2) Deaths of, and births to, t ue enume r a't e d de facto population, no
matter where the events occur.

(3) All births or deaths which take place in the sample area, no matter
to whor.1 they occur.

ne t ho d (.3) is sometimes caLLed "de facto" but this usage causes confusion
with (2) and is not recommended.
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If method (1) is used, the oase population should oe enumerated on a
de jure basis, whereas methods (2) and (3) correspond to de facto enumeration
of the population.

Within this requirement, the remaining choice depends on convenience
and accuracy in data collection. This may oe different for births and for
deaths. It also depends crucially on the technique used for data collection:
single round retrospective survey, multi-round follow-up survey, or continuous
registration. We oonsider each Case in turn.

Single round retrospective survey

(a) Deaths. In a single round survey, deaths oannot be recorded for
the population enumerated since dead people are not enumerated.
The only feasible basis for recording deaths in a single round
survey is to ask one of the following questions:

De jure Case

De facto case

Did anyone die who at the time of his death was
a member of this household?

Did anyone die here (cr in this household)?

The second of these is eqUivalent to method (3) above. It would
need supplementing by statistics on deaths in hospitals. In prac
tice retrospective mortality questions rarely give even roughly
plausible results in Africa, in either of the two forms. The dis
tinction between the two is therefore somewhat academic.

(b) Births. The best results will come from questioning women who are
present or resident at the time of the interview, which favours
methods (1) and (2). In a culture where women can be interviewed,
method (2) should have the advantage because it more often involves
recording events to women who are present to oe interviewed. What
ever method is used, we have to add births during the reference
period occurring to mothers who have died during the period.

Multi-round follow-up survey 1/. We have already seen that the follow
up method can only work well with de jure enumeration of the population.

(a) Deaths. The essential advantage of the follow-up method is that it
enables one to name a person and ask what has become of him, instead
of putting the vague (and upsetting) question: "Has anyone died."
This advantage depends on the reference population being that
enumerated (preferably de jure) in the preceding round. A supple
mentary question is required on deaths to babies born within the
period; such oaoies can be obtained as in (b) below.

1/ A multi-round survey in which the follow-up method is not used -
i.e. in which no attempt is made to link the lists of different rounds 
should be classed for the present purpose with the single round retrospective
survey.
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(b) Births. As in the retrospective survey, the best results wi]] oome
from questioning people who are present or resident now, with a
supplementary question on births to mothers whose death is recorded
in (a). The use of a slightly different reference population for
births and deaths causes little inconvenience. The question is
discussed more f~lly in Chapter 11.

Continuous registration. Since the registrar is present continuously
or makes very frequent visits, there is an advantage in using the method that
is simplest to define, namely method (3), both for births and deaths. This
involves recording all events in the sample area, no matter to whom they
occur.

It will be seen that the above recommendations conflict when it comes
to the dual record (PGE) method, which is a combination of multi-round survey
and registration. This means that either the surveyor the registration must
use a less-than-optimal method; alternatively a decision may be taken to
limit the matching between the two series of events to those events which
ocuurred both within the sample area and to the enumerated population. This
difficulty is examined more closely in Shapter 11.

Basis of enumeration: Summary

Enumeration of the population

Certain users of po puLrt i ori data prefer to work with data obtained with
the dejure basis of enumeration, others the de facto basis. For many
users both are valuable. These considerations favour data collection
on a comprehensive basis.

Convenience and aCcuracy on the whole favour de faoto enumeration in the
case of retrospective (or single round) surveys thou6h the Case is
arguable. But the advantage swings to de jure enumeration if the multi
round follow-up method is being used. In the oase of the dual reoord
method, there is a confliot, which will be examined further in Chapter 11

If de facto enumeration is used, a moving reference date is recommeLded
based on the night preoeding the interview.

If de jure enumeration is used, a definition Jf residence is required in
terms of (i'l household membership (see next section) and (ii) length of
s t ay , Recommended for the La t t e r-e the place or r-e s i de nc e is the p l ac e
in which the person has lived most during the last ')2 months.

(5) A separate basis of enumerat:on oan be used for persons abro"Q if this
seems appropriate.

(b) Znumeration of events

(6) In general, the basis of e nume r a't i or: uho u Ld be: comp.rt i b Le fur events and
for the population. This rule r'e q.u r e s fficdif:o"tion in the cas e of
en ume r-a-t Lon of deaths in a sinble round aurvey ,
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(7) For" fo How-up survey, it is reco mmended to record: (a) deaths occurring
to persons enumerated (preferably de Jure) at the start of the reference
period plus deaths to babies whose birth is reported in (b) below;
(b) births to mothers enumerated at the end of the reference period and
to mothers whose death is recorded in (a).

4.2 DEFINITIUN OF HOU~EHULD

A definition of "household" is needea (a) because the household is the
unit of enumeration and the enumerator must therefore be told whom to include
in the same questionnaire; and (b) because statistics on households may be
required from the survey. In some CQses the definition is needed for a third
reason, namely (c) because the householdsenumernted in the demographic survey
are to be used as sampling units in a subsequent survey.

In practioe in Africa it is not possible to produoe a strict definition
of the houaeho Ir' in such a way that every enumerator will make the same group
ing of persons into households. For this reason, statistics of households in
Africa are often of little value. The definition of the household serves
mainly the first of the purposes quoted above, namely as an aid to the enume
rator in deciding which persons should go together in the same questionnaire.

The United Nations reco mmended 1970 census definition of "household"
reads ns follows:

The concept of "household" is based on the arrangements m"de by persons,
individually or in groups, for providing themselves with food or other
essentials for living. A household may be either: (a) a one-person
household, that is, a person who m"kes provision for his own food or
other e a.ierrt La l s for liVing without combining with any other person to
form part of a multi-person household or (b) a multi-person household,
that is, a group of two or more persons who make common provision for
fooo or other essentials for living. The persons in the group may pool
their incomes and have a common bUdget to a greater or lesser extent;
they may be related or unrelnted persons or a combination of both.

The above definition may be included in the appendix of the enumerator's
manual, but a more practic~l form for everyday use by the enumerator is the
following:

A household is a group of people who live and eat together.

l~re importcmt than defining the term is to list the specific border
line cases which Cause uncertainty. We give below the main special cases with
the recommended treatment for each.

Special Case

Lodger.

Boarder

Servant

Treatment

Separate household (1-person household)

Include wi thehe household if at least 1 mea;
per day is normally taken with the household

Separate household



Acopted child . • . • • . . • •

Group of unmarried men sharing
lodging

Several wives of one husband,
with their children
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Incluae in the nousehold

One household if they make common arrange
ments for eating. If not, count as several
1-person households

One household it they live in the same
compound. If not, count as severdl house
holds each with its children.

In many African countries there are regions in which rural people live
characteristically in large groups - perhaps 30 or 40 persons in one compound.
A decision should be taken in advance about such categories and any other
difficult cases which are known to be frequent, and explicit instructions
should be given to the enumerators about each specific type of case.

Head of household. In most que s t i onn.or-e s the first line is reserved
for the head of household. Any attempt to define by general rules who this
should be is likely to cause lengthy and fruitless discussion and ultimately
to confuse the enumerator. The best procedure is simply to accept as head
the person who is stated to be head by members of the household; there will
rarely or never be any disagreement.
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CHAPTER 5

TOPICS FOR INveSTIGATION AND CONTENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIrtE

5.1 lWN DEHOGRAPHIC TOPICS: THE COll1PONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE

This section Covers the topics of sex, age, fertility, mortality and
migration. For eaoh topic we shall consider exactly what information is
needed and how to obtain it.

A. Sex

The only difficulty arises over the sex of infants. In mcny African
surveys and censuses more girls than boys have been reported under the age
of 6. 11 Enumerators should be instructed not to 1eke the sex of an infant
for granted, nor to deduce i1 from the name, but always to ask specifically
whether the child is a boy or girl in every Case.

B. Age

In contrast to sex, age is probably the most difficult topic on which
to obtain accurate data in Africa, simply because so many people do not know
their age or date of birth. Yet it is a topic of fundamental importance both
for demcgraphic analysis and for many other aspects of development planning.
The following discussion is divided into two sections: the first covers the
form in which the question should be asked and recorded, the second considers
the methods which enumerators can use in order to estimate age as accurately
a a possible.

Form of the age question

(a) Broad groups or single years

In African censuses in the 1950's and earlier, age information was
generally obtained in broad age-groups. However, this procedure means that
some available information on age is deliberately not used. If, instead,
narrow age-groups are used there will be so many groups th~t the method is
no simpler than using individual years of age. The method of abe-groups
rras therefore been abandoned almost everywhere in favour of single year8 of
~ge. The latter is recognized to be more convenient both for recording in
the survey and for the user. lfureover in every Afric~ country there is a
substantial and growing number of people who know their age accurately;
within some categories of the population such people may be in an overwhelm
ing majcrity - fcr example in the school population. Tnere is no advar.tage
in throwing away this idDrmation just because it is not available for every
one. The use of single years if therefore recommended.

11 There is a popular myth in Africa that far more girls are born than
boys. Of course there is nc valid basis for this whatever.
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Age should be given in terms of completed years or, which is the same
thing, age "at the last birthday".

For children under the age of 12 months the "age in years" would of
course be O. However, enumeratnrs (or perhaps mothers) are reluctant to
give a child's age as zero. It is usual therefore to instruct the enumerat0r
to obtain the age in months for children under 1. This also helps by giving
a check of age against information on recent births, besides throwing some
light on patterns of age misreporting. There is a goed case for extending
this procedure to children up to 2 years and this has been done in several
surveys.

(c) Age or date of birth

In Europe and America, a question on date of birth has been shown to
g~ve better results than the question aShing age as such. It does not
necessarily follow, however, that this will be so in Africa. When a person
does not know his date of birth, to put the question in this form may only
mean asking the enumerator to do two things instead of one: he first estimate
the person's age, and then calculates the date of birth by subtracting the
age from the date of the survey. An additional source of error is thereby
intrcduced in the Iorm of the subtraction sum.

Furthermore, when most people have no birth certificate and do not
celebrate their birthday, it is often useless to ask for the day and the
month of bi~th; we can only ask for the year. But if the survey is held near
the middle of the calendar year, the conversion of the information £n year 0f
birth into age causes a nuisance when processing and analysing the data anrl
can introduce an addi tional bias: for example, if the survey is held in
July 1970 and a person's year of birth is given as 1954, he may be either
15 or 16 at the time of the survey.

The following arguments may be made in f'avou r elf a question on year of
birth. (1) It is a f i xe c date which a person may know well, whereas his
idea of his age, which changes from year to year, may become confused.
(2) Psking for the year of birth may encourage the enumerators to make use
of tleir event calendar or similar aides (see below). (3) An appreciable
proportion of the population may in fact possess a birth or baptismal certi
ficate, or have their date of birth inscribed in a family bible; to ask for
date of birth may cause these documents to be unearthed, whereas the age
would otherwise be estimated in a slipshod and inaccurate manner. The
strength of tbese arguments will clearly vary from country to country, and it
is not possible to make any firm recommendation nn this point.

Some countries have adopted a compromise, and have allowed the enumerato
to ask either for date of birth ~ for age: the date of birth is to be comp
leted when it is known exactly, otherwise the estimated age is to be given.
This procedure was adopted, for example, in the 1966 census of Algeria and
in tte 1969 Census of Zambia. Again, its usefulness will depend on the
proportion of the population who do in fact know their date of birth, and on
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the extent to which the enumerators follow the instructions. Thus in Algeria,
where most births are now being registered, the use of both Questions almost
certainly improved the Quality of the overall age data, as well as producing
results of interest in their own right. In Zambia, hcwever, it became clear
from the results that the enumerators did not follow the instruction to record
the date of birth only for those who knew it precisely: the age distribution
shows heaping on ages ending, not only in 0 as is usual, but also in 9. As
the census took place in 1969, this suggest that the years of birth had like
wise been rounded to dates ending in O.

Another circumstance where year of birth may be more convenient than age
is the multi-round survey. A person's age would normally be determined in the
first round of the survey but will change as the survey proceeds from round
to round; meanwhile newcomers into the survey will have their age recorded
at the time when they are first picked up by the survey. These variaticns
can cause complications in the processing and analysis of the data, particu
larly as regards the computation cf age-specific rates. If, however, a
Question on date of birth is used, uniformity will be preserved throughout.
This potential advantage, however, will depend largely on the type of
Questionnaire being used and on the duration of the survey.

Methods of es!ima ting a~

(a) gvent calendars

The use of calendars of well-known events to assist enumerators in pin
pointing the dates of birth of their respondents is the best known and most
widely used method of estimating age. In practice, however, various drawbacks
have been found with this method.

It has freQuently been found that the population being enumerated is
unfamiliar with many of the events listed in the calendars. This is
particularly true of political events which may have seemed of great
importance to the educated persons drawing up the calendars but which
in fact had had relatively little impact on the lives of the maJority
of people, particularly those living in remote rural areas.

Questions as to whether a person remembers, or associates his birth
with, a particular event are liable to be put in a leading manner.
The respondent may readily aCQuiesce to these suggestions out of
politeness, Or in order to conceal his ignorance, or to put an end
to the tiresome string of Questions to which he does not know the
answer.

The effective use of the calendars is a complex operation which cannot
be applied blindly. The method must be varied according to the nature
of the respondent - e.g. children fcr whom the answers are being given
by the parents; adults who are present and are answering for themselv81I;
adults who are absent or who cannot or will not answer for themselves.
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It is also a laborious and time-oonsuming operation. Enumerators
are often W1der pressure to complete as many interviews as possible,
and cannot spare the time to continue probing until a really aCCu
rate estimate cf age has been reached.

Thus both the events included in the calendars and the instructions
given to the enumerators on how to use them have often been at fault. In
many surveys the method has been explained in broad terms to the enuruerators
but they have not received any detailed instructions or ooaohing. This
means that they nave to work out the procedure for themselves. Although the
broad principle of the method is simple enough, the detailed procedure is
complex.

For example, for adults seen by the enumerator and answering for them
selves, the following steps are involved:

Sinoe one cannot read out all the events in the calendar, a preli
minary estimate must be m~~cf the respondent's age in order to
decide the point at whioh the enumerator should start reading out
the events from the list. Let us say that this point is fixed at
5 years before the estimated date of birth. This leads to the
follcwing steps:

Add 5 years to the respondent's estimated age and subtract the
resul t from the date of the survey.

(3) Find the oorresponding event in the calendar. Read it out and ask:
"Do you remember this?"

(4) If the answer is "no",_ read the next event listed. Continue thus
until an event is remembered.

(5) For the remembered event ask: "What were you doing at that time?"

(6) From the nnswer, estimate the respondent's age at the time of the
event.

*(7) Calculate the respondent I s preset age by subtracting the date of
the event from the date of the survey and adding the result of
step (6).

This prccedure must be used intelligently. It must be understcod at
least by the enumerator and preferably also by the respondent. For
example, if the respondent does not un d.er's t and the purpose of the ques
tions, he may reply to the question - "lIhat were you doing at that time?"
(step 5 above), by saying - "I was living at such-and-such a place."

* These steps can be simplified if the calendar shows for e~ch event,
the number of years before the date of the survey.
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This reply is useless; the enumerator must recognize this and probe for
a further reply on which an estimate of age can be based. Thus the
enumerator, in addition to following the above cotupLex procedure, must
be ready to use his own initiative when the procedure goes wrong. Note,
moreover, that the procedure described above covers only one Case.
iihere, for example, parents are being questioned about the date of birth
of their child a different procedure will be used.

Even when there is no misunderstanding of the method it is clear that
errors can occur. One notable event may be confused with another: for exam
ple, one epidemic with another, one famine or drought with another; or the
respondent may simply be mistaken in his memory of the relationship between
the public event and his private situation at the time. Thus the event
calendar can in no sense be regarded as infallible even in the best hands.
If used correctly and intelligently it can help; if used wrongly it oan be
worse than useless.

Above all, if it is decided to use the method then arrangements must be
made to spend a great deal of time at the enumerators' training session in
coaching and practice on this One problem. Five days would seem a minimum
fcr training an enumerator to use the method effectively.

(b) Tribal age grades

Some African tribes have systems of "a g e grades ll or "age sets" - groups
of indiv duals who have undergone circumcision or some other form of rite de
passage at the same time or within a specified period, and these age grades
often play an important role in the hierarchy of tribal scciety. If the
relationship between the age grades and age in years Can be established,
useful indicatlons of age can be obtClined.

This met uo d has the great advun t age that most people, when asked what
age grade they belong to, can ffilswer immediately and clearly so that no prob
ing is required. It is however of limited applicability. Lany tribes and
peoples have no age gr-ade cys t eme , and among' others the age grades may be eo
broad as to be virtually useless for this purpose. Elsewhere there may be
important local variations in the system and nomenclature cf the age grades
even wi thin the same tribe, and considerable Care and r e se ar-c n for small
geographical areas is necessary befcre the conversion tables shcwing the
relationship between the age grades and age in years can be drawn up.

(c) Relative aRes cf persons in the same household or locality

In most African communities the people, although igncrant cf their age
in years, may nevertheless be conscious of whether they are older or younger
than other members of their household or village. This awareness arises
from the relationship between age and status in tribal society. TIlis fact
may be exploited: once the ages cf one or two persons have been established
with a fair degree cf accuracy, the ages of their relatives and neighbours
Can be estimated in relation to them.
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It is, however, a techni~ue which, like the event oalendars, requires
time and probing if it is to be utilized effectively. Prolonged coaching
is essential. Popular as it is, the method should still be regarded as
experimental, and seems to work well only in somewhat specialized circums
tances.

C. Fertility

Questions on fertility asked in most demogTaphic surveys in Africa may
conveniently be divided into two categories: those concerned with current
fertili t,{ - i. e. births occurring during a specified period prior to the
survey; and those concerned with lifetime fertility - i.e. the total number
of children ever borne by the women enumerated in the survey. The two types
of question are essentially complementary. By checking and comparing one set
of data against the other, much can be done to adjust for reporting errors. 11
This is particularly true if the data on current births are tabulated by
birth order - i.e. the total number of children borne by the mothers. W.
therefore recommend that questions on both current and lifetime fertility
should be included in any demographic survey conducted in Africa. 1/

In putting questions to women on fertility the enumerator needs an
instruction regarding the age limits of the women to be questioned. Should
he ask all women above 10, above 12, above 14 - or simply all women who have
ever been married? If the age limit is placed too low the enumerator may
Cause embarrassment; if too high, he may miss some births. At the other end
of the scale, should he exclude women who are too old?

This problem is not in fact worth a great deal of discussion or research
since no matter what instructions are given it is probable that most enume
rators will not ask the question when it appears likely to cause embarrassment.
~e recommend just One rule, which should take the form:

Ask all women aged X or over,

where X is any age not Greater than 15Khich may be chosen by the survey plan
ner. The age X should then be specified in the enumerator's instructions.
The use of an upper age limit is not recommended; in most surveys lifetime
fertility is required even for old women, and in any Oase where this is not
so the age of older people is so difficult to estimate accurately that it
seems unwi~e to fix any age limit.

Current fertility

Three types of questions Can be oonsidered:

11 See United Nations, "Nethods of Estimating Basic Demographic Measures
from Incomplete Data".

Y If the "pregnancy history" method of obtaining data on lifetime.
fertility is adopted (see end of this section), data on current fertility
can also be extracted from it, as the date of each birth is obtained.
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Retrospective question on births in the preceding 12 months

Question on date of last live birth

Follow-up question: births since the preceding round of the survey.

These will be examined in turn.

(a) Retrospective question on births in the preceding 12 months

A question on births occurring during a specified period - generally
12 months, but in some Cases some other similar interval - before the survey
has been included in most African demcgraphic surveys. Such questions have
normally been asked of the women enumerated in the survey, but in some survey:
(particularly t uoae in French-speaking countries) they have also been asked
of the head of the household - i.e. whether a birth has occurred "in the
household" or "in the family" during the period in question.

Critical analysis of the data obtained in answer to these questions has
indicated that in some cases (e.g. Upper Volta 1960-61, Chad 1963-64) the
results have been accurate to within some 5 or 6 per cent. But more frequent
ly they have been shown to be subject to substantial errors. The causes of
these errors are generally thought to fall into three main categories:

(1) Dating errors. Births which in fact took place during the referenc,
period are excluded, as they were thought to have occurred before
the beginning of the reference period; or, conversely, births which
took place before the beginning of the period are erroneously
included.

(2) Recall lapse or other failure leading to omission. The respondent
fails to report births, particularly those of children who died
shortly after birth.

(3) Errors due to the low incidence of the events. Women who have had
a child during the preceding 12 months constitute only some 4-5
per oent of the population enumerated; survey research has shown
that when a question is asked whose answer nearly always goes the
same way, then certain enumerators tend to miss the rare response
which goes the other way (probably because they begin to take the
answer for granted instead of asking). In this way births are
missed. //

In some oases, the net effect of these errors has been to reduce or
inflate the total numb~ of births reported for the reference period, but the
bias appears to be independent of the age of the mother. In these circums
tances, oorrection procedures can be used which are described in the United
Nations manual "Metuods of Estimating Basic Demographic lieasures from Incomp
lete Data". In other cases, however, the errors can be shown to have biased
not only the total number of births, but also the shape of the age-specific
fertility distributionl when this happens the correction procedures los.
most of their validity (see also Chapter 12).
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(b) Question on date of l~st live birth

In some recent censuses and surveys in Africa, questions on bir,hs in
the last 12 months have not been asked; instead, women have been questioned
as to the date of their most recent live birth. The question asks first only
for the year when the last birth took place, but if the women gives a date
for the last birth within the three calendar years pricr to the survey, the
~onth is then asked for. Wcmen bearing children during the 12 months preced
ing the survey are then distinguished separately in the processing. This
approach has been shown to possess certain advantages:

(1) The question must be answered for all women who, in answer to the
question on life-time fertility, claim to have given birth to a
live-born child. Errors due to the low incidenoe of the events are
thus eliminated. It also places the analyst in a much stronger
positicn for making corrections and adjustments to the datu, as
will be described further below.

(2) The infcrmation en women whose last child was born more than 12
months prior to the survey is also of value: the distribution of
women bearing children between 12 and 24 months before provides
supplementary data on the shape of the age-specific fertility
curve; further, information on the patterns of error is provided
in the case of women who state a date of last birth such as would
make their own age at the time of the birth either impossibly young
or impossibly old.

There are also certain disadvantages in this approach which should be
considered.

(1) The question is a difficult ene, as are all questions involving
dating of events in African surveys. The older women, who may have
borne their last child several years before the survey, will have
particular difficulty in answering the questions correctly; and for
all age groups there are likely to be some women - generally be t ue en
5 and 10 per cent - who will be "not stated" as to date of last
birth. These errors are, however, of secondary importance; we are
less conoerned with the blrths which took place several years before
the survey than we are with those occurring during the preceding
1~ or 24 months; and if the fertile wcmen who are "not stated" as
to date of last birth are tabulated by age group and parity, suit
able pro rata allocations can be made.

(2) The Cjuestion is not "conceptually complete": we do not obtain
information on women bearing more than one child during the 12
months preceding the survey, nor on births during this period to
women who have themselves died. However, the combined effect of
such omissions is unlikely to amount to more than 5 per cent, and
probably not more than 3 per cent, of current births. Suitable
adjustments c,m be made if necessary. Alternatively, such births
could be covered if, in addition to asking each fertile women for
the date of her last birth, a question on births in the last 12
months is asked on a household basis.
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(3) Even when these adjustments are made, analysis shows that current
births are still under-reported. Field observations SUg5est that
one reason ~y be the following: enumerators find the question
difficult and tedious and as a res~lt, instead of asking for the
last birth, they assume that the youngest child living in the house
hold represents the last birth. They then enter his date of birth
as the answer to the question. This error could perhaps be combat
ted by including an additional que s t i.on as to whether the last
born child is still alive. Even if this has no effect on the
enumerator it would at least show up the error, since the mortality
rate among these "last births" would be too low. This provides the
analyst with firmer grounds for correcting the figures.

All in ~ll, the question on date 0f last live birth seems preferable to
that on births in the last 12 months. Is is therefore recommended and should
be used whether in a single round surveyor in the first round of a multi
round sur-vey ,

(c) Follow-up question: births since the preceding round of the survey

This method is described in fuller detail in Chapter 11. But it may be
said here that there are obvious reasons for expecting that it should give
improved results on current fertility, since errors of dating are practically
eliminated, and if a question on current pregnancy is included, probing in
the follow-up rounds should be more effective. Relatively few multi-round
follow-up surveys have been carried out in AfriCa and at the time of writing
there is not enough evidence to show whether the metilod has in practice
eliminated under-enumeration of births. The same remarks apply equally to
the dual record method, which is also discussed in Chapter 11.

Life-time fertility

Two types of approach have boen used to collect information on life
time fertility in African surveys:

Question on the number of children ever born

Pregnancy history questionnaire.

These will be examined in turn.

(a) Question on the number of children ever born

Most demographic surveys conducted in Africa have included a question
for all adult women (or in some cases for all ever-married women) as to the
numbe r of children they have ever borne. Such questions have normally refer
red to live births only, though in a few Cases still-births have also been
included. However, in African surveys it has been found difficult to distin
guish still-births from miscarriages; any definitions based on the duration
of the pregnancy are unworkable. We recommend asking for live births only,
defined as children who cried after birth.
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Questiom on the number of live births have frequently also required a
breakdown into the number of children who are still alive and the number
who have died. Suoh a breakdown enables the data to be used for the estim
ation not only of fertility but also of infant and ohild mortality. This
will be further discussed later in this chapter under the heading of mor
tali t y ,

The data obtained from these questions are aub j e c t to errors of both
faulty omission and faulty inolusion. These errors may be summarized as
follows:

Faulty omissions:

Faulty inclusions:

children who died in infanoy
children who have left the home
children born to another husband

still-births
children bcrn to the current husband

by another "ife
adopted children
grandchildren

Every effort should be made to forestall these errors both in the design
of the questionnaire and in the training of the field staff, although even
with the best efforts it is unlikely that the errors can be eliminated alto
gether. As a first step in this direction, it is recommended that the ques
tion on the total number of live births should be broken dovrn into three
parts:

the n uuue r- of children now living at home
the number of children now living elsewhere
the numce r of crri Ld r-en who have died.

The first group can tnen be checked against the household members listed
in the questionnaire.

The big advantage of the question on the nurube r- of children ever born
is that there is no err'or of dating, since there is no reference period.
Furthermore, since a much larger nUfimer of person~years are involved than
with questions on current f e r t i Li t y, the s a.ap.l i.ng errors are much lower.
(The que s t i ori of sampling error is discussed further in Chapter S).

(b) Pregnancy or maternity hist~ri8S

In view of the potential errors and biases in data obtained in answer
to questions on the number of chlldren ever born, the more detailed approach
c f the pregnancy history has so iue t i rnes been advocated. It is hoped that b'y
greater probing more accurate results will be obtained. The reasoning behind
this approach is as follows:

First, in many African societies, the process of oounting one!s off
spring cr possessions is both unfamiliar and distasteful, and is thou"ht
to bring disease, death or bad Luc k , Yet, although reluctant to state
their number, a man or woman may nevertheless have a olear mental pa c t ur-:
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of each one. In the case of cattle, for example, a man may not know
how many he possesses, but he can, without counting them, tell at once
if any are missing. Thus by asking a woman to describe separately each
One of her pregnancies and its outcome, one Can build up a more accurate
picture of her life-time fertility. In contrast, by si~ply asking for
the total numbers one encourages hasty and i Ll.c-o ons i der e d answers.

Secondly, by dating each pregnancy and arrangimg them in chronological
sequence, the enumerator can see whether there were any urruuua.Lfy long
periods during which the woman apparently did not conceive. By further
probing he may then bring to light pregnancies and births which would
otherwise have been omitted.

Thirdly, the detailed information sup"lied on the date of each birth
in the pregnancy or maternity history opens up various possibilities
for the examination of recent trends in fertility. In this respect it
should be cbserved that if a country wishes to trace movements in fer
tility, it is unlikely to be able to achieve this by continuous observ
ation of a sample. Unless an enormcus sample is used, the small year
to-year chanGes in the birth race will be masked by sampling errors -
to say nothing of the non-sampling errors - which will almcst certainly
tend either to improve or -Co deteriorate with time, thereby illtroducing
spurious trends into the figures. In these circu~stances the use of
maternity histories offers more hope of success. It should be observed,
however, first, that at the time of writing no such analysis of i.iat er-ni t.y
histories in order to determine fertility trends has been made with
African data; problems arising from the distortions due to dating errors
may be serious if not intraotable. Secondly, relatively large samples
would be needed; the sample sizes of most of the KAP surveys, which have
included pregnancy histories for some 4,000 women or less, would be
inadequate for this purpose.

Fourthly, we have seen that questions on the date of the last birth
suffer from the defects that they do not necessarily cover all the births
occurring within the 12 months preceding the survey, and that enumerators
sometimes record the date of the wrong birth (points (2) and (3) on pages
45 and 46). With" pregnancy or maternity history, where they would be
required to record the d~te of every birth, these defects could be over
come.

When thi8 method is used, the principal items of information which are
normally obtained in respect of each pregnancy are:

Live births: name (if any) of child
sex of child
date of birth
if still living, present place of residence
if dead, date of death

jVri-scarriages and still-uirths, date of prenancy
dur at i cn of pregnancy.
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In tropical Africa, enquiries of this kind have generally been conducted
on a fairly small scale; in the few Cases where they have been incorporated
in sample surveys conducted On a natlonal scale, the results have not yet
been published. Thus the extent to which they in fact succeed in producing
more accurate results cannot yet be assessed.

Although improved results Can reasonably be expected, for the reaSons
cutlined above, there are certain difficulties and drawbacks inherent in the
method which must be consLdered:

(1) The method is complex and time-consul'ling; it therefore requires a
higher calibre of field staff than is normally readily available
in Africa; the interviews will be long and the en~merators will be
able to complete fewer in a day; the cost of the field work will
therefore be increased. The data obtained are also difficult to
edit and process.

(2) The dating of the events, which is the key to the whole approach
is, in Africa, difficult, inaccurate and frustrating f or both
enumerator and respondent. It will involve extensive use of event
calendars, the complexities of whlch have been discussed above.
W e have already seen that a question on the date of the last live
birth Can cause difficulties; these difficulties will therefore be
repeated in respect of all the other pregnancies. Faced with a
barrage of questions to wha ch she does not know the an swe r , the
respondent is liable to beco~e exasperated. At the same time the
enumerator may be discouraged and resort to slipshod methods of
dating.

(3) Experience shows that in some Cases probing into the details of
dead children and pregnancy losses, instead of increasing' the
accuracy of the responses, Can cause resentment an" jeoparchse the
success of the whole interview. ,

(4) The method involves the use of a separate questionnaire for each
woman, whereas questions simply on the number of children born can
be incorporated in a general household questionnaire. The number
of" documents to be handled by the enun.e r-at o r- 'Will thereby be much
increased. The design of the pregnancy history questionnaire and
the method of its completion (a series of questions must be ~sked

in strict sequence) are described further in Chapter 6.

Finally, it should be noted that the main argument for the pregnancy
h~story method, namely that it avoids asking the mother to count her children,
is less strong that it appears at first sight. The children are to be reported
in 3 categories - 6 if each is broken down by sex. In anyone category the
number will not be large and this is especially true of the younger women on
whom the analysis mainly depends. Moreover, much the largest category is
likely to be that of "Children now living at home"; these are named individual
ly in the questionnaire so that we are not relying simply on reporting of
numbers. Outside this category it will be rare to find a nuuber greater
than 1.
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J~re evidenoe is needed before the pregnanoy history method oan be
evaluated. At present the arguments do not appear to justify a firm reoom
mendation, unless there is a specific intention to obtain information on
birth intervals and fertility trends.

D. Ilortali t,y:

As with fertility, investigations into mortality may be divided into
two categories: those which seek information on "our-r-an t " deaths occurring
during a speoified reoent period, and those whioh involve no dating or
referenoe period.

Current mortality

Three types of question will be considered:

Retrospeotive question on deaths in the preoeding 12 months

Question on date of last death in the household

Follow-up method: deaths sinoe the preoeding round of the survey.

These will be examined in turn.

(aJ Retrospective questions 0" deaths among members of "the household in the
preceding 12 or 24 months

Questions of this kin~ have been included in many African surveys and
oensuses but in most Oases they have not given even roughly plausible results.
Besides the sources of error mentioned above for births (dating error, error
of omission, error due to low incidence of the event), there is the problem
that where the deoeased lived alone there will be no one to question about
his death. Similarly, if his death oaused a break-up in the household tnere
may be no one who can report his death as occurring "in this household l1

•

In either Case the death 50es unreported.

Besides the u eua.i dating errors, ano t he r error has been observed in more
than one country. In some Cases the question has been asked in terms of the
nun,ber of deaths; some respondents have then ignored altogether the date Li r.d t
of 12 months and answered the question by oopying from the lifetime fertility
cluestion the total number of "-~hildren reported as born and died. Of course
this is completely wrong.

Despite unfavourable experienoe in many African oensuses and surveys,
the question hds oocasionally given useable results with well trained and
supervised enumerators. Furthermore a new analytical technique, outlined in
Chapter 12, has been developed which will, in some circumstanoes, enable mrr
tali ty estimates to be derived from the data, provided that the proportionate
distribution of deaths by age is approximately valid even though the abs0luie
number may be under-reported. The inolusion of suoh a question is 't l.e r-e f'c r-e
reoommended. However in order to forestall errors of the type described above
we suggest that the question Should ask for partioulars of members of house
hold dying in the last 24 mo~ths, and that these partioulars should inolude
the name, relationship, sex, abe at death, and date of death. Tabulation of
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the data by sex, age and month of occurrence will then enable the patterns
of dating errors to be studied, as well as revealing possible misunderstand
in6 of the question of the type described above. Such a question may evcn
be included in the opening round of a multi-round or dual system survey
partly as a safeguard should later rounds be cancelled and partly because it
serves as a check on dating errors for deaths reported at the second round.

(b) Question on date of last death in the household

This is the mortality equivalent of the question on a woman's most recent
live birth. It has rarely been tried in African surveys and, when tried, does
not seem to have given Ratisfactory results.

There are ad~itional difficulties with this approac~ in the Case of
mortality which do not arise in the Case of fertility. Firstly the prcblem
arising from the break-up of households and the formation of new Ones becomes
even more serious than with the question on deaths in the last 12 months,
since the question generally refers to a longer period, with greater risk cf
the household breaking up. Secondly, while in the case of fertility there is
a cross-check with the question on lifetime fertility, there is no equivalent
to this in the Case of mortality.

In the light of experience the method is not recommended.

(c) FollOW-Up method: deaths since the preceding round of the survey

This method is described more fully in Chapter 11, but we may note here
that it is in the field of mortality that the advantage of the multi-round
follow-up survey is likely to be oreatest. Thus, instead of the vague ques
tion - "Has anyone (we don't quite know who it might have been) died in this
household in the last 12 months?", the enumerator can enquire about the sur
vival of named individuals: "Is so-and-so, who was here last time I came,
still alive? 11 ...

The follow-up method must be supplemented by a question on the survival
of babies born since the preceding r-ound of the survey , In the interview,
this will appear as a supplement to the question on births since the last
round ...

As mentioned above, not enough multi-round surveys have been done in
Africa to enable their success to be judged accurately. However, the two
round follow-up surveys of rural Kigeria (1~6)-66) gave one of the most plau
sible looking life tables yet obtained for any country South of the Sahara 
though unfortunately there is no other source of Lnforma'ti on on mortality in
Nigeria against which these results can be checked.

The dual record (PGE) me t uc d c an be expected, in prinoiple, to be at
Lea s t a", effective as the follow-up survey as a source of information on our
rent mortality. The oLoice between single-ro-xnd surveys, mul~i-~ound surveys,
and dual record systems is disoussed in Chapter 12.
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}rortality questions with no specific reference period

Twc possible questions of this type will be oonsidered in this seotion:

Question on survival of ohildren;

Question on survival of parents.

(a) Question on survival of ohildren

We recommended above that, when women are asked for thA number of chil
dren ever born, the answer should be broken down into the number of ohildren
(i) liVing at home, (ii) living elsewhere, and (iii) now dead. The propor
tions of the latter group tabulated by age of mather can be used to provide
estimates of mortality during the first 5 years of life (see Chapter 12).
They are based primarily an the results from women in the age-groups 20-24,
25-29 and 30-34. (Information from women older than this tends to be too
unreliable besides taking us too far into the past, when mortality may have
been different).

If the number of children surviving and dying is recorded separately for
the two sexes, mortality rates by sex can be obtained. If not, arbitrary
separation factors will have to be used.

These estimates of infant and child mortality are generally thought t.
be appreciably more reliable than those based on deaths in the last 12 mouths,
for the following reasons:

The questions involve no reference period and hence are not sUbject
to dating errors.

The data are based on a larger number of person-years and are there
fore subject tc smaller sampling errors. In fact they comprise births
o o c ur-r-Lrrg- up to 20 v e ar-a prior to the survey, and it may be ar-gue d
that if mortality has been declining rapidly, the estimates will be
biased. In fact, however, they are heavily weighted by the more
recent births, so that unless the reduction in mortality has been
unusually large, the bias will be slight,

The analytical techni\..lues are "robust": i.e. the estimates are insen
sitive to age mis-reporting or to differences in the patterns of
fertility and mortality from those of the models used for the cons
truction of the estimation procedures.

It must be emphasized, however, that the data provide estimates of infant
and child mortality only, and cannot be used for the e s t i.n.a't Lon of adult
mortality.

(b) Question on survival of parents

In order to fi 1.1 this gap of adult mortality, it has been sugE;ested that
the questions should, as it were, be reversed: instead of asking parents about
the survival of their ohildren, one shoul~ ask the children about the survival
of their parents. Thus questions as to whether each person's father and mother
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are still alive have been included in several African censuses and surveys.
At t.le time o f the preparation of this manual these include the surveys of
Chad (1964), \Iest Cameroon (1964), l'lauritania (1965), Lesotho (1967-68 and
197 1-72), Malawi (1971), Tanzania (1973) and Sierra Leone (1 J73), and the
censuses of Kenya (1969), Uganda (1969), Botswana (1971) and Gambia (1973).
Procedures for converting the results into standard life table func tLona have
been drawn up and are discussed further in Chapter 12. They have yielded
plausible results, consistent both with the estimates of infant and child
mortality derived from proportions of surviving children, and with estimates
of adult mortality derived from other sources (e.g. inter-censal surVival).

However, as is discussed in Chapter 12, the techniques of analysis are
based on certain assumptions, the nature and magnitude of the biases likely
to arise if these assumptions do not hold good are currently under investi
gation. One such bias, however, concerns the response itself and should be
noted here. In Africa, the words "father" and "mother" are often used loose
ly not only to denote a person's biological parents, but also to include foster
parents or simply as terms of respect for members of an older generation. The
substitution of foster parents for true parents in the response might clearly
lead to bias since the process of adoption may take place because of the mor
tality one is trYing to measure. Such errors can best be forestalled by
wording the question in such a way as to make it clear that it refers to the
tr~e, biological parent. Suitable terms exist in most African languages, so
that translation may be worked out during the preparations of the survey and
included in the enumerators' manual, these wordings should then be hammered
home during the training of the field staff.

On the other hand the approach has several considerable advantages: the
questions are simple and req;lire no probing, they involve no dating or refe
rence period; they take up Li. tUe space on the questionnaire; the results are
s i mpI.e to code, punc h and tabulate; and they involve a large number of person
years and hence the sampling errors are small.

Thus, despite the uncertainties arising fr'lm the various sources of bias,
questions on survival of parents are among the most promising methods of
obtaining data on adul t mortali ty in single-rnund surveys. \'Ie therefore recom
mend their inclusion, not only in single-rnund surveys and censuses, but als0
in t.he opening round of muL't i c-r-ou nd surveys. Only by obtaining data f r-orn clif
fersnt independent sources Can the validity of the estimates be a s s e s s ed,

'I'he question should be asked in respec t of all persons in the sample.

E. !..igration

l'iligration presents a s )8cial problem in almost everyone of the various
aspects of survey design. ·There is a special problem as regards "hom to ques
ti;n about migratory movements; a special ~ampling problem; a coding proLl-em;~

a prcbJem of time reference; a problem of tabulation anD.!~sentat2:.9.!2.' and a
problem of projection which itself raises a broader problem of the usefulness
of migration data. We consider these problems first before entering into
details of methods of questioning.
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While internal migration, and immigration into the country from outside,
can be investigated by questioning people as to where they have come from,
thare are obvious practical difficulties in obtaining data on people migrat
ing cut of the country, since the emigrants are no t present to answer ques
ti)ns. A few African countries have frontier controls from which some inform
a t i or: on external emigration can be obtained and in 80mB countries nearly all
the emigrants pass through some kind of employ ..lent agency. But where this is
not so, the only source of data on external emigration would appear to be a
multi-round follow-up surveyor a dual record system. Even these methods
are obviously far from reliable: they still depend on secondhand information
about the emigrant.

(ii) 0amplin~ problem

kigration data are subject to large sampling errors if cluster sampling
is used. The intra-class correlation associated with cluster sampling
(see Chapter 7) is perhaps about five times as high as in the case of fer
tili ty and mortali ty. Unless this fact is taken into account in designing
the sample and fiXing the objectives, the sample may be found to be inadequate
to permi t any WOrth-while conclusion.

(iii) Coding problem

Rural people can generally say what village they come from, but often
io not know the region or pr0vince, commune, district or other ad~inistrative

division. Obviously the tabulation is not needed in terms of villages but in
terms of some larger geographical unit, say "regions". 11 This presents a
,oling problem. How do we translate the data from Villages into regions?
rhis cannot be done entirely in the office because in all countries there are
many villages which have the same name; in every ambiguous case we would
li~e to get back to the informant for fuller details. In practice this work
is perhaps best done by the enurae r a t-vr- and informant together at the interview
i, t ae Lf s the e nume r-a t.o r- is required to record only the region but where he can
not ~et this information from the respondent direotly, he asks for the loca
Li, ty and tries to locate it more exactly hy supplementary questions, wi th the
help of a map if necessary. Obviously this is cornpLex and time-consuming and
still not completely reliable. There seems to he no simp~e solution to
this problem. In most surveys it has been ignored, and indeed if we are pre
pared to accept a fairly wide margin of error this may well be the most prac
tic81 policy at the stage of data Gollection. However the existence of this
sOurce of uncertainty should at least be mentioned in publishing the results.
The problem is more serious in some countries than others.

J! Geographical and administrative units are differently named in dif
ferent countries. We use the term "region" here for convenience, to denote
sone geographical unit which is large, but smaller than a "hole country. In
many countries the word would be "province".
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(iv) Problem of time reference

The problems disoussed under lids jure" enumeration concerning the defini
tion of residence arise allover again when we try to classify migratory move
ments. For example, if we ask llWHere were you before you came here?" we have
to consider how long the respondent must have stayed in a place in order to
qualify as having "come from" it. This increases the complexity of the inter
view and of the instructions given to enumerators.

(v) Problem of tabulation and presentation
)

A migratory movement has three aspects: (i) the point of departure,
(ii) the point of arrival, and (iii) the date. Each of these elements must
be grouped in some way in presenting the results. Further, a given individual
may move any number of times in a given period. The possibilities for analy
sis are almost endless. For example, one might tabulate province of birth by
province of present residence (the date variable then disappears because the
reference period is the lifetime). Or one might classify present residence as
urban or rural and tabulate by date of arrival. Some possible tabulations
might require a larger or less clustered sample than is available. Others
might need more precise responses than can be obtained (for example, we can
scarcely ask the informant to classify a place as urban or rural). In the
field of migration more than any other it is indispensable, for efficient plan
ning of the survey, to draw up in advance a precise tabulation plan in the
form of skeleton tables; a very rough estimate should then be made of the
numbers to be expected in the cells and the implications s ho uLr' be carefully
studied in terms of sampling error, question design, coding, and the useful
ness of the final result.

(vi) Problem of projection

As was pointed out in Chapter 3, migration is directly influenced by
government action and by a variety of factors which can easily change quite
suddenly from one year to the next. The position is quite different with
fertility and mortality. For this reason there is no sound basis for project
ing migration data into the future. In a sense, therefore, all .i.nf'or-n.a't i.on
on migration is historical and nothing more: it tells us what has happened
but it gives almost nc clue as to what will happen. It is important to faoe
this fact when planning a survey and to consider very oritioallJ whether there
is really any need for such historical information.

(Vii) Note on migration data collected in urban areas

The most serious difficulties in oollecting information on migration are
encountered in urban areas. Most African towns are not only growing rapidly,
but they are also experiencing a very rapid turn-over of population: there is
a constant movement to and fro between the town and the country, and people
move frequently from one part of the town to another. To find a clear pat_
tern in these movements is not easy. ~~reover, if the multi-round follow-up
method is used, people enumerated in one round may HaVe disappeared by the
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next and there IllaJ be no one who can Bay when they went or where • .1/ In ad
eiticn to these difficulties, the sampling problem is particularly trouble
some in urban areas in relation to migration. New arrivals tend to settle
in a few well defined areas and there is little possibility of selecting
these areas in just the right proportions in the sample. (Another way of
saying this is that the intra-cluster correlation for migration is particu
larly high in urban areas).

Yet despite these problems and limitations, migration is all too often
a sUbject which cannot be ignored. In many countries it constitutes an
important element in the rate of population growth, and demographers are
frequently required to make projections, not only of the total population of
a country, but also for geographical subdivisicns and for the main towns and
cities. They are therefore obliged to try to obtain some information on
migration, however rough, through their census or survey. We now consider,
therefore, the various forms of question which may be used for t,'is purpose.

Aswith fertiJityand mortality, we distinguish data on "current" migra
tion, relatin6 to a fixsd reference period in the reoent past, and open
period questions which involve no dating or reference period.

"Current ll migration

Three types of question will be considered:

Duration of residence

Place of residence at a fixed prior date

Follow-up method: movements since preceding survey round.

(a) Duration of residence

Several censuses and surveys have included a question On how long each
person has been living in the place where he is enumerated. The number of
persons stating a duration of less than one year gives an approximation
towards the annual migration rate. Apart from the difficulties associated
with all questions involving dating in Africa, the main problem arises in the
case of persons who have been moving repeatedly to and from the place where
they are enumerated: should the period of residence date from the time when
they first came there, or from the time when they last Came back? Instruc
tions have sometimes stated that "short periods of absence should be excluded",
but what constitutes a "short period"? A precise definition is needed. The
same problems arise if the question is adapted for absentees and refers to the
duration of absence.

11 The multi-round follow-up method can nevertheless give a wealth of
information about urban mobility, as was found in surveys carried cut in
Abidjan (1963), and Yaounde (1964-65). But the problems of analysis are
f(rmidable and this type of enquiry should be regarded as a highly technical
special ~tudy: it cannot be handled as a marginal addition to a general
demographic survey.
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If de jure enumeration is being used (see Section 4.1), a definition of
the current residence is already being applied. One could then define the
preceding residence by the same criterion and deterwine wheth~r tnere has
been a change in the last 12 months. However, if a single-round survey is
being used this procedure would give a biased estimate of migration in the
last 12 months: since present residents are by defin~tion those who have
been living "here" for a tni.n.imura qualifying period (e.g. 6 months), immigrants
~ho arrived more recently than this would be automatically excluded.

There seems to be nc simple way cf avoiding these difficulties without
introducing artificial and complex criteria of migration. Thus, in a single
round survey the question cannot hope to give anything more than very rough
results. Inamulti-round follow-up survey, on the other hand, it should give
reliable data - see (d) below. The question is listed unc'er "Other useful
topics" in the ECA "African Recommendations for the 1970 Population Censuses".

(b) Place of residence at a fixed prior date

Questions on the place of residence one year, or in some cases five years,
prior to the enumeration have been asked in censuses and surveys conducted in
several countries of Europe, Asia and America; but they have rarely been
tried in Africa. A question on place of residence at the time of indepen
dence (1 July 1962) was asked in the 1966 census of Algeria, and in the 19~9

census of Zambia informants were asked where:l;hey had been living 12 months
previously. In neither case, however, do the questions appear to have been
very successful, though the reasons for these failures are not clear and may
have been peculiar to the countries concerned. In view of the general lack
of experience in Africa, questions of this type cannot merit a positive recom
mendation. But if the objectives of the survey include the determination of
annual migration rates, and if such information cannot be obtained from other
sources, a question on place cf residence 12 months previously may well be
worth trying. Certainly if the practical difficulties can be overcome this
would be a particularly useful form in which to obtain. the information.

(c) Follow-up method: movements since preceding survey round

Information on ~he movements of persons into and ou~ of the sample areas
between the rounds constitutes one of the principal by-produots of the multi
round method: persons are reported to be there at one round and no lonber there
at the next, or people are found at a later round who were not there at the
round before. Indeed the method constitutes the only really effective means
of obtaining data on out-migration by means of a survey, particularly where
such out-migration involves whole households and not just individuals. Once
again, the dual record method should in principle be at least equally effect
ive4

Migration questions with no fixed reference perio~

We consider in turn the following questions,

Birthplace
Place o f origin or "home district"
Place of usual residence
Place of previous residence
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Absent members of the household
Absent relatives.

These different questions suffer in varying degrees from the proble@s (i)
to (vii) listed at the beginning of this section. We shall refer back to
this list where convenient.

a) Birthplace

This is perhaps the coumonest form of question for determining the general
pattern of migration. For those born in the country, the question asks for
the region (or whatever the largest geographical subdivision may be termed
in the particular country); those born abroad are asked to state their
country of birth. The coding difficu+ty - see (iii) above - is aggravated
by the long time reference: geographical boundaries of regions, and even of
countries, may have changed. The significance of the information obtained
is further limited by two factors:

The long reference period. The pattern of migration revealed
relates to a period which varies considerably between indiViduals,
averaging over 20 years. A breakdown of results by age is essential.

Chance factors. A person's mother may have been in an abnormal place,
such as a maternity hospital or her own mother's home, at the time
of the birth.

(b) Place of origin or "homs district"

This suffers from the same disadvantages as birthplace except that the
"chance factors" mentioned above are practically eliminated. In some African
countries the concept of a person's place of origin or home district is clear
cut; it is usually associated with his tribal affiliations, and he retains
the idea of coming from a particular place of origin even though he may have
lived most of his life away from it. The same concept can be applied to the
country of origin of immigrants; indeed in some Cases persons may be regarded
as originating from a foreign country evenfuough they were not born there:
for example, in the 1960 census of Ghana, a person's country ~f vrigin was
defined as the country where his father and/or paternal grandfather was born.
There are some African countries, however, in which the "pLac e of origin II

concept is not meaningful for large parts of the population. The question
needs careful testing in pilot studies.

It should also be observed that the value of ~uestions either on birth
place or on place of origin will be considerably enhanced if they are asked
in two or more consecutive censuses or surveys, since the comparison of the
results from one Census or survey to the next may enable the average annual
migration rates during the interval to be estimated. For example in the Case
of Gambia (a country experiencing an appreciable net iwmigration), a question
on birthplace was asked "both in the census of1;16j and in that of 1975. The
apparent inc~e~se in the numbers of persons born outside Gambia was used,
after suitable 'allowance had been made for mortality, to estimate the annual
net immigration into Gambia during the inter-censal decade.
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(c) Place of usual residence

Questions of the type - "Do you live ne r e , or somewhere else? 11 have
been included in various censuses and surveys. Their primary purpose has
been to classify people as residents or visitors with a view to identifying
the de jure population (Section 4.1), but they also provide some information
on short term migration. The principal problem involved is the definition
of residence - see (iv) above.

(d) Place of previous residenoe

The main difficulty with this question is that we get only the most
recent move from each informant. The further back in time we go, the longer
the resulting bias since we miss increasinD numbers of earlier moves by the
more mobile people. A date cuti-o f't' must therefore be applied in the analysis
perhaps J, 4 or 5 years back. This means dating the informant's latest move.
The coding problem - (iii) above - is also present as usual, besides the pro
blem of defining residence for persons who move frequently - (i~ above. In
line with our earlier recommendation, one might define residence as the place
in which the person lived most during the calendar year concerned. Clearly
there are many complications and it must be faced that the results can only
be very approximate.

It is, of course, possible to probe back in more detail and attempt to
get a complete "migration hi story" from each individual, analogous to the
pregnancy history described earlier. This would eliminate the bias mentioned
above but at the expense of a far more oomplex interview and questionnaire.
The problems of coding and the definition of residence are aggravated, while
that of tabulation and presentation - (v) above - becomes particularly intrac
table. Moreover, recall lapse and diffioulties of dating are likely to be
serious.

(e) Absent members of the household

As we saw in Seotion 4.1, de jure enumeration requires a question on
absent members of the household. This is a possible source of information on
migration. In particular, in a single rOIDld survey it is the only way of
getting information on emigration from the country. Note, however, that only
temporary emigTants are likely to be reported: if a person has left for good,
by definition he has ceased to be a member of the household. The difficulties
arising from the break-up of households, noted above in connexion with deaths,
are also relevant here (see section (a) under Current mortality above).

(~) Absent relatives

The alternative approach of asking every adult to give particulars of
all his or her relatives currently outside the cOlliltry Was tried in the 1966
censua of Malawi. The disadvantage of this method is that each absentee may
be reported as many times as he has relatives. In a sample survey, this Can
only be corrected by reweighting each person by the reoiprooal cf the number
of people who could have reported him. It is not practicable to ~et the lat
ter information and the method is not recommended.
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lugration: summary

(1) iugration questions present a variety of difficulties at all staees
of the survey. These difficulties are particularly acute as regards
urban areas.

(2) It should be accepted that any information obtained will be only
very approximate.

(3) Skeleton tables should be drawn up in advance of the survey, show
ing the mode of analysis intended. The implications in terms of
sampling error, question design and coding should be carefully
considered ..

(4) For current migration movements, the best information is likely to
come from a multi-round survey_ If, however, only a single round
survey is available, a question on place of residence 12 months
previously may be the most useful. Questions on birthplace or
place of origin, if asked in a series of censuses or surveys, can
also yield estimates of net annual migrants.

(5) For information on past movements,
is perhaps the most useful in most
careful testing in a pilot survey,
question is often misunGerstood, a
used.

a question on place of origin
countries, but the question needs
If such tests show that the

question on birthplace may be

(6) Some information on current and short-term movement can be picked
up as a by---product of the que a't i.on i.ng- necessary for determining
who is a member of the de ~ure population. In single rOULd surveys,
this is also likely to be the only source of inforn~tion un tempo
rary emigrants abroad.

5.2 R~LArED TOPICS

In tbis seotion we consider the following topics or iter:1s'

Date of interview
Name
Relationship
j iar-it a I status
Affiliation (ethnic, linguistic, religious, national)
Educaticnal leve:
Econurnic characteristics
Housing

\Ie also consider the rnc l.us i.on of items which are designed to serve the pur
poses of subsequent surveys.
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Each of these items may find a place in a demographic survey question
naire for one or more of the following reasons:

It may serve purposes of field control
It may be needed to support or supplement the demographic analysis
The information may be sought for its own sake
It may be needed for matching purposes in a PUE operation.

The last three items listed at the beginning of this section are not
strictly "demographic '", If they are included in the survey because the
information is sought for its own sake, then the survey is not purely demo
graphic, in the narrow sense, but becomes multi-purpose. The study of these
variables for their own sake takes us outside the field of this manual; in
the present chapter they will be considered only as regards their relationship
with the demographic survey proper. In particular, we shall examine their
use for cross-tabulation against fertility and mortality - for example, with
a view to determining whether educated women have more or fewer children
than uneducated women. We shall consider also how the collection of inform
ation on these variables may come into conflict with the collection of the
strictly demographic data. This, to~ether with the problem of multi-purpose
surveys, is taken up again in a note at the end of the chapter.

A. Date of interview

The problems of field control are treated in Chapter 9. Field control
requires the inclusion in the ~uestionnaire of a number of identifiCation
items such as house number, name of enumerator, etc. Among these, we single
out here the date of interview only because, in certain circumstances, it may
also be an es .ent i.aI item in the analysis. Thus in multi-round fullow-up
surveys the reference period is the interval between two rounds. This inter
val must be known exactly if the vital rates are to be computed. In the
dual record method, the data may also be needed for matChing purposes. These
points are treated more fully in Chapter 11. In summary: date of interview is
always needed for control purposes; it is also needed for analytical purposes
in follow-up surveys and for "latching purposes in dual record systems.

B. Name

The name of each individual is needed for field control purposes. It is
also needed for matching in dual record systems.

Even in a single-rolUld survey, names are essential for the mechanics of
the interview. Interview procedures are discussed further in Chapter 9, where
it is recommended that the enumerators should first concentrate on completing
the list of household members, and vhen co mpLet e the particulars of each
person's characteristics. Unless he has recorded each person's name in the
first part of the operation, confusion and mi.sunder-at anda.ng could clearly
arise in the second. If, in addition, spot checks are to be made by the
supervisor, or if the enumerators are to be required to re-visit the house
hold when an error is detected, the names will be doubly indispensable, and
they are of course essential in follow-up or dual record enquiries.
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It seems very likely, also, that the recording of names leads to more
complete enumeration. Asking the head of the household to name the members
One by one ehould ensure more complete coverage than simply asking for the
number of persons in the household - for the reaSons given above in connexion
with lifetime fertility.

Particularly where follow-up and matchinf; are involved, it is important
that the full n~me of the person should be recorded. b~y persons have seve
ral names, and the distinction made in more developed countries between a
person's official names, given at baptism or recorded when his birth is
registered, and nick-names, acquired later in life, does not apply in many
African communities. Thus many people may have both an African tribal name
and a European-type name, possibly given on baptism. Confusion can often
arise beoause a person is known locally by his tribal name, but gives the
European-type name to the survey enumerator, who appears as a sophistioated
person of superior eduoation ooming from the city.

Another diffioulty sometimes missed by expatriates oonoerned with the
design of surveys in Africa is that in many areas there is no real equivalent
of the European "surname" whioh is handed down generation after generation,
and whioh a wife takes from her husband on marriage. The questionnaire item
should" therefore be headed "YULL NM/IE" rather than ":.iURNAtvlE".

Another reason for entering as many names as possible is that people in
a given locality often share a co mrno n name. Thus in a reoent survey in
Malawi the "surname" given for 11 out of 20 household heads in one sampling
area was Phiri.

Variations in spelling are another souroe of confusion: sinoe the res
pondent is often illiterate, the enumerator will try to spell the name phone
tically as he hears it. If the name is recorded twice by different enumera
tors (or once by an enumerator and again by a registrar) and the records have
to be matched, the spellings will rarely agree. In some Asian dual record
studies this difficulty has been taokled by the use of the "Soundex code"
system. In Africa, however, the application of this system would often be
vi tiated by varying use of suffixes an o prefixes: for example "jjtuma" becomes
"titumanawo " , or llSiliza ll becomes "Nazilizall

•

C. Relationship

Ido a t censuses and demograpHic surveys in Ai'rica have included a question
on relationship, which can be of value both because it opens the way to
several ohecks of illternal consistency and because of the information which
it provides on household size and composition. It may also be used for
matching purposes in a dual record system.

Two methods have been used in African surveys and censuses for r e co r-d i.ng
relationship. In the first, only the relationship to the head of the house
hold is given. In the secane, the relationship is specified as simply as
po ssible in relat inn to some person higher up on the lis t, using line num-bers
for identification. Thus, if the head appears en line 1 and his wife en
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line 2, their son is entered as "Son of 1 cc 2". In this method, if the
relationship involves sOmeone whose name does not appear in the household
list he is referred to as x. 11 An example is shown below.

"JETHOD 1 VJETHOD 2

No. Relation to Head No. Relatic.nship

1 Head 1 Head
2 Wife 2 Wife of 1
3 Son 3 Son of 1 & 2
4 Son's wife 4 Wife ef 3
5 Son's son 5 Son of 3 {;;, 4
6 Wife's daughter 6 Daughter of 2 cc x

7 Wife ' s daughter's son 7 Son of 6 & x
8 Visitor 8 Visitor
~ Visitor 9 Ilife of e

~ote that in Method 2 the relationship is given with referenoe to a person
higher in the list: No.2 is entered as wllife of I", not as "bother of 3".

Hethod 2 has several advantages:

(1) It gives more information and henoe offers greater possibilities
for oonsistenoy oheoking. For example, in Method 1, person No.5
may be the son of No.3 or he may be the son of another (absent)
son of the Head; we oannot tell whioh. In liethod 2, this unoertain
ty is eliminated. Similarly, in ~kthod 1 we do not see that the
visitor 9 is the wife of 8. An important feature of ue t.hod 2 is
that it identifies both parents.

(2) ne t ho d 2 is easier to use, although it takes a little lonber to
learn. In Method 1 the desoriptions sometimes beoome highly com
plioated and this can cause mistakes. F~r example, No.7 appears
more oomplex in l-re t ho d 1 than I'lethod 2.

(3) In Method 1, the enumerator may inadvertently record the relation
ship of the head to the person, instead of the relationship of the
person to the head. If the head's father is in the household and
the head says III am his so n ", the enumerator may wri te "Santi as the
entry where he should have written "Father". 'I'h'is mistake cannot
easily happen with t ret.hc d 2.

11 It is simpler to allow x to be used repeatedly for every unknown or
absent person rather than to insist on x for the first unknown, y for the
second unknown in the ho us eho l d , z for the third, eto.. There are many
minor variations of the system. In French-speaking oountries IISon of 1 & 21t

has usually been written "Fils de 1 X 2" and a dash is used instead of x.
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(4) The linking of the mother and her children, which is an essential
feature of j~thod 2, may enable estimates of age-specific fertil
ity rates over the past decade to be reconstructed, using the
"Own children" method of analysis. 11 This method has nct, at the
time of writing, ever been used with African data, and the poor
quality of most African age data may necessitate modifications of
the technique. Its potentialities, however, should not go without
ment ion.

j,jethod 2 has been used successfully in many African surveys and is
recommended.

Assuming that j,ethod 2 is used, ~,he following checks (among others) can
be made:

(i) Relationship may be checked against sex: wives, daughters, mothers,
etc. should be shown as female; sons, fathers, eto. as male.

(ii) The age of the parents (particularly mothers) may be cheoked
against the age of their children. E.g. if the mother is shown
as aged 18 and the child as 12, cr the mother as 70 and the child
as 2, a mistake has obvicusly been made.

(iii) Relationship Can be oheoked against mantal status. E.g. if a
woman is shown as "Wife" under relationship, both she and her
husband should be shown as "Married" under marital status.

(Lv) The number of ohildren borne by a woman and entered as "liVing at
home" in the question on lifetime fertility may be oheoked against
the individual names of her ohildren entered in the questionnaire.

(v) If, in the fertility questions, a woman's last-born child is stated
to be still alive and if the entry against ohildren "living else
where" is nil, then the age of the youngest ohild of hers enumerated
in the household can be oheoked against the date of her last live
birth.

(vi) When a question on survival of parents is included in the question
naire (see above), the answer oan in many Oases be ohecked against
the household list.

These oheoks are in most cases valid only if the children shown as sons
and daughters under relationship are the true biological offspring of the
reported parents, and not adopted ohildren. For this reason, enumerators
have sometimes been instruoted to specify "adopted son" or "adopted daughter"
as appropriate. However it hardly seems reasonable to expect the enumerator
to ask of every single child in the sample - "Is thils child adopted?" The
important point, rather, is to encourage enumerators themselves to look for

j) Lee.,Jay Cho, "The own--children approach to fertility es t i.i.rat i on r an
elaboration", International Population Conference, Liege, 1973, Vol. 2.
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contradictions of the sort mentioned above and to probe more carefully when
they occur.

The usefulness of these checks depends largely On the point at which
the incompatibilities are picked up. If they are spotted in the field by
the enumerator himself or the supervisor, the appropriate corrections can
generally be made; but if they are not found until the data are being pro
cessed it is usually difficult or impossible to tell whsrs the error lies.

In most African censuses and surveys the item on relationship has been
used only for control purposes. However, in a few cases the data have been
analysed in order to obtain statistioal information on household composition.

Such analyses are inevitably complex. It is necessary to olassify house
holds into types according to composition. The definitions of the types
demands very careful thought and any scheme is inevitably arbitrary. Once a
preliminary classification has been drawn up it should be tested On a sample
of data relating to at least 100 households before it is considered as final:
if this is not done there will certainly be unforeseen difficulties in
application.

It is important to reoall at this point that the oonoept of the "house
hold" in almost all African sooieties is inevitably inexact (see Section 4.2).
The survey planner must consider whether information of this kind is worth
the considerable effort involved in the analysis. A decision to process or
not to process the relationship data should be taken before the questionnaire
is finalized.

D. ~~ital status

In many European, Asian and American populations, marriage is a variable
of such fundamental demographic importance that it forms the corner-stone
of the analysis of any fertility data obtained in censuses and surveys. It
may therefore seem surprising to some to find the subject of marital status
in this chapter under the heading of "related topics" rather than under "main
demographic topics". In Africa, however, two important factors must be remem
bered: first, as regards the primary objective ~f most African demographic
surveys - the determination of the rate of population growth - information on
marital status is of only marginal utility; second, any thorough examination
of the influence of marriage patterns on fertility involves both concepts
which are difficult to define and questions which are diffioult to answer.

Where a question on marital status has been included in most African
censuses and demograptic surveys, the information required has been a simple
breakdown of the population into four categories: single (i.e. neVer married);
married; widowed; divorced or separated.

The problem then arises of the definition of marriage. In most African
countries one finds a whole range of marital situations varying both in their
degree ~f permanence and in their relationship to law, religion and custom.
Even if it is decided that all permanent unions are to be counted as marriages,
there is still the question "how permanent?" How long should the couple have
been living together to be counted as married? In fact further definitions
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along these -lines are unlikely to be of much value, and what happens in
practice is that the enuwerator leaves it to the respondents to deoide
whether they wish to be desoribed as "married" or not. Reaotions to the
question may vary from one respondent to another, yet to dispute their
answers may cause offenoe.

Information on marital status may be used for estimation of fertility
and mortality in two ways.

(i) Using the proportion of women who are married in each five-year
age group between the ages of 15 and 49, a simple model of the
shape of the age-specific fertility distribution oan be constructed.
This model can be used either as a substitute for, or as a oheck on,
data obtained from questions on births in the last 12 months or
date of last birth. The model is only valid, however, for popu
lations where births to unmarried women are negligibly few, and
where birth control is not being practised. It could also be
vitiated if there is a high incidence of venereal disease or other
pathological disorders causing sterility at an early age. In many
African populations the appropriate concitions are not met. 11

(ii) The distributirn of the population by age, sex and marital status
can throw light on the age difference of husbands and wives, and
this in turn leads to an estimate of the mean age of fathers at
the birth of their children. This is an important parameter for
the interpretation of data on survival of fathers (whose collec
tion was recommended above). Such estimates will be subject to
a wide margin of error. A more direct method would be to tabulate
women bearing children in the last 12 months by age of husband
(though this procedure is nsrmally only feasible where the husband
and wife are enumerated in the same household).

(iii) The proportions of persons widowed in eaoh age group may, in some
circumstanoes, be used to obtain indirect estimates of mortality
for the opposite sex. In populations where an appreciable propor
tior. of widowed persons re-marry, the straight question on marital
status must be supplemented by ad&itional questions as to whether
or not ever-married persons had been married more than once, and if
so, whether their first spouse was still alive.

In some Afric~, surveys enumerators have been required to record the
form of marriage. In the 1900 Ghana post-enumeration survey, for example,
marriages were recorded as customarJ only, customary and ordinance, church
and ordinance, or other to be specified. In some cases customary marriage
has been defined by the payment of bride-price, but in manJ countries this
"ri terion would be meaningless since some "payment" passes in all marriages.

Several oensuses and surveys in Africa lave included questions for
married men as to the number of their wives. This will provide data on the
incidence of polygamy, which w.ay be of value in its own right. But for the
study .f the relationship between polygamy and fertility, the ~uestion must
be asked of the woman, not the man - .i , e. -"hether her husband has another wife

11 United Na't i.o n s , "lJIethods of Estimating Basio Demographio Measures from
Inoomplete Data", page 24.
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If the question is restrioted to the man only, the wives of polygamous hus
bands oan only be recognized if they are enumerated in the same household as
the husband, which is often not the Case.

Again, the definition of polygamy hinges on the definition of marriage.
rhus the situation often arises of the man who has a wife whom he leaves in
oharge of the agricultural holding and stock, and gees to the town in search
of work. Having found a job and a place to live, he takes a mistress. Does
this make him polygamous?

Information on marital status has been analysed in some surveys with a
view to studying the relationship between age at marriage and fertility.
rhis will normally require a question on age at first marriage, or on duration
of marriage. (The latter will only give the age at first marriage if the
ourrent marriage is the respondent's first). Such questions are prone to all
the difficulties and errors which affect questions involving dating in
Africa.

The relationship between stability of marriage and fertility has also
been a subject of study in some surveys. For this purpose, a question on
current marital status is again not enough: we need to know not only that a
~oman is divorced now but how many tlmes she has been divorced, or changed
her conjugal partner, during her lifetime. Such information was collected,
for example, in the demographic survey in West Cameroon (1964); here the
routine collection of data from each woman on lifetime fertility was broken
down in such a way as to record the number of ohildren born in eaoh separate
marriage or union. This is the "marital hist.ry" method, analogous to the
"pregnanoy history" already discussed. Once again, there are the problems
of dating, 0f age estimation and of the definition of marriage.

Summing up, marital status in African surveys is a topic of lilJlitad
utility where the estimation of fertility and mortality is concerned; it
also presents many practical difficulties of definition. But in any survey
which attempts to go further, and which seeks to investigate the factors af
fecting fertility and the causes of fertility differentials, an examinaticn
of marriage patterns must take high priority. In these circumstances a single
question on marital status is inadequate~ additional questions on such aspects
as the form of marriage, polygamy, age at marriage and stability of marriage
are required.

E. Trlbe, ethnic group, language, religion, nationality and citizenship

These characteristics often form the most significant sociological (and
political) sub-divisions of the pcpulation. Information on them is often
'Qught for its own sake, apart from any possible correlations with fertility
ll"l mortality. It should be noted, hC\Jever, that they are characteristics
.hich are subject to verj high intra-class correlation (see belJw, chapter 7).
As a result, if a sample survey aims to produce estimates of the absolute
nurnoer s of persons of each tribe, ethnic group, etc., such e s t i ma t e s will.
.i r; the absence of other supplementary data, be subject to relati ve Ly large
.sarnpl i.ng errors. In par t i.cu Lar-, d a t a on nationali t;r or citizenship, 'rli th the
ove r whe Lmi.ng majority of the population being nationals and only a small
~~raction foreigners, will be almost useless wi thaut supp Iemen t ar-y in:'"'ormatiun.
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Where tribe and language are concerned, it is often desirable to combine
the smaller units into broad groups, both in order to reduce the sampling
errors mentioned above, and to simplify the processing and interpretation.
This also applies where the data are used for cross-tabulation against ferti
lity and mort~lity. If tl~ tribal or lan~uage groups used for the cross
tabulation are too small, any differentials which may appear may not be
statistic",lly significant, quite apart from the fact t ••at the tabulation and
interpretation of the data for a lar~e number of small groups would be expen
sive, time-consuming and laborious.

Gross-tabulations of tribal, ethnio or language groups by age, sex, fer
tility and mortality have an important advantage over such tabulations for
geographical regions within the country - namely, that they are less affected
by migration. On the assumption that a person retains his original tribal
identity, and will report it currectly wherever he goes (an aasuupt i.on which
holds in most, but not all, parts of Africa) then the age-sex distribution
from a given tribe within the country should be relatively mibTation-free,
except of course for the effects of international migration. In contrast,
the age-sex distributions of regions or districts may be considerably affectec'
by internal migration. This f'wt is important where the estimation of fer
tility by the use of stable population models is ooncerned.

As regards language, t ne straibht question "Can you speak (or unrerst and)
FrenCh/Swahili/Rausa .,.? 1> is of very little value. Answers are I i ab Le to
heavy bi~s dependent on the prestige of the language. To obtain reliable
information on knowled.ge of languages a test is needed. 'rh e difficulties of
administering a test in a survey situation are considerable (see next section
on literacy tests) and there is some ,)roblem of evaluation of z-e au.Lt s j rr,ore
over, to operate the test the enuuer-a'to r himself needs a minimal knowledge
of the lan"uages tested. This is no t a sui 't ab Le operation for inclusion in
a routine lar5e-sample demographic survey. In most surveys the lan~uage

question has been limited to lIWhat language do you speak in the home? II Even
this may bring responses which are biased by con~iderations of prestlge. In
most countries such a question would add little useful information to the
much sirjjpler question on ethnio g'roup1 and where uhLe is S~ the latter is
recommended. However, political objections are sometimes raised to the
inclusion of a question on tribe; where t~J..is is so tlle question. On language
spoken in the home may be useful as a more acceptable substitute.

F. EdUCation

This is not strictly a demographic topic and will be consldereJ here
only superficially.

r~uestion8 relating to e duc a't i.c n which are co mmcnLy asked in cenSU:JG3 and
surveys include the f'o Ll.oui.ng a

(i) Literacy.

School atten~ance. Vlhetller currently attencing sc hoo I full-ti:ne.

(iii) IXucational a t t a.i.nnen t , Grade reached IJr c ou.p Ie t e d, or riut.rbe r of
years of full-time schoolinb'

(iv) Educational qualifications. Certificates, diplomas, degrees.
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Questions on literaoy have been asked in Dany censuses and surveys.
However, they have otten been 8110wn to 6'ive unreliable results. Many per
sons claim to be able to read and write when they 8annot. The questions are
of Ilttle use unless baCked by a test. Such tests have rarely been adminis
tered, though in the 1964 census of Botswana, for example, the enumerators
did carry small cards Nith senter.oes printei or. them in various languages
which they were to ask the r-e epondenb e to read. 'I'ne r-e are nuoer-ous dif=icul
ties in administering literacy tests in a survey. It is rare to be able to
interview ax. informant in Africa. wi"tnout onlookers: if one of these can read
it is almost ihlposcible to keep him silent wh i.Le the desired informant tries
his best. lloreover, i:' the interviewee knows how to read the o t ne r-s wi:"l
hear him and Can then give the ri6ht answer when their turn Domes. For this
reason it is necessary to prepare several different cards and have enume r-a't o r-a
use them in rotation. A basic difficulty is that the test~ oannot be used
to t- l1informantsll who are not illterviewed: in most African surveys information
for many persons comes by proxy f'r-o rn another member of the hous er.c Ld , Final
ly, tests of this kind Can test r-e a.l.ing only; tests of writing are more incon
venient both to handlR and to ev~luate. For these reasons neither questions
nor tests for .l i 't e r-acy are r-e co mmende d for routine demographic surveys.

~uestio~s en school attendance may be asked as a check on current school
enrolment statistics, or to determine what pr-o po r t Lon of the "e Li.g i b Le " popu
lation (defined in terJr.s of appropriate age-groups) is r'eoe i vrng s c hoo La.ng ,
However suoh a check is of limited value: if the two sources of data ulsagree
the error is at least as likely tom in the survey as in the school enrol
ment r-e por-t ,s •

If the survey includes a ~uestion on oC0upation (see G. belo\i), then the
i tern on school atter..dan~e is co rcpLemen-s ary ,juveniles who are at school are
outside the labour force) and may "ell be worth i nc l udi.ng to help the enUl,\e
ratar to get more accurate information. (Note, however, that if the survey
is carriei out, wholly or partly, durin6 the vaca,ion period follo"ing the
end of tho 8011.001 year, the enumerator will need instructions regarding young
people who are still uncertain whether they are going to continue their stu
dies in the following school year - for example, bec~use they have not receiv
ed their exarrination results. It seeus advisable to nlassify them a8 tlstu
den t s II rather t.rian "urie mpLoy e d 11.)

For purposes of cross-tabulation a6ainst fertility, the item on school
a't t endano e is of little value: the small number of cnd.Ldr-en burne by t::.ir1s
currently attending sehGol is of no demographic significance.

~uestions on eduoational attainment are of value in their own ritht, as
an indicator of the country I s hui.ian r-e so urc e s , and ro r- c r'o aa-vt abu La't i.o n with
fertili ty. In practise the use of such questions is often co mpLi.c a't e o by the
fact that systems of education - levels, standards, forms, grad.es - nave oe er;
changed during the last ten or tweLty years in many African cowltries. Thus
a persor. "ho completed sohooling twenty years ago may state a level for "hioh
there :s no strict present-day equivalent. I~ countries where the system
has c~anged, an equivalence table relating the old system with the new should
te worKed out in advance of the survey. A decision will then be nee~ed as to
the method of reoording to be used ty enun.er-a.t o r-a s when an answer is given
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in the old system, should he reoord it as given or tr~nGlate it direotly
into the new system? ~he best rule is perhaps to record the il~far@ation

e.£aotly as given, but in that Case the enumerator should be made familiar
';Ii th the old system so that he o an judge whetner the information he has
been fc,'iven is adequate. A similar difficulty arises with persons educated
abroad, but fortunately such Cases are rare and the enume r auo r nan te ins
tructed to work o u t the eLluivalence in co-o peration 'I'li tl1 the Lnf'cr-n.an t .

In oountries wnere grade repetition is relatively
check question may be the year of leaving s c r.o o L, This
the reported abe against reported attainment.

infrequent a useful
leads to a rheck of

Dduc a't i onaL attainment should preferably be reported in t e r-r..s of the
highest grade successfully co up.l e t e d , Some respondents may wrongly report
the Grade attended r ac ne r 't uan that cot..p Le t e d s a supplementary oheok question
is t ue r-e f'o r-e needed on wllether a grade e xar.rinat i.o n was passed. Often no
grade examination exists and in any ca~e provision will have to be made for
classifying those who are awaiting their examination results. Overstatement
of attainment by one grade may be co mraor; as a result of these so ur-c e s of
error but the effeot will IiardIy be signifioant if the dal. J are analysed in
Lr-o ad groupings (see above).

A question on the numb~r of years of full~me schooling is sometimes
u s e d to overcome the above difficulties. \Ihile the que stion is easier to
analy'S8 it is less meaningful~ grade repetitiC1n is very common in Africa,
and in many countries it is rare to find a pupil who has gone through the
whole system without repeating a grade. The number of years of schooling
is t~.i.erefore a poor measure of attainment and is not r-e co mn.en d.ed ,

Despite the uncertainties men t i c.ne d above, questions on e d uo a't i.ona.L at
tainment t~ive valuable .i n f'o r-r.ra't i on for c r oss-tabulation against fertility.
,'01' this purpose the woman 1 s e cuo a't i cn should be tabulated against her life
time fertili t,Y (total babies born a i Lve }, rather than our-r-ent fertili 't y ,
since the fo rc.e r is subjeot to r.ruch smaller sampling errer and is free of
dating error. In nearly all African countries women wi th s e co n dary o r' hi~her

education are rare, so that sample 8 'dill be small. For this reasor. only
troad educational groups should be used in the cross-tabulation.

Finall.}r, as was rnen t i.on e d .i n "the eec t i oua !3.bove on fertility and morta
.l i. t,:,', '.1uestions on Li.fe t i r.:e fertili t~l genera.~ly provide Lnf'o.rma t i.or, on the
nULluE;i' of c h.i Ld.r-en who are stiJl Li.v i n.. and the number 'ATho Have d.i e .t, ::;::f
these data are also cross-tabulated aGainst education, ("ifferentials tetv-:een
educ a t i on of the mother and 't l;e mort a.i i t y of the c h i Ld.r en may also be iL\rC8

t i,:;ated.

I~UO::; ::;tions on e dur a ti,'lnal qUal it icati Ol~.§.. ~ leavi.n., e.z.arrri.na.t i on 8, schoo 1
cc-;I't::"ficate, etc.) nave bt-~en asL:eci. in :''-.cJ.Yl,./ 8'JI'Veys. 'I'he y are of 'va Lue in
t he i r 0',,'11 rit:,h'c provided t r.e sarlliJle i~:< veTy- Lar ge , But in all .afl'i'-='dD Coun
t rLe s the po s ae s s i.on of q:ualil'ic.J,tl·J;lS '~;f women is too r-ar-e to jl~stifJ' crOt3s·~

"~;'~__ r u l a t i.or: "Ii t h :'ertili t y ,
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~-;urvey planners arc often aeke cl b , man powe r' apec Lal Lu t s to i.nc 1UdR a
question on po s s e s s i.on.. of' "ro'~E0Joil.al qua.Li.fi.c a't i er.s , However, such qualifi
cations arc: very iL~'requect in Africc1,., Le s i d e s being hii-~-hly clustered. in
geograptioal distribution. As a result, 't r.e relative s amp l i.ng error for
such da t a is Li.ks Ly tu De extremely high an d it is most unlikely that the
Ln f'o r-rra t i or; ltdll s e r ve ariy uae f'u L purpc s e ,

Surilming uj.: Literacy que s t i.on s an d tests are of very limited value.
Questions 01:: educational attainment are of vai.ue in -their owr, right and for
cross-tabulation against fertility. 'I'l;e most useful f'c.r-m of the question is
that of l!highest grade aucc e e af'u i l y co mj.Le t e d'! , Fo r- cross-tabulation against
fertility, us s broad e duc at iona l groups and lifetime fertili to' - the latter
preferably broken down into cur-vi.vi.r.g children and d.ec e a s e d , A (IUesticn:.. on
current sch00l atteLdanne =-8 of little value 1lY:.less occupation is also being
asked, when it may help by c:arifying the status of juveniles. Questions on
educational 'lualifications (g-e11eral, nut vo c a.t i.or.s.Lj are of value in their
owu right hut not, in Afr a o a , f'o r- d.e~nographic anaLys i.s ,

G. J~conomic oharacteristics

The i tE;!L~S normally included unC~8r this he adi.nz, are ~

(i)
(ii ,\

(iii)
(iVJ

EconomiG ~otivity

j~rjlployment status
rccupatioL
Lndus t r-v .

The definitior~s and o La s s i.f Loa't i cns for these onar-ao t e r-i s t i o s will be fo ur.d in
the ECA pub L'i c a.t i.on 11Afriedn Rec o n.c.enda t Lons for t.r,e 1q70 Population Cer..suG~sll.

The sub j e c t takes uc outside tt~e s c oj.e of this manual. However, as a ro ug'h
guid.e the following reminder :nay be us e f'u l ~

Ecorio rri,c 2t,ctivj t,v -- mear;s whe t he r- emplo;yed
~memp~o,yed

or no t eCOYl0 rr.icall,y active (= mainly house
w i, yes and stu

dents)

Lrnp.iOJ"mellt stCtt'..~_s - moar.s whet;l02r ercDlo;ver
~nTlo;yee

o~n-a~~~~t worker
o r :ur.iFail~- famj_ly worker

Occupation

r-e f e r s -tc the ac t i vi t,f of the establisLment in whioh the
person ]_s enl[lojed.

in A-:rica t he r e are- n.ar.y d i f'fi c u.i t i e a in practice in apf)lyi1:g the if.ter
na t i on a , .ie ti.n LiioG8. J'ar t i cu l ar- :ii::':fiouJ.ty is f'ound in distingu:"shing ow-n
ao-=:runt wor-ke r-s , un pa i.d fd,n:i::'y ;,corkers i;;:,.n'i housewives. The c Le.s s i ri.cat i cn of
women Lr. ·~~""J.:ral are a s is so un o e r t a i n -that wiele'::".}' var-y i.r.g Ln t er-pr-e t a't i on s of
the de f i.n i t i on s nave be en :!lade in cI.ifferent o o un t r-Le s , In addition t~'1eI'e are
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always codin~ diffic~lties (a serious problem
ed countries) due to incomplete descriptions;
decided to limit the topic to the single item
~ften provide needed clarification.

with this topic even in develop
these are agoravated if it is
"occupation" - the other items

Alt.gether there are strong arguments against any attempt tc obtain
data on economic characteristics in a primarily demographic survey as defined
for the purposes of this manual. This is not to decry the value of inform
ation on these topios in its own right; it is rather that, as has been stated
in the Introduction, labour force and manpower surveys do not come within the
terms of reference of this manual. To try to combine a labour force and a
demographio survey in a single operation is inadvisable fer various reasons:

The cluster design which is appr0priate for demographic variables
(see Chapter 1) is highly inefficient for economic variables, whose
intpa-cluster correlation is very high.

(2) For labour force information, one would normally prefer a sample
heavily weighted in favour of urban areas. This conflicts with the
requirements cf a demographic survey.

(3) Information on the labour force is needed for a complete 12-month
period, seasonal variations being important in all countries. This
may well conflict with the needs of the demographic survey.

(4) The economic items are complex and require much attention during
the enumerators' training. They also take up a good deal of space
in the questionnaire and require a large amount of labour at the
ceding stage. Despite all this, the results are inevitably subject
to many sourCes of error and will always be only approximate.

If, despite these arguments, the economic questions are nevertheless
retained, they may be usefully cross-tabulated against fertility. For this
purpose, experience has shown that the most significant differentials are
likely in respect cf two attributes:

Occupation of the husb~ld, classified in broad groups (single-digit
oode) such as will roughly correlate with income and social status.

(ii) Employment status of the woman herself - i.e. whether or not she
has a regular paid job.

Both these cllaracteristics should again be cross-tabulated against the woman's
lifetime fertility, ratrcer than against current fertility.

H. Housing

This again is a non-demographic tcpic which is often included in demogra
phic surveys. Any detailed discussion would take us outside the scope 0f this
manual and. reference should be made to the ECA "African Reco;nmendations fQr
the 1910 Housing C'ensuues".
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Since many demographic surveys include as a first step a house-listing
operation (sse Section 9.4) it is tempting to argue that the house is already
going to be an operational unit of the survey SO that an enquiry on characte
ristics of housing can easily be fitted in. Unfortunately, this argument is
no t valid. The unit in terms of which a preliminary listing is r-e qui.r-e d in
iemographic surveys shculd either be the address (i.e. one municipal house
number equals one unit), which serves to assist later identification, or else
a unit of housing corresponding as closely as possible to what is currently
occupied by one h01:sehold. Neither of these units corresponds to the "housing
unit 11 required for an adequate investigation of housing standards and defined
in the United Nations reoommendations. The reason for thie is that the recom
mendations are deslgned specifically to make it possible for the enquiry to
provide information on cmpt housin and on !nul ti---cccupancy (one l.eus i ng unit
occupied by more than one household. If housing is defined. in terms of
current Qccupan~y, information on theGc topics will be obscured.

If an adequate survey of housing stnndardo is·tQ be made, therefore, a
de f'Lnit i.on of the housing unit must be used which is independent of current
occupancy. There will then be cases of more than one household in one housing
unit and cases of one household in ~ore than one housing unit. The complica
tions this introduces for enuaerator s are very considerable and in practice
enumerators are unlikely to follow the instructions lai~ down. When, in ad
dition, it is appreciated that the definitions of both housing unit and house
hold are inevitably imprecise in African applications, it will be seen that
tllere are serious difficulties in any at t ept simply to attach a housLng enquiry
to a demographic survey.

Finally, to these difficulties aho uI d be added the fact t"at housing
characteristics show very high i.ltna-cluster correlations, both in ur-ban anrl
rural areas. In village after vi.Llage , enumer-at or s will be reoording always
the same responses: it is clearly wasteful to collect Lnf'o r-ua't i on in this
way.

Items designed to serve subseque~t surveys

As was mentioned in Chapter 1, demographic surveys in Africa are often
used to provide a household sampling frame for subsequent surveys - particu
larly for agricultural and household bU~6Gt surveys. In such cases the samplp
~esign for the second survey Can ge~erally be made more efficie~t by addint
certain que~tions to the demographic survey_ Examples of such questions are:

,.'bether tile household has an agricultural holding

,-mat crops the household operates

wnether the household sells any produce.

In many demographic surveys an .i mpo r-t ans reason for inclusion of the questions
on emp Lo ymerrt has been to provide supplementary Lnf'or-ma't i on for the c ub se quen t
Bampling 0 pera t i.on ,

Obvi.o ue Ly tlus motive for adding to the questionnaire cannot be ignor~d:

the demographer working within the government service cannot reasonably claim
exclusi ve right to his survey. l\fevertheless, every additional q.ie st i on of t n i s
,cind co mp Li.o a't es the work and threatens the value of all the data.-------=-----='-'------
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A decision between these coaflicting claims in the Case cf a slngle round
survey is difficult indeed. Hov.eve r , one Ln.po r t an t advant ag e of Ill\:.lti-round
surveys is ~hat the later rounds provide additional opportunities for collect
ing non-de;;logra!-lhic i.nf'o r-ua t ron . 'I'he re may even be Q. po siti ve advant a.,e in
including such items in a follow-up round: the enurue r-a cc r wLo only has to
check eac~ person on the household list as living or de~d and record arrivals
and departures is too easily tempted to ski.mp his work; but where he has a
distin0t new question to ask the obligation to c~rry out a careful interview
is rr.ore d.i ffi.cu.i t to ignore.

" '.r » ~) SUl;[wulY AND R;:::COI'L ENDATIllNS

The organizers of any demographic survey face a wide choice of topics
for investigation and an e ven ",rider choice of rcear.s by wh i c h information ~n

these topics mny be COllected. The selections whioh they eventually make
will depend on severed. factors: the objectives of the survey, the type of
survey operation (Sir..{)8--r0W1Q, multi-round, or combined survey-reGistration),
the resGurces, both human and financial, which are available, the peculiarities
of the population to be surveyed, and so on. Thus in some Oases it has not
been po s s Lb Le for us to make firm recommendations, but merely to point out the
ad van t age s anri disadvantages 01' the various po as i b i Li t Le s ,

However, i"t is po s s i r Le to reoommend a minimum list of '_iuestions to be
Ln o Lude d or: the ae s ump t i.o r., first that the objectives of the survey include
the clt:-:'terlJ-_in~::tion o f tb.e ag'-'-sex distribution of the co unt z-y ' s population and
its vi t:3.1 rates, and , se·';C{J.CL; 't na't the sample will 'ce api.Jroximutel;y of the
size aLL ipsign recommended in Chapter 7. This minimum list is recoffimended
for all,! type of demogr~phic sLTvey, whether single-rolmd, multi-rounct or dual
record. In th<:;: Case of multi-round and dual record operations the list may
ue t . }:-'c::n as recommen d ed for tile first round.

The mi.n i uum ~ic-t c f ;-:.l8stlons is as follows:

(i) uestions to be as~ed of all persons:

l<ame
Relationship
Sex
Age in comp.l e t e d ye are
Suyvi7al of parents

l')t\jdDer cf ch i Ldren 02"/"81' borne alive who are now livirg at home,
0,; sex.
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Date ~d sex of her most recent live birth.

~o,ihether or not this last live-born c ha Ld is still alive.

( ... )
~uestiollS to be aske :i of each bousehold:\ 11.1

Bir-ths in H.e last 12 months, by sex and date of birth.

Deaths in the last 12 months, by sex, age and date.

S~cond in priority, the following items are suggested:

Iiari ta: status

Birthplace or place of origin

h'here Labour- emi.gr a't i.ou is important: absent members of the house
huld outside th8 country, by sex and age.

Third in priority ocrne r

-;;ducational attainment

Er'.onomic characteristics

Housing charact8ristics.

Thece ,l:riorities are fixed in terms of the assumption that the primary
objective of the survey is demographic in the narrow sense, so that the
"third pr i or i ty!! var Lab Ie s , for example, would be intended for cross-tabulation
against fertility and mortality. Ln a larger context, it may be that the
national aut no r i ties in a particular situation would wish to give higher
priori ty to .rt udy of e c ono rrd.c characteristics as such. If this should be so
we su~g8st, for reasO~s stateJ earlier, that a specially designed study of
this al'en be prepared ar.d t,i ven ~riorit;y over the demographic survey. There
are strong t e c nn i oa I r-e a.so n a agai.r...st co mb'i.n.i.ng the two in a single survey.

It i5 !lot pusaible to fix a position in
"a i fi c i a t i.on!' iterr;c - 't r a be . religion, etc.
judge2 o~2y in relation to the special '::leeds

order of priority for t he
The value of such items Can
of the country concerned.

be

NUT-6 eN 1iUL1 I -PUEPC SZ JURVEYS

Tj'.::s D,)T,8 is adc1_ed as a rene'tled. plea for simplicity. .Jxpe r i.e nc e h a s
shown .'i....L-l toe of t en that the more que s t i on s aTE:! included in the r..{uestionnaire,
the pc or-er- wi J 1 be 't he qua] i ty of all the results. A mul ti-purposc s ur vey
will not prol;.uce as e;00d datCl on d8mcgraprl.j <:J.,S a strictly demograpr~ic sur-vcy,
Pr Lma.ri Ly th::,.~ is be c a une the cVf7;:r':::"oa'-:i..ng of the enumerators 1 t r-a i ning co ur s c
Le ads to '-'- Li{~her r a't e of o r r-or- in trw fie l J , But it is <).180 b8'':;3.,UGC the
que s t Lcnno.i r e becomes more complex, the : n t e r v i.e w baco rno s lcnt,er and hence
more fatiguing for bo t h erlumero.t('T and :'8'.>poi1<lent, and because all the sub-
a e q ue n t o pe r a t Lcn e , from c o d i.ng t c ccnput cr pT()~:rJ.mrr.int., 'J8COIT;e r,!or2 e l auo ra.t e .
En ac.d.i t i c n , Ct~; we ho.ve o (-3cn, most :)1' the; llon--dc;mo6rap~lic .: tert'.s c1<1211 in cnc
wa,Y cJr ano t ho t- /v'itl. tr.:.e ne e ds, ~'i' the d8111C';rayhic: sur-vey .- the ;:'O,n:plt: de;::;ic,tl,
whrct n er- in SP(~C8 01' t imc , i::; iriappr'oI'ri<::..t';:: or t ue un i t s are :i.ncoJ::pLltiblt::4
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Cnce it is known 't na't a survey is being planned, the organizers are
often subjected to pressures from various directions to include additional
items on subjects which have nothing to do with the original purposes of the
survey. The organizers must know how to resist these pressures. When con
sidering whether a question should be included, they should ask themselves,
not so much - "Are we likely to need this information?" but rather - "Can we
do without thi s information?" 1Jn ambitious questionnaire needs to be matched
by unusually high quality field staff, meticulous training and olose supervi
sion in the field; if it is not, muo h of the data is likely to prove worth
less.
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CHAPTER 6

DESIGN OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

A. General

Once the content of the questionnaire has been fixed, work can begin on
drawing up the document itself. This task imraediately raises a large number
of small problems, such as the language to be used, the lay-out, the method
of reproduction, whether the questionnaires should be bound in booklets, the
method of recording responses, and so on.

In the present chapter we offer recommendations, based on African expe
rience, for dealing with each of these problems. The chapter ends with a
specimen recommended questionnaire. It should be stressed that many of the
recommendations depend on the circumstances of the survey - either the charac
teristics of the population surveyed or the method of data-processing which
is pj.anned ,

The presentation in this chapter starts from the gener a. and works to
wards the particular.~ve begin with the general basis and principle of the
questionnaire, go on to consider lay-out and reproduction, then consider the
questions themselves - lang~age, presentation of questions, recording of
answers. Finally we deal with the special Case of the pregnancy history
questionnaire. Some special problems arise with follow-up surveys and dual
record systems (PGEs); these are treated in Chapter 11.

It is assumed throughout this chapter that the survey requires informa
tion to be recorded for individuals. Thus, we exclude without discussion
the kind of group enumeration questionnaire in which the enumerator merely
has to indicate how many persons of each sex, age-group, etc. are found,
without particularizing them.

B. Basis of the questionnaire

From the start, a decision is needed whether to use one questionnaire per
~~~, one per unit of housing, one per household, or one per perscn.

One per area saves paper, but in most respects it is inconvenient. The
number of per-sons covered in any meanLngf'uL area unit is likely to run into
hundreds. These cannot all go on one page. There will therefore be frequ~nt

tu£novcrs in oourS8 of one questionnaire. This creates difficulties - see
sention C(4) below. In particular, the "relationship" question refers one
p8rson to another within the household: this becomes difficult tc handle if
the members of the household are not clearly grouped together on one page.

r:ne questionnaire per unit of housing - whether house, compound or other
~"lt - would be appropriate only where this unit is in fact used in the survey.
It -vo u.Ld involve unnecessary work if the enumo r a to r had to learn how to iden
ti.j such a unit simply for the sak« of tile ort,anization of the que s t i onna.i.r e ,
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In most surveys where a housing unit is involved there will be a special
housing questionnaire; it would be appropriate to arrange this questionnaire
en the basis of one per housing unit, but not the demographio questionnaire.
(He have already seen that one cannot assume any simple correspondence bet
ween the housing unit and the household.) An exceptional Case is the demo
graphic survey confined to a city such as Brazzaville or Kinshasa where the
regular grid plan of the city leads to very clear units of housing ("parcelles"
or lots). In such instances there may be a good case for using one question- ,
naire per lot.

One questionn~ire per household is the oommonest method and nearly always
the most convenient. The hous eho Lu is the unit of interview; items of inform
ation for one household are inter-related and should be checked against one
another; in many surveys there are items which relate to the householr' as a
whole. For all these reasons it is convenient to use one questionnaire for
each household.

One questionnaire per person is sometimes used where the questionnaire
is too oomplex for informati~n to be entered for several people on a single
page. In demographic surveys this situation is likely to arise only for the
pregnancy history questionnaire. Hhere individual questionnaires are used,
the amount of paper to be handled by the enumerator is much greater and the
instructions inevitably become more complex - partly because arrangements for
relating individual questionnaires to group questionnaires have to be made,
by appropriate serial numbering and referencing. This method is to be avoid
ed if possible. 11
C. Binding questionnaires into booklets. Linkage between documents

All questionn~ires need to be clearly identified as to the area to which
they relate. SOlO of the advantages of the method of one questionnaire per
area Can be acha.cve d , without tho disadvantages, by binding questionnaires
into booklets and using one booklet per area. Where this is done, each sheet
represents a household and the area information has to be entered only once,
on tho COver of the booklet. The sheets in the booklets should be pre
numbered.

Besides saving time in the writing of the area information, tht method
helps to reduce loss of questionnaires. A hard back should be provided to
the booklet, otherwise the last few pages will be difficult to write on.
(They will in any case if the questionnaire is very large and if the booklet
contains too many sheets; it is advisable to experiment with dummios before
making a printing order.)

The booklet m?thod involves more,wasted paper, Bince a new booklet must
always be started ~n each new area un~t (probably each enumerator's area).

11 A possible exception to this general rulu may be the Case of a multi
round follow-up survey designed to continue for 11 large number of rounds. Sec,
discussion in Section 11.1 under Questicnnaire design.
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Tl"l-<:.;;rc is also a special difficulty w11ere a follow-up is Ln v.i Lved ~ households
maJ- appear and they have to bo added out of series, probably at the end.

One serious drawback with bc ok Le t s is illustrated by wliat hap}Jened in
the 1960 census in Uorocco. The 'booklet contained enough sheets for )'7 hOllse
.ic Ld s , ThE; name of the douar (village) was to be enter8d on the cover. 'When
th~ results of the census were processed it was found that a very large num
bvr of douars had exaotly 97 households. Clearly, the douar being a unit of
unc e r ta i.n defini tion, many enumerators had continued filliut:, the booklet until
all pages werG used up. ,men starting a new booklet they asked the name of
th.:.:, douar where tdey were by now workint,; but they did not consid2r this
question while, in the c e ur se of wor-ki.ng wi thin a gi von oookLe t , If booklets
are uS8d, very careful instructions are needed about when to start a fresh
booklet, "Vihen to write "con t i nue d " on a booklet, and so on.

Tho balance of ~rguments for and against binding the qU~8tionnaires in
booklets is t .rus fairly even. ~-fe are inclined to recommend in favour of
booklets, at least for singlo-rolli1d survoys.

In most surveys some kind of que c t i onr.ai.r-e or form has ~:j be completed
which gives information about the whole enuioe r-at o r I s area. It is also comruon
to hav~ a "pre-listinG" form (see Section 9.,,) in whioh the households in the
area are listed with the n~me of the head of household and the house number.
(The: latt0r may be a mun.i c i.paL house number- or "addr-e s s", or in rural areas
it may be a number assigned by the, enumerator who affixes number8d stiokers
to every house in a preliminary tour of the aroa - see again Section ).4).
Such area information forms and listing sheets are required on the, basis of
one per arOa. If the dcrncgz-aphi.c questionnaires are bound in booklets, these
forms can be included at the front; if not, arrangements must "8 made for
Li rik.age between forms, for example by providing space on each dcn.ogr-aph.i c
questionnairo for tho area number an~ the house number.

D. Goneral principles of lay-out

Horizontal or vertical form

Two types of lay-out are po s s i ble for a demographic questionnaire which
is designed to COVET each individual in one household: the Lnf'o r-run't i cn for onc
individual Can go :-~ross the pag'c or down. We refer to these r-c s pec t i vc Iy
2.8 the horizontal and vertic,;.,l forms of questionnaire. In the horizontal
"J.u-.2c-:tionnaire the names appear one Ul1(~.Gr .mo t hcr- on the left-hand side (ribht
h3.E~. in Arabic questionnaires) und thC::o question herd.ings appear across the
top. In the vertical form, the name is entered at the top of the c oLurnn Lend
e~~n linG is for one question.

'I'hc horizontal form has usually t~.:en pr-e f er-r-e d, the arsument a s 3 i n ;-.;: t the
v,;:~-;;ical form being at> f o Llcws , In the vertical form the column must 08 as
"";",ril.'c.;. as 't hc widest i tc:rr. r84~~irec.;_ - probably the n arne , 'I'h i s means a.bo u't j em
(.? _.. nc r.o s ) . 'I'ui.s column width is l(J..ite unnecessarily vIidc for the vary s i •.. ple
it·~;-L.3 s uc n as sex, age, marital status. TllOrE.: is t.ue r-e f'o re a ',Jaste 01 s1Ja,~e,

eo tliat less inforlilation can be recordod on a. slh;et of Given s i zc v,ri th tile
\··~:-·:·::'c,,:~::" f c r-:r than with the ho r-Lzo rrt a.l ,
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Another advant ais0 of the hori zorrt a L form is th"t card punc no r s are
ac c ue t cme d to working across the page. However, a minor ad'varrt ag e of t nc
vGrtical form is thu.t the questions themselves are more easily fitted in.

'The no r i z.orrt a l form is .r-ec o mn.ende d and will be aas ume d in the rest of
this manua.l .

'::::olumn -I/',-idtll Gild spCi.cing

If full advClntae;e is to te taken of the flexibility offered by the
no r i zont a.l form, the c o Lumn width must be varied from que atLon to question.
The width should be dec i de d by consiclerin,s the space needed for recording
an swcr s - not the space needed for typinG the heading. 'I'he headin~ can
always be fittecl in scmehcw - by using a smaller type-face, by typing up the
page, by employing aboreviations; it is muc h more important not to oramp the
enUll~erator r e c or-d.i.ng t l;e response.

JDre generCllly, it is e s s au t i a L that the lay-out be planned b~, the
s t a t i s t i c i an or ddnographer ros[oonsible for the survey: if the Lay-co u't is
left to the typist or printer the c o Lumn and line widths will certClinly nett
be optimal. The survey p Lan.i e r' should dr-aw the framework of the questionnaire
(the horizontal anj vertical lines or "rules!!) with 8xactly the desired spac
ing; the typist or pr i n t e r- should then De instructed to fit the text into this
frame.

Size of sheei;

The size of t~e questionnaire is sometiw8s limited by av~ilable paper
s i ze s . iihether this is so or not, the choice of size shoulcl 't ake ac.count of
the co nvcn i enc o of the enumerator. Ne ar-Ly always, ho will have to woz-k wi th
out a ri e sk or table. A questior..n.aire t.Llat is too wi;:le for convenience may
have to be ~coept8d; but a questionnaire that is also lonR from top to cottom
may OCCOffiG unmanageable arid in CIl;}T c as e is unnec8ssary-.--

A rGasonable maximum would be a width of :)0 c ms lLO inches) and a height
(top to bottom) of 25 ems (10 inches).

The back of the pat;s should not normally be used at all (except perhaps
for enU~8r~torsl Lotes~.

c,erial :numoering Clnd "con-tlnuing ll

Fer o a.ey r-e f'e r-e no e it is advi s ac Le 't c s ar LuI n umbe r- the lines, or inO_lvi
::luals. 'I'ho s e nuraoc r s Can -t,'.'j pre-printed ,J.:)WL t he Itft-hand side of thE. r.rill

(ric;'ht-r:tClnd side in Arabic). 'C"o-dit,'i t n uuibe r s should bo l18ed for ccn vcn i c nc o
o f puno h i.ng : 01, 0:, '" (';9, 10, 11 ..•. (but see 1e101"1 for an ,::__~ltern2,tiv8
3JTStOrr.) •

As .nany Li.n e s as po s s i t.Le s.hou Ld c\:J pr-o v'i dcd (witrnn ~, f'o r mr.t, of g1.v<:;n
s ize ) for rr.omh,,-'Ors of t}w hous e hold . Bc twe cn 10 and 15 is t~{pica~ a n j,Jrican
surve y s , But tOlr[(jvGr :nar,;.y ar,,/ provi,::Led t he r e will a l.ways be nome no uscno Ld c
t oc large to be cn t c r-od en OLe sheet. ;;·omc arr angornen t s must th8reforv 1',<.::
:nc~de for c orrt i n u.i.ng 2. ho us cho Ld on ano t he r sheet.
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In some surveys a special continuation sheet of a different colour has
be en used. However, this means more forms for the enuruerator and it is pro
bably simpler to use the standard form.

If booklets are used the que s t Lonnad r-es will already be numbered. Ins
tructions to the enume r-a't o r o an tHon be as follows:

If you have to continue on a seoond sheet, write "CONTINUED ON PAGL•.• "
at tho foot of the first sheet, and write "CONTINrnD FllOil PAGE •.• " at
the to p of the second sheet. Cross out the line serial numbers on the
second sheet and write in new ones, beginning ;-- -:7. 11
If booklets are not used there is no page numbering. Enumerators will

then merely wri to "GONTINUED" at the foot of the first page and "CONTINUATIOI~"

at the top of the second. Again they must also change the lino seriQl numbers
on the second page. If booklets are not used there will be spaces provided
for googrdphical identification at the top of every questionnaire; the enume
rator should be instructed to complete these as usual on the continuation
\iue stionnaires e

An a I 't cr-n a't i. ve way of deallng with the serial nurubering of ind.i viduals
to allow for the Case where the household runs onto two or more pagos is as
follows:

(1 ) Limit "the questionnaire to 10 lines.

(2) Number the lines with single digit serial numbers printed in the
margin, the last line being numbered 0 instead of 10 (seG model
qu~stionnaire at the end of this chapter).

d) Instruct t h; onuncr-at.cr- to insert tho digit 1 on the left of each
numbor wr.on using a 1st oontinuation shoot for a houecho Ld , or the
digit 2 if he is usjng a 2nd continuation, and so on.

This method has one defect: it f'o r c c e us to print just 10 lines per page.
Depending on Lay-so u't con c.i dcr-a't i.on s , one might well wish to print more than
this in orQcr to minimize the use of continuation pages.

The top ~inu of every ~licstionnaire is normally used for the head of
the household, but this will not be so on the continuation sheet. In some
SurV(;Y8 t h« word iL~AD has been printed in the top line in tho column for
"R\~lationshipll; however, this causes confusion in case of continuation and is
b~tter avoidod. In any c~s~ the enumerator must bo made to undor~tand that,
whc r e a second shol..:t is us e d for continuation, tho rolationships recorded in
the s ec orid sheet may refer back to the first: he must not Lmag i nc that becauso
he us c s two shcc t s he has split the household into two households.

~/ If thore ar~ 15 lines on a sheot, the instruction h8re would r0ad
111h", ..nd sc on ,
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I~. hcthod of rGproc'uction

Th0 questionnaire is going to be used in tens of thousands of oopios. It
is worth spending a good doal of tim~ to produce a dooum~nt that is as clear
and easy to use as it pessibly can be. G~nerally this cannot bo done with a
3tandard typewritor, stencils and a duplicator.

In almost any country some more sophisticated means of reproduction is
available. Scores of such systems are on the market, ranging from tho "Vari
typer" to letter-pross printing. It is not practicable to describe them all
hero; the questionnaire designor will have to usc what is available. Two
oharaotoristios arc ossential: the system should be one which allows difforent
typo sizes within tho same document, and it must be ablo to accommodate papor
of tho desired format and quality. h~en he has chosan a suitable and avail
ablo prooess, tho questionnair~ dosigner must expect to have to spend a fow
hours studying its oharaoteristics and uxporimenting with diffor~nt typo faces
and type sizos beforo finalizing his lay-out.

P~per for the questionnaires should bo roasonably tough but not unneoos
,,,trily heavy ",.d must have a surfaco which t ako s writing with a ball-point pen.
] 0e availability of auf'f i c i.crrt paper of th~ right qu..La ty and size should be

ccked at an ~a2ly stage of the survey planning.

It may bo noted that printing of questionnaires is oftLnt a bottl~n~ck

a..d t ncr-o may be long delays, ospecially if letter-press printing (i.". tradi
tional printing) is used. In mc~t countries tho government printor seems to
have a long baoklcg of work and needs mffilY months' advanco booking. Onco
again, this whole question of documents reproduction is one that should be
looked into during the early stages of planning of the survoy.

P. Le..nguD.f,'(

In some African countries a single Afrioan lc,nguage is widely known and
used ?G a lingo.>? franca (e.g. Swahili). In others, one of tho "world" lan
guages is th8 only widely known medium (Arabic, English, French). But in
most countrios t;18r~ is not a single Languago that is suffioiently widespread
to be usod fo r- .i.nt c r v.i ew.i.ng in all TI..-t:;ions of tho country. Tho position var i.c e
from c oun t r-y to c o un t r-y and is g<...norall,Y wc L'L known to those: planning a sur v..y ,
sa that no uac.f'uL information can be gi V,-,]J. in this manual ..

Id0u.ll;r, the Languugc of the quc s t i cnna i r ; should be; 't ha't in which the
intcrvie:w is to take p Lac c , but in rcany African co uu t r-i c s this is nar-d.Ly
prao t Lc ab Lc , both bc c auc.. an c cc c s s i vc Ly Laz-gc. number- of language vorsions
'l'1ould be nc c dc d and bcc aus.. c mn. ·..... r r.t.c r-s have not been e ducat cd to rce"d 2.

Afrie,:'.!. l_.nguagcs ..... v.,n wh. n thvj Can sp.... nk t hc m, It is mainly for this latter
r c ason t hat the m"Jority of quc s t i onna i r-c s in Af r i.o an s ur vc y s are s t i Ll, in
:::lJgl:1sh or Fr-on ch , or at least bi Li ns-u...l with o n c of thoso Languagc s included
(L .g. Ar,,-tic--Fr_.~lch; SUl1hi.li-Er~b·lioJh)~ 1, T

.l!J ,~ucsti()nn .ir c s pr i.r.t c.d in Lo o..~,1 L~ngua~(~s arc, ho",!(,v",r, liUi1<.... wicL.::l;y
.ls·...;d in amn.l L sur-vcy s or~-=,;aniz0d b;,/ E~CJnl,-, J-~fric ...n un i.vc r-s i t i c s , I'h.. ~'iTorld F',-rti
li ty Stl.r ..-__ y is .:...:~=pc;rimcntlnb with their usc. in L..~rgo-sc .1-..: s urv ys covering
lr.'klti-lint,ual pc pu.Lat Lons . It is po s s i b L; th~~t ~lithlll a fow Yl-ars the tr~.:..di-

t i onr.I .AfrieaYl "luQGti.onn,_~irL. pr i n t c d in .:tiJnt:;:lish 01' Prcnch will bc c o r.c. a r ar i t ..y,
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It is worth s t r'e s s i ns, her-e that the Lanr.u.age proo Le m is often taken too
li{;htly by African survey planners: if the enumerator is left to work nut his
own translation of thp, question nri s t ak e a are likely to arise and in some Gases
the resulting error may be important. Translations should therefore be worked
Qut, before the survey starts, into all the main languages :ikely tC' be used.
If these translations are not to be printed on the questionnaire the enume
rators should be carefully oo ao h e d in them (luring the traini[1g sessions. Note
that tnis applies not only to the questions themselves but also to ~ualifying

phrases. The important phrase "during the last 12 months" for example, is not
always easy to translate and needs carelul attention. 11
G. Presentation of questions

In sociai and attitude surveys, interviewers are expected to follow the
exact wording specified by the survey desibner. In demographic surveys it is
usually considered that the que s t i ons are so simple and factual in nature that
the wording does not matt~r muoh. This is probably true for most of the items;
ne ve'r t he Le s s it 1S desirable, Iii thin reason, to have the actual questions
appear on the questionnaire rather thilll abbreviated headings, except where
the concept is 8xtreIT:E:..l..y simple. A recommended example of the presentation
of fertili.ty questions is shown below.

ASK ALL Y'"[.lALGS AGETJ 11; OR OVER
Of the total-m:li"ber of children borne
alive by you in your whole life ...

F'

I

How many are! How many ar-e l How many
now in t his I DOhV living I have I

household? I elsewhere? I----'d--iio.eo.d"--?-I

1_ H ':::==L=,I====f===:±=~=:J

__-'----o-_=-i-_-=--_L_--'-___ I

PDr other examples see the recommended questionnaire at the end of this
chapt~r.

=.n. r-resentint;; the material in the qnestionnaire a good wor-k i ng hypo t ne s i s
is that once t no enumerator has completed his training he will not look at
his instructional manual any rno r-e - even if he has been firml.)t told to do so.
Zverything cf real importance shuuld therefore af-pear on the qUE:8tionnaire
i t s"~lf: questions, si~'nificant I i r.». tat ions , the meaning of any codes to be
1...lSed~ i n s t r-uc t i on s as to the ~3:CG0r::S t c be covered, etc .•

1/ ::-E o r.e African s ur ve y t .i s co nc e pt had been rendered in. the English
version by " s i n <.- e t he last .Jry -.e a son Ii, whe r-e as the Swahili version of the
questionnaire gave "mwaka r.uu '!" (trlis year;' _ 'I'he uean i ngs differ significant
ly n~ the error co~l~ te impnI·tant.
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In any demographic surveys there are likely to be categories of persons
to whom certain questions do no~ apply. For example, information on fertility
is re~uired only of adult females; information on marital status is not need
ed for children; infQrmation on visitors may be limited to name, relationship,
sex and age. In making provision for these special cases, simplicity should
be the main consideration. Rather than provide special tables or boxes for
the special cases, the simplest procedure is to have all persons reported in
the same table and to print above the colunms the necessary instructions show
ing who is covered. (Such instructions should be in a different type-face
from the questions.) The example just given illustrates this method. In very
simple cases, such as the marital status of children, the simplest solution
is to make no special pr-o vi e i.o.r whatever: children will then be entered as S
(single) under marital status. This is no more difficult than writing a dash
and just as useful.

H. Method of recording responses

Numerous methods of recording answers have been used in surveys. The
many variations are aimed at simplifying the work of the enumerators, card
punchers or computer programmers or at eliminating the eperation of coding
in the offioe by having the enumerator record the answers in coded form.

It is important to appreciate that the enumerator has to work under very
unfavourable conditions compared with office workers. He rarely has a flat
horizontal surface on which to lay the questionnuire; often the light is bad;
he is surrounded by chattering spectators; he may have to translate the ques
tions and answers; and finally his wo r-k is more complex than the mechanical
job of the coder or puncher. He is therefore far more likely to make mistakes.
Worse still, his work cannot be systematically checked, Whereas that of coders
and punchers Can be.

In designing the '-iuestionnccire, therefore, first priority should be given
to making the task easy for the enumerator. If this involves additional
office work it should be accepted; in most Cases the cost will be small and
in any Case the increased accuracy will payoff.

We now consider some possible recording methods in detail. Five diffe
rent methods are shown below.

r_~ ~~~._-~.~--.--r

~ ria I.e f~ 1 ;

I Female i ; 2 .
t---~-------,

; .ia l e !"I 1 :l J_J.
, I r-; •
I Fe ma e ~ 2 it_·~_~_'K·~_·~'';' "-- _l_
Ii

,-,
I~

>l -,
l.-.J c:

Sex

Female

hale

5)3)' ~1ex
,I ,
I JJ • F i
l---_~_~
,.-_.~---~~ -I,: CD ,i 2 i
~ ~ l
·----!---1
i Q)l 2 i

r-1-J~
r--r--' j
! I I

2)1 Sex I
I~~-+-~

I, ~~ i i
1---1--4

X' I

+i
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,~thod 1) is certainly the easiest fer the enumerator an& the least
likely to lead to error. If J.lechanlOd,l equipment is being used for data
processing a coding o pe r-a't i.o n will be needed to translate the letters into
numbers. If electronic data processinb is used the letters can be punched
as they are (alpha-punchin5) and no coding is necessary. If Fortran is being
used as the program~ing language the alpha-punching causes some trouoe but it
can be overcome. 1'he best so Lut i on is to accept the a Lpna-epunc he d input and
include in the programJ,le an o peiat i on to replace the letters by di"i ts. (In
other words coding is performed by the computer).

Comparing l ie t ho d s 2) and 3), iiethod 3) Can be punched directly whereas
l'lethod 2) cannot. For this reason, 3) is preferable and 2) should be ruled
out.

There is little to chose between ]' and 4). A slip in following the
column down in 3) is perhaps about as likely as a coding slip in 4). Both
methods can be rea&ily adapted tv a more complez question havinG several codes.
For example, 3) can be adapted as below:

lu\.RlTAL STATUS

2 3

3

4

·1

The slanted headings can be read without turning the page.
when following t he he adi.ng into the co Lunm are liKely to be

However, slips
common. 1/

Bethod 5) is the only one whloh combines the two advantages: ('i) the
enumerator enters the answer illlJ1lediately against the word chosen, t nus mini
mizing error, mId (2] no coding operation is needed. On the other hand
.. .e t ho d ~l) takes up an exc e s s i ve arno urrt of space on the form and if there are
a large number of such Doxes the questionnaire will look oluttered and comp
licated. Certainly for such a simple item as sex this method seems exces
si ve ly heav;y-handed.

J/ Un i versi ty-Bducated statisticians do not always appreciate that those
wh\") have a very lin:i te(~ e duo a t i on and Li,ttle familiarity with books and papers
often fill.~_ it very much more difficult to follow lines across and down pages
'di t hc ut er r-o r ,
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Summing up: Method 1) is recommenAed, with alpha-punching. If this is
not accepted Nethod 4) is perhaps the next best.

If questions are to be asked on such topics as occupation, or if the
"relationship" data are to be processed, a coding operation in the office
will certainly be needed. If office woding is to be involved, should ooding
boxes be provided? There seems to be no good argument for these. They clut
ter up the questionnaire and are unncessary. The best method of coding is to
use a felt-tipped pen in a distinotive colour, such as red, and to write
the code within the space provided for the enumeratpr's entry. There is
nearly always some empty space left; even if there is not, the code is always
easy to read even when written over the enumerator's own entry: the distinc
tive colour ensures this. (Note, however, that with some types of pen and
certain papers the felt tip entries soak through the paper and stain the sheet
underneath, and this may occasionally effaoe an entry. The pens and paper
should be tested for this before coding is started.)

Various facilities are on the market which in theory enable the enume
rator's reoord to be processed directly, without ccding or punchinb. (lark
sensing; optical reader; etc.) While these have certain advantages, they
have not been developed to the point where they Can be conveniently used by
the enumerator at an interview. They are discussed more fully in Chapter 10.

I. Reporting responses: some special Cases

The instructions generally require
in months. How should this be entered?
following:

that ageG under 2 years be recorded
Perhaps the simplest method is the

AGE
Comp- lion t h s]
leted if
years under

2 yrs

I

I I

An entry is to be made in one column 2L the other, but not both. (It must be
stressed to the e nume r a.t or- that entries are to be made entirely in years or
entirely in months, never in years and months.) This methlJd requires 4 coluwns
on the punch-card. ne t hods using 3 columns are po ssible, 2 for tile age arid
1 to distinguish who t hor tile figure relates to years or months, but with these
methods the likelihood of error is somewhdt greater.
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Relationship

Refer to Chapter 5, Seotion 5.2 C.

Not applicable and zero entries

As we have noted above there will often be questions which do not apply
to certain persons. It is advisable not to permit blanks: this makes it
easier to check for questions accidentally omitted. The best procedure for
indicating "not applicable" is to draw a continuous horizontal line through
the questions concerned.

As to zeros, for clarity it is best to indicate these always with the
figure 0 and not with a dash.

J. Internal checks: duplication of information

In some African questionnaires, names have been listed once to provide
a household membership list and then entered again in the table for individual
characteristics. Again, in the question which asks for the number of children
ever borne, classified by livlng in the home, living elsewhere, and dead, one
sometimes sees a total column which is supposed to agree with the sum of the
three entries mentioned.

This kind .f duplication is of little value and should be avoided. It
does not provide a cheok because in practice the enumerator is likely to
complete ene entry to agree with the other, whether right or wrong. j~reover,
if the two entries do disagree there is still no way of telling which is cor
rect without a follow-up field visit.

Checks of one item against another may be useful when both items are in
fact needed for the survey, but it is seldom helpful to introduce a new item
for the sole purpose of checking an existing one.

K. Need for simplicity

Examination of census and survey questionnaires used in the past reveals
that many are quite unnecessarily complex. Often the information is collected
in several distinct tables where one would suffice. Coeing boxes appear in
large numbers, making the questionnaire look cluttered and difficult. In many
Cases headings are unnecessarily elaborate.

In one African census schedule the following appears above the coI umn
headed "Religion",

The religious com
munity to which
you belong must be
clearly specified
according to the
annexed notes
which shou Ld be
consulted
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Since "religion" already appears as the heading, all this could quite well be
replaced by two words: "See notes". Similarly one often sees such instruc
tions as:

Write M
for male
or F for
fe.male

whereas under the heading "Sex" a sufficient instruction is sil.lply:

jil or F

Conversely, in column he ad.i.ng s vrie sometimes sees ahbreviations where
there is plenty of space and no abbreviation is necessary. No doubt the
abureviation was carried over from an early draft of the questionnaire in
which it appeared necessary.

All ~c these errors come from a lack of sufficient attention to detail
in drawing' up t he qU6btionnaire. The questionnaire plays such a key role in
the survey that it deserves the most careful attention at the planning stage.
Svery word should be scrutinized to see if it Can be eliminated in the inte
rests of simplicity; every space should be examined to make sure it is of
optimal size. \!hen the first proofs come back from the printers a further
minute examination should be made to ensure that there are no errors and
that the lay-out is still appropriate in every detail.

L. Pregnancy or maternity history questionnaire

This questionnaire has been used in some surveys in order to allow for
a more int ensive questioning of adult women; it is argued that if Homen are
asked merely to quo t e tIle nuw9-e.E. of babies to whom they have given birth,
wi thout part iculari zing theld, the re sponse will be superficial and inaccurate.
The pregnancy history also provides some valuable additional data. (See
Chapter 5, Section 5.1 C. Note however- that the method is not firmly recom
mended in 't o i a roanua L, )

'I'he method involves one questionnaire per person. The problem of lay-
out is difficult ueo auae , essentially, we wish to establish the pr-egn anc Le e

and their outcomes in chronological orc'er, yet the order in whioh the inform
ation comes to light during the i:lltervie~i may nct be chronological. One of
the purposes of the ue t ho d is to ShOH up unusual gaps in the sequenoe of
reported. pr-e gnanc i e s ; the e nurne r aco r- then draws attention to such g'aps and
it is hoped tllat he may t ne r-e by bring to Iils'ht pregnancies which would otller
wise be omitted. A method of reoorc.inis is therefore needed whioh ShOHS the
cha-ono Logic a l order olearly yet a l Lows entries to be mad o as and. when t"ey
are mentioned.

The method usuallv recommeudec~ (B0 6U 8 o ue s t i onnaa r-e ) is to provide a
laree n u.ube.r of ho r i. zontal lines - perhaps SO are needed for African popula
tion6 - of which every fifth i3 marKed with a oross (or a double line). The
enumerator then enters first tHe births of ohildrel1 who are still livini';.



These entries are recorded on the marked lines only, 1eginning with the
latest (some ~uthorities prefer to begin with the earliest). Other pre6nan
cies are then entered in the spaoes bet"een the marked lines, in aooordanoe
with tlleir chronologioal position.

1'lUJJ:;'::;L ~UE,J'J.IUNNAlRE

A model ~uestionnaire is shown on the next page.

The questionnaire assumes comprehensive enuuer-at r on , a , e. covering both
the de jure and the de facto population. Two questions are included to
enable the two populations to be sorted out at the data processing s t age
(columns 4 and 5).

The questionnaire follows the minimum list of ~uestions given at the
end of Chapter 5, except for the addition of "the two items mentioned above
and the questions on tribe and pla~e of origin.

Note that the referenoes to "last Sunday night" mi..,ht well be replaced
by "last night" if this appears appropriate - see discussion in ::5ection -1.1.

The model is reproduced here in the aotual size.
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CRAFTER 7

SAliPL£ DLSI CN

The choice of sample design rjla;)' be c o nv en i.errt Ly di vid.ed into three main
steps:

1. Choosing a sampling frame
2. Deciding on the type of sample
1. Fixing the sample si ze.

These steps will be cons i de r-e d in turn in this chapter. FinallY7 we
consider the requirements of special o pe r a t Lons such as the PES, BI:i and
dual record (PC::).

7. 1 CHOO srnc A SAhPLING PHA1!jE

Lists of households based or... taxaticn or other adtmn i s t r-a't t ve purposes
are of little use for sampling in Africa: population mobility is generally
so high that suoh lists go out of date rapidly - moreover in most cases
they are incomplete to begin with. Thus, if household sampling is going to
be used it will generally be necessary to sample from a list specially
prepared for the s~rvey. The only exception is when a list Can be obtained
from a census or survey conducted not more than a few months before the
survey being planned.

l.i.s t s of d\lellings have a longer life but in general exist only in to-,ms.
In many African towns a.d-vr-e e s e s are non-existent or difficult to trace so
that suer, lists are of lit't,le practical use fer sarrlpling,; there are, however,
several African tOvffiS which are laid out in a systematic way and in which
mun i c i pa; lists of' dwellings C;;>en8ra~ly "c o rapo und s 11) form a useful sampli::g
f'r arre ,

lfili th the e zc ep t i.c r.s already no t e c, sampling for African surveys general
ly involves selecting a sample of ar e as and listing thf! households .found in
each s e Lec t eI area. For this pur po s e a sui table area-saGlpling frame is
nc e de d ,

Fo r- a L--;anple of given size, the smaller the area units -the [!lore of 't he r.,

wlll be neec1ed, and nenc e the greater the trave1 r:osts for the uur-vcy , ell
the o t ho r- hand) if larger area units a:.ce used the sampling error hTill ('e
greatt'r. rrhere is thus an o pt iuurc size f'o.r area sampling units, wh i oh
man i n.a ae e the C0~3t for a tl.ven sampling error. 'I'h i s o pt i.nrum wi Ll. vary fc,r
di f'fer-e n t sur-vey variables, depending on how much the cliar-ac t e r i s t i c ill ques-
tion is clustETeJ.a Fo r some v ar i ab Le s , hc us e ho Ld e living n e aa- tpget,}--i8r tt':':1J.';

to be more s i.rzi La.r than households .iiving far apart, such var i a bl e s Ij\:;~.Y l:if~

dl?scj:ibed as ~lu2tere(;., be o auue c n e tends to f i n d clusters 0:" revplp. ho·Ji,.o the
;JUr'-18 chur ac t er i s t a c o , ~xa'.lples are cupLoyt.en t c ha.r-ao t e r i s t i.c s a.nd e rluc a t i ona ,
Le ve ", I)ther \i<--:riE1.tles arc distJ'ihuted almost at random, so that .i1~ith~)our;;:
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are only slightly more likely to be similar than households in separate vil
lages. This is true of fertility and to a lesser extent of mortality. 11
For clustered variables the optimal size of area units for efficient sampling
is small; for less clustered variables it is larger.

Several studies carried out in West Africa suggest that for vital rates
the optimum size of the sample that should be selected in each area unit is
between two and four hundred persons. The smaller figure would be more
appropriate where there is only one enuQer~tor per area unit; the larger
figure would apply if enumerators work together in teams of about 5 (see
Annex 2). It will be suggested in Section 7.2 that the best method of
sampling is to select all the persons in each selected area unit. From this
it follows that the optiWum size of area units is also from two to four
hundred persons, at least for estimation of vital rates.

An African country planning ,a neW survey may either take these conclu
sions as given or, better, compute the optimum afresh starting from local
data and local assumptions about costs. The method of computation is des
cribed in Annex 2 of this manual. Essentially the steps are:

(1) An analysis of variance within and between area units, based on
past data, leading to computation of the intra-cluster correlation.

(2) Aeaump't Lon of a function relating costs within and between area
unit s ,

(3) Computation of the opt i.mum number of households to be selected per
area unit. Assuming the survey covers all households in the select
ed units, the above number is equivalent to the optimum number of
households in the area unit - that is, the optimum size of area
units.

In the remainder of this chapter we assume optimal values determined in this
way from census and survey data in Cameroon, Chad, Ghana and Nigeria.

Eased on the data of the Ghana 1960 census, demographic variables such
as age and sex show about the same degree of clustering as the vital rates,
so that the above optimum would still be acceptable for these variables.

1/ The cet;ree of clustering may be measured by the intra-cluster (or
intra-class) correlation, usually ,'enoted by /J or <5. This measures how nruc h
of the between--cluster variance is unaccounted for by the wi thin-cluster
varic:-nce, the difference being expressed as a proportion of total variance4
For clusters of f'ixed size n,

0::::: r. - ,)

\"Jr~ere (;t
2

and C 2 are the between- and within-cluster var i anc e s respectively ..
w

r'o r fuller details, see Annex 2.
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For education the clustering is greater and for employment characteristics
much greater; for these variables the optimum area unit would be smaller.
However it is impossible to optimize for all variables together. The most
reasonable policy seems to be to optimize for the vital rates, which are the
most important demographic variables.

Cost efficiency decreases only very slowly as we move away from the
optimum. For example, if the optimum is at 300 persons, then the cost for
given sampling error would be only about 12 per cent higher if we used clusters
of twice the optimal size, and 31 per cent higher if we went to three times
the optimal size. 11 l~reover there are wide uncertainties in such estiwates,
both because we oannot be sure of the degree of clustering in advance of the
survey and because the oost function can only be estimated very roughly.

Taking all this into account it is reasonable to seek area units of a few
hundred population, but to allow a good deal of leeway. One thousand popu
lation should perhaps be taken as a maximum for an area unit.

In many African countries a sampling frame of area units exists in which
nearly all of the units are of less than 1 000 population. In particular,
the administrative census list of villages in French-speaking countries usual
ly provides such a frame.

Units which are too large

It sometimes happens that most of the units are small enough but there
are a few which exceed the limit. In other countries, most of the units will
exceed the limit. In either case a decision has to be taken: either to accept
the loss in cost efficiency resulting from excessively large units, ~ to
break down the large units in some way. Either solution will involve addi
tional cost. The second solution needs some further discussion.

Breaking down of larger units can be performed after sampling, so that
only the selected large units need to be treated.

There are two methods of bre~<ing them down;

(1) Creation of smaller area units. The area unit is visited by a field
team and divided into two or more sub-units. The dividing lines
must be clearly described or shown on a map. The new units should
be made of very roughly the optimal size (i.e. a few hun~red popu
lation), but more important than this is that the boundaries should
be clearl~ defined. One of these sub-units lS then selected at
random. ~i

1/ Based on the assumption of a constant intra-cluster correlation of
O. 00 2~-and the co s t function defined in Annex 2. See Annex 2 for a geaeral

formula relating cluster size to cost efficiency.

~/ In some Cases mor-e than one might be ae Lec t ed : see page i'='3 (note Ii).
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Slillsampling of houses or households within the area unit. Every
2nd household or house (or every 3rd, etc.) is selected for the
survey. The interval (2nd, 3rd, etc.) is chosen in advance for the
particular area unit concerned, en the basis that it should yield
very roughly the optimum size sample in the area unit. (Example:
if the area unit is thought to have about 1 000 population and the
optimum is thought to be 30CJ, then select every 3rd). This methcd
requires olose supervi~ion: the enumerator should not be left to
carry out his own sampling. A list of houses or households should
first be made and the sample then selected from the list.

In choosing between these two methods the following advantages and
disadvantages should be noted:

:,ethod (1) is simpler to describe to enumerators, involves less work and
requires less supervision. (Note, however, that as in method (2) the selec
tlon of the sample sub-unit should not be left to the enumerator himself.)
Nevertheless it will probably be found that creation of sub-units presents
more difficulty than had been expected.

hethod (2) is more efficient as a sample. We have already :c,"i1tioned that
"c o nc ur-r-en t aampl i.ng " should be avoided (that is selection by the enun.e r a t o r

as he makes his interviewing round). Thus both methods requlre a special
field operation in the area before interviewing starts.

Note A. If estimation of total~opulation is one of the purposes of the
survey, a new factor enters. In method (2) the proportion of the pspulation
of the area unit covered in the sample is known fairly accurately ,if we
select every 2nd household then we will get half of the pcpulation, to a fair
ly high degree of accuracy). This is not so in method (1): if we create two
sub-units they will not normally account for half of the population each, even
approximately. This fact gives method (1) a much larger sampling error than
method (2) when we come to raise to a total population estimate. If many
area units are go ing to be split in this way, the additional error in ruet hod (1)
would be unaoceptable. One way of reducing it would be to coun3 the n~~ber of
housel'lolds (or perhaps houses) in (a) the whole area unit and (b) the select
ed sub-unit, and to use the ratio (a)/(b) for raising. This shoudd make
method (1) alQost as efficient as wethod (2) but the ddvantage of the simpli
clty of method (1) will have been largely lost.

Note E. As will be explained in Jection 7.2, for a follo1tl~~ sury~e2 method (2)
CaUses L1tractatla problems of identifying ho u se ho Lds for f'o LLow-rup and should
b~ definitely excluded.

A choice now has to be made be tween rue t ho d s 1 arid 2 or; t.h i rd Ly , leaving
the large area units as they are c1espi te t l;e Lnc r-e aae d cost wbi c h t~~is involves.
I~ is important to note t hat , of these th!'E'e a Li.e r-na t i ve o , method (-;) wiLL
[i",:i'fer f r-om t he s pec i a I d i s ad.van t a.je merrt i.or.e d in note A abcve if ~),-,th n1'
t~2 fol~awiLg apply:

\a) "ls t imat Lon of total population is an objective

~lLtj_ (b) Ji s ub s t an t i a L pr-o pcr t i o n of the area units are to be split.



On the other hand, method (2) should be definitely avoided if:

(c) The survey involves follow-up rounds.

The choice be t we en the three alternatives cannot be made in this manual; it
must be left to the responsibility of the survey planner. Account should be
taken of all the factors mentioned above and of the numerous advanta5es of
cluster sampling mentioned in Section 7.2 below.

Units which are too small

Area lU1its which are much smaller than the optimum involve a loss in
cost efficienoy just like those that are larger. If, for example, the
optimal size isWO population, then acdeptance of a unit of size 100 involves
a 31 per cent increase in cost for given error. 11

The solution is to group such units with neighbours. This grouping has
to r.e performed on the sampling frame list before sampling. It is assumed
that there i" some indioation of the size of each unit in the list used as
a s.s.mpling frame.

So me t i.mes the list does not show whlch area units are neighbours and no
map is available. In this Case the best solution is probably to group the
-mall unit with any unit in the same district; the units grouped together do

not have to be neighbours. If there is no indication whatever of location of
units within the district, then one can group with a unit chosen so as to
make the new unit of optimal size. Again, such grouping must be done before
sampling.

AIl a I ternative is to have the grouping performed by district or provin
cial authorities. ;Ihile grouping may appear a large and laborious operation
it should be remembered that it serves the purpose of future surveys and not
merely of the survey under imliiediate cons i d e r a't Lon ,

In some co un t r i e s area units of very smal l population have bven exclud
ed a Lt oge t he r from the s-lll"'ve;:y', on th'3 grounds that they are ver:l costly to
s ur-ve y and a.oo oun t f'o.r- a neglit.;'ible jr-ac-t i on of the population of the country.
As r-e g.az-d s e s t Lr.rati on of r a t ee , ave r age s and proportions this seems a reaso
nable po Li oy pr-ooided e uoh un i t s are in fact known to cover a small fraotion
(sa.}' un d e.r 5 per cent) of the po puLa t i on . For estimation of totals the proce
dure ,,,,01.:...1'1 appear to be j'd,si;ifled i:-- supp Le men t ar-y information (such as
"adrilinistrat:ve r e n sus " data) is a'laila"0=-c 011 all un i t s , wh i.ch can be used
to ad j u s t :'c.r the r.u s s i nz; un i t c .

Boundaries of area ·u..nits

For rigorous saElp1ine, the bo unda'rie s betlrleen the units must be clearly
:lefinei. .In I'o r tunat e l y , in II]Ust J.evE'..L'..>t!ing c c urrt ri.e s thE:- bo und ar-Le s nf the
areas avai La'c i e 8,S 2arq::~iG,g' un i ts ar,..c n,_t always welL d e I'Ln ed ,
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Where an area is ill defined, the enumerator who is called upon to survey
it must make a decision on his own initiative or report his doubt to a supe
rior. Where he makes his own decision, the average of such decisions is
likely to be biased; for example, in doubtful cases enumerators are likely
systematically to enumerate less than the full area. Even if the supervisor
makes the decision one cannot be certain of eliminating bias.

The importance of this error depends crucially on whether the objectives
of the survey includ.e e s t i.rna't i.on of total population (or total in particular
categories) or whether the survey aims to estimate only rates, proportions
and averages. If the enumerator covers X ?u less than the currect area, then
total population will be und.er-estirHated by X ~o. Hove ver , for rates, pro
portions and averages, this error will appear both in the numerator and the
denominator and will approximately cancel. There may be a small bias due to
the fact that the excluded X I' of the po pulation are likely to come from
outlying areas, and thus to have slightly different demographic characteris
tics, but this will not be comparable with the gross bias affecting the total
population estimate and Can probably be safely ignored.

If estimation of total population is an objective the question of
boun~aries of area units should be looked at very carefully. O~-the-spot exam
ination of a sample of area units in the field by the s t a t i s t i.c Lan responsible
for the survey should be considered an essential preliminary. If it is foun1
that the danger of bias is serious it may be better to eliminate altogether
from the survey objectives any attempt to escimate total population.

7.~ TYPE OF SAMPLE

Cluster sampling

In this man ua I the term
coverage of the area units
hols within area units. JJI

"c Lu s t e r- sampling" is used to uean 90filplete
i.e. without any sampling of dwellings or house-

\ele have already mentioned that cluster sampling is r-ec o rmoende d for
demographic surveys. ~he advantages are as follows~

(1) If there is sampling of dwellings or households within area units,
then a list of dwellin",'s or households has to be tna.d e , Suoh a liGt
ing operation involves visiting every household. If this has to be
done in any c a.se , it is EJOre efficient to take advan t age of this
"Jisit by carrying out the demographic iaterview at the same tilde,
ana in this Case the additional cost of interviewinb all households,
instead of a s ampl e , is very stlall. If a sample is to be selected
t he n twc visits mus t be made to the selected households.

1,/ Tl18 term "o Lu.st er s amp Li.n g " is so ne t i ue s used to refer s i.ripLy to two
or more sta{:;e sarclpling'.
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The sub-sampling operation within the selected area units requires
instructions and training ar.d a certain amount of time (the work
would nor-ua.Ll.y be pe r-f'or rae d by a field supervisor); it also provides
one additional opening for error.

En Africa, the "household" is usually difficult to define and it s
membership varies rapidly. This Causes uncertainty, and hence
error, when the household is used as a sampling unit.

Any arrangement which involves interviewing a high proportion of
villagers but not all of them is liable to Cause embdrrassment in
the field. Those who are not selected want to know why and may
insist on an interview.

(5)

(6)

If all households in a village are covered, there is more opportu
ni ty for getting Lnf'o r-ma t i.on from neighbours about births and deaths
occurring in households which are temporarily absent. It is also
easier to e Li.t.ri.na t e double counting of ".eaths due to report inc, of
the same death by more than one nousehold.

Finally, in a follow-up sur_~ the advantages of cluster samplinG
are ove rwne Lnd.ng , In such a survey the households selected in the
s arupl e have to be identified clearly at one round for the benefit
of the enumerato~ who is going to carry out later rounds. If there
is ~lY sampling of households, or even of dwelliLgs, this will cause
muoh difficulty d ue to the high mobility of the populaticn and lack
of addresses in most African areas. The only satisfactory basis for
defining the sample is an area b~sis, the enumerator can then be
to 10.: "Interview all households wi thin the given area".

These advantages of cluster s~mpling tave to be set off against the loss
of sampling efficiency involved. As we have spen in Section 7.1, the o p't j rnum
sample size within each area un i t is probably between ~OO and 40U. lie suggest
ed that the method of cluster sampliLg should be maintainRd even if the units
go up 00 1 000 po puLa't i.on , but beyond this size one should carefully consider
the alternatives of (1) dividing the area unit into sub-units or (2) carr,pIing
of dwellir..gs or ho ua e h o Ld.e within the selected area un it , The llrgU!;)ents for
and against these alternatives have been presented in Section 7.1.

Lul t i-sta{;e area samplit'l,8;

The recoIDffiended unit size of a few hu~dred populat~on correbponcs to
abouf one week's work by an enur.e r at or. t~sSlll,l1.ne that enurac r-a-b or-s ar-e to
110rk .t'ull-til:1e on the err vey , ar.d that t he who Le survey ~;ill not be c orap Le-t eo
in one week, it fo:::'loh's that BYlUr,-lerators K:ll be r e q u.i.r-e d to racve from one
are a un i t t o ano t Le r , Ln a large country the cost of suc h travel wight be
e xc e s s i ve an d it may be pr-o f i t ab Le "try usa a 2-stage area s arnpi e e for e xamp.l e ,

:::"'irst a sample of' .i i s t r-Lc t s .cou .d ue c lios en , e qua l in numbe r to the number-
(If enumerators; t he n a samp .e of small area units wou l d be selectecl i n each
selected da.c t.r-a c t , If tLlilS .10 c..()ne~ it is re cc rmende d to select the pr i n.ar-y
8ampling,' uni t s: rS\~s) wi t h pl'IJtc:,blli tj" pr-o pcr t i cna.l to Sl ze (census po pul a't i cn ]
E,nd then tn pach F:''i1" to zel€0t t l;e e ec cud ary sar,;p1inr::: un i ts (S~-;TJs) ~Ii th proof-"
l:"lity pro po r t i on a I to t I.e rec i j.r-o ca L L11' thE ~lrir.1ar~i stage prolJ"'obili t.}. T~iD
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w:i.ll give equal overall selection probabilities for all SSUs. L.ethods of
uaki.n.; such selections are desoribed ir~ sampling textbooks (see referenoes
at the end of this chapter).

Fixed or varying sa1l1pling fractions

In general, varying sarop l i ng fractions may be used in sampling for any
of three reasons~

( 1 \, ,) To take advantage of supplementary Lnf'o rma't i.on on the size of units
(sampling with probab~lity proportional to size);

To distribute the sample with maximum cost-efficip,ncy by taking into
ao coun t the differing levels of variability and oosts in different
strata;

(3) 'I'o ensu..re an adeq'late sample in certain reporting domains which
are important but small (for example, the urban sector).

For African deL<Obrar:-hic surveys, the s t r-a t e g i e e under (1) anc' (2) above
are not generally r-e c o nuaend e d , As regdrds (1) , it is suggested that avail
able infornldtio:l on size of units should be used at the e e t i.r.ia't Lon s t age
(see Chapter 8) rather than the s arup.l Lng' stage. Procedure (2) is not worth
while in vie" of the relatively small differences in the variability of the
mai.n demographic par-arue t er s , ano in costs, between strata, besides the general
lack of iLforrnation on these factors.

The ~hirJ procedure is sometimes useful. For example, if a total sample
of 1(';) OOC' persons is planned in a country whe r-e the urban sector acoounts
for 1\- per cent of the population, then if a constant sampling fraction is
u.s eI thro',ghnut, the urban sector will be represented by a sample of 10 DOD
persons. This may be tC00 small to give reliable inforrl1ation on the charac-
t.e r i s t i c s of the urban po pu.La't i c n ~ If the latter is considered. an Lmpo r t an t
o~jeGtive, the sampling fraction ~ould be quadrupled in the urban sector and
r-e duo e t "by a t i.Lr-d in the rural. sector, b,'iving an urban s arap.Ls of ltC) 000 and.
a r-ur-a l sarilple of CO 000 (total stiil 100 COu). The 1.L1'1t:3quaJ. sampling frac
tions used wo u.Ld be allowed f?r in the data processing. An:{ e uc h procedure
is liKely to reduce the pr-e c i e i.on of the national estimate. Ln eseLe r-a.I the
best sample for the n a't i cna I eST;imate will be one s e Lec t e d with oonstant
s arnp l i.ng r'r-ac t i on , whe r-e a e i~' one wishes to op-tir.'Jlze the regional estimates
t r.i s, is do ne OJ allocating ap pro xi.mat c Ly equal size:i samples to every region.J..,/'
If the regi0Ds vary in size these t~o considerations are in confliot and a
c nc i c e must -t,P, made. A r e ascr.ab Le approach would be to prefer the fixed
stir:lrlint; fr ao t i or: un Le s s there is a clear reason for wanting to ir;1IjrT1J8 the
pre,:>isioE c-::~ the e s t i mat e in BOLle sector.

,~rea UEi t3 should generally be selected by s'ystenatic sampling from R list
~rranged geographically. ~Y3te~atic sampling means s~lectlon at a fixed

It tS 3H8tiUed herd ~nat v~riance ani oosts are tte same ~n a~l r~l,i0nB.
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interval in the list, from a random point. This procedure automatically
ensures goegraphical stratification.

~ihen area units are too large and have to be broken do wn , us i ng one cf
the ue t ho ds described in Section 7.;, the procedure r-ec onrcende d for sample
ae Le c t z.on is au f o Llows , (It is as sumed that a population e s t i r.iat e is
available for each area unit in the list.)

Fix the optimum
per area unit.
200-400) .

size of sample {numr e r- of persons) to be selected
(In Section 7.1 we Lave suggested a fig'.ll'e of

(2) Compare the population figure for each area ~nit req~iring split
ting, with the opt; mum mentioned above. In making this comparison
some allowance should be made for population growth, ~nder- or
o ve r-c-er.ur.ro.r a t i on , or any other factor believed. to affect the current
accuracy of tile population figures used for tte ~rea unIts.

(3) This comparison will now show how many eub- units s.hou.Ld 1e created
in the area unit concer~ed. An example follows:

2.U1"'vey carried. o ut in 1973. Eanpli.ng frame f r-o m 1970 census. ?olJu
:ation » f the area. un i, t being conslderec. (1970 census): 1 020

Es t i ma't s d growth be t wee n 1970 and present (1971) at 2.5 per cent
per y c ar- '-' 7. '7 per oen t Gf 1970 figure, cr 7.15 per Gent of ~lj73

figure.

Es t i ma'ted under-count in 1970 census: 'j per cent of true fie.ure.

Fs t iuat e d c pt i nniz: c Lus t e r- size in terms of true 197) fOpulation: ,~'oO

GOr.1pllted

Total ad j ue-t mer.-t t 7.~l + 5 = 1~.15 per cent of true 1373 li~ure.

Adjusted o pt i.r.r.irn cluster size ':i.e. 300 reduced. by 12.1':; per cent):
264. (~hi 8 adjusts the 3(~C' true 197.3 figure t c. t he equivalent
1970 census figure '\ •

Rati n size or ar-e a ur.i t to oj.t i mur» 4 ~"Qun~ed to nearest
wr.o Le nUL1ber)

~herE:fore 4 sub-t:.nits are required ~n tLis area uni.t.

Now in the list of area illlits write crosses against each unit:
1 c r-os e if the unit does r.o t require s p l.i t t i.ng , o t he r-w i s e a numbe r
of c r o s s e s equal to t:'1e numce r- of sub-unite to be c r e a t e d, For- the
area un i ; in the above e:z,}r.r~p;, en t e r 4- crosses.

~;ele(.)t a s y s t e rnat i.c saLlplE: £'x'o:".] the crosses.
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Example

(a) Suppose the optimum, adjusted as above, is 250.

(0) Suppose we have decided not to split units ur.less their census
population exceeds 1000.

(c) Suppose the sampling fraction is 1/6 and suppose we start with the
random number 3 (i.e. selection starts with the 3rd oross then oon-
tinues with every 6th cross tnereafter. ---

Name of unit
in census list

Census
population Sub--units

Selected
(every ft_:

-------- -------
NSUTA 924 x

PEKI 1100
x

Sx ------------
x
x

KOKU 598 x

x
KOKOFU 1301

xx
x

Sx ----------

DO,iPA 876 x

DlJ'iSO 212 x

ABORl .)84 x

BaNI 1026
x
x
x
x

TETRSN 1205 x --------------- S
x
x
xx

Etc_

The last co Lumn shows that 1 sub-uno t is selected in each of the
areas: PBKI, KOKOFU and TbTREl!. Note that the units under 1000 oensus
population are not split, in aooordance with decision (b) above. This
is because we estimate that the additional oost of splitting is not
worth the gain in sarr;pling precision for such units (see Seotion 7.1).
HOllever, once we know that a unit has to be split, then splitting
into 4 or 5 sub-units is virtually no more costly than splitting into
2~ we therefore split into units of approximately optimal size (here
2>:)) .

(.5) Sub-.,ni ts now have to be c r-e a t e d in these tr...ree areas, as many as
shown by the crosses: 4 s ub-vun i t s in PJ~J.{.l; 5 in f,J)LUB'lJ and 5 in T~'J.'IL:;ll.

No t e that the s1..1r-lmits in BU1LL remain hypo t ne t Lo a I ~ we do not need
to create them as BUNI was not spjected.
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(7) If rie t ho d 1) is being used (area sub-units) the enume r-a't o r or su
pervisor d vides the area into smaller areas during a field visit,
using natural boundaries as far as possible and showing the sub
units on a map. Provided the boundaries are clear, it is best to
make the sub-units approximately equal in current population. He
numbers the sub-units and one is later selected at random.

(8) If method (2) is being used (sampling of dwellings or households)
then the ll SUb - url i t e " are really llsub-sarllples". The enumerator
first lists all dwellings or households. Then a systematic sample
is selected from the list by the supervisor. If 4 "sub-units"
were to be created (as in PEKI), he selects a sample of 1/4; if
5 "sub-units" were to be created (as in KOKOFU or TETRElJ), he
selects every 5th; and so en. Sampling is at a fixed interval with
a random start. No sub-units are actually created.

Note A. It will be seen that if t he initial s anrp.I i.ng fraction is high, or if
some areas are very large, it might happen that 2 (or more) sub-units are
selected in one area. (In the example shown, this would automatically happen
for any area of.census population greater than 15.5 times the optim~m( i.e.
15.5 x 250 = 3 ~75). This presents no speCial problem. If method \ 1) is
being used, we s i mpIy select 2 (or more) sub-units in this area. If method
(2) is used and the n ut.ibe r' of "sub-vun i ts" to be ore a t e d is n , we select dwel
lings or households at an interval of 1 n (or 1 n, etc.) instead of n.

2 .3
(If n is an o dr! rrunbe r , say 7, s e Le c t at intervals 3 and 4 alternatively, so
as to average j.5.) .

Note B. If a mistake is made in computing the nur.ibe r- of s ub-sun i. ts to be
cr€ated, or in Rntering crosses (steps 3 or 4 above), r.o harm is done provided
the ru s t aken c r o c s e s are carried t hr-o ugh an d used in steps 6, "( and 8.

The ruet no d of s ar.ip l Lng described above an.o un t s to a .~inI'2:18-stage equal
probability sampJe of the wlits corresponding to CrOsses.

Because of the labour involved in splitting units in the field, we have
suggested a cut-off o.f 1 C00 census population: any area unit below this
figure wou Ld be left as it 'i s , wi t ho ut s p l i t t i.ng , h~ile this m.Ln a r.u z e s
Labo ur-, it leads to a rather wide variation 'i.r; the size of un i.t e • 9,()rr:e
statisticians might prefer to abandon the cut-off and to split all area unLts
into s ub-sun i.t s of optimal size (except, of course, those that are already
near eno'.lgh to the optimum not tCI need s p.l i t t i.ng ) , :f nearly a I.l. ur. i t s exceed
the sugb8sted c u't c-c.f'f", the s i.t..p l.e s t j.o L'i cy is pr-o oab Ly to a tan c.on the cut-of_f
so that a sinE,·le rule c an be a.pp Li e-i t.hr-ougho u t . Lf, at the other ex't r-e r.ie ,

very few units e xc e e c the cut-Qff such a policy WOU..Ld. clearly be li;"a~teful of
eff~rt. Y0r intermediat8 cases opiLioLs ~ay ulffer.
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7.3. SIZE OF SA}iWLE

Three factors are involved in fixing the size of the sample:

(1) The degree of sampling precision required;

(2) The degree of sampling precision expected, expressed as a function
of the sawple size;

(3) The available funds.

'I'he standard formulation for solving the problem proceeds in the above
order. Thus, (1) is first obtained by consulting users. Then (2) is esti
mated, and this leads to an estimate of the size of sample required to
achieve the precision Heeded. The cost of this sample is then e s t i.nra't e d
and a budget is preoented for approval.

In practice the process qUite often happens differently. Sometimes
factor (3) is the starting point: the amount of money available. In other
Cases the s amp Le size is the starting point - perhaps on t'Le basis of the
experience of another country. In either of these Cases it is still highly
desirable to work out steps (1) and (2). This will show whether the survey
as pldnned is likely to give useful results, and if it is not, whether the
survey should be cancelled, its obJectives curtailed, or the work spread
over a longer period. 'i'he three factors will now be considered in more
detail.

Sampling precision required

Certain aspects of this problem have been discussed in Chapter 1 and
Chapter 3. The wain points to be consldered are the following:

(J) How much geographical detail is required in the survey results?

What detailed hreakdowns other than geogrdphical are required
(e.g. is fertility to be broken down by educational level, etc.)?

(3) What is the precision of existing knowledge on the topics covered
by the survey?

(4) What precision is expected of the data collection process in ,he
p i.aune d survey?

(
c \

)) What is the variatlon likely to be from year to year in the charac
teristics to be investigated?

(6) How much precision is r equ.i r-e d of t he '-'iill'vey e a't i ma't c a?

iq:"l..lestion (G) way seem at first sight to cover all t hat is needed. However,
it is essential "to ask it in c on j un c t i on '"~-i th C{uestions (i) - (5). Firstly,
we need to know the precision required not merely of the overall estimates
tout of the breakdowns. .J.en8rall;y it is the .Lat t e r 'llhicr~ will determine t he
de;Jirable aamp l e size. ,:-;econdly, we need to be sure that the precision required
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of the survey is substantially greater than that of existing knwoledge, other
wise the survey is not worth carrying out. Thirdly, if the error expected
in the data-collection process (I1I'esponse error11) is as large as the maximum
acceptable error, then the survey will be wasted unless some method can be
found of ccrresting the response error. Fourthly, if the survey results are
to relate to a moment in tirre or to a single year, then there is no point in
seeking a level of error much smaller than that of the year-to-year variation.

Exact answers to all these questions cannot reasonably be expected 
certainly not for all the many variables involved in a survey. However,
rough answers should be attempted for all variables and precise answers to
questions (1), (2) and (6) for one or ~wo main variables such as the vital
rates. For example, :t rright be decided that the crude birth rate is requir
ed to ar. acouracy of +2 per thousand population at 95 per cent confidence,
for the north and south of the country separately. J!

It sho~ld be ~entioned here that, in practice, ~sers are not likely to
be able to give a clear answer to the cue s t i.cn i "hO~d much precision is
required?" lihile users should always be consulted, it is likely to be the
s t a.t i s t i.c i a.. who in tte end specifies thei.r requirements in a precise form.

As r-e g ards the precision to be c xpe c b e d of the data collection process
(in the ca s e of tile dual reccrd sys";em one should include the estimation
process), there are no hard uata on this but rough indications come from
various souroes - internal oonsistency of the data collected in surveys,
consistency with independent data, observation of field work, etc. !V!ost
experienced speoialists who have wor-ke rl with African demographic sur-veys
would prcbatly agree that it would be unrealistic to expect an accuracy i:1
data ccllection better than +2 per thousand in the vi tal rates (this impLes
about 4 - ~ per cent of births and 2 - 10 per cent of deaths).

I'he posi t i on is rather similar r e g arding year-to-year variation in vi tal
r-et e e , A small amount of eva d.enc e is ava i Lab l.e from civil registration data
for Sierra Leone and Tunisia and from a lone-term survey in Senegal; this
suggests that annual variation may generally have a standard deviation of
about 3 - 4 per thousanc1 for the crude birth rate and 2 - 3 per thousand for
the crude death rate, for fairly limited regions within countries. To some
exten-t such v az-Ln.t ion s should cancel wner, larger areas are c orrs i rle r e d , so that
for data relating to a whole country one r.righ't expect ao mewhat smaller stan
dard deviation~ than tLe above. Further, assuming variations are random from
year to ye~r, then if the reference period is r years the standard deviation
of the var i a-t i on should be r er.uc ed oy the factcr~.

Samp~ing precision expected

Ihe pr-oo l s m of rnaki.ng advance estimates of s ampl i ng' error is treated in
Chapter 3. '[his is not a problem whi c h con be solved by :nathematics alone
s i nc e the darr.pling e r r-or depends CiT.;. t be. -Iegr-ee of varlubili -toY and of c Lu s t e r>
ing in the popu1aticn concerned; ~hese factors oan only be estimated by

1/ Nan e t y c-I'Lve per cent c on fLd e nc e corresponds to 'twa o e the standard
error. Heric e the above would iwply that the standard error of the c ur-ve y
e s t i ma t e , for each of the tviO :::-ec;ionlJ, should not exceed 1"1 per thousand
population. -
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referring to results f'r-o rn other countries, or other studies in the same
country. riat he rra't i.c a I met ho d s do, however, make it possible to s t ai.e how
suoh results would be modified by ohan(;es in the sample design and size.
For fuller details, refer to Chapter 8.

Available funds

In many Cases these are fixed in advance. In some Cases an increased
budget can be allowed provided the work is spread over a period longer than
one year. From a teohnical point of view there is often no serious objection
to this - apart from the increased delay in obtaining useful results.

Relationship between size of sample, error and cost

Sampling error. If it is a s auue d that the type of area un i t has been
de c i.de d , as well as the sampling fraotion f within area units (for cluster
sac,llling f ~ 1), then for pr-ac t i c a.I purposes the sampling error decreases as
the sq:uare root of the sample size. Note that sampling error does not depend
«n the total population size: for a large country a given size of sample will
give approximately the same safJ1pling precision in the national e s t i mat e s as
a smaLl. c ourrt r'y , It follows that a large country c an use a smaller sampling
fraction. In practice, however, a large country may often need a somewhat
larger sample simply because a large country is likely to be divided into a
larger number of regions for which data are required._

}<;xample 1. Within a oategory whioh aooounts for one-ninth of the whole
sample, the relative sa~pling error will normally be 3 times as great as
that for the whole sample.

---:xample 2. Lf we wish to reduce sampling error by r:;o per oent we must
glladruple the sample size.

ixarnple 3. Country A ha s '; million po pulation, country B has 10 million.
A ~aT11ple of 100 000 is selected in each c0W1try. The estimated national
birth rate wi1l have appr-o x i.ma t e Ly the same sampling error in each
c o un t r-y , Howe.ver, if both countries are divided into provinces of 1 mil
lion population, and the sample is spread evenly throughout the co un t r-y ,
then oountry A will get a sample of 20 000 in eaoh province, while coun
try B will get Ct Sample of :0 000 in each pr-o v i n c e , The s amp Li.ng error
for the birth rate in a given province will therefore be a~proximately

\/2 times as great in country B than in country A (i.e. 4-() pe r cent
greacer error for oountry p).

Hespcnse error. This Ttlill not depend on the size of the sut-group of
the s arup l e considered. ~/ Nevert he Le s s , taking the survey as a whole, a
larger tnta:. s amp.'.e is Lik e Ly to mean larger response errors ail round, simply
bee "use a large operation is ".Qre difficult to control efficiently than a
small one.

1/ In practice, r..owc vo.r , t he re are many reasons why the rate of error will
vary in particular sub--gr'JU~'8. Fo r e xar.rpLe , error in reporting age will be
is'realer arnong ald.er pec jLe , 2,.~!i,ng the less educated, and among the rural
po puLa't ion.
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Year-to-year variation. Relative variation can be expected to be greater
in small regions, and smaller when averaged over the whole country. Consider
ed as error, its incidence is reduced if the sample is reduced in numbers
and extended in time (for example, half as many sampling areas for 2 years
instead of 1 year). Note, however, that modern analysts of demographic sur
vey data generally prefer to prepare estin~tes based on cross-checking and
mutual adjustment of several sources of data and where this is done the time
reference cannot normally be regarded as a single year. The problem of year
to-year variation becomes serious only where estimates are taken direct from
the single question on events in the last 12 months.

Cost. Again assuming a given type of area unit and a given sampling
fraction within area units, field costs are directly proportional to sample
size. Total cost, however, is likely to include some overheads which do not
increase with sample size.

Note the contrasting behaviour of sampling error and response error.
As we consider smaller and smaller sub-groups of the sample, the sampling
error increasc~ but the response error remains constant. Thus there will
>.>Jflle a point a t which sampling error exceeds response error. It is essential

y t n i s point which determines the desirable size of the sample. 'l'h e reason
~ng may be set aut in three steps thus:

(1) There is no purpose in reducing sampling error to a level much
below that of response error.

(2) Thus, in the smallest sub-group for which we wish to report results
the sample size should be such that samplin~ error is comparable to
response error (perhaps somewhat smaller than response error, but
not much smaller).

(3) If this size is known, then the size of the whole sample follows.

In prac t a c e the sample size is not always selected by such reasoning
because, as we have noted, the cost or the total sample size may often be
imposed as the starting point. In this case, the argument should be followed
in the opposite direction to determine what is the smallest sub-group for
which we may reasonably report results ~ as long as sampling error is below
response error, results can oertainly be reported (or else the survey should
not be attempted at all), but when sampling error begins to draw level with
r e s po n se error one has to consider whether total error is aoc e p't ab Le , 1/
Jf course, the size of the response error Can only be guessed (if it were
known I'lT8 co u Ld r-emo vc it); for this purpose we have to rely on past experience
an d other surveys.

A similar situation exists when the sample size is determined by the
ne e de d precision or. one particular variable which is c on s i de r-ed to be of over
riding importance. (Par example, we may need a standard error of +1 per

.l! Hesponse error or tia8 b is -asually added to sampling error C on a
"z-oo t mean square l1 basis; i.e. total error =-: \/ b 2 + O" 2.
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thousand population in the birth rate for the whole country.) For the other
variables the position is then the same as if the sample size were imposed;
that is to say, we once again attempt to work out what would be the most
detailed breakdowns which would give an acceptable error.

It :"s sometimes argued that "response error is much more important than
sampling error in surveys". If this means that response error is much
greater than sampling error, it may be true for some of the total es t i.ma't e s
but it ought not to be true of the sub-groups. If it is, then the sample is
unnecessarily large. If the assertion that response error is more importdJ'lt
means that the statistician should give more attention to problems of res
ponse error than sampling error, this is sound advice. Sar.lpling error has
to be cOLsidered at the planning stage aLd in evaluating the results; on the
whole the problems it presents are straightfcrward and well understood. Res
ponse error has to be considered at all stages of the work. Its Ca~seG are
various and ill understood and its effects are difficult to predict. Only
one thing is certain: its reduotion depends above all on continuous and
painstaking supervision of field work.

Subsampling for different characteristics

It may easily happen that the desired sample size, worked out :n the
way sugb"ested above, wi 11 be different for different variables in the demo
graphic survey. rhis suggests the possibility of using two or more question
naires. The items requiring the largest sample would be included in one
questionnaire which would be used fer the whole sample; other items would be
put in one or more separate questionnaires which would be used for subsamples
only.

In practice the advantages of this procecure are doubtful. We have
already ~o~tioned that the proportion of the enumerator's time spent in ask
ing a parttcular question and recording the answer is likely tc be EmaIl.
The rne t ho d therefore has I i.t.n t e d value for saving field costs. As for saving
in data p~ocessing, the same saving Can be achieved by introducing sub-samp
line at the processing ::::tage, after co rLe c-t.a.ng data from the full s amp l.e ,
The ~nly marked advantage of tte me t ho d lies Lr, the possibility of simplifying
enumerators! training and instructions b..} limiting the supplementary question
naire tu a s ub s atr.pLe of enumerators; these Can be selected as the most com
petent ano given speCial training. However, if the subsample is to be limited
to certain e nuraer-a't c r s , it must be an §lr8a s ubaarnpLe , ifie have s een f r. Se c t a o n

7.1 that this is an inefficient method of sampling for cnaracteristi8s wh~ch

are highly clustered; the latter include econorric characteristics, eiucation,
reli,gion, ethnic group and housing characteristics. Thus the scope for sub
sampling for speoial topics is fairly limited.

An app ) r c at i or; wor-t h conc i de r-a ng is the use of a detailed pregnancy
history questionnaire in a subsauple of areas. Such a questionnaire covers a
period of fertility experience averaging several years for each adult woman
que s s i.o ned ; vaLua.b Le results can tLleref'ore be obtained frcm a much smaller
aanpLe of' women than when que s t i onc are Li rm t e d to thB last 12 months. 'I'hi.s
approach has alreaoy been discussed in Chapter 5.
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Finally, in the absence of a census, there is sometimes a requirement
for a large sawple designed to give a detailed geographical breakdown of
total population, with all other variables limited to a swaller sample. This
implies two operations, which may be 't c r-med the enurllerativn and the :::;urV8.Y.
If no vital rate follow-up is planned, a good plan would often be to apply
met.no d (2) of Section 7.1 (subsar,lpling dwellings or households wi thin area
units). The listing of dwellings or households would provide the enuweration,
and a second visit would then be made to a subsawple for the survey. In
some cases this method will not give the required sample sizes; in other cases
a follow-up 8urvoy is planned and then the advantage of cluster sampling is
overwhelming (see Section 7.2); for either of these two situations~
subsampling will be the most suitable method - that is, the enumeration would
be carried Qut in all the sample areas and the survey in a subsample of these
areas. For a multi-round survey, a mudification of this plan would be to
carry out the first round on the full sample of areas but to liwit the follow
up rounds to a subsample of areas. 'I'h i.s design might be appropriate where
it was planned to continue the follow-up survey over a longer period; a sQal1
sample might then be compensated by the long time coverage.

Sample size in typical African surveys

strictly speaking, the size of sample used in past surveys has no direct
bearing on the size that is desirable. In practice, however, governments
planning surveys are inevl tably influenced by what has been done befure or
elsewhere. It is 't he r e f'o r e perhaps useful t~ report here that, if one exclu
des surveys directly linked tQ a census, wost African demcgraphic surveys
have been based on samples of between 100 000 and ~OO 000 persons.

The problem of sample size is discussed again in the next chapter (Sec
ti~n 8.3), where we indicate the urders of m~6~itude of the sampling errors
to be expected both In tho crude and in the age-specific vital rate", given
various sizes of r aud.rm sample. It is cuncluded that these typical s arnp Le sizes
of 100 000 - 20J 000 persons Can be expected to yield results of reasonable
accuracy, given the expeGted size of the non-sampling errors and the analy
tical 't e c hnijue s which should. be used wnen .i.nt e r pr'e t i n.g the data. However,
sa~ples of thls size cannt,t he expected to yield precise i~forLlatiun on sex
a~.-c specific mor t a L'i uy by five-JG::1r age gr.Ju1?s, or on aunuaL changes in the
vi tal r-at e s (if the s ur-vey is c ont i n ue d for rcor-c than one year), or on the
seasonal var-Lc.t i cn s in fertili t;j" and rllortn.li ty.

It..is recoE2!J1...8_nded, ~~.I.~e_~.e.~':2..~~ __t)l.a.t.~ tilEL})gure of 10CL2_0U p~.rscns, rjr
20 000 huusehulds. s hou.Ld be re~,arded Cl.8 t~lC Dlir:irnur.l accepl:;able sample size,
'and if "ti1';cl'ustcOrs are larg-e- (~~~,=:~r·~;..)ing aoout i 000 persons or r,io~e), the
sample size should be incr~ased aoc,.,rdingly.

7.4 SA, ~P,"E DSSIGN FOR SPECIJiL OF~RAHCms

The post-enumeration surveys (P4~)

As the PES is intended tv c;hec;k ~ )verag-e, the sampling unit shuuld be
C:)f,lp18te census enutee r-a't i on area~; and the: selected units should -08 exhaue t i ve
Ly covered in tte survey. 'r'hi s implies an area c Lu.s t e r e ai.rp I e o f :::;AS. This
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is a similar sample design to that recommended in Section 7.2 (except that
large area units should not now be sUb-divided) and once again the selection
of area units should be systematic and with equal probability. A sampling
fraction from 1/10 to 1/20 is typical.

An interesting modification of this plan was used in the 1966 Population
Census of Malawi. It was noted that three kinds of coverage error required
checking: missing of villages within EAs, missing of dwellings within villa
ges, and missing of persons within dwellings. Each of these requires a more
intensive type of check than the one before. Resources Can therefore be
economized if the three checks are performed on progressively smaller samples.
A sample of 1/40 EAs was selected for the ChecK on omission of villages.
,ithin the selected EAs, 1/3 villages were selected for the check on missed
dwellings, and within the selected villages 1/2 of the dwellings were visited
for the check on missed persons.

It is important not to omit any of these checks. In some PES's the
check has been confined to a sample of dwellings or households selected from
the census results. This does not check the census coverage of villages,
dwellings or households.

The built-in sample (BIS)

We have already indicated in Chapter 2 that in African conditions the
BIS should be based on a cluster s aup l.e of enumeration areas. At;ain these
should be selected by systematic sampling with equal probability, and again
a sampling fraction from 1/10 to 1/20 is typical. Although these areas are
likely to be larDer than the opt1mum for efficient sampling discussed earlier,
the advantages of basing the sampling on the unit of enumeration are over
whelming since it allows each enumerator to be trained either for the short
form or for the long form but not for both together.

In the Kenya, Uganda and Zambia censuses of 1969 the sampling unit was
a small ;;roup of EAs, usually a census "supervisor I e area". In these cen
guses the EAs were created only at the time of the main census operation
itself and it was felt that the risk of biased s amp Li.ng would be too great
if it were left to the supervisor to select the sample in the field at the
last moment while allocating the work to the enumerators. Thus the sample
was selected in terms of lar5er units corresponding approximately to super
visors' areaS. It was recognized that this decision implied a larger samp
ling error but in view of the very large total sample this was considered
acceptable.

Dual record method (PGB)

The arguments advanced in Section 7.2 for cluster sampling of small area
units apply also to this type of operation.

In some countries an attempt has been made to use the official civil
registration system to provide the regis"tration side of the combined operation.
However, the registration areas in the offiCial system are generally much too
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large; the choice is then between a highly inefficient sample based on exces
sively large areas, or limiting the survey part of the operation to a sub-sam
ple within each registration area. The latter leads to serious problems in
matching the survey results against the registration results. There is no
doubt that the combined operation works better if the registration is set up
specially as part of the project.

In dual record systems the question of optimum cluster size raises a
number of special issues. The problem seems best deferred to Chapter 11,
where the dual record technique is treated in detail.

7• 5 smcuJARY

1. Samples for demographic surveys in Africa should in general be area
oluster samples, that is, there should be complete "overage of the population
within the selected area units.

2. Area units should ideally be of size 200 - 400 persons. 11 They should
be selected with equal probability by systematic aamp.Ii.ng from a list arrang
ed in geographical order.

3. dore often than not, explicit stratification will be unnecessary. Its
most common application may be to a1:low the use of differing sampling frac
tions in order to ensure an adequate sample size in areas of a po c i.aL interest
(SUCh as the urban sector, or an exceptionally small administrative region).

4. Area units over 1 000 population (an arbitrary, but recommended, cut
off) should be considered excessively large for efficient sampling. There
are three ways of dealing with them:

(1) After selection of the area sample, excessively large units may be
split into smaller units of optimum size, one of which is then
selecte1 at random.

(2) In the excessively large units selected in the sample, dwellings or
households may be listen and a sample then selected systematically,
2.t a sampling i n t e r va.I designed to give the optimum of 200 - 400
persons.

(3) The large units may be r-et a i.ned despite tile loss of efficiency
involved.

In Qethods (1) and (~), the subdividing of large units is carried out
on paper onl,Y before sampling. It is then carried out in reality (a , e. in
the field) for those area unlts selected in the sUQple (See ~ection 7.2 for
details) .

IS. Areas under about 10iJ population are excessively small and should be
grouped with otnersbefore aaup l i ng - with neighbours if possible, Dr with
nearby arEas if exact location is uncertain.

1/ In the Case of dual record sys t ems , this question is d i scus sed more
fully in Chapter 11.
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6. Area units used for sampling sho~ld have clearly defined boundaries.
This requirement is much more important if the survey aims to estinate
totals, as opposed to rates, proportions or averages.

7. Total sample size is decided, basically, by bringing expected sampling
error into line with required sampling error. The former diminishes as the
square root of the cost.

8. Required sampling precieianffiust be considered in relation to: the
amount of detailed breakdown required into geographical or ether sUb-groups;
the precision of eXisting knowledge; the expected level of ~sponse error;
and the expected year-to-year variatiOn of the survey variables.

9. Demographic surveys in Africa (other than the PES and BIS mentioned in
10 below) have generally employed aar.ip.Ie s of from 100 000 to 200 000 persons.
The former figure should be regarded as the minimum acceptable sample size.

10. Census sa.mples, whether "bud Lt-in II or "post-enurnerat~on", should be
cluster samples of census enumeration areas, typically 5 _'r) per cent select
ed systematically. (A more sophisticated PES sample is described in Section
7.4. )
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CHA.fTEH B

c •
U. I

General note

Estimation and sam:r:1in£:< el'TOr are fully discussed in many textbooks wilieh
are readily ava~lable. in this chapter, therefore, we give only an elementary
discussion, covering the mai~ points which are relevant to African demographic
surveys.

In sampling theory, the popUlation from which the sample is selected
is generally called the universe. The purpose of a sample operation (or
survey) is to use the sample to draw conclusions abJut the universe. This
process of s t e p pi r.g from the sample to the universe is called estimatioI~

(somctines "r-e i s i ng ' or llinflation l1
) . ;lenerally a mathematical formula can

be ",iven faT the es"timation proD8ss. For example, if we have drawn the sample
by cc Le c t i.r.g or.e unit in 10, one f'o r rru La for e s t i.uac i.r.g t he umver se total
wcu Ld be: "'0 t ine s the s amp , e 't o t a l'", There are, however, any number of
estimation f'oz n.ul.ae .. hat Can be u.s e d ; some are be t t e r- -than o t ho r e , in ways
whi8h w~ll be discussed later. The formula chosen must of course 1ake account
of .......101'1 t r;e sample v.as selected; "tut once "de have -taken account of this ther8
is s t i L; 80:1IE' choice l e f ; be twe en d i f'f'cr-e-rt formulae and often the choice is
not. e a sy ,

Any estimate from a sample will be subject to sampling er~or. The exact
meaning of this wiLl. he d e f'c.r.e d. later but meanwhile it is obva.o us that the
s arnp Le cannot expect to repre8t-~nt the 1J..niverse perfeotly, so that we must
eXI1ect sampli~g error.

Quanti ties to be estirnatcd

~n ::ieLlographic su.rveys we are interes'ted in estimating four main types
of c~ua.r:tiiy: -t o t s.La , means, .ra t Lo: and pr-o po r-t t on s , This requires some
furth~r explanation.

'I'o t a l s , :or e xarnp.Le r the total Yi'lLlber of persons in the cc un t ry ; the total
n-Qlli::.:er of c hi.Ldrer; un d ez- 5 in 't he 'N"estern Pr-o v-i.nce ,

heans. A mean is s i mpl.y a total di ~lided by the number of observations goiI1g
to »ake up thr~ total. 'I'n i s latter n umbe r- Can be rei;;arded as cor...s
tanto

Rat i o s , filar salf'f·1ir... g pur-po s e s we s pe ak of estimatir.g a ratio c.n Iy if both
t r,e riumer a tor and t,l'::.e dena mi.n a t o r- are srub j ect to saupl i ng error.

Ex.
Suppose we estiKate the rate of i~crease of the populatio~ b J civid
ing the po puLa't i ori f'c und ili the survey s anp I.e by the po pu.La't i.or;
r-epc r-t e d in the same s ar.ip.,e of areas :'n the course of the c e n s us
carried out a year earlier, thus:
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~':~?:",l':__E':'!:'-"-_:!:'.'__"-~!1l!:'.i:"_":~"":"- x 100

Gensus pop. in sample areas

Here bc t h numerator and denominator are subject to aanp l i.ng error;

Alternetively we could have used the following estimate:

F{ate of increase = ~~-2~;Z2:0p. estima!~_,_~!?:~~~~~~!~~ x ;00
Censu~ population for whole coantry

Here the denominator is fixed and not subject to sampling error.
If the dencI:1inator is }\', then this estimate behaves like an esti
~_ of a total (the numerator j multiplied by the constant 1(jC]N'.

Proportions. Example: the proportion of persons aged 20 - 29; the proportion
of persons who are male.

Proportions are like means but relate to the Case where the va
riable is a yes-ar-no oharacteristic. If we scure 1 for yes and
( for no, the numerator is s i mpLy t he total score. 'rhus a pro
portion is a special CaS8 of a ~ean in whioh the variable Can
take only the values ~ or C'.

Percer~tages . ~~hese are s i rcpIy proportions multiplied by 100.

Vi tal rates are very nearly proportions (multiplied Ly 1r:on j an d o an be
treated as suct wit~out serious error. Thus the birth rute is
nearly the pr-o por t ion of persons in the whole population who gave
.i i. ve birth in the year conc er-r.e d (not ~ruite ~ because a few women
give tirth to more than one c h i Ld in a year). The death rate is
nearly the proportion of j.e r s on e who died during 't he year among
those who we r-e :::"i\~illg at the o8g'inning of the year (not ~uite
be c au.e e some died ·,-,lto were r...ot yet Iivinb at the beginniI:g at' the
year J •

In sampling, propcrtions are easier to deal with than ratios and it is
reasoLable to regard vita~ rates ~s proportioLs at least for ~1xrposes ~f

advanc e estirllation of sarl1plir_g e r r or ,

Thus al: -...J:uaEtities t,) h,:' e s t ir.rat e d Ln d.eIi1ographic sur-veys Can be regard·
8,1 as 't c t a.Ls , ratios or pr-o po rt i o n s (o~ these mu.i t i p Li e d b;r a constant).
~Jate.T' in tLis ohaj t e r l/JE:: s:lal: t:,i V8 r'o rmu i ae for e stLma't i.or: and sampling
error fnr ean~ ot' ttese ttr~e.

3a:-npling f'OjJ:Tur

}JT'("-la..Lili"t:{ saIIplir.2; .i s aL,) r;;ctL(.I\~ of s a.upl i.ng ."T}liCIl [,'i-."es a etefinite
Eon-zer'u proti-\..bil::..ty of 381en1;i:J,G t() e ve ry -cll~it r r, t r.e un i ve rs e , ~ [aElp:::"ing

I'wo ~,\Te.:J t(H'J\"([; sainpi i r.rr met r__.ds \l\lhioh r.arlDot be classified. as proba
'r::-=-j t,/ sar;~plin[, art: ~t,~"1 saL;f~i..LE: 3.Ec1 purposive sampling.
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theory is based on the assumption that proh~~i1ity sampli~g is used, and this
ass~mption will be made in the rest of this chapter. In any probability
sampling ~ethod there will be one or more steps of the sampling procedure
which involve a random choice. The set of all possible choices at this point
(or these points) oorrespoLds to the set of all possible samples for this
particular sample design.

We shall aSsume now ttat one particular estimation formula has been cha
seD. In genera~, the different possible samples would give somewhat different
survey r-e s uLt s and neric e different estimates. The set of estimates made from
the set of possible samples will spread over a range of values. The wider
their spread the greater the sampling standard error (or random san:pJing er
ror; of' 't he e s t i mat e , Pne sarapling standard error of an estimate is defined
as the standard deviation of the distribution of the estimates that would be
obtained from the set of all po s s i b Le s amp l e s . .1I More simply, it is the
standard deviation of the "uEcertainty due to sampling",

No t o , hcwe ve r , that the~ of the set of all possible s amp.I.e estimates
is not n oce ssari ly the true uni verse value. In the first place the sampl ing
or estil1'ation method might be biased: the mean of all possible sample esti
mates might not e q u a L t rie un i verse mean, although generally we try to use a
sample design wtioh is not biased in this sense. And secondly, even the uni
verse mean may not te the trutt because there may be nor.-sampling errors 
e.g. reporting -n-r-ore . The difference between the mean estimate of all possi
ble s amp.Le s and the truth is ca_~.::'ed thE bias, which is made up 0: sampling
bias and fi::Jn-sar(.pling bias. --

The SUTV8Jr

aotually done

.t.::
I \

! 1 1'\/i I 1

L /l I ~

/
1 II 1 \ ,'ariable to

___l~..-..L-.L... ) be e s t i ma t e d

A £. C

=n certain circumstances, sampling theory enables us to estimate the
aamp l i r.g error - that is, random sampling error arid sampling bias i:'" uny ,
Random sampling error thus estimated reflects the variability among different
pc s s i b Le samples. J.~s such, it c an be used as a mea s ur-e of the uncertainty
due to sampling. It do o s not tell u s how much a c tuaL error a t t ache s to the
e s t i na't e f'r-o rn any particular a amp.l e ::such as the sample we selected), but it
Joes enable us to state the pr o t.ab i Li, ty that the r-an do ra error in a given
s ampl e wil;, e xc s.e d G. given size f'o a- a s arup Le s e Le c t e d ac cor d tr.g to a giver:
prooedure. 'I'he f'o Ll.owi rig diagram may oLar-Lf'y this.

Yl'equency

r
I

..:...J S-tric-tl~y, we al.c u Ld add her-e e "eac h weighted by its probalility of
s e Lec t Lor, !". '/,TO T~ill take this add.itional refinement fer graEted in the rest
o f t r.i s s e o t i.on ,



The ourve represents the resu::..ts of ar; infinite number c f imagiY~8.ry surveys a

The height of tie curve s hc w s 't he r-e Lat rve frequency with which each po s s i b Le
result would have c ccur-r-e d ,

A the true, un.i ve.r s e value
F tht; mean of a Ll, possible s arnp Le s (the mean of the curve)
C the particular r e sult 0 b t a i.r.e d from the one sur-vey that wa s ac~ual

ly carried.. out (,Tile have arbitrarily chosen to place this to the right
of B).

The i~terval A to B is the bias.

'I'ne inter\;al B to C is (1, rar.dom variable, varying from 01':..8 possible sur
vey to another with mean Z8ro and standard deviation equ~l to the samp
ling staGdard errora

In surveys, the use of sa~pling theory to estimat8 sampling error h2S
two quite iist~not applications:

(1) In advanc e of the s urvey TIIVe T,.,rant to estimate the expeoted safJ1pliEg error
in order to decidE:: on a suitable aample size and an efficient sample designa

After the
'legree of

survey we want to
confidence can be

estima~e the sampling error
placed in the results.

in order to show

The survey r e suLt s themselves normally provide the best estimate of, '

sampling error and ar-e ther..:::fore used for purpose ,,:2) abo ve , but of course
they are not available fer pur po s e (1:':'. For (1,.~ we use a combination of
s arrp li.r.g t.he c r-y and pac t experi e nc e of similar surveys, and 1111 t ai!Tl -';0 find
f'o~':nu1.ae l:"nl~ing expected s"'imp~ir,.g' error 1tlith t ho se features of the sample
design o ve r which the sample de s i gn er- has some choice - such as siz.e of sample,
cluster· size, stratiflcationa 'This wi:l help hi.fi to optimize his ctoioa in
't e r-rn:s of s aripLi.nz error. 'I'l.e s e 'two purposes lead 't o very dLs t Ln c t a.ppr-c ac r.e s
ill jJI'a"Ol"2 oLei we treat them separately, in Sections 8., and 8.4. Rut before
do i.ng so He e xami.ne ::"r~ 3ec:-tion ba? 't he problem of c.ho o s i r.g an c a t Lma t i.o r.
fOl'illu:;'a.

BefoTe clo8~~g ~his introd 11c t i on WP uentioL ttree simple prin~ipleB whiuh
are G<Jnstg,y.t12t useful in reRsonilJ.t:: a.bo u t samples ar.d sarllp2,ing e1'r01'.

',.L f_c1.d.ing a c cn s t ant tel an estimate doe a not af'fe c t its S2l,.mp':illg error.

Lu=-tip=-,ying an e st i rnat s t.y a co n s t an t muLt Lp l.Le a its samp":"ing e r r c;

ty tr.p 8alnf--: cor.s t ac t, .c'or- o x ampLe , if a me an ~,,~ ":"8 o ot a i r.e d by
lividing a total ~ 1,Y tte Dumber of cases D, so that l~ = T,~, then
C': C',_ L, where ( :;:'(~.LJrGsents the samplin[s' st,.~ndard e r r-or, :=t
f(,:~. LI 'tIS 't La t "the po r-c cn t age s amp l i.r.g e rr-o r afre o t i r.g the mean is the
~;a!i'·e i3.S 't c a t affe,..;t.~_'.lt-; tLe total.

In i::;cn;:;.ra...L, i3.Ld i:::l.f'pl'C-,.-j liaLe2.y, the sar.IIJlil:!5 errol' is i.nversel:'T
j)rapoY'tj,Cl':"cai. to tr.8 b<ll.q::';::> r-c c t of the s ampi.e s i zc , For e.,(amp"le,
i:~ ~·,.. e riiS1:.. to (jut ~~le ,-'iar.,r<:_iu€,' crrcr' by a half we 'AT~~~ nave to
F{Ct.,lr;.t::'...e tr~t' S31J-lp:~e -:::;i:'>"'.a :L a rm,~l-ti-st9,e..·J s amp'.e this OYl"i.y appLie s
at I~Lp firs t statse (,::::;"uiTrer s i ze s an d strata are ac aume d to s t av the
~3,;iiC:/' :,".1"::: ::-'1j.>~ rl.-' ;,r" 2.;;-;':.;"':;"i;,o28 t nat --:t.e s a np I i r.s, fraction L:; i:.. c t too
~i';.:"(:·_;(~. .. t .~..: t·~ -,,,--en, ['I'OiT. 't l.i s -tIl.a--C ~rle sa;llJ..2,ir~~ er:::'>02~ Jeydnl:-:; or:
":.::c.---; ,',.:'8 __ :-s.r;.~ ., :i.C'·t c i. --;lJ.e saJ'}J=-ir:i!: .~'l'ao-tion.
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8.2 CHOICE OF .AN ES'l'IJJ.ATION FORMULA

Suppose m clusters are selecte~ by simple random sampling from a total
of M clusters in the country. Suppose that in the i-th sample cluster we find
Yi events (births, deaths, or whatever) in the last 12 months and ni inhabi-

tants, and suppose that the population census, up-dated by the best avail
able extrapolation, gives n! inhabitants for this cluster. There are now at

l

least four plausible methods of estimating the vital rate R per thousand
population.

In the fornulae which follow we indicate an estimate by placing the
sign ~over the symbol for the quantity to be estimated. Four pOtitiible esti
mates are the following:

( . )'; We oould average the vital rates found in the m clusters:

---( 1)

(ii) We could estimate that the vital rate in the whole country will equal
the rate found in the sample:

---.( 2)

(iii) We could prooeed as in (ii) but using the up-dated census populaticns
ni for the denominator:

-: /-II ~ 1000 ~ s , 2-n!
l l

--(3;

(iv) We could estimate total events in the country using the survey, then
work out the rate on the Dasis of the up-dated census cour.try-total
population N' :

A

R = 1000
Ie

= JOel' ...: y
N'

where y is the mean value of Yi in the samrle.

The above examples relate to the estimation of a vital rate. Here are
t nr-ee more examples of possible formulae for estimating· the total populatior.,
t'I.

( v·
\ ) de Can inflate the sample total po pu Lat i on by the reciprocal of the

sampling fraction:

M"L n ,m , M L -(5)
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(vi) Instead of inflating by ~~/m (i.e. the ratio of total clusters to sam
ple clusters) we can ir.flate by the ratio of total pcpulation to sam
ple population, using the up-dated census figures:

N Ln.
l

--(6)

Another way of looking at this formula is to say that we adjust the
up-dated census total N' by a correction factor based en the survey,
namely the ratic of survey to up-dated census found in the survey
clusters:

This is identical with formula (6) .

--(6' )

(vii) We can make the Same kind of adjustment, but using the difference
rather than the ratio for adjustment. Thus, within the sample we
obtain the difference: survey population minus up-d... ted Census. I,e
inflate this to the national level by multiplying by the raising
factor M/m. Finally we add this correction to the up-dated census
total:

This may be rewritten in the form:

N - Nt = 1Il (il - il' )

From this we see that this method of estimation amounts to assuming
that the difference "eur-vey minus census" in the universe Can be obtai
ed by multiplying the same difference in the sample b~ the usual rais
ing factor.

There is thus a considerable choice of plausible estimation fcrmulae,
whether we are estimating rates cr totals. (The above list is certainly not
exhaUSlve 1/). Row is the most suitable formula to be chosen? There are no
firm rules for this: several considerations must be taken into account, of
which perhaps the most important is the question of sampling error. He shall
now illustrate the kind of reasoning that is appropriate.

Firstly, method (ii) .- which estimates the rate for the country as equal
to the rate found in the sample - is certainly preferable to (i) - the straig
average of the rates in the m sample clusters. It is wa.de Ly acc e p t e d 't La t th

JJ In par-t i cupar , ratio estimates - raet ho d (vi) - are used in a 'dide
vo.:::'iet Jr of forms often vri th qui. te different variables in nuuer-at or- and denomi
r.o.t or . For example, the number of e mpLoy e d per scn s found .i r; a survey mas be
rh~sed by the ratio: C8nsus adult males i~ the population to census adult
:':ales in the survey clusters.
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appropriate way to average ratios is to sum the data going into the numerator
and sum the data going into the denominators and divide the former by the
latter. This procedure gives equal weight to equal units: in the case of
birth rates, for example, it gives equal weight to every person, whereas a
straight average of the cluster rates would give equal weight to every clus
ter. Clusters vary in size and it seems obvious that we want to give more
weight to a large cluster. This is essentially a question of the appropriate
definition for an average rate.

Comparing (ii) with (iii), the only difference is that (iii) uses the
census instead of the survey in the denominator of the rate. Two issues
arise. Firstly, is n (the survey) more accurate than n' (the up-dated cen
sus)? In African countries oensuses are often more accurate than surveys
because the publicity which accompanies censuses ensures full reporting. On
the other hand the up-dating is a source of error. This question has to be
judged on its merits in each case, OD the basis of local knowledge of the
particular census and the particular survey. Secondly, (ii) has a marked
advantage over (iii) because in (ii) the data for the numerator and the deno
minator come from the same operation (the survey): this means that any error
of coverage (failure to contact certain households, error in identifying the
area, etc.) affects both numerator and denominator together and so tends to
cancel out. This advantage would generally, in Africa at least, over-ride th
first consideration, so that, overall, we would normally do better to use the
survey as the base for the rates, rather than the census, i.e. (ii) should be
preferable to (iii). 11

Turning to estimate (iv), her" the survey numerator is first raised to
the national level before dividing by the census denominator. Note first tha
in any survey the clusters are certain to varJ oonsiderably in population siz
Thus there is a definite chance that one might select a sample of exceptional
ly large or exceptionally small clusters. In estimate (iv), Qhoice of a sam
ple of excepticnally populous clusters would lead to an excessively large nurr
ber of births, with a consequent over-estimation of the lirth-rate. In
estimates (ii) and (iii) the population of the sample clusters appears in the
denominator so that this source of error cancels out. 'I'h i s error is just one
kiwi of sampling error and is duly r-e f Lec t e d in the formulae for the standard
error 01' the estimates: it will be found that estimates (ii) and (iii) usuall
gi ve a substantially smaller s a.apl i.ng error than (i v ) •

Thus, among the first f'o uz- e a't i r.ra't i on formulae, (ii) is in most cases t h
best to use in an African demographic survey. Ln other words, '/V8 take the
rates found in t he sample as representing the universe.

11 ~n dual record systems this argument app.Ll8S less strongly because tt
numerator comes from a dua I. source, unlike the denominator. If the system us
ar2a units based strictly on census enumeration areas and if these are wel~

ua ppe d and identifiable there may then be a case for estimate (iii), t.ho ugh
tht1Je cor~I"~_itions are likely to be rare in Africa. (See Section 11.?). I.n
estimation for a !1built-ir.. s amp I.e " operation constituting part of a census
(see Chapter 2), ~ and n ' are identica.l for sample clusters, so that r,-jethods
(ii) and (iii) are "the same.
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Comparing estimation formulae for totals, in (v) the ra~s~ng factor is
the ratio total number of clusters to number of clusters in the sample, while
in (vi) it is the ratio total population to 0 ulation in the sam leo It is
easy to understand that (vi) is preferable to v, if only because the ratio
of universe to sample is more accurately measured by the raising factor N'/~ni
than M/m. Alternatively we can use the same argument as above: if we happen
to choose a sample of unusually large clusters, in (v) this will lead to an
overestimate, while in (vi) the factor [n! in the denominator will cancel
this error. ~

Before considering method (vii) let us return to the concept of a ratio
estimate, mentioned earlier. Essentially, this is an estimate which consists
of the ratio of two quantities, each subject to sampling error, multiplied by
a constant. Thus, formulae (2), (3) and (6) are ratio estimates because each
contains Ln. or 2:n! in the denominator, a quantity whose value depends on

~ ~

the sample selected. We have seen that it is just the presence of this fac
tor in the denominator that helps to reduce sampling error, and this argument
is true more generally: ratio estimation will always reduce sampling error if
there is a large enough positive correlation between the variables in numera
tor and denominator. In partioular, in using oensus data to inflate the
survey estimate of total population, or of any other total measured in both
the survey and the census, the correlation should normally be high enough to
ensure a large increase in sampling efficiency from ratio .estimation.

There are, however, two disadvantages of ratio estimation:

The ratio estimate involves an approximation whioh assumes, among
other things, a large sample. For small samples it is biased, and
the bias oannot be removed without greatly increasing the sampling
error. Generally this bias is small and is ignored, but if the
number of sample clusters is small (say under 20) and if several
such ratio estimates are adc1.ed together for a number of strata, then
the bias may become substantial compared with the sampling error.
This sometimes happens in a census built-in sample but in other
cases it is rare.

will not
is com
males) ,

the

for speci~l categories they
For example, if formula (6)
n! and n. all restricted tc

l l

tc give the male population N and then for females to give
m

female population Nf, it will be foune' that Nm + Nf is not equal to

the overall ratio estimate N given by formula (6). This leads to
some irritating problems in preparing the tabulation programme,
though they can be easily overcome if foreseen at the programming
stage.

If ratio estimates are computed
generally add up consistently.
pute" first for males (with N',

Neither of these difficulties is likely to be over-riding and in most Cases
ratio estimates are to be preferred where available.

l;iethod (vii) is called the "d i f'f'e r-e nc e e e t i.mat e ". This amounts to aS8Uffi-

Llg that the difference "survey minus census" for the ave r age surVE::y cluster
is representative of all clusters. It does not suffer from the disadvantages
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(1) and (2) above but in "~y practical applications will not give as sDal1
a sampling error as the ratio es~imate (vi).

Finally we note that this secticn began with the assumption of
sample in which all clusters were selected with equal probability.
consider three common departures from this assumption.

(a) stratification

a cluster
We now

To estimate a total, the simplest procedure is to apply one of the ab~ve

estimates within eaoh stratum, then to add together the stratum estimates
thus obtained.

For a rate, one oan apply one of the ahcve estimates within eaoh stratum
to obtain R

1
, Ro ' eto., then oompute a weighted mean using the oensus popula-

c.

tions N;, N2etc. of the strata as weights, thus:

R ---(8)

In suoh a weighted mean any errors in the weights normally have very little
effeot.

An alternative, and perhaps commoner, estimate with stratification is the
"oombined ratio estimate", in whioh R is oomputed for s~veral strata together.
Thus, a ra1e R ~ ~y/x would be estimated by estimating Y and Xseparately and
oomputing R ~ kY/X. Mcre exaotly,

-R
-

Y1+ Y2+'"
k .,.---.,,-------

X
1

+ X
2

+

- -where Yh and ~ are the estimated totals of y and x in stratum h. Suoh an R

mi~ht be computed for the whole survey universe or for a limited domain Oover
ing several strata4

(b) Cluster sampling with varying probabilities

Up to now, eaoh c Lus t ez- has been assumed selected with the same probabil
ity, equal to m/M. In some sample designs the clusters are selectad with
varying probabilities. If the i-th cluster is seleoted with probaaility p.,
then, to remove the resulting bias, the data for that oluster must be l

weighted by 1/P. in the e s t Lma.t i.on f'o r-mul a , Thus, in all the estimation
l

formulae quoted, y i should be replaced by (yi/Pi) x (m/l,j), and similarly eaoh

ni by (n i 'Pi) x (m/N; and eaoh ni by (ni/Pi) x (m/ll). For example, formula (2)

becomes:
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while formula (4) becomes:

112.12.12. '} _~
N' L p.

l

In practice this sample design is likely to be used for one specific
purpose: to introduce selection probabilities proportional to size - meazing
population size in the case of demographic surveys. The p. which appear in

~

the estimation formula then give a factor in the denominator proportional to
population. This gives a similar advantage to that provided by the ratio
estimate. Thus, the supplementary information from the census can be used
either in the sample design or in the estimation, to reduce the sampling
error.

(c)

the
For
and

l1ulti-stage sampling

As long as the sampling fractions remain oonstant within any given stage
modifications this introduoes into the estimation formulae are obvious.
two-stage sampling, if m is still the number of first-stage units selecte
if the second-stage sampling fraotion is f", then e ach y . and n. must now

L l l

be inflated by the faotor 1/f
2

in the formulae quoted.

8.3 ADVMlC8 ESTI1'~TION OF SAMPLING ERROR

A. Random sample: formulae

I, was pointed out in Chapter 1, Seotion 1.3, that an advance estimate 0

the sampling error, expressed as a function 0f the sample size, is one of a
number of elements which are needed in order to reach a rational decision abo
sample size. In this section we show how such advance estimates can be made.

A useful approach for advance estimation of sampling error for rates,
proportions and percentages is to begin by assuming a strictly random sample.
For such a sample, sampling theory gives us mathematical formulae for estimat·
ing sampling error, assuming only that we can make some advance estimate of t:
rate, proportion or percentage itself. Once we have these results for a randl
sample, we can estimate the effect of modifications in the samplcl design; thi:
is 1iscu8sed in Seotion C below.

Por a proportion p and a r-an do m sample of size n , the estimate of p is
sutj eet to a s ampLing standard error of approximately 11

o
p

---( 10)

,1/ lidvar:.8{J estimation cf saa:-pling error is a very approximate process.
Sm;:l.~~_ cc crec t i crs \,8'.10h as the fini 't e population correction) Can r-eaaonab Ly
oe -':'gncred.
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For a percent~ F = 100p it is easily shown from the above that

--( 11)

For a vital rate, R per thousand, we have already noted that this is
cearly equivalent to a proportion multiplied by 1000, or R = 1000p. This
gives

~i.!002=~1.
r, ---(12)

here n is the number of persons in the sample. For advance estimation we
need only very rough results and in many cases the terms 1000-R may be taken
as approximately equal to 1000, giving JJI

CTR ~ \/.!2~2~

Some rates are expressed in relation to a sub-group in the sample. For
example, the infant mortality rate is expressed "per thousand live births".
In this case formula (12) still applies with n as the number of live births,
but of course the latter is not known in advance so will have tc be estimate
using the advance estimate of the birth rate. Similarly, formula (12) may be
used for an age-specific death rate, with n as the number of persons expected
in the sample in the age-group concerned.

The sex ratio or masculinity ratio at birth I' is defined as the number
o

of male live births per 100 female live births. If p is the proportion of
males among all live births, then it is easily seen that

r '" 100 (4p - 1)o

(The approxiQation ignores second and higher powers of the difference p - 0.5

Hence

P iC" '00 rc- '00 pi 1-p,r ~ 4 . v = '+, \ -~----
o p , n

where :n :.s tl-.e numbe r of Ii V~ births in the sample. rutting p
base an advance estimate O~ the formula

200

0.5 we Can

\' n

where ~ is the advance 8stimate cf the number of births in the sample. For
example, Wl th a s arnpLe of 100 .lOO pe r so n s and a predicted crude birth rate of
50 per thousand, we expect 5 000 oirths and the standard error of the sex rat
will be approximately 200/,/':000 + 2.8.

1; This approximation amounts tv assuming a Foisson distribution instead
of a binomial distribution.
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All these formulae require advance estimates of the actual rates, per
eantages or proportions which the survey is going to measure. In practice,
hcwever, these estimates Can be very rough and this requirement generally
presents no problem.

However, no comparable formulae
sampling errors cf totals or means.
the variance in the population. For
error of an estimate Y of a mean is

can be given for advance estimation of
For these, the sampling error depends on
simple random sampling, the standard

--( 14)

where V is the population variance of the variable whose mean we wish to
estimate and n is the sample size. Totals are estimated in many Oases hy
multiplying the sample total by N/n, where N is the total population - which
is the same as multiplying the estimated mean by N. Thus T = NY. In this
case the estimate T has standard error

0T = NJI --(15)

Formulae (14) and (15), to be useful, require an advance estimate of V, the
population variance. This is often more difficult to obfain than an advance
estimate of a rate or percentage, which is all that we need in order to apply
formulae (10) tc (13). In any case, in demographic surveys the crucial va
riables are generally rates, sc that formula (12) is the most useful of those
quoted above. It is werth while, therefore, examining its application to
some of the rates most commonly used in demographic analysis.

B. Random sample: application tc some commonly used rates

Table 1 shows the results of applying formula (12) for a population with
a birth rate of 4S per thousand and a death rate of 20 per thousand. The
table shows 95 per cent confidence limits, which correspond to twice the
standard error; these are expressed first as deviations in the actt <1.1 rates
per thousand (2 iT) and secondly as percentages of the rates (200(j /Ii). Con
fidenoe limits are also shown for the rate of natural increase, based on the
assumption that birth and death rates are not correlated. 1/

~

J! The standard error of the rate of natural increase has thus been com

computed as 1/<,.2 + r-;-..2 , where r-
t

and Od are the standard errcrs of the crude

tirth and death rates. In some developing countries small positive ccrrela
tions have been reported between the birth and death rates, which would mean
a reduction in tne standard errcr cf the rate of natural increase; but it
seems unwise to rely on this at the survey planning stage. The "95 per cent
Jonfidence limit" may be taken as approximately twice the standard error; the,
is a 9S per cent proba.ility of any given survey producing a result within
these limits of ~he true universe value, assumiLg zero bias.
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~~ble,_1. Ninety-five Eer cent~_fi~ence limits for crude birth and death
rates and rate of natural incre_ase assuming a random sanwle

Sample
size
(assumed
random)

2S ('00

50 000

75 000

100 000

----- of natural in-Birth rate Death rate Rate
(45 0/00) (20 0/00 ) crease (25 010°7

2<J 200J!R 2a 200 aiR 20' 200 IS R
!Y ~ £/ pj £/

+ 2.6 + 5.8 )0 + 1.8 ± 8.9 ~" + 3.2 + 12.7 10

+ 1.9 + 4.1 7;; + 1.3 + 6.3 /0 + 2.2 + 8.9 /'0

+ 1•5 L 3.4 " L 1.0 + 5. 1 ,. + 1.8 + 7.3 ~~I' i'

+ 1.3 + 2.9 I" + 0.9 + 4.4 o + 1. 6 + 6.3 Iv/"

~ Expressed in per mill points.

£! Expressed as percentage of the assumed rate R.

Crude birth rates and death rates do not, however, constitute a satis
factory basis for the construction of population projections or for various
other uses of demographio s t a t i.s t a c s in social and eoonomic development plan
ning. Some vital-rate surveys aem, therefore, to obtain information on age
specific mortality, from which abridged life-tables can be constructed. For
this purposA, however, substantially largor sample sizes are required, the
formula for the standard error becoming:

\!2_~~~_=~2_=_I=~~~~ ---I 12a)\j kn

where k = the proportion of the total sample population (n) which is in the
age group for which the mortality rate (R) is required. On the same assump
tion of the random distribution of the surveyed events, ~able 2 shows the
relationship between sample size and the confidence intervals of estimates of
infant mortality and some selected age-specific mortality rates.



~le 2. Nlnety-f~~r cent confIdence liml:s for selected aqe-soeciflc

mor-ialit.y r .. tes at varIous sl aes of rar.doTl Sainrle

A!i€ :]t'oup

(years)

Assumed proportion

of total population

(k]

Assumed approxImate
mor~allty ,ate per

1 GOO population

(RJ

Infant

mortal i ty

Births at 45 per,

1,000

150

1-4

0.13

30 10

45-49

C.()4

15

.0-f4

0.02

40

2CT 200 err 2 (J 2()O iJ"/R 2 (j 2Qn J/R Cer :':00 aiR 2er 200 er/R

~./ y 2./ !/ 2/ Y :'J ~/ ~/ !'I
Sample size

50 000 +15.1 +~O~1 +4.2 +14.1 +3.7 +%.9 +5.4 ...36.3 +1;C.4 +31.0

100 000 +10.7 + 7.1 +:').0 +1C.O +2.6 +25~7 +3~8 +2.5~7 + c.8 +£:"1.9
-

+21.0 +3.1 :21.0 5.8 +17.0150 000 + 8.7 + 5.R +2.4 + 8.. I +2.1 +- - 7.1 +1.8 +18.2 +18.2 5.2 +15.5200 000 + 7.S + 5.0 +2.1 + +2.7 +

~, Expresse~ In per- mill pol nt s ,

b/ Expressed as per-cen ta je of the assumed r-at.e •

These figures relate to the age-specifio mortality rates of both Rexes
c ombj.n e d , If it i.s desired to obtain rates w::" th the same confidence intervals
as above but for males and females se par-a't e Ly , the s auipLe sizes should be
(loubled. It shaul d also be observed. tha-t such age-specific mortality rates
are specially liable to large non-sampling errors due to age rnisreporting,
both in relation to tLe d e c e a s e d pe r sor.s and with respeot tc the base popu
lation.

Tn o r.Ie t- to obtain even fairly rough approximations of adult age-specific
mortality rates, therefore, very large samples are needed - so lare,e, ill faot,
as to be beyond the resources of many developing countries, and to risk jeo
pardizing the effioienoy of the field-work, vitiatine, the results by inoreases
in the non-sampling errors. An alternative approach wo~ld be to design tho
survey to produce results that would facilitate the sele~tion of appropriate
rl~od61 life-tables . .1/

.,1./ For further d i sc us s i cr; of the various tYP8S of model life tables
it'Jailable, see Chapter 1?
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If reliance is tc be placed on the use of a single one-parameter model
life-table, such a mcdel could be selected simply on the basis of the crude
death rate. This approach has, however, certain disadvantages. First,
various types cf one-parameter models are now available. The system develop
ed by Coale and De meny , for example, comprises four different "families" of
one-parameter models, each with a rather different pattern of age-specified
mortality; models could be selected from anyone of these families which would
give crude death rates siQilar to those obtained for the population under
investigation, but there would be no means of knowing which family would pro
vide the best representation of age-specific mortality. .IecondLy , t.ne r e is
increasing evidence to suggest that mortality patterns in many developing
countries cannot be adequately representecl by a single one-parameter model.
While the levels of infO-nt and child mortality may agree closely with those
of a given model, the adult mortality rates may diverge widely.

These diff~oulties may be overcome either by splicing together various
parts of different one-parameter models - e.g" taking the infant and child
mortality rates from one model and the adult mortality rates from another 
or, what is mathematically the more elegant approach, by making use of two
parameter model life-table systems such as those developed by Brass or
Ledermann. For these purposes, a cons:derable advance would be achieved if
the vital-rate survey were to provide valid estimates of mortality rates for
two age groups cnly - those under and those over 5 years of age. This divi
sion has several advantages. In many developing countries, it will divide
the annual deatts approximately in half, thus tending to minimize sampling
errors; furthermore, the death rate for children under 5 years of age may be
checked against estimates obtained from retrospective q~estions, asked of
women enumer~ted in the survey, as to the total number of chl~dren Dorn alive
and tow many of those children had survived ~o the date of the enquiry. Thus,
the 95 per cent confidence limits associated with various siz,e~ of sample for
estimate of mort~lity rates for these two age groups are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Ninety-fiv~~_~cent confidence iimits for mortality rates of
population under and over five~years of a~e at various sizes of
random sample

-------- -- ---,---- --,--
Age group

___________~,_"ar=s"') _

hss~med proportiun of
total population (k)

Assumed approximate rno r t a Li.ty
rate per 1 0<',0 po pulation (R)

o - I, 5 and over

o, R_)

12

Sample size

50 JOO
100 OOl'
150 000
201) 000

.:t. I). 2.
-c j.6
+ 3.0
+ L.6

.::tXJ (lli
b!
~

+ 2,.6
+ 6. 1
+ 5.0
+ c/.3

2 U
§:J/

4- 1. 1
4- (J.B
+ n.h
+ 0.5

20C rs/R
hi
-'-'

+ B. ')
+ 6. .0
4- 5.~

+ '+.5
§...,I ~xpressed in per mill points • .!/ 3xpressed as percentage of the-ass Uf:re clrate.



Table 4. ~lnety-flve per ce~t conrld6r1ce lImIts for age-specIfIc fertility rates

at varJous sizes of random sampl€

-------------...,.._..-- - -_. ------~
15-19 20-24 25-29

Age group

{ye ar s )

~O-34 35-39 40-44 45-49

.',SSUrT,H,:\ cr-opor- t i on

u· ~Qtal oCiula-

t i on (k:'

\Ssumed approximate

fArtllity rate per

,,~, fJ:.JP I) La t i on

::R)

0.052

110

0.044

280

0.037

290

0.031

240

0.026

180

0.022

80

0.018

2e

, ~ 2'0 1J,); 1 (f 2DO (fIR 2CJ 200 elR 2 (f 200 (f"R 2 rr 200 (f/" 2 rt 20e J/~ 2 (j 200 O"/R

,I b: . 2./ ~I 2.1 ~/ y' ~I ,!/ .!;.I 2.1 ~I ~/ bJ

- - -- t------- - -"---- ,----------+- ---- --- ---,..--- +-------~------

+1::::.3 +11 .1

+ 8.7 ... -;.9
... 7.~, + 6.S

+ 6.2 + 5.6

~~m£~~_~~~

50 ceo
",Cf ceo
i:.iO :'-,CO

.·'ee 000

-----'---- ---~

+~9. ~ + 6.8 +21.1 + 7.3 +21.7 + s.c +21.3 -t11.8 1"16.4 +20.4 +'3.3 +46.7

+ 5.1 +15.3
- -

+14.5 ~33.0+13.5 + 4.8 +14.8 + 6.4 +15.1 ... 864 +1166 +6.6-
~ 4.2

- - -
~"f1.8 :27.0+11.0 + 3.9 +12.2 +12.5 + 5.2 +12.3 ... 6.8 + 964 .564

- -
~23.2+- '?6 + 3.4 +10.5 + 3.6 +10.8 + 4.5 +10.7 + 5.9 + 8.2 +10.2 .4.6- - - - - - - - -

-<---

~

to
CO

~, Expressed 'In per mlLl pol nt.s ,

b/ Exprpssed as percentage of the assumed r~te.
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Since births outnumber deaths in most developing countries, and the pro
cess of childbearing is concentrated in a relatively narrow age span of the
female sex, age-specific fertility rates are generally higher than age-specific
mortality rates and are therefore subject to lower coefficients of variation
Table 4 shows the relationship between sample size and the confidence intervals
for some age-specific fertility rates.

Some demographic surveys aim to obtain fertility rates not only by age
group of mother but also by birth order - i.e. whether the birth is the
mother's first, second, third, eta •. Suoh data are desirable not only because
they throw greater light on the trends and patterns of fertility, but also
because they permit considerable refinement of the correction procedures
inherent in the comparison of cumulated current fertility with average parity.
This more refined breakdown will of course be subjeot tv larger sampling er
rors on account of the smaller numbers of births in each of the relevant cells.
Table 5 shows confidenoe limits of some typical first-birth fertility rates.
The sampling errors of fertility rates cf higher birth orders will cf ccurse
be larger, since the numbers of births decrease with asoending birth order.
It will be s e un that, given a random sample of 100 000, the estimated rates
for the first two age groups (which are generally those of crucial impcrtance)
will be subjeot to a confidence interval cf the crder of ~ 10 per cent. Al
though not large in itself, this margin of error may be appreoiable when seen
'n relation to the difference between the cumulated rates and the correspond
ing proportions of women with equivalent minimum parity.

Table 5. Ninety-five per cent confidence_limits of age-specific first-birth
fertility rates at various sizes of random sample

~------------
Age group--=----

72 70 33 5

2cJ 200 cr/R 2cJ 2()0 o/R 2cJ 200 iJ/R 2cr 200 criB

±W'.1 .::1+.17-0 ~ 1() • ') ±'5.5'/c ~8.3 ±25. 2,/, ±3.6 .±.71. 6~'J
+ '! • 2 + 9·9)" + 7· 7 .±.11 .O>J ±5.9 ±.17•1'1' ±.2.5 ±.50.4,/,
+ 5.9 -+ 8. 1/, + 6.3 + 9.01, ±.4.8 ± 14.5'/, +2.1 .±.4 1~ 2/J
+ 5. 1 + '7. 1)0 + 5.4 + 7.8'/c ±4· 2 ±12.6/c ~1.8 ±35.6/

Assumed proportion
of total popula
tion (k)

Assumed approximate
fertility rate per
thousand (R:'

Sample size

50 O(I()

100 noo
150 000
200 ()()(l

15-19

0.052

20-24

0.044

25-29

0.037

30-34

0.031
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An important demographio p~rameter that is frequently required is the
mean of the age-specifio fertility distribution. This parameter is of value
for refining fertility estimates based on oomparisons of age distributions
with stable population models, for adJusting oumulative age-spe~ifio fertili
ty rates so as to render tnem oomparable with mean numbers of live births
per woman, for deriving life-table funotions of infant and ohild mortality
from proportions of surviving children by age of mother, and for computing
mortality rates of adult females from proportions of surviving mothers. It
is also closely assooiated with the mean length of generation, whioh has an
important influence on the rate of population growth. The sampling error, in
years, of this mean may be oalculated approximately from the formula,

J
.0 2 2

f
' a,
l • l---_._---

f.
l

the varianoe of the .fertility rate f i;,

the mid-point of the i
t h

age group.and

CJ

where <rfi~

a
i

Using the fertility rates and their varianoes from Table 4, the confidenoe
limits of the estimated mean (29.3 years) associated with various sample
sizes are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Ninety-fiv~e~ntG~pfid~noe limits for the mean of
the age-specific fertili~y__~ist~ibuy_l~~~t various sizes of
random _s_aI9.E~e

Sample size

50 O()O

~oo ooo

150 000

2CC ('no

2v (years) 200 <rIm (peroentage) !!:./l

----
1. 286 4.2

0.910 3.1

J. H6 2.5
(\ .644 .2.~

C. Effects of departure from simple random sample

kU the above formulae and tables assume simple random sampling. J.I In
practice such sampLi ng is neve r used in household interview surveys.. A real
life sample is likely to be ~a) a multi-stage or oluster sample, (b) stratified,

,
Jj They would also apply if the events concerned were randomly distribut-

ed 8V8h if the sample W8re not.
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and (c) selected by systematic rather than random sampling. Compared with a
simple random sample, feature (a) will generally LrupLy an increase in sampling
error while (b) and (c) should mean a reduction. We consider these in turn.

Effect of clustering

If a random sample of areas is first selected and then a random sample of
n persons is selected in each area, and if the areas are all assumed equal in
population, then the sampling standard errors given in the above formulae
have to be multiplied as

---( 16)

where 6 is the intra-cluster correlation (see Section 1.1) for the variable
concerned and for the size of area unit concerned. The factor under the
square root sign is sometimes called the "design effect". If, as was recom
mende dvin Chapter I, the survey covers All persons in each selected cluster,
then n becomes the cluster size in terms-Dr number of population.

The intra-cluster correlation 6 measures the amount of variation between
clusters compared with the amount wi thin clusters. Thus, if people in the
Game cluster tend to be very ruuch alike, and different f'r om those in different
clusters, G will be high. (See Section 7.1 for an exact definition.) J!
In practice, 6 is a function of several different factors:

~he variable considered. For fertllity it is very low, for mortal~

ity somewhat higher and for migration higher again, though still
quite low. For educational and occupational characteristics it
becomes much higher. For ethnic and language characteristics it
would come close to the maxi mUffi 4

Cluster size. Generally the larger the cluster size the Lowe r the
value of 5 , but the c e or-e a ae in [, is likely to be e Iowe r than
the increase in n, so that 6 n , and hence the design effect, is
likely to increase slowly with increasing cluster size. Thus larger
clusters normally involve higher sampling errors.

(iii) The population considered. Even for the same variable and the Same
cludter size, G will not necessarily be the same in one country Dr
region as another.

(iv) The stratification. If stratification is very detailed, the popu
lation in each stratum will -be relatively homogeneous. This will
Le arl to lower values of 5 than if strati fi c a't Lo n is ver;y broad .

.iI S is necessarLLy between -1/(n-1) and +1. Vlhen G ~ 0 the feature
..e d i.s t r i out ed ranclomly. Vihen is> 0 there is some tendency for the feature
to te olustered - that is, neighbours tend to be more alike than pecple living
further away from eaoh other. "hen 6 1, all members of any given oluster
are identical on tile variable considered but there is still variation between
clusters.
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Values of G have been estimated in several African surveys and cen
suses.lI For clusters of a few hundred population and fairly detailed stra
tifioation some typical values are

Crude birth rate
Crude death rate
Migration rate
Adult male

employment rate

.001

.002

.005

• 1

.00..1

.004

.01

(For the first three rates above it is assumed that n is measured in terms
of the number of people; for the last, in terms of the number of adult males).
Very rough figures of this kind are all that we have at present for advance
estimation. If clusters are very large we can assume smaller values. Also
if the population is thought to be unusually homogeneous we can assume values
at the smaller end of the above ranges. Such reasoning leads to a guessed
value of I; which, with the cluster size n , can be inserted in formula (16) to
give the design effect. This is then multiplied by the value of 0 as given,
for example, in formula (10), (11) or (12) to give an advance est imate of
the sampling standard error.

No data are available at present on values of [, for age-specific rates.
They seem likely to be lower than for crude rates. Since in addition the
value of n will be lower (the number of relevant persons in the sample per
cluster) it is perhaps reasonable to assume that the design effect will be
very close to 1, unless ver;, large clusters are used. Thus, for age-specific
rates the sample may in most cases be taken as effectively random. Formula
(12) may then be applied directly, with R as the rate per thousand persons in
the age group (or per thousand females in the age group in the case of age
specific fertility), and n as the expected number of persons (or females)
in the age group.

Stratification

3tratification should, if successful, lead to an increase in homogeneity
within the strata, which implies a lower value of 5. In practice in Africa
this effect is not likely to be very substantial. However if very large
strata are used (for example, the individual states of Nigeria) it would be
advisable to assume somewhat larger values of {; than those quoted above. If
ethnic stratification is combineo with geographical stratification this should
be more effective than either alone; the smaller end of the ranges quoted
above may be taken to correspond to very detailed ethnic and geographical
stratification.

11 l-lany more estimates of this kind are needed. Annex 2 gives formulae
r

for computing 0 from survey results. Survey designers might reasonably
regard it as a moral obligation tc undertake and publish such cOQputations as
a servioe to their suocessors.
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Systematic sampling

Systematic sampling means selection at a fixed interval in the sampling
frame, from a ran00m 8tarting point.

Ccmpared with random sampling, syst ematic sampling has tile same effect as
strat i fication in so far as the sampling frame is arranged in order, with
respect tc the variable concerned. For example, if the area units are grouped
under ethnic headings in the list from which they are g~ing to be sampled,
then systematic sampling will give a good ethnic stratification. If they
are grouped geographically, for example by province and district, then there
will be good geographical stratification - which is another way of saying that
we will ensure a good geographical spread in the sample. As with true stra
tification, in the context of an African demographic survey the effect of
systematic sampling on the sampling errors of the vital rates is not likely
to be very large. 11

8.4 ~S'CIL.ilCl'ION OF SAi'IFLING l;RROR AHT~R THE SURVEY

The survey results when published consist of a number of estimates of
rates, percentages, totals, etc. Each such estimate is subJect to uncertainty
due to sampling error. The sampling standard error is a measure of this un
certainty and it is desirable to publish such standard errors together with
the estimates.

3ampling theory enables such standard orrors to be estimated from the
survey results in most cases, provided one knows the sample design and the
estimation formula used. In Chapter 7 we considered possible sample designs;
in Section 8.~ we oonsidered the choice of estimation formulae. In this sec
tion we give the formulae for estimating (after the survey, on the basis of
the data obtained) t.l.e sampling standard errors of the estimates whose formulae
have been quoted in .ve c t Lc n 8.2 above. Unlike the situation which exists in
advance estimation cefore the survey, we are now interested in good estimates
of sampling error rather than rough approximations.

A.ssuming that the estimation formula has been chosen and the s arnp Le design
is known, the first essential is to determine whether we have a a Lru p Le esti
mate or a ratio e sc Lma.t.e , 2/ As we have already seen, a ratio estimate is
one whose formula involves the ratio of two quantities both of whicll are
sub,iect to sarrII,i.i!1;;; error. Some simple estimates are indeed ratios, but the
denominator ~s a. ~onstant, so they are not ratio estimates •

.1../ Very occasionally, syst e ma t i c s amp.i i ng can cause an increase i-r~ the
sampling error. This may bappen if the sampling frame contains a ret;ularity
which coincides with the fixed sampling interval. In area-sampling in Africa
this CaE on Ly l....a pperi , in practice, i.f one is sampling blocks from a town w[dch
has a. r8gular grid lay-out. In auc h a situation, random sampling is safer.

~,/ 'These a.re not the o n Ly po s s i.b I.e alternatives but they are l,y .far the
TOS-: co r.ir.io n , 'I'r;e "simple e e t imat e " is often called the "ur.r i.as cd estimate".
[t involV8S Sili1r:ly mul t i p Lyi ng the sample result ,y' a constant. 'ilp include
!181'e in the term "ra't i o e s t i.ma't e " an "estimate o f a ratio 1l - the two are often
distinguished in textbooks.
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We assume first an unstratified equal-probability single-stage cluster
sample. Thus m clusters are assumed to have been selected with equal proba
bility from a universe of Mclusters, and the survey covers all persons in
each selected cluster. Suppose in the i-th cluster we find totals y and x. ,
the sample means per cluster be i.ng .i, ~

- 1<: - 1<;:
Y = - L y. and x - .' LX.

m l m l

We begin with the ratio e s t i.m.rt e , If the ratio of y to x in the universe
is estimated by the formula:

--( 17)

then the estimate R has an estimated sampling standard error:

- -2 \' l. y'" y 22 --<.y.x. + -- Lx
- t, ~ -2 ~
:x: . x

the summations being taken over the selected clusters.

~ote. The three correction factors shown here under square root signs are
often ignored in practice. The first, \11 - miN, may be wri Hen V 1-f,
where f is the sampline fraction. When f is small, say less than 0.05,
this is usually ignored. The second, I/MI(n-1) , can nearly always be
taken as 1. These two are often written together as

/
1.\ - m

\M-=l
and called the "finite population correction".
is the "small sample correction". It is often
number of sample clusters) is over 20.

The third, Im/(m-l) ,
ignored if m (here the

This basic formula covers virtually all that the practical survey techni
cian needs to know in order to estimate standard errors. !tie have de Ltbez-at e Iy
started with this relatively complicated case of the ratio estimate because
all the other Cases normally encountered can be obtained as special cases of
thi".

ThUS, suppose we are e s t i ma't i ng a~ Y, using the sample mean y as the
estimation formula. In symbols:

Y~y ---(19)

Comparing this with formula (17), we see that it is obtained from (17) by
putting x ~ 1. Since the estimate is not affected by variation in x, we put
every x. equal to 1 in formula (18). It is then easily seen that we obtain
for the~sampling standard error of the above estimate:

---( ~O~'
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Note. The expression in square brackets on the right can also be written:

s: , -)2
L.. \y i - Y

We now recall two simple rules:

(I) Adding a constant to an estimate does not affect its standard
error.

(II) [jultiplying an estimate by a constant means that its standard
error has to be multiplied by the same constant.

In symbols: If y'= A Y + B

and applying
(20)

Using these rules we can easily find the standard error of any of the estim
ates quoted in Section 8.2 For example, the estimate (4) is estimate (19)
above multiplied by the constant 10GO h/N'. Its sampling s t ancar-d error is
therefore given by the formula (20) multiplied by this same constant. Simi
larly, the population e st i mat e (6) has sampling standard error given by
multiplying formula (18) by N' and replacing y by n and x by n' •

As for the difference estimate (7), using the form (7')
above, we obtain immediately for the standard error:

"--/- -" [Jil mUm '\ ,2
- \Il-;c \~-- J-- J L (n" - n")m \; JiJ. H-l m-I - i. l

Turning now to other sample designs, we consider the special Cases
~entioned in the preceding section.

(a) Stratification

This is covered by rules (I) and (II) above, together with the formula:

o
x+y

which applies provided x and yare estimated from different samples or are
unc or-r-e Lat e d ,

~hus, a composite weib'hted estimate such as formula (8) above, namely

R
Nl RI + N2 R2 + ••.

N~----+-N;----+-:::

Las sampling standard error
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It is in stratified samples that the small sample oorrection Im/(m-l)
becomes particularly significant. It will be seen that, with (m-l) in the
'enominator, the samplinb error formulae break down if m = 1. Thus it is
not possible to estimate sampling error rigorously unless we have at least
two selected units per stratum. If only one has been selected in a certain
stratum, the usual strategy is to group this stratum with a neighbouring one
(llcoliapsing of strata") before computing the standard error; we then normal
ly get a sli~ht overestimate of the sampling error.

If a "combined" ratio estimate is used
for a domain covering more than one stratum
form shown in formula (9), namely:

i.e. if the ratio is obtained
the estimate will take the

R k

are the estimated totals of y and x in stratum h, so that

"and ~ ~ w
h

L xi for some appropriate set of weights w
h

which

"ill be known. Thus, in formula (18) we can replace each y. by w
1
y. and each

l 1 l

X. oy w. x.. This leads to:
l n l

:r
R

k

'mx

'Nhere y 1'\ ) -v
m '- L.- <J n i

h i
and x

m "L
h i

We have seen above how in ~he

involves multiplying each ob ae r-ve d

I'he quanti ties m and J),1 may be taken as referring to the whole domain concerned,
as if there were no stratification, although the correction factors are now
c n Iy a ppz-o x.i ua't e Ly correct.

(b) Cluster saldpling witr. v~.:r:.ia:cle probabilities

estimation process this sample design
quan t Lty by the factor 1['/(1; .), where Pl'

" l

:_8 the cluster selection pr-o nabdLi t y • The same o per a't Lon can be applied to
the saulpling error formulae already quoted and this is all that is necessary
to oover the case of variable sal1lpling pr-oi.ab i Li,ties. 'I'he same adjustment
must be applied in corulJuting the cluster rneans y, n, etc ..
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(c) 1'Iulti-stage sampling

As long as the sampling fracticns remain constant within any given stage,
then to an adequate c1.egree of appr-cxd ma't i on all the same formulae apply to
the case of multi-stage sampling, assuming that liJ and m still refer to first
stage units and the quantities y., n. etc. refer ncw to the estimated totals
fcr the i-th first-stage samplin~ unit. 11 (For example, in two-stage samp
ling, if f

2
is the second-stage sampling fraction, then the observed quanti

ties in each cluster must be multiplied by L before being inserted in the
formulae). In cther wcrds, the seccnd and l~ter stages of sampling Can be
ignored for purposes of computing the sampling errcr. 11
(d) Systematic sampling

r.e t ho ds exist for estimating the samp.l Lns, error for systematic sampling
but they are cumbersome and are seldom used. The normal procedure is to
apply the formulae for stratified random sampling and then to argue simply:
since we haze used systematic s ampLi.ng our sampling errors should be slig11t
ly better than those computed. In African applications the gain from syste
matic sampling is likely to be small and this appears a reasonable approach.

,~ho~~e of ~n est~l~ation for~u)_~. Several factors have to be considered
for estimation of rates; in the majority of Cases the simplest assumption is
likely to be the best: assume that the rate found in the survey sample applies
to the whole population. For estimation of an absolute number, a ratio
estimate using supplemeLtary information from the census (method vi) will
often be the best.

Estimation_~ salll£fing_",..r.r..o..r_in advance of. the surv~. It is recommended
to begin by assuming a simple random sample and to estimate the sampling
stan(~ard error cr from formulae (10) - (15) as appropriate. 'I'hen guess the
intra-cluster co~.relation c5 from evidence of other surveys and compute the "r-oo t
iesign effect" (16). j!Jultiply this by cr to obtain the estimated sampling
error for the pi anrie d e amp Le , 0

1/' The 1!approximation ll r e f'e r-r-er! to here involves the assumption of s amp-.
lil:G with replacement. In reality we are Li.kc Ly to use ei tl~er aarap l i ng wi th
out r-e p Laceo.e n't or systematic sarnf,=-iY~t,.

0/ ThE; explanation is ~hat the var i a't i on d uc to the second and later
stages of sampling is reflected in the x., S :» rl., etc. obtained, which vary
more than they woulii nave done if there l\ad ~eenl~otal co ver-a.,e at these
stages. 'I'hi s variation is then au't c mat i.ca Ll.y taken into account wh8n these
values are used in t he f'c rc.uLae ,
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Estimation of sampling error after the s urvey , Formula (18) Covers al
ma st all that is needed in practice. =very oo mmo n Case Can be deduced as a
special Case of this formula.

References

See references at end of Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 9

Oi~GANI lATION AND FIELD I/ORK

This chapter covers 8nly independp-nt sample surveys. It doea not seem
useful to try to include sample operations which are an integral part of a
census (such as the post--enumeration survey and the "built-in" census sample).
Such operations will depend for their organization on the census itself 
obviously a much larger operation - and to discuss this would take us far
outside the scope of the present manual. Nevertheless, much of what is said
in this chapter applies also to censuses.

Once the objectives have been fixed (in Chapter 1 we suggested that they
should be embodied in a draft list of tabulations required), the first step
in detailed planning of a survey is to draw up a precise plan of operations
and an estimate of costs. Costs depend ~bove all on two factors: the sample
size and design, already discussed in Cha~ters 7 and 8, and the nature of the
field operations - numbers of personnel, recruitment, training, duration of
field work, transportation. In this chapter, therefore, we discuss problems
of field work first, and ~ater the question of planning and costing the
survey.

9.1 FIXING THE hAIN FEATURES CF TID: SURVEY

Type of survey

We have already dl3cussed in Chapter 3 how a choice has to be made bet
deen three main types of operation:

(a) The single round survey
(b~ The multi-round survey
(C) The dual record system (PGE)

:Jbviousl;r
planning.
,>nd 12.

this choice is fundamental and must be made at an early stage of
Some factors affecting the choice will be discussed in Chapters 11

uo b i Ie teams versus fixed enumerators working singly

Some African demographic surveys have been or g an i z e d in such a way 't hat
the field work, for any given round, is completed in the shortest possible
time. Examples are the Nigerian demographic survey of 196)-66 and the Ghana
Population Survey of 1966. In t ni s system each enumerator is allocated one
viLl.age or primary sampling un i t "PSU". rr:aere:s -therefore a large force of
I' Le J d workers and s upe.r vd s i.o n is less strict. The a I ternative system, widely
used in Fre:!1ch-speaki:1g African cc un t r i e s , is t c use a small force of enumera
tors divided into a few teams, e ac h rilo s e Ly supervised by a we L; trained team
leader. The team works to~ether ir. each sample rsu (each membei- is given one
part of the village, or one hamlet) and when they have finished they move
tlJ[;F'tner to another fSU. The wo r'K rna,\} extend o ve r- a period of seve-ral months,
t ho ugh in many cases a single team c anno t operate over a very large area f'Jr
linguistic reaso~s.



The first system produces data which are more convenient for the demo
grapher since the whcle area of inquiry is covered simultaneously (although
there is the di~advantage that seasonal trenJs are not allowed for). In the
team system there may be difficulties in interpreting the findings through
confusion between seascnal movements of the population and movements of the
interviewing teams. Iwreover the number of man-hours, and probably the amount
of money, spent on transportation is greater with the mobile team arrangement,
so that for a given budget the sample which can be covered is smaller. On the
other hand, the team method should lead to a hieher standard of field work.
The supervisor is in daily touch with every member of his team; he can check
the questicnnaires before leaving the PSU and in the Case of defective data
can arrange a return visit to the household. Moreover the small size of the
total field force makes it possible to apply stricter standards in the recruit
ment of both enumerators and supervisors, besides making training easier.
Finally, in mar.y surveys the main bottleneck is in the number of professional
supervisory staff available; with the mobile team system it is possible for
each such senior officer to supervise a larger amount of field work since the
work is spread over a longer time.

It sometimes happens that enumerators insist on working in groups because
of an anticipated unfavourable reaction of the local population.

An early decision has to be made for the mobile team or the fixed indi
vidual method of working, which affects recruitment and training of field
staff, the survey time-table and the budget.

A compromise system is, of course, possible: enumerators may work singly
but each may cover a number of PSUs in succession. Or supervisors may move
successively frem one area to another but recruit new fixed enumerators for
each area. Each of these systems has been used in Africa..

A a i mp Ie hierarchioal structure is usual for carrying cut field surveys.
At the top is the survey dire~tor, whc should have full executive powers onoe
the s ur-ve y plan has been agreed. ao r e than one rlemographic survey in Africa
has run into difficulties because no single person was clearly designated to
take ultimate responsibility for the survey. Further, it is important to
note that even the smallest demographic survey is an elaborate operation and
needs a full-timb cirector.

Under the survey director there wil: be secticns responsible fcr field
wc r-k , da't a processing, and administration. The two latter wil] in most Cases
be already-existing units within the statistical office which merely lend
their services to the survey while continuing their normal work. The arrange
ments ne r-e wi:l (lepend. on the organi2,ation of the statistical office and
little Dan be said acout them in this manual.

Turning to the field work section, this may be either a permanent unit
or ar. c.rganizatioL specially set up for the survey , In e i t.he r Case it wili
ccn s i s t . geLel'a~ly, o f a.t least three levels of personnel: field organizers
(the term u ae d is 'lariabl!?':, ~supervis~ors and e numer-a'to r-e , The field organizers
ar", Lenerally qualified s t a t is t ic i.ans or junior statisticians. Ln small
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surveys with team enume z-e.t ion there m~ be no more than two - in so me such
Cases the survey director has also acted in this capacity. _here enumeratcrs
operate individually in fixed locations the field organizers usually b~come

regiona~ officers each responsible for a group of perhaps 5 to 10 supervisors.
The supervisor~-rwhose.duties are desoribed in a later seotion) in turn are
each responsible for from 5 to 10 enumerators; 5 is perhaps the commonest
fi 5ure and 10 is probably too high for effective supervision.

Is is probably true to say that the sUCCess of a survey depends mere on
the competence and energy of the field organizers than on any other single
factor.

other workers include irivers, and in many Oases guides who are recruited
by the enumerators in each village and p~ia a small honorarium.

In dual record operations (PGE) there will also be reglstrars (who nor
mally report to regional of:ioers) ar.d in most Cases sUb-registrars (who
report to registrars).

The numbe r-s o f personnel to be employed at each level depend above all
on the sample S~2e and the planned duration of field work. p~ average rate
of ·vVorking in Af' r i.c an demographic surveys would seem to be from 5 to 10 house
holds per enumerator per day. In average co n d i. tions the lower figure woulo
represent the overall rat8 (inclusive of travel time, holidays, siokness,
call-backs, but not listing or mapping), while the upper figure would corres
pond. to the rate of working on a day in which th" enumerator is actually
interviewine f u I L time. In planning a survey OClI'3 lJlight take these figures
as a starting point and t ner, a l.Low for any mappin,; or listing o pe r-at i.on s ,
special geographical prob Lems, and national experience with other surveys.
A partic-cllar1y irr.por"tant cor.s i.d.e r a't i on is whether enumerators can oonduct
interviews ti::trou"hoat the day or '.hether they must wait until the no us eho Ld
he ad returns from work (see Sf:ct'ion 9.4, "I'nsur-Ln., that a r-e eponder.f wi:;"l be
present"). I:~ the latter Cas" t l.e rates of working gi.ven above would be much
too optimistic.

Transportation-S'I field workers

Four main means of transport have to be conslde:'ed:

Cars speciaJ.ly pr-o v i d ed for the survey
Public transport
Bicycles (powere~ or pe~al)

ll'!alking :.../

In the first category, such ve h i c Le s may ce pur-c haae d s pe c Lal Ly f'or- tho aur-vey
or thc.)- fl"2.-Y hI"; alic'::aterJ. f r-o m a po o L, T.le second c a t e gc r y includes buses,
i o r-ri e s and r ur-a l t axis . Bicycles may be purchased by the survey o rgan.i cat i on
.).11'1 2,11o'~a,t.p.d tr. er.uruar-a't o r s c.r- t.ce survey may advance me-nay to the 8Dumerator
to purchase a b i cyc Le t\'i th an a l l owanc e for depreciation. 'rhe La't leI' s y s t em
enGolJ,ragF..::3 pnumerators to take be tt e r '.:.:are of their mao h i.r.e s , The [:\j-TsteriJ has
be en usee. 0":' :-:asionall;y for Cars for senior survey staff .

.1 Other means of transport xh i oh have been used in African s urveys irl
o Lud e aircraft,· r.c r-s e s , males an I c ano e s ,
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The arrangemehts made for tre~sport, and the budget allocation, have
varied very widely in African surveys. In some surveys every supervisor has
been allotted a car; at the other extreme some surveys have relied almost
entirely on public transport. Gbviously these cifferences reflect, at least
in part, the wide differences in the facility of transport in (~ifferent coun
tries. Some countries have a well developed network 0f small feeeler roads,
others do not. In some countries there are many tuses and passenger lorries;
in others there is nothing between the two extremes of the freight lorry,
plying only the main routes, and the rural taxi, willing to go anywher-e but
at a high price per passenger-kilometre. Finally, and oeviously, the terrain
varies vddely from one area to another so that bicycles mayor may not be
useful. ~hen a:l these differences have been taken into account, the impres
sion remains that some survey planners have adopted a very much more liberal 
not to say extravagant - approach to the transport problem than others. As
transport is generally one of the larger items in the survey budget, the pro
blem deserves oareful attention.

ConditioLs vary eo much that generalization on the transport problem
r s risky, but on the whole African experience does not seem to justify the
more expensive ar-r-ans.emen t s adopted in some co urrtr i e s . :,~., following prin-
ciples are suggested as a guide:

(1) Public buses or lorries should be used wherever possible.

(2) Cars should hot be allocated below the level of regi0nal officers
or field organizers.

(3)

( C I
\ "

As sumi.ng fixed enumerators and mobile supervisors, if local trans
port is inadequate, powered bicycles should be sufficient for the
supervisors in most types of terrain.

'vI~i th mobile enumeration tE:ams, if local transport is inad.equate, a
car is necessary to t ran s port the team from one Ffl] to another.
However, a single Car 8Lo .iLd be able to s e rv.i c e several teams.

1vhere the eriume r-a't i on ar e a is very dispersed the enumerator may be
supplied with a b i cyc Le , but i.t is rarely justifia-ble to allocate
bicycles au't oma't Lc a.l.Ly to every enumpra1;or.

Finall.y, it c ho u.l d be noted that whenever individual transport. is allo--'
c a t e d te, an enumerator, even a biGyc~e, it tends :;"n lJraotice ~o er.co ur age LiLi
to oc t a.i n acc orruco da t i.on o u't s i de the enu~eration area - for examp l e , iL tte
nearest t own , ~.nevitably t n i s reduces the amount of field. v.o r-k d'JYL'J. :t ma:y'

not be too much to say that, at least '/\Tllere er.ume r-a t o r s '",-c1'k i:3ing=-;r, the
transport po Li cy aco p-se d should be suc h as to di~C'-:..~:.E..age the enurze r a t c r frem
t r a ve Ll i ng. 'I'he supervisor, on the other han:i, needs to be .encourc.g:~2 to
f.r-ave l .

~'he n.e t hod of payiL~: enul~lc:'2t,t()r:;; :~~()r l":'S8 c f c o r.ue r-c i a I 't rsr.s pc r't .1-'::>

Jiscllssed j.n Section ~).; be:0w.



Fixlng the date~ of the survey

The tirr.in¢!; of' t r.e various SurV8J operations usually starts f'r-o m a deci
sion as to the dates of the field wor-k (for details, see Section 9.1C' llPlan
ning the Surve.-;rll). Various factors affect the c ho i c e of field work dates.
Some of these are "eneral in nature - the urgency of the demand f c ; the re
sults n f the survey, the ava.ilability of finance, etc .. Others are more spe
cific and affect t ne choice of particular dates or periods; the main such
considerations are listed b~low.

la) Avoid the rainy season (however, tnere are many areas in which thiu
is not an important consideration)

(b) Avoid periods of intense ae:;ricultLU'al activity

(0) Avoid periods of heav7 seasonal migration

(d) Choose a period of school vacation if teaohers or school ohildren
are to be used as fieli workers.

(e) Avoid important festivals or periods of fasting (Christmas, Ramadan)
when normal routines are upset. :2ven avoid end-of-month pay days
if pr-ac t i c abLe ,

Factors (c') and (e) affed the choice of the period for trainin/?; fi.e Ld staff
as well as the field work period itself.

The ;actors listed above are particularly worth attentio~ where field
work is p Larine d to last for a .sho r t period only. But they should. a Leo be
o on s i.de r-e d even for surveys spreading over a long period; i t may be decided
::01' example, to wi thdra.\,J the field ;r{orkers 't e mpor-ar-a Ly d ur i ng the r a.i ny season
and r.ave them ·,..ork .i r. the of f i c e , perhaps coding the data a.Lre ady collected.
The same principle applies to multi-reund surveys and dual record systems:
~n these, the survey normally C0vers the whole year, tut it is pos8ihle to
arrange for gaps between the e r.d {If UYi8 round and the start of the next ar.d
this may be de a Lr' ab Le tc avoid. very r.e avy rains, ;~dmadan, etc ..

:-3orlletirnes the dates 'rtlhich are s u.i table in one par t of the c o unt r-y are
un s u ; 't a.b Le in an o t ne r , !j'lJ.is rna.-y favour the use of mobile t e ans , whose J!JOV8-
men t s can be phased a.pp--o pr-c.e.t e Ly ,

;"ecy'ui tment

.iany co i.r.t r i e s PO:3S8SE a permanent corps of e n urne ra t o r a en11-)1_;)-'e2 b~:i- their
s t a t i s t I c a.I office. S"or s uc h oo un t r i e s the pro·L'~em. of recru.i tn1.8nt ,Jab,s not
ar i s e and the present s e c t i.c r. \N"i..~ 1. ro t aJ-:-1-'ly.

There e.r e t wo main waye of z-ec r-uit Lng the required field '.,.rorkers~ t he jL.-tJ
nay be offered as pal"t-tirne or vao a.t i on work to a ~ ir1i teo ca~E'.gory of 2rD-
pLoye e s or st"'-..lclel.its~ c-r r e c rc i t mect may be mac1e by ad.ve:rtise:ller_~ an d c on.pe t L.
t i on on the open .nar-k e t ,
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Exr,ept for purely urban SlITVeys, part-time enumerators are of little use
in a demographic survey. Cn the other hand vacation workers C<J,n be usefully
engaged. Where this system has been adc p't e d the work has been offered, in
most cases, to primary school teaohers or secondary school children. (Census
erruue r-a t or-s are sometimes recruited from among civil servants but this is
not usual for sample surveys). Ttere is a wiiespread consensus, in both
developine a~d deve::'oped countries, that uni.versity students do not make good
field workers; they are less ready to accept i.nstructions and tend to object
both to t ne physical hardship and the men't a L drudgery of the enume r-at o.r s
job. Obviously vacation workers Can only be uae d if the field work is of
short duration. This in itself is an important liIllitation c ut, per-haps equal
ly important is the .i nfLe x.i.b.i L'i t y Lr; tir.Jing which results. If cften happens
that field work is delayed in starting or is completed less quickly than
e x pec t e d, If v ......cation workers have been employed one may then be forced to
accept ir:complete coverage of the sample, with a resulting bias of unknown
size.

Recruitment of enumerators on the open market avoins these disadv~ntage3,

besides In many cases yielding a more highly motivated, corps of field workers.

It is usual to fix an educational r-equ.i r-e mcn t (typici1- ..' cc r r e s pond.i.nj, to
8-10 grades of schooling) and then to apply ar: aptitude tese. 'rhe latter may
oonsist of a few ~imple addition and Dubtraction sums, :::>OITI8 clerical ability
items, and some oo~prehension/reasoningquestions.

Examples of clerical atility items are the fo~lowing:

1. Make a circle round every 8 in the list below:

2168 5811tb 5174
46jo9C31<3563"
7192-+692684'( 1

How many sixes are there in the ~ist?

,
~. ~his sentence is written backwards below v.-ith one mistake

e ka't a i m eno htiw woLeb sdrawkcab n e t t i r-w si eucetnes sihT

nake a circle r-o und the mistake.

Ex.amples of' comprehensior..r/reasoning qU8t;-V:__ o na are the fC1llc,wing:

L man had three ch i Ldr-er; o,f his first hTife, twc of t r:..e s e were boys
of whom 01:e died, the other wa s a t;;ir:. ]:{ his 8econd wi.f'c he had
four children; One "las a girl and the rest boys and all are alive.
He has no other children.

How mary sons does he have l~ving?

A man said yesterdAy -tr.a't his wifo had a baby °tviO days ab0l!. To
morrow is Oototer ::nd. ,-:n ".. lia t date did she have 't he baby?
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Once the educational qualifications and the test have been decided, it
is useful to Lave the pr-o c e dur-e formally approved by a r-e l a t i ve Ly senior o:f'fi-
cial (such as the chief government statistician or the agency responsible for
civil service recrultment regulations). It sometimes happens that improper
pre s s ure is lrought on cohe survey director tc recruit a particular individual;
if the proced_ure for recruitment has been officially laid down he can point
out that he ig bound by this and i~Qllab~e to do more than admit the candi
date to the test.

It ig advisable not to set a definite pass-mark in advance for the test
but to accept c~ldidates in order of their test score until the number of
r-e c r-u'i ts needed has beer" reached. Nevertheless the survey organizer should
have some idea of the minimum standard below which candidates cannot possibly
be aCGepted. In other words, there should be a minimum pass-mark but if teo
many reach this mark they need not a~l be accepted.

Before final acceptance, potential recruits should be interviewed since
there ar e other important quaLi f i c a t i on s bc c Ld e s intolligence and ed.uca.tional
level. Fhe following extract from the "Notes for supervisors" for the 1969
Populatioh Census of Uganda is worth quoting.

"It is essential that t no right sort of persons should be recruited as
enume r-a t or-s ; do not to.ke someone on just because he is a friend or a
relative, or bec~use some infl~ential person has asked you to employ
him. .An enumerator should nave the following qualifications:

He should be s uf f i.c t en t Ly literate and well educated to understand the
form ffild fill it in accurately;

He sho u l d be phy s i ca Ll.y fit - cupabI e of V1alking round his area and not
likely to go sick at the last minute or in the middle of the work;

lie should be the sort of person who will do the xor-k honestly and cons-
c i e n t i ouc l y some enumerators have beer. known (in censuses allover
the worlJI who have just sat dO';{ll under a tree and filled up the forms
o ut of their heads; WP. do not want t h i.a oo r-t of person as an enumerator
for the Ugan1a cen~us; nor de we want tL€ sort of person who is liable
to get drunk, or who won't listen to the instructions and thinks he knows
better t rian his supervisor and others who may be he Lp.in.; to teach him
what to do;

He ehouLd be tactf,,:, pelit~ ar.d friendly; people may refuse to answer
the l}uestinns ::"f tLe enumerator is rude or t::-ies to tUlly them.!!

Lc r-o can(~idates should he r e c r u i 't e d for the training course t-han are
n e e de d for the eur-vey , In the first place one mus t allow for a c e r t a i.n amount
of d r-op-o ut and, secondly, the t r-a i n i r.g course itself is 'bet t e r- t han any test
as a '"ay 'Of :ll scovering those who are no c good enough for the jo b. Fina:ly,
about 5 per ~ent of the trained feeld force should be kept in reserve for
c mers-e nc i e e and t.his must De taker. lLto account when recruiting. In most
c o ur.t r-Le s , at le?-st 2C per cent e xc e s s s houLd be a Ll owe d in recruiting for
t.he trainiEg c our c o . li.t 't hc end of Ule course the required number of' enume
rat :r:::: aho u Ld be r-e t a i.ned , s t ar t i r.s; TrJith the oeste Naturally, canc1i'iates



should be warned from the beginning that there will be some selection at the
end of :he training. They should also be informed of the pay scales both
for the training period and the field work.,

In the recruitment of supervisors the qlCaliflcations are similar though
at a hieher level. However, one additional qualification should be considered
highly desirable; the candidate should have previous experlence of census or
survey wcrk. Obviously this condition is more easily fulfilled where field
workers are employed on a permanent basis, and there is no doubt that national
statistical offices should, in ,he long run, aim at the establishment of such
a pormanent corps.

Note that, in most cou.ntries, before field workers can be fcrmal=-y enga
ged they will be required to sign an undertaking relating to secrecy in accord
anCe with the statistical law. H~ving done so, they should be given an offi
cial c az-d authorizing them to collect information for statistical purposes
within the context of the survey, which should be specified as to title and
approxi~ate dates.

Basis of remuneration

In many Cases the payment of field workers will be dictated by existing
reg~lations and scales and wherA this is so the present seotion will be redilll
d an t ,

Three main ays ue ms of paymen t of field workers are possible:

F'ixed sum
Payment by days worked
l~y~ert by interviews completed

The last of these seems to be rarely used and is not recommended, except in
the unusual situatlon wh8re a fixed list of the interviews required is avail
able in advance.

.Jhe r-e fLe Ld workers are recrUl ted frcm among the unemployed and expect
to return to unemployment after comp Le t i ng the survey, the method of payment
oy days wor-k ed offers a d.ange r-o us l y strong incentive to ctrine ou~ the work
for as long as possible. In these circumstances, and particularly when the
survey is of short dur-a t i.or; , the fi x sd sum is ta be preferred.

'(fhere vacation workers are used and the dates of their v.or-k Hi th the
survey are limited by the extent of their vacation, the two methods of f i xerl
sum and pajr"rllent by dcLyS worked are al:nost e qui.va Len t , In most such cases,
the fixed sum has been preferred: it is simpler and offers some iLcentive
to co.op i ct.e the ·VIlork ahe ad cf -ti:-:e.

:,.-,!hen the s urvey is of lone; or un pr-e d-i c t a'b.l o dur-a-b i cr, - as it uuu.a.=-ly is
wi t n the mobile team rnet ho d '- paymen t by time worked is practically the only
possibility.
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Payment for the training period is usually by lump sum, at a somewhat
lower daily rate than during field work. The sum is generally paid on comp
letion of training.

Incentive payments, properly used, can do much to improve the field
workers' performance. In many cases, however, they are ruled out by govern
ment regulations. Assuming they are allowed, they should be linked to the
quality rather than the quantity of the work. For example, a bonus is fixed
in advance and it is announced that gross errors will lead to non-payment of
the bonus, other serious errors to half payment~ By llgros s error" is meant
omission of several interviews. "Serious e r-r-or s " includes blanks in the
questionnaire, omission of one or two interviews, etc. It is unwise to draw
up a rigid soheme since this can lead to arguments over its application; the
decision to revoke, or halve, the bonus payment should be made by a field
organizer or regional officer after examining each Case.

It should be agreed with the appropriate authorities at the beginning,
and emphasized to all field stafo during their training, that wilful negligen
ce or deli~erate falsification is a serious offence and will entail immediate
dismissal.

Where public transport is used, some arrangement has to be made for
payment to enumerators to cover this expense. Experience shows that much time
and worr,Y Can be expended on this and it is well worth fixing a procedure of
maximum s i.mp Lf.c i, ty ac an early stage of the planning. One method is to fix
in advance the number of journeys to which each enune r-ator is entitled (two
per PSU appears adequate, one there and one back), and to have the supervisor
certify the fare per j ourrey. It may be necessary to make an advance for
travel expenses and thi.s Oan be based on a rough estimate, any excess being
recoverable from the fi n a L salary payrnen t , In some countries it is possible
to issue travel warrants. 'I'lie a e specify the mode of transport and the two
end-points of the Journey. ~Phe.)' Can be issued in advance and this avoids the
n e e d to have cash c harig i.ng hands in tile f Le Ld ,

~)u}:Jervisorsl travel is Ln e v i t ab Ly more complex (except where the supe r--

v-Ico r- stays a.Lway e with his mcb L'l e team), and there may be no alternative- but
to have each ~upervi8cr present a detailed travel expense claim. As supervi
SOl'S are r-e La t i vl-;ly few in n ut.rbe r- the l'8sul ting adnon i s t r a't i ve work is accept
ab Le , 'I'h'i s problerr. is, of course, avoided where supervisors are provided w-ith
their o.cn means of t r ans.po r t .

li\~lnc8t a Ll of 't he pro b::eniJ::> d i s o u s s e d above in this e ec t Lo n are made
simpler if tte mGbi,le team method is used.

Getting their pa;y to the f i e Ld i\rGrkers is a pr-o b Le n. in most tJrican
surveys. Firm arran(;ement~.; should be f.1ade for this before field work starts.

If the survey ) s of short dura t i on there may be no need to distribute
any money in the field. At the end of training, enumerators are paid for
the training period. arid gi\'-en an advance for travel expenses, and perhaps a
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ama LL advanc e of pay for the field work period.
end of fi e Ld work they reoeive the remainder of
any.

On reporting paok at
their pay, plus bonus

the
if

If field work lasts muoh longer than a month, ~his system is inadequate
and the usual arrangement is the~ to have the pay distributed by visiting
field orgafiizers. S"nce such visits are desirable in any Oase for the purpose
of e upe r vj s i on , there is no ad.cli tional expen ae r nvc Lved , Horeover, by bring
ing the pay with him the field organizer oan be fairly sure that every field
worker will be present to meet him, and this in turn assists supervision.

9.3 TRAINING OF FULD Ii0RKERS

General remarks

'I'e ac h i ng is a skilled. occupation. l~lost o-t a-bd s t Lo i.ens have no training
in how to teach and, as a result, most of them are bad teachers. This situa
tior. 0annot be remedied, but the following remarks are intended to help those
who have to train field workers to avoid some of the simpler mistakes. I'lost
of this advi~e sounds ObVlOUS afid the reader may feel he knows it already;
nevertheless, experienoe shows thai; the points below are constantly ignored
in African sur-vey training courses. In most African countries it is po s s i.b Le
to find an expert who has specialized knowledge of teaching methods; besides
atteneing to the points listed below, the survey organizer is strongly adifised
to consul t src h a specialist during the planning stage of the survey.

Size of class. A group of more than cO trainees is always difficult to
handle.

CJ.C1ssroom. The classroom should be large enough to allow trainees to be
separated by a sid~-by-sjde dista~ce of at least 1.5 metres (5 feet), other
wise they Can read each other's work and testing is then useless. Rooms with
c c nc r-e t e wal':s usually have bad acoustics and trainees may be unable to ne ar
the teaojer clearly. The simpiest solution is to drape a few blankets
against s o ms of the wall sp,q.<:e. It is aur-pr-Lo.i ngLy difficult to get un t r-a.in e d
teachers to take this problem seriously, although it might seem obvious that
if trainees cannot hear part of what is said, then training must be ine~

fic.:ient.

8g1LJ="ment.. At one Gtat~:e of the training, it will be useful to display an
e n Large d representation of the que s t i onna'i r-e in front of the cLas a and to
write answers in "the spaces (see below). The method of doing this ono u.Ld be
8oDsF1e r e d in "dv"nce. If it -.8 c:ecided to use a blaokboard, then it sho u If
be noted that a large b Lackbo ard ;;ili be needed - a portable l o ar d e uppo r t e i
by an e a s e L wi:J not do. ~;. better .net hod , however, is to d r aw the quesiion
ria i r s 'tJith a fAlt-ti?peJ. pen \)';j a large sheet of paper or Gardllua:'~_ (abou-t
-: ill x 2 ill, Dr J f'e e t x 6 feet). This wor-k o an Le done before training starts.
If t~aining is to be carried out simultaneously in severa~ locations, one such
sheet will be need.ed for each Lo c at i on and f'o r Flach type of questionnaire.
Durir~g the 't r a i n i r.g session a stiff polythene (PVC) sheet is fixed in front
o f til~ q t.e s t i on na i re i one c an ths!l write 'I'/i th a coloured or clack felt-tipped
pen en t.l.Le t:::'drl:::-;L_'ii.TI:::'.n"t sh8et4 .If the pe n uses a Hater-soluble ink such Hrit
ing can te easil;}' erased 'id tIl a <laup cloth. (Some felt-tipped. pens are V\~a-Ger--
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sol~ble, others are not. This must be checked before orderine the pens).
In this way the same questionnaire can be used again and again. Note that if
this method is used it will still be necessary to provide a small blackboard
for use ~n other parts of the co ur ae , Finally, plentiful supplies of pencils,
paper and blank questionnaires wi~l be needed.

Attendance. During classroom sessions, if any trainee is absent even
for 10 minutes, this is a serious matter. Either he has missed something
important or not. If not, the course must be badly designed. If he has, the
missing material Can only be supplied by the teacher; this will take 10 mi
nutes of the teacher's time after olass, for it takes just as long to teach
one man as 20 men. This is therefore an extremely wasteful use of the tea
cher's time. It fcllows that the question of attendance should be taken very
seriously. Ttere should be frequent breaks (see below) but it should be
un0erstood that no trainee may leave tte room between breaks. Late arrival
should be penalized, if possible by a system of tonus payments for ponctuali
ty. No new work should be started as long as even one trainee is absent since
it will only have to be repeated; if a trainee is late, it is more profitable
to spend the waiting time recapitulating earlier work with the rest of the
class. Again, the problem of attendance is one which inexperienced teachers
find difficult to take seriously; they are inclined to let students wander in
and out almost without noticing them. This is a serious mistake.

Discipline. While classroom discipline is extremely important, it is
sti 11 more important for the teacher to keep his sense of proportion. In
some training oo ur s e s late arrivals have been "pena.Li ze d " by being refused
admittance to th~ session for which they are late. But this penalizes the
survey more than the trainee. He is not being trained for his own benefit
but because he is needed for the s~rvey. However much he may be to blame,
the only purpose of the course is to give him the best possible training and
this aim must take absolute priority.

Length of ae s s i.on c , Peyc ho Log i c a I research shows that more is learned
if the 't r a i.n i ng time is broken up ~nto nut.rer-o us short sessions than a few
long ones, except where the breaks would clearly interrupt a tra:n of tnought
of a oomplex nature. 'I'h i s is particularly true where the lecturIng roe t nc d is
Qsed; only the most exceptional lecturers Can hold an audiencets attention for
more than 30 minutes. 3-,1) minute breaks every ha:if-hour may seen wasteful but
in practice they more than repay the tir.Je lost.

-l'ear:hing ras t ho d, The inE;xp~rienced. teacher is Lnc La.n e c to 'believe that
the best way of training is tc tell people what to do. In fact, this is tte
worst vlaya .A tetter way is to let them watcL someone else performing, and
t he bve t V·:3,Y is to nave them do it themselves. Learning is an acti've process.
The student learns most when he is doing something, least when he is sitting
listening. !,ihere periods of Le c t ur i ne are unavoidable, the lecturer should
constantly interrupt himself to put questions to individual trainees. The
detailed application o f these principles is discussed in the section "ie t hod
of training!! below.

Gel,tin~; the proportions rig"ht. A co mrno n mistake of jnexperienced 't e ach-.
ers is to spend too much time on tricky problems of detail (dtfinitions parti~

cularly) and toe little o~ explaini~G the main lines of what has to be done.
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The trainer should s mak e a c ons c Lo u s effort to resist this teruptation. The
problem is taken up again below.

Training by pro~y. In censuses, training has to be done by the chain
method: statisticians train the regional officers, who train the supervisors,
who train the enumerators. This system should be avoided wherever possible;
inevitably it leads to a steady fall in the quality of training as we go down
the chain. In most sample surveys the number of enumerators for each senior
staff is quite small so that all enumerators Can be trained directly by
qualified statistical personnel. li/herever this system is practicable it
aho u l d be used.

dethod of training

The training procedure recommended below is put forward on the basis of
the experience of a large number of African demographic surveys. However, it
is not claimed to be neces~arily the best there is, and in any case modifica
tions to suit local conditions are likely to be needed.

'Training should be based on an instructior.al manual.> a copy of '"hich is
issued to each enumerator. There are several advantages in this procedure.
The manual helps to ensure that all the necessary points are covered in the
training course, assists revision during the course, and serves the enumerator
for reference purposes during field work. It also serves as a record of what
has been taught; such a record is needed for the report of the survey. Final
ly, in the event that training is carried out in more than one course or is
delegated to someone other than the author of the c our-a e , the manual helps
to ensure that the desired material is taught to everyone.

A disadvantage of basing training on the manual is that the requlrements
of training and reference are different. Training shoulf emphasize the
main points, giving relatively little attention to details such as definitions.
However, a:::; a work of reference vr,e manual must r.nc Lud.e tb8 definitions ar.d
inevitably they take up a good deal of space. rhe best solution seems to be
to put the definitions in a special section at the end of the manual; this
helps to give them less emphasis in the training.

Although we have said that trainees learn most by actl.lally performing
the task, nevertheless one cannot avoid the use of lecturing in the earlier
stages of trainlng. We sugbest that the training course should fall into four
parts, which are detailed below. Note, however, that before beginning Part 1,
it is useful to introduce the survey with a specially prepared demonstration
interview. This helps to set the scene and to lend realism to the lectures
which fo How.

Part 1. The survey procedures are described in lectures, first in out
line, then in detail. This part of the course follows the enumerator's m~~ual

detailed in the next section.

Part 2. A trainee comes to the front of the class and Lu t er'vi.ewe the
instructor. The questionnaire is ak e-t c he d on the blackboard and the interview
er enters the responses on the board as if completing a questionnaire. Alter
natively, the q~estionnaire is prepared in advance on a large sheet of paper



or cardboard and the interviewer writes in the a~swers on a polythene sheet
fixed in :'ror~t of it, as described above. ~,Ihen this has 'eeen done. two or
three times, the :!lethod may be mo d i f i e d by having on o trainee interview an
other. A. further variation is to have each trainee ir.. the class enter the
responses on a blank questionnaire - the int erview still being conducted
publicly at the front of the class. The c o rupLe t e d questionnaires are later
reviewed bf the course instructor. Throughout these interviews comments and
criticisms should be invited.

Part 3. Enumerators are transported to a nearby village where they con
duct real interviews. Each must produce a specified rcinimurn number (for
example, 5) of cor,rpleted questionnaires by the end of the day. These are
reviewed by the course instructor, assisted by field supervisors, and returned
to the trainee with critique. The instructors and supervisors should also
observe as many interviews as possible. Tape recorders Can oe extremely use
ful at this stage. However it shvuld 1~ borne in mind that a taped interview
takes as long to listen to as a livG one; there is no point in collecting more
tapes than the training staff can find time to listen to.

Part 4. 'it/ritten tests. They may be introduced at various times in the
oourse, once study of the manual is corn~leted. TheJ may take two forms,

(1) ~~estions testing kr~owledge uf the instructions. It will be found
quite difficult to devise questions whose answer is not obvious and yet which
test useful i terns of knowledge. T,ro examples of unsatisfactory questions are
the following:

(a) J... man claiming to be the husband of a woman a Lre ady i.n't e r vi ewe d comes
to you after work and demands to see her question~aire. "hat do you
do?

(i)
ii:j
ii)

Punch him in the nose?
Shaw him the questionnaire?
Explain politely that the survey is confidential and you are
not allowed to show the questionnaire to anyone?

If the incident ac t ua Ll.y occurred the enumerator might have no idea
what to do, but pre cen t e d v i t h above alternatives, it is easy to
see that (iii) is th~ right answer, if aLly because of the word
"po L'i telyll ..

'I'ho ugh the que s t i on lS 'valid, it is of veI-y" li ttle sit>"nifioa.r~ce.

~3uCh Cases ar-e so rare that it is of little illlportance whether the
enurr.erator kr::.ows »ha t to de, a Lmo srt any reasonable solution will be
acceptable arle. Can be put right if necessary a.t the ,-:;o('l.ing stage.

~lWV examples of ~cod ',Iuestions are the f'o Llcw.i ng .

(CJ _4. man t e l I s yo u that he has never 'been to school. H()~-.] do you comp
lete tr_e er..try under "year s of schoolinb P :



(i)
(ii )

(iii)

Leave
Write
Enter

it blank?
NIL?
O?
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This is a very common case and if enumerators follow the agreed
rule it will save much time at the coding stage.

(d) What entry should you make under "marital status" for a man who
obtained a divorce and is now remarried?

While the particular Case quoted may be rare, it is common enough
to find a respondent who has had more than one marital status since
he first r.rar-r i ed and it is important for the enumerator to know that
only the current status counts.

(2) .Finding errors in completed questionnaires. Before the course be.gi.ns ,
photographic reproductions are made of questionnaires which have been ccmp
leted containing deliberate errors. These are distributed to the trainees who
have to find. the mistakes. The commonest mistakes in practice ar-e omissions ~

answer spaces left blank. 1'here should therefore be a numher of these in the
s pe c i men s , Entries made in the w!'ong place are also co maon , Where boxes are
provided for alternative responses one sometimes finds more ttan one box mark~

ed. Contradictions .etween age and other data are co mmon , Examples of all
of these errors should be included in the specimens. Such tests are particu
larly useful in the training of supervisors since part of their job consists
of checking completed questionnaires for errors; but they are also useful for
the enumerator because they show him what kind of mistakes are likely and how
to check his work. These two types at' test, questions testing knowledge of
the instructions and detection of errors in completed questionnaires, are both
useful and test two different aspects of the enurr.era-tor's performance. Both
sLould therefore be used.

In the Case of a multi-round survey, it is a good pl c.n to organize a
.refresher course before the second round. Particular at~enti(,!l should then be
paid to the pr-c bLe ma"encountered at tile first r-ound and how to handle 't he n ,

In this section much space has been devoted to problems Df instruction
and wrltten tests. However it mu~t be stressed that the most important part
of an enumerator's training is practice int~rviewing in the field. It is most
important to check the enuue r-a t o r- I s performance at this stage '» b.x' means of
direct observaticn by a supervisor or other trainer or else by 't a pe r-e c orcang ,
and (ii) by careful scrutiny of the questionnaires completed.

Contents of the manual

• n this section ae give a suggested list of con t errt s for -:;}i.E:: E::L~..:m(;rC;,toJ'l s
instructional manual. This list has been put t0t.'ether f r o rn a LUI;,L2r o f exist
ing manua l s but does not e xa.c t Ly follow ar.y of them. i-.Jl~,' actual c ur-ve y is
Li z e Ly to have special features and these Trlil~ involve ]~JcdificL>-0l,nlS and addi .
t io n s . Cur suggested contents aho ul d therefore be reGardeej silJlpl,Y as a tJan:::'c
:-:,ir i rr.um ,
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Before giving tne detailed contents of the manual something should be
said about its presentation. It should never be forgotten that the enumerators
do not share the same level of education as the author of the manual. Their
knowledge of the language used in the manual (e.g. English or French) is like
ly to be limited and they probaby find reading diffioult. The author should
therefore make a oonscious effort to write in a very simple way. lie should
use easy words, short sentenoes, short paragraphs. The text should be broken
up by many headings: for a person who does not read easily, a large blook of
text is disoouraging before he even starts to read it.

The lay-out and reproduotion can help to make reading easy. Print size
should be large and the space between lines should be generous (1 1/2 line
spacing if typing is used). A popular rpresentation is to use two columns;
the main text is on the right half (or two-thirds) of the page, with headings
or sum~aries on the left. In sorr~ mafiuals pictures have even been introduced
to help break up th~ text.

For the text to be easily understood, clear language is not enough; it
must based on clear thinking. An exa~ple of an instruction whioh is both
badly thought out and badly expressed is the following from an aotual manual.lI

liThe basic uni t of enumeration will be the homestead, or housing un i, t ,
whioh is usually, rut not neoessarily co-terminous with a household, or
a group of persons Li, ving -to ge t he r in a ho ment c ad!! ,

This is d i f'f i c u l t to understand both because the word "co-terminous" iR no t
widely known ar.dbecause the logic is difficult to grasp, if not self-contra
dictory. Furthermore, any practical use the instruci;ion may h~ve is almost
entirely c ar.o e L'Led »s the words "usua.Ll.y , but not necessarily". This leaves
the reader uncertain how to proceed when a difficul-c case arises. :Jefini t i cn s
are worth Lnc Lud i ng only in so f ar R8 they give the enumerator clear direc
tives for dealing with doubtful cases. Note in this connexion that United
Nations definitions, as presented ir: such documents as T1Principles and Recom
mendations r'c r- t.ne 1Sr[U Population Cen.rus e s" are intended for use by survey
and cens"s planners; in must cases they are not suitable for use by field staff
and trlPY should Lot be transoribed. wor-d for word into the enumerator 1s mar_ual~';;"/

The surV€y planner will have to work out for himself what form of words is
most likely to per-euede the er.ume r-a't o r- to obtain the information which the
Uni te(l. Na t i.o ne d e f Ln i. 't Lor; r-e qud r-e s , If a quaLa f'y i.ng clause is so complex that
it canrct be expressed in terms s i mpLe enough to be understood by every enu
~erat0r, it is better' dropped •

..:1./ 'l'h i s e xarnp l P. represents all .i c o l at e d defect in an otherwise eyceptional
Ly well wr-L't t en manual .

..,;;./ 'I'hi.s statement be co mea oLvio us when one considers the first sentence
of the de f'Ln i tion of 'l a g el1, extracted from the above document. This reads:
"Age i.s the est i t.at ed or oa Lou.Lat e interval of time between the date cf birth
and the 3.ate of the census, expressed in completed solar ye ar-s".
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A real d i f'f' i cu.Lty is to decide how muoh to put into the manua.l, I:very
addi tional pate makes the manual look more difficult to the enumerator and
reduces the chance of his absorling each item. Before finalizing the manual
the writer would be well adVised to look at each page very oritically and
consider whether any of the material could be dropped. To take another exam
ple from real life: in one African manual the enumerator was told of the
need to dress correctly. ,ihile dress is certainly important, it would seem
best to bring this matter personally to the attention of any ill-dressed enu
merators during the training course, instead of burdening all the enumerators
with an instruction which most of them will not need. Clearly all this is a
matter of balance: if too much is put into the manual, the important material
will be buried in a mass of less important detail and will not bet through
to the reader.

The suggested list of contents follows.
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nruo GRAPEIC SUR\']jy

",IUN:::RA'rOH 'S iIJA1'WJ.L
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Chapter 1. The Survey ProgrammA
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Why are we conducting the survey?
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Time-table
The survey organization (include pers0nne~, transport).~/

Chapter 2. Preliminary Work in the Sample Area

,,.
.! .

3.
4.
"6.
7
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Documents and equipment which you will neBd
Contacting the chief, introducing the survey
Area map and description
Identifying your sample area
Wha~ to do if there are errors in the map or description
House numbering and listing
l!aklnc; appointments
~;'J()rking o ut your it~nE:rarJ!.

Chapter 3. How and Who~ to Interview
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6.
7.
8.

'"hat is a tousehold? (if institutional population and home1ess are
to be covered, include sestioL on these)

7re2h que s t i onna.i r e in each no us e ho l d (main que s t i o ur.a i r-c only)
Nhat to de if the household runs on to more than one questionnaire
l{ho should be cnterviewed -i.n 8ach household? (include; reference

date, residence ~uaJ.ifications)

Call-backs
Lay-out of thf-~, que s t i onn a i r-e (and at-her forms, if any:;
(1rd;..Y' of filling in "the questionnaire (and other forms, :"f an;r)
How to record the entries (include: how to delete a wrong entry; what

to do when a questiGn does not apply, e.g. fertility for male res
ponder..ts; record responses directly on the questionnaire, not on a
rough copy).

11 En,rles in parentheses would not actually appear in the section tead
ings of the manual. They have been inserterl to clarify the con t errt s where
nece saary ,

~j A 5th s eo t Lor; on admi n i s t r a t i vs arrangements, including pay and con
ditions of employment of enumerators and discipline, may be added here or it
may be preferred to distribLte this information independently of the ~anual.
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Chaptp.r 4. Detailed Instructions on the ~uestions

(In this chapter the questionnaire items are taken one by one with ins
tructions on the method of cowpleting them. RefereLce to list of defini
tions in appendix - only the more important definitions appear in the
present ciapter).

ChapterS. Checking the Completed './.uestionnaire

1. Checkcng tLat tnere aC'e no blanks
2. Checkcng OLe question agaiLst another (details of all the main

consi~tency checks).

Chapter 6. After Completion of Field Work

1. Summary of results (in many surveys the enumerator is asked to give
a summary count of the persons enumerated, as the first step in
the preparation of a rapid preliminary population estimate).

2. ReturL of documents and equipment (inclUde list cf items to be
r-e t urne d ) •

APPENDIX 1. Definitions

APPENDIX 2. Specimen~ompletedQuestionnaire (include other forms, if any).

Duration of training

fJ1he length of tae training cou.rse is a matter in which survey practice
has varied widely. Surveys in which a large number of enumerators have been
taken on to work for a shcrt time (around one month) have generally limited
the training period ~o one week. ~t the other extreme, in some dual record
projectc the training has continued for 3 weeks, although the work which the
enumerators are called upon to do is no mere complex than the one-Ehot survey.
Some kind of explanation for this difference Can be seen: if enumerators are
to work i~ the field for only a month, then to train them for nearly a month
Lmp l i e s an e x t r-ao r-ri Ln ar i Ly high relative out-lay on "iIrainine;, whereas if theJ"
work for a year 3 weeks' training does not appear excessive in relation to
total enumeration costs. However, this reasoning does not, obviously, justify
"the di.f'fe r-c nc e s in survey practice. If.3 weeks of training really is necessary
for the dual record then it is also necessary for the one-shot survey, aLd in
that case t ne argu.ae r.t about the relative cost of training simply amounts to
an argument aga:nst the one-shoe survey on grounds of high cost.

Where such wide d:fferences in expert opin~on remain, it would be ten-
de n t i.o us to express anj.. strong :::-ecomrllendation in this manual. iJe suggest ten
t a t i vs Ly tna.t a t-"o-Heek training period might be considered as a norm. Per
s o n s 'wi th pr-e vi.o uo experience ahc u.Ld need less training than inexperienced
recruits; also :eos trainir.g is needed where field workers are organized in
teams ur.der experienceJ team lea(;ers. One f ur-t he r- important reservat ion mus t

be noted: if any serious a-:;ter,lpt is to be made to have enumerators use the
historica=" caler-dar for age estimation then several days of coaching should be
a=-j.0\-:ated. :01' t r.i s a Lone , In prac t i r;e this could add a week to the training'
C0:11'88. ?=-na=--~y, in alI rnu.l ti---rounj surveys (inclUding dual record system s )
f r-e q-xen t refresl1cr co ur-s e s s houl d b~ or,sanized.
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Note that the training of su~stitute enumerators is f'r-e que rrt Ly skimped.
They need exactly the same amount of training as the initial group of enume
rators.

Training course: Summary

The enumerator's training course should be based on some such programme
as the following:

( 1 )
\ '

1 4 1
\, i

Lectures. These should follow closely the instructional manual.
They begin with the general arrangements and become progrebsively
more detailed. This part of the oourse oould last from 2 to 3 days.

TIemonstr~tion interviews. Interviews are conduoted in front of the
class by trainees. Responses are recorded against a lar~e-scale

replica of the questionnaire, using either a blackboard or a PVC
sheet. Later, the method is mo~ified so that each trainee records
the responses on a ~uestionnaire; these questionnaires are then
checked for errors and returned. One day might be allowed for the
interviews and one day for critique and disoussion.

Field work. Actual interviews are carried out by trainees. Ques
tionnaires are checked and returned. As many interviews as possible
should be observed by supervisory staff. A week should be reserved
for this highly important part of the training, which s~ould include
critique and discussion.

Tests. 'I'e s t s should be given at various times during the course,
after completion of Part 1. Two types of tests are s~ggested:

questions testir.g knowledge of the instructions, and "find-the
mistakes I' tests on delibe r a t e Ly faulty qu.estionnaires.

Refresher course.
round sQrvey, and

Before the second round in the eVI:::Et of a multi
before subsequent rounds if needed.

(6) 8ubstitut~_enumerat~r~need the same training as the main body.

Training of superVlsors

il.lrnost t he same o o ur ue and methods are sui table for super-vi eo r s , l ut
there are a r.umbc.r- of.' addI il(;na::" po Ln't a on which they require instructions:
fuller ir:forma"tion about the baokgi-o uno and purpose of the survey, gettinE:
the support of chiefs and local a u t ho r-Lties, the pr'o c e d ur-e a for supervision,
ar1r"i 't i ona L pl'0cedures for d i e t r i bu't i ori ..r.d collection of do c ur.e n t s , etc ..

A co rr.mc.n plan, which is r-eo o mmerid e d , is to train the supervisors for a.
f ex d.ay s i rrune d i a't e Ly be f'o r e the enumerators 1 course. 'I'h e y then a't t e n a the
Latter a.lec , thus o on s o Li d at i r.s; their knowledge besilep.. hel:ring 'i r. the oTF;a

nizatior: c f the OOu.rS8. It is a-.LSO a good p l ar; to us e as s upe r-vi s ors in the
main survey tile peo ple 'I\Tho did the fie ld work for -the p i Lc t ,

A supp=-nmentar,i manual for supervisors is often IToduc;ecL
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9. 4 ~'Il~LDI,iORK: PilDL:HHlARIES

£~pping and reconnaissance

Almost any demographic survey in Africa will involve at least one stage
of area sampling - that lS, a sal'lple of areas or small districts will be
selected from a list or map. It is important to ensure tllat the area surveyed
is the same as the area selected. Any error in this respect may cause a bias.
(See Boundaries of area units in Section 7.1, where it was pointed out that
the bias is likely to be more important where the survey is used to estimate
totals, as opposed to rates, percentages or averages).

Ilhere the area units are based on a demographic census they are E(enerally
identified by maps and/or descriptions, which are available centrally. Where
they come from an administrative census or other administrative source they are
r.o r e often identifiable only as locality names whose boundaries can only
be determined by consulting local knowledge. Note, however, that the place
name listed in an official list is sometimes intenderl by the central authori
ties to cover more than the unit known by that name at the local level. The
only way of validating the list is to take it into the field and to make sure
that every Loc a I i ty known locally is allocated to one place name in the list.

Once he has reached the area and o Le ar-e d the survey with the chief or
other relevant authority, the enumerator I s first task is to identify the exact
geographical coverage of his sample area. In particular he must c,etermine
which hamlets or outlying dwellings belong in the area. In surveys wl16re a
map of the area is issued to the enumerator he is expected to enter these
details on the map; in surveys where he is not given a map he is usually requi
red to make one - a very rough sketch-map suffices.

In the event of conflict between the map and the description issued to
the enumerator, or between either and the reality which he finds, he is re'-!uir
ed to report the matter to his supervisor. Such conflicts should be settled
by referrinb to the maps or descriptions of neighbouring areas. The supervisor
should attempt to settle the issue in terms of the intention of the original
map-maker or lister, not in terms of convenience for the present survey. The
important consideration is to take the cno i.c e out of the hands of the enumera
tor, in order to reduce the chance of a biased decision. It is not advisable
to lay down as a general prlnciple that where the map and description disagree
the map should be accepted; on the contrary, it seems to be the case that
,le;~criptiollS tend to l)e more reliable.

In some surveys, the supcrvic;or is required to undertake the reconnalS
sanee of the area units before the survey begins.

In general, the aino un t of effcrt sper:t on preliminary reconnais ..ianc e

~liOllld depend on two questlon~:

('1) lAThetller the survey is rec~:1ired to produce e s t Lma't e s of ,totals, or
only of r a t e s , percenta['83 and ave r age s j
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(2) How defective are the existing maps or descriptions or how ambiguous
the locality lists. This can only be determined by s~me preliminary
enquiries, including field checks, which should be made ceveral
months before the main field operations begin.

Publicity and approach to local authorities

In most African surveys, before field work can begin, the local or tra
ditional authorities, as well as the population its~lf, have to be persuaded
of the official backing of the survey and asked for their co-operation. 'I'lie r-e
are several possible ways of doing this which are mentioned below. The choice
depends much on local conditions and it would ~ot be appropriate to recommend
a particular method here; the decision is one for the survey orgtir-izer. It
should be men t i.o ne d however, that the need to obtain the support of the tra
::1_itional authorities is a much more serious problem in some parts of Africa
than others. Thus in some areas hours, or eV8L days, of discussion and per
suasion ';-lith the village chief may be unavo Ld.a.t Le , while in o t lie r s the Distriot
Commissioner only has to give the order and the chiefs at once fall into line.

In appr-o ac n i n., officials at the hibher levels, it may be useful to .iave
the supervisor present a letter from the minister. For lower officials and
even the general population a printed leaflet may be useful. In any Case we
have already noted that all field workers should be provided '",itt an of'f Lc i al
oard authorizing them to collect information for s t a t i e t i c a '. pur-po s e i: wi t ln,n
the context of the survey, wh.i c h should be specified as to title an':' approxi
mate date on the rare..

At the level of the village itself, it is often useful to o e L). a puol i.c
meeting, which may be acldressed "by the supervisor arid t rie Loc a I, chief.

Perhaps the c omr..or.e s t met ho d o f pub Li c i ty has been an announcement over
the radio. This SCt!ns to be very effective in cLnvinciLb the pu~liG of the
ofI'icial t.ack i.ng fcc the E::nUrilerator! s ac t i vi ty and sesuring co -opera t ion. In
urban areas a newspaper announcement Can sometimes fulfil the same vurposc.

Note that such pre-publicity needs to prec e de aTl field wor-k , listing ?__ s
well as e nume r-a't i.o n ,

All field workers, even drivers and guides, should be briefed about the
s urvey aa t hey may be called upo n to answer questions by the, local population.

In many surveys the enut-or-nt o r- is r e qu i r-e d to nurJJber every ch.\'elling in
his area dnd to i nd i.c a t e this e i t he r by aflixing a nurr.be r e ,' sticker to the
o u t e i d e of the house or by pa'i n t i n., Ci number on the wall cr cloor.

Suell nu~iliering is essential in tta following CaseR:

(.:) IAllere a sample of dwe Ll Ln g s or households .is to be ae Lec t e," fer the
survey within tte sample area. Note, howe ve r , that ~.J~ ~'1a·'Ie a.l v i sec
against such sampling in Chapter 7.
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(2) '"here t he r-e is to be more than one round of the survey in eaoh
household. The numbering then has to be applied at the first round
and repaired if necessary at subsequent rounds.

In addition, the house numbering assists supervision. Since the number
appears both on the house and on the questionnaire, the supervisor can quite
easily find the house for any questionnaire he wishes to check. There is
therefore a strong case for house numbering, although in practice many African
surveys have not used it.

As to the method of numbering, stiokers are less likely to be objected
to by the householder than painted numbers. (If householders object even to
stickers, a promise can be made to remove them after the survey). Stickers
Can sometimes be obtained with an adhesive back which is covered by a remov
able strip of plastic; these are ve r y convenient for the enumer-a't o r , The
sticker should be affixed as high up as possible to make it more difficult fnr
children to deface. It shoulc be in a standard location - e.g. near and to
the left of the main entrance to the dwelling - so that it can be easily found
by enumerators and supervisors who eLme later.

It is somestimes argued against stickers that they ar8 toe easily remov
ed. An alternative, which is rather more convenient than painting, is to use
"magic marker" felt-tipped. pens. Each enumerator s heu.Ld be given two pens,
one black and one white, with instructions to use whichever shows up against
the background material (which should be wood wherever possible).

In many urban areas houses are already numbered. Such n umbe r-s have fre
quently been allocated in chronological order of construction of the builiJ.
ings, so that they are in a chaotic o r-rle r- on the ground. In addition, they
usually refer to units which are inconveniently large - sometimes to build
ings containing a large number of households. Their use for the survey is
iLconvenlent but may be necessarJ if the population will not accept stickers
or other marks.

In many surveys, the numbering of houses has been made into a separate
opera.tion covering the whole e n ume r a t or' r S area; the e n urue r-at o r- is required to
complete this before starting the main interview operation. Often such a
pr-e Li.n.Lnar-y house number ing operation is combined with a ur-e Li s t i.n-, operation;
here the anume r-a't o r- fills a form showing the dwelling n urcbe r- and the name of
the household head, with one line for each household. The preliminary tour
of the area for house nunbe r i ng (and listing, if any) will generally ~e made
by the enumerator in con.pany with the local chief.

One advantage of house numbering the whole area before star+'ing the intE::r
v i ews themselves is the a::.sistan08 this gives to the supervisor in checking.
'rhe supervisor Can arrive in the area at any time during the pe r d c d of the
main interviewin6 (generally at least a week) and oheck that the enumerator
nas not overlooked any part of the a~ea5 without the preLumberin6 the super--
v i s or wOl:..ld have to wait untiJ. the e n d of the interviewi.ng before he could be
su:c of this. By that time the E:l;'U1L,era"cor may llav~ left the area, (the Guper
v'iso r cannot a l way s be in ever;;; area un i t OL the last day of work~l.
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The disadvantage of pre-nuLiliering - and still more, of pre-listing - is
the time it takes .";hen the population is very dispersed. this may be prohi
bitive. Also in some Cases the supervisor is in nO position to check the
3numerator ls coverage of the oorrect area because both supervisor and enumera
tor have to rely on the directions of the local chief; where this is so, the
9.dvantage mentioned in the last paragraph disappears. Thus no general recom
mendation can be given for or against the preliminary round for house number
ing or listing; a decision has to be taken after considering the local cir
Jumstances. Note, however, that even if a decision is taken against a special
tour of the area for house numbering, it may still be desirable to have house
Clumberinb, the numbers being applied at the time of the interview.

As to pre-listing, the purpose is to assist checking and follow-up. Note
that the name listed for each household head should be the full name, not
just the surname, since in many African villages a large proportion of the
households hear the same "surnamell. It is convenient to include in the pre
listing form a c o Lur.in for the number of persons in each household. This is
Jompleted only later, after the main interviews. This procedure cheoks that
:1or~e of the i_isted dwellings have be en ami ttec1_ in the interviewing and at the
same time provides a convenient document for summarizing the po j.uLa t i ori count
in the area. 11 After completing the survey in the area, the enumerator (or
surervisor) totals the n~mber of persons in all households and this serves as
the firs~ step in producing a provisional rapid estimate of population. Even
in a survey which does not LrioLucle amcng its objectives the estimation of
total population, it i3 still us e f'u I to have tile survey population of each
3.rea as early as possible for checking purposes.

If the enumerator is required to number each house, it might be thou~ht

that he wo u Ld need a strict definition or "house". In praotice this problem
ioes not merit very d e t a.i.Le d attention since the house number is not used as
a statisti0al unit but merely as an a6clress to assist checking and follow-up.

~~ring.that ~ respondent will b~pr~8ent

In most 'i.T8as and in me st seasons it is not possible to rely on the head
of the househole' bc i ng at home dc:ring the clay time. In some parts of Africa
3. larr"er's Jand no Lc Lng-s are grouped ar-o un d his house; Ln this case he will
not be far av~a'y~ and it w.i L'L be a s LmpLe matter to call him in for the inter
view. In o t he r- areas t he aver-age l',lral householder is working many miles
from his hcuee and c ar.no t be Galled back , (In the other hand, in some areas
the wife c ar. give the necessary information and Can usually be found at home.
Ln o t he r areas she can only he .i ut e r v i.ewe d if the husband has given prior
pe r-rri s s i on, while in ,fat others -this is not possible and the husband hirr.self
has to le present.

All t he se fa~tors r ...ave to be o onu i de r-e d TfJrJ.E:Tl planning the fie::"d wor-k .
If interviewing can c n Ly be .lo ne in the «vemngs , the eriut.er a't e r s ' output IrJilJ
be greatly reduced... Various arrangerllents have teen used in African eurvey s
fur ensuring the presence (,f an appropriate respondent during daylight hours.

~/ In "tt.e event t~·la.t "c ompr-ehe ne i ve enumeration tl is usee:;. (see Se c t Lon ~. 1)
t he "r.umber of pe r so n s " should be d.i v i r.e d into tllree c o Lums : residen.ts present ~

r e s i.v.en t s absent, visitors.
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In some areas the village chief or headman will order the people to stay
at home as required .. Hhere the husband1s permission is needed in order to
intervi~w the wife, it may be possible to arrange for him to give hiB permis
sion at the time of the house numbering or pre-listing operations ~ alternati
vely the ohief may obtain suoh permission on behalf of tte enumerator.

In a few surveys enumerators have been instructed to make advance appoint
ments for interviews but it is not olear whether this has worked well.

9.5 F':LLI.D ""ORK: THE HfTERVIE;i

i'HlOm to interview

It is wiciely ac c e p't e d nowadays that interviews must be conducted by the
oanva~ser lJ1et~'lod_, i .. e. en uu.e r a't o r-s must visit eaoh household to obtain the
infor~ation. I~terviewing by assembly or by using intermediaries (such as
the village c rri e f ) has been f'o und inadequate. Nor can the respor.dent be asked
to complete the form himself.

As far as possible each person should speak for himself.. i... wife is more
likely to t:;;i ve accurate Ln f'o r-r.ia.tLon about iler own fertility history (particu
Lar Iy in respec.t of a pr cvi ous uar-r i age ) than her nusband , It is a mr s t ako
to suppose t~u.t children cannot an swe r for themselves.. .Ally child who is
going to scheol is likely to krio u his age and his school grade better than his
parents.

Lr; most cases, it v-rill be f'c unc' that the interview has to be conducted
"i th the family as a group, and the head of the household may then Give all
the replies. :t may be necessary to accept this, though it is far preferable
to r..av"e eaoh woman answer the que s t i on s about her own fertility.. If the
.rus t.ar,« illGists on giving the an swe r s , a-t least the enumerator s hou Ld try to
ensure that each pe isor; concerned is presont and can hear the replies given
in reSpEct of him so that he Can currect any error.

Eeci.luse of t he importance of' interviewing e ac h individual, a oommon pr8/~,

't i.c e uas been to ad(:. a c o Lum t c the questionnaire for indicating wh.i c.h persons
were =-nterviewecL Yr.e most fre,~ucnt version of this ~echni(.iue has be en to
head the c o Lunm !1 :-~een., No t seen". 'I'n i, s GaD cause confusion r.owe ve r-: the person
may have te811 llseen\l TV'li thaut havi.ng co en questioned or even l{Ji thout having
been pr-e s errt at t ne .i.nt e r v i ew , Another version is 1l«.u8stionec1: No t que s t i ore-r"
Rut a "bettor met hcd is to head the cclurr:n "Uho gave t.he informaticn':'!1, the
ansv-;~r to 'be entered in the f'or-r. of t l',e serial number- of the person who res
pGr~~ed, fr'~ each Jinp of the questlonnaire. 2ven this is l&Ot quite so simple
as .~t arpe~rs, a~d tn 0eal with l(t~tful Cases it io bes·t to allow the enumera
tC'l' to make 1,;01'8 t i.ar, one er. t r-y ill o r. e line if tb.f:; inforrnation HaH oo n t r-Lbut ed
US- rrr-r e t hen one pe r so n . It 2'L~0uld be realized~ .towe vo r , that t.Le aC;lli ton of
a c'JI,}fJJn of this kirlct to the 'Iuestlc.'nnaire r-e a Ll.y con t r-Luut e s ver;,}' .c i t t Le to
c ont r-o Ll cn;- 't hc enULjerC:l.t,>1~1s pe r io ruanc e , TLE: e nume r-a.t o r' l..:nOli1-~ wha-t we want
to [;88 in ttl.3 c o i unn anc:: c an cO:{jI-'--,--ete t h« column ac co r dingLy , no matter what
11e iOE:::i:> Ftt the int or-v i ew ,
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Ir.:. r.c s Le rn areas, it is t§::enerall;.y Lrapo s s i.b I,e for male enu.oer-at o r-s to
1uestioD f~male respondents. In Sudan and ~gypt (and in most developed coun
tries), female 8:1Umerators have sometimes been used but this practice is still
uncommon in Africa.

It is not practicable to inslst on a direct interview with every indivi
iual: there will a Lway s be SOI,le persons absent. A good rule would be that at
least every aduJt male who is in the sample and who has not left the area.
should be personally interviewed. and every woman whc'se .rusbarid al::"ows it, and
~all-backs should be made as necessary to achieve this. However, in some
3,TeaS insistence on this rule would reclu c 8 enumer a't o r-s ' o ut put to an unaccept-
ab l e level. In multi-rounel s urve y s it is sometimes ne c e s aar-y to o b t a i r,
i.n f c-r t.a't i on from r~eighbours~ ne arlmen , e t c , when a cornp Le t e sample ho un e ho Ld
no ve s oat or dies. B:1t such a s o ur-c e of information should te accepted only
~s a l~st resort.

IJhat questions to ask

In social and npinion surveys the interviewer is told exactly what words
to use in askinb' each question. In c~em(1graphic surveys it is u s ual Iy assumE::c'
that this is not necessary and that c o Lumn headings auc h as Sex, Age, l.tarital
status arc sufficient to indicate to the enumerator what questions he sh0uld
a sk , The justification Lor tr~i8 is that clemographic questions ar-e straight
forward and f'ac tuaL, and therefore unlikely to be influenced U;)/ the form of
Nards used. This is pro~ab:y a reas0liable assumption for most ~f the items,
but there are two ex.oe p t i on u ~ at-:,8 and h0usehold rr.pmbershil>

The pro hlern of al;'e determination has a l r-e ady been e x arc i n ed in CrJ.apter 5.
If the h i s t o r-a c a.L c a l enoar- is used the e n ume r a t e r' needs detailed instructions
and coaching.

As rec;'ards ho uae ho Ld me r.be r i.hi p , t h« enumerator rr~ay co up.l e t e Ly overlook
the need to establish this by careful q ue s t i on i ng, For e xarnp Le , all uninstruct
ad enumerator n.ay begin the interview -ely GOhlplt:ting the "Narne " co Lumn , ask i ng ,
11'vil1G<, t is yo ur- name?T1; Ili,n~at is the n arr.e of your vJife?ll; "Yo ur- oldest e-hild?lI;
"Yo u.r s e co n i child? 1~ ~ etc. wltho 1.lt establi shin&,' whether these persons are in
fact :nGm~(;-:'."s of -::;he h0I18el'1-01c1. To avci d 1;l1j s error, Ln s-t r-uc t i.ons arc ne c e o s ar-y
t e Ll t nz the enuue r a't c r- e xa.c t Ly wha t qU(~~:~tions to ask ir... order to finel out who
is to be ~j_s'terJ in the qU8stlGnnaire. ,'Ehe que s t i c ns will depend or; -,..,-hether
anun.e r-a t i or. is 08 facto or de jl..J.rf,;;.5 1 c r (letails see I~haptel' 4). A real effort
is ne e ded t~, get all ce r e c n s who ;31,c<11d "Ie oo ve r-e d on a ho us.e ho i d Li s t ,

"he enun.c rat o r: mu s t a::'sc te tc::'<.l 'i n wh a t order to fill the t-ue c t i c nna i r-e •

Probably the best plan is to f'jl~ tl.e c(1r~~lete colurnns for na~e, relationship
and f:3EuC tiret , fer a Ll hcu.se rc L; :J!cmrc:'-~~, and -the n to take each per eo n or; t r,e
Ji 0 t iL::::"- eX' ':),f~{l ,)1 t a i r, a , ! the r'::;'lIainiL~;' (.:j_c,tails for each in turn, ':;O[['P

letln~ a::~ the int'cr~latiQn fer OD8 02rsnn befare startin~) on the 11ext \se8
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9.6 uUPERVI3ION

The supervisor has three main roles to fulfil:

(1) Administration. The supervisor distributes supplies to the enume
rator and collects his completed work. In many cases he gives the
enumerator his pay and arranges his transport.

(2) Supervision. The supervisor is the enumerator's immediate senior in
the chain of command. He is responsible for introducing the enume
rator to the area where he will work, for seeing that he in fact
does the work, and for arranging for him to leave the area on oomp
letion. The enumerator refers to hiffi any queries or unforeseen
difficulties.

(3) Checking. The supervisor is ultimately responsible for the quality
of the enumerator's work. This requires him to conduct a variety
of checks, which are detailed below.

In many surveys the supervisors, although theoretically supposed to per
form all these tasks, have been allowed to limit themselves to the adminIS
trative function only, namely (1) above. The importance of (2), and parti
oularly (3), should therefore be specially emphasized during training.

Quali ty control of the enumerator~'.s work

The following are the checking operations which supervisors can usefully
perform:

(a) Check that the enumerator is present and werking.

(b) Check that house numbers have been affixed, and in the proper place,
to all dwellings within, and only within, the correct area.

(c) ~heck that the number of que s t i.onn aa r-es eo far completed corresponds
to a reasonable speed of work.

The above three checks Can be done fairly rapidly in the course of a visit
to the area a few days after the start of the work.

(d) Cheok that intervieVis really were made for the questionnaires which
have been completed.

(e) Check that the information recorded in the questionnaires is correct.

'I'he above two checks can only be a't t e mp t ed in a sub-sample. Three or four
households should be selected mor~ or less at random and re-interviewed.

(f) Check the enucer-e't or ' s interview techniques by observing him during
a few interviews.

(g) Check the 00mpleted forms for omissionJ, inconsistencies and other
errors.



The last check - (g) abcve - shculd ccver all completed forms, not just a
sub-sample.

A hard-working supervisor can complete this work in relation to one
enumerator in one day if the area unit consists of a single locality. If
the area unit is dispersed he may either have to omit outlying localities
or stay two days. It is clear, however, that to be useful the check should
not start until the enumerator has completed the house numbering (and pre
listing if any) and carried out at least one or two days' interviewing,
while on the other hand if checking is left too late most of the work may
be completed before the enumerator can be put on the right lines. Ideally,
the supervisor should visit each enumerator's area for checking between
about the 4th and 10th days of work. Assuming that the enumerators work in
isolation in different areas and not as a team and assuming they all start
work at the same time, this implies that the number- of enumerators for each
supervisor should not be more than about 5. (We assume that half a day must
be allowed for the supervisor to travel from one enumerator's area to an
other) •

In many surveys several of these checks have been omitted, but it seems
certain that each one of them will contribute to improvement of the quality
of the information collected. It is in any Case crucially important that
every enumerator's work be checked intensively at an early stage of the field
work.

Note that the checking of completed forms - check (g) above - can be
usefully started during the field work but cannot be completed until after
the field work.

These activities of the supervisor must be covered by clear instructions
in the supervisor's manual and training course. It is a good plan to draw
up a Rimple report form for supervisory visits, to be completed by the super
visor at each visit. The following is a suggested sketch of such a form,

REPORT FUR," FOR SUPERVISOR' 0 VISIT

Name of supervisor:

Code No. of area visited:

Ndme of enumerator:

Enumerator arrived in area unit - date:

House numbering ~ operation - dates: Start:
Pre-listing

Demographic interviewing started - date:

Present visit of supervisor - FHuL (time and date):

TO (time and date):

Finish:
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Checks made

1. Was enumerator feund werking?

2~ Were house-number stickers on evers house?

3. Does the enumerator have sufficient supplies on hand?

4. Number of interviews completed so far:

5. Number of interviews checked by supervisor
by examining completed forms:

Note: Supervisor must sign and date each form checked.

Comments oh forms checked:

Result

6. Interviews checked by reinterview: (Serial Nos.)

Note Supervisor must correct any wrong entries, sign and date each form
re-interviewed.

Comments on these:

7. Enumerator's interviews watched by supervisor: (Ser. Nos.)

Note: Supervisor must sign and date each form.

Comments on interviews watched:

-------_.- ----------------------
D. Any further comment s:

It is useful to provide each enumerator
supervisor or field organizer who visits the
and time of each visit, with his signature.
e r s to check that supervisors are making the

with a log book in which each
enumeratcr must enter the date
This enables the field organiz
required visits.

As a further check that the supervisor is in fact doing his work it
may be useful to include on the main questionnaire the following box to be
completed by the supervisor:
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SUPERVISOR'S CHECK

Form checked
in office

Interview
watched

Reinterviewed

o
o
[J

Sig. of supervisor

Date:

Obviously it is better to prevent mistakes occurring than to find them
~fter they have occurred. Enumerators should therefore be informed that
supervisors will be visiting their area from time to time and will be making
ietailed checks on their work, including reinterviewing some selected house
holds.

Programming the supervisor I s work

Before field work begins the supervisor should work out a provisional
time-table of visits and this should be transmitted to his field organizer
(though it may be better not to tell the enumerators exactly when to expe~t

his visits).

The supervisor normally has an office at some central point. When he
is not in the office it is important that a note should be left in the office
giving his whereabouts. The field organizer will be visiting supervisors
from time to time and must have access to the office, even in the supervisor's
~bsence. The best solution is for the field organizer to have a duplicate key,
but failing this the key should be left with some responsible person who is
~lways available, and the field organizer must know who this is. Normally,
the field organizer should have visited every supervisor's office in his area
before the survey started and these arrangements should be finalized during
this visit.

Supervision by field organizers and senior staff

Even more important than supervision of the enumerators is e upe r-v.i s i on
of the supervisors. This can only be done by the field organizers and senior
staff, who should therefore be constantly in the field during the period of
field work. 'l'he i r visits not only help to maintain high morale; they are
also crucially important in preventing the spread of serious mistakes before
too much damage is done.

The field organizer needs tv be professionally motivated. He should Con
vey to the supervisor and enumerators the assurance that they form an impor
tant part of a significant enterprise - that someone really Oares about the
Iwrk they do and the difficulties they have to faoe. He should listen to the
enur.lerators' complaints about the supervisor and the supervisor's complaints
about the enumerators, and the complaints of both about the survey procedures.
(He should avoid, however, UllQermining the supervisor's authority). He may
.eed to clarify irtstructions given In the manuals or to correct misunder
standings. He should not change any of the survey instructions on his own
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initiative, but if he considers that a change is necessary he should communi
cate urgently with the survey director, who alone can authorize a modifica
tion.

All of the above applies equally to other senior staff in the field.

9.7 FIGLD DOCUMENTS

Careful thought should be given at the planning stage to the various
documents which will be required. We have already mentioned the following:

For the enumerator

Authorization card
Map and/or de8cription of the area
Enumerator's manual
Pre-listing forms (if any)
Demographic questionnaires.

If the enumerator is to cover more than one area he may also need a time
table and ltinerary.

For the supervisor

All of the above
Supervisor's manual
Report forms for supervisor's visit.

In most cases the supervisors will also require the following:

of the rapid population count
district).

(showine, results
the supervisor's

General map of the area
Control forms showing documents and supplies issued and returned
Pay sheets
Travel claims forms
Po~ulation summary form

for each area unit in

The above is a minimum list. In many surveys there will be additional
forms for s pe c i.a I purposes.

The list of documents and forms for the enumerators and supervisors
s ho u Ld appear respectively in the enuner-a.to r I s and supervisor I s manuals.

The reproduction of large numbers of forms (particularly the main demo
graphi0 questionnaire) may take a long time and this may be the most impor
tant bottleneck in organizing the survey. The numbers required and the
method of reproduction should therefore be declded several months in advance
and firm arrangements made with the pri.nters or other reproduction unit.
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9.8 COSTS

Any discussion of survey costs must begin by distinbuishing between
advance estimates of how much the survey is expected to cost, and the final
statements of the expenditures actually incurred. Although they will have
many features in common, there are also important differences. The primary
object of the advance estimates is to know how much money will have to be
raised before the survey Can be carried out. Thus if it is necessary to
obtain vehicles and other equipment, their full cost must be included in the
estimates; on the conclusion of the survey, however, such vehicles and equip
ment will normally have a residual value wich may be shown as savings in the
expenditure statements. No estimate Can ever be completely correct: many
important elements, such as the number of interviews which the enumerators
Can be expected to conduct in a day, must often be based on little more than
informed guesses. The survey will therefore cost either more or less than
was estimated; and since it is normally less troublesome to show savings than
to have to ask for more money, the estimates are usually on the generous side.
Even so, certain items are often over-spent. Processing, in particular,
frequently takes longer, and hence costs more, than originally anticipated.
It would thus be useful (but has rarely been the practice) to publish in the
survey report fairly detailed comparisons between the initial estimates and
actual expenditure.

Secondly, it is necessary tc distinguish between the direct (or overt)
costs of the survey, for which special financing is required, and the "hidden"
costs which are absorbed by the recurrent budget of the national statistical
office or other government department conducting the survey. Some estimates
and expenditure statements only cover the overt costs; but it is also desir
able, for various reasons, that the hidden costs should be assessed as fully
and as accurately as possible. Thus if a government seeks external aid to
finance the overt costs, the funding agency will almost always want to know
what '- !'~0 l'local ccn t r i.bu't Lon " is going to be. An increasing number of govern
ment statlstic~l offices in Africa are building up teams of professional
survey field workers 'Wilo are permanently on their payroll and equipped with
fleets of vehicles; many also are acquiring their own computers, or else the
principal government computer is located within the statistical office. In
these circumstances almost all of the costs of any de mo gr-a.phi,c survey are
going to be "hidden". It then becomes all the more important that these
hidden costs should be evaluated, if only to enable the statistical office
to determine how its resources are being allocated and to provide evidence
should the minlstr J of finance seek to make cuts in the budget.

Thlrdly, any analysis of costs, either in the form of advance estimates
or of statements of actual expenditure, should show the breakdown not only
by items and s ub-ci t e ms (such as "personal emo Luue n t s - field enurner-a t cr-s")
but also by the different operational stages: how much was spent on the
enemerators I wage s for the pre-te,;t, for the training period, for the main
enumeration, for post-enumeration checks, etc.. Hhen the survey is of the
mu.lti-round or dual system variety , it becomes all the more important to set
out the operational stages ln detail. In fact advance estimates can normally
only be rrepared r e a Lis t a c a Ll.y in this way, so that the r e qu i r-e d analysis,
if net pUblished, should normally be available at least in some working files.
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Published expenditure statements, however, are very rarely shown in sufficient
ietail. Yet they can only be of value for the planning of future surveys if
one can see precisely how the figures are made up: to be told that a given
sum was spent on enumerators I wage s is almost worthless unless one can also
see how many enumerators were employed, for how long, and at what rate of
pay.

It is not possible to draw up a model budget, since systems of payment
~nd accounting procedures vary greatly from country to country. In particu
lar, the variations in the size and nature of the allowances paid to field
staff are almost infinite. However, the check list of items shown below may
be found useful. The way in which the items are grouped under headings and
sub-headings is of course largely arbitrary and they may be re-arranged as
required. I~any items of e qui pmen t , such as vehicles, office furniture, etc.,
will not have to be specially purchased for the survey; but then some charge
for depreciation may reasonably be attributed to the survey.

Personal emo:C'lments and allowances

Head office staff

Survey director
Professional officers
Clerks
Secretaries and typists
Eessengers, watchmen and cleaners
Accounting staff (accountants, book-keepers, cashiers, aUditors)

Field staff

Regional officers
Supervisors
Enumerators
Guides
Drivers

Processing staff

Computer manager
Programmers and systems analysts
Computer operators
Code and punch room supervisors
Key punch operators
Coding clerks

Transport and travelling

Vehicle (including bicycle) insurance; lioensing
Vehicle running costs (fuel; maintenance and repairs)
Vehicle allowanoes (for staff uSIng their own vehicles)
Public transport fares and vehicle hire
Camping equipment; fIrst aid and medical supplies.
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Processing

Punches and verifiers (purchase, rental, maintenance, or depreciation)
Computer time
Punch cards, paper tape
Magnetic tapes, discs
Computer paper

Printing. stationery, office equipment and running costs, miscellaneous

Questionnaires
Record sheets
Instructional manuals
Satchels and stationery for field staff
Jlaps and aerial photographs
Coding sheets and other stationery required by coding staff
Head office stationery
Photocopying
Printing of survey report
Rental of building
Office furniture (including shelvings for storage of survey forms, etc.)
Typewriters
Desk calculators
Postage, telephone and telegraph charges
Electricity and water
Toilet requisites and cleaning materials

This list of items does not envisage a special cartographic operation
(other than possibly the preparation of Village sketch maps), and it is
assumed that the maps and aerial photographs may be obtained from the survey
depart~ont. If a more elaborate mapping operation is reqUired, appropriate
cost items, such as the emoluments and allowances for the surveyors and
cartographers and the cost of survey equipment, must be added to the bUdget.

It is often
to the estlmates
accept this.

convenient (and indeed advisable) to add, say, 10 per cent
for ll c o n t i ng e n c i e s " , but some funding agencies will not

It must be emphasized that the above list is one of items only. As has
been stressed above, in order to give a proper account of the cost of each
item expenditures should be broken down to show the number of personnel (or
equipment items) involved, the daily (or monthly) rates and the number of
days (or months). They should also be shown separately against the different
operational stages of the survey. These stages are discussed further below
in the section on the survey calendar. A possible classification by stages
would 'De;

(a) Preparatory and pilot

(b) Reorultment and training

(d Field work

(d) Data processing

(e) Beport writine, printing and distribution.
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As an example, under the heading "(c) Field work" one entry might read:

Enumerators I pay: 48 erium, x 3 months x 35 000 CFA monthly = 5 040 000 Fe CFA

9.9. PILOT SURVEY

Most African demographic surveys have been expensive operations. In
terms of 1975 prices, $200 000 would certainly not be an unusually high
figure. Before undertaking expenditures of this magnitude it is desirable
to organize a trial run, or pilot survey, in order that any unforeseen dif
ficulties may be brought to light before they have a chance to jeopardize
the success of the main survey.

At the same time a pilot survey acts as a sort of training course for
the middle and senior staff of the survey. The enumerators for the pilot
will generally be the supervisors for the main operation, and the supervisors
for the pilot will be the future field organizers and the statisticians. In
this way everyone gains useful experience. In particular, the pilot will
show what are the main misunderstandings and mistakes in the enumeration work;
the training manual and the questionnaire can then be modified to counter
the se.

A further important purpose of the pilot survey is to find out how many
interviews one enumerator Can conduct in one day. This may lead to a change
in the plans for the survey. For example, if it is found that enumerators
cannot work as fast as expected, then either the planned sample size must
be reduced or the number of enumerators increased, with a consequent increase
in costs. It follows that the survey plan should be regarded as provisional
until completion of the pilot survey.

Other uses for ;,ilot surveys which have been suggested include:

Trying out different forms of the questionnaire

Estimating variance between and within sampling units, with a view
to improved sample design

Testing the acceptability of the survey to the population

Providing test material for coding, programming, matchlng, etc.

~d numerous others.

The objectives of the pilot survey determine its timing and the type
and size of the sample. For example, if the pilot is supposed to estimate
the variance components between and within villages, then a properly designed
probability sample will be required of very substantial size (probably calcu
lation would show that the sample would have to be too large to be feasible
for a pilot survey). r ior-eove r , enough time would have to be allowed for data
processing of the pilot before the sta~e when the sample design for the main
survey had to be fixed; in practice this would mean conducting the pilot long
in advance. Similarly, a very long time interval would be necessary if it
were intended that the pilot should provide information on all aspects of a
follow-up surveyor a dual reoord project. Thus the objectives of the
pilot survey should be carefully examined in very explicit terms before
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planning the pilot operation and its timing. In long-drawn-out or
cc-rt i nuous operations, such as some dual record enquiries, some of the pur
poses of the pilot might be better met by regarding the first few months of
the operation as a trial period.

A typical minimal pilot which we would recommend as adequate in most
c s se s would involve from 5 to 10 enumerators working for one week. 'l'he ae
enumerators would be the future eupe r-vd so r-s of the main survey - or at least
the senior supervisors if the total number of supervisors is too large for
this. The saruple might be selected purposively in two d i f'f'e r en t types of
rural area and, if relevant, one urban area. There would be no formal data
processing but the complete questionnaires would be carefully examined for
errors and potential coding problems. Such a project would fulfil the main
requirements, namely:

Bringing to light unforeseen difficulties in field work and coding

Providing experience for middle and senior personnel

Providinb an estimate of the number of interviews per day.

The results of such a pilot survey might lead to a revision ..! the sample
size, the questionnaire and the enumerator! s manual. It would t.uo r-ef'o r-e need
to be conducted about 6 months before the main survey. At a later stage the
pilot would provide test material for the coding, punching and computation
programme.

It should be stressed, however, that this is a minimum programme. If
time allows it would be better to put the pilot results through the whole
data processing programme before finalizing the questionnaire. This would
imply perhaps a further 3 months delay, or 9 months altogether between the
pilot and the survey. In these circumstances there is a strong case for
extending the gap again by a further 3 n~nths so as to undertake the pilot
'l!Sactly 12 months ahead of the survey; this arrangement, which is commonly
ut.e d for censuses, enables the field operations to be tested under strictly
comparable conditions. A decision between this and the "minimum pilot" des
cribed above must depend above all on the amount of pressure for early comp
letion of the survey.

9. 10 PLANNING 1'HE ,=,URV-:':Y

'I'hi s section serves as a aumrnar-y of the chapter.

The drawing up of a survey plan must of course be one of the earli2st
stages of the preparations. vie have left it to the end of this chapter
because planning involves a conslderation of all the different operations of
the survey and it seemed convenient to dlSCUSS each of these before consider
:'Ig how to fit them together.

Planning has three aspects: (1) fixing the features of the survey,
(;) listing the operations to be performed, and (3) drawing up a time-table.
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We give below a check-list of the main decisions wh~ch have to be taken
in fixing the features of the survey. Note, however, that these decisions
should be preceded by a careful consideration of the objectives of the survey,
leadin~ to a rough and provisional list cf tables required. Only when armed
"ith this basic statement of requirements is one in a position to take the
necessary decisions about the design of the survey.

Check-list of main features of the survey design

1. Type of operation: ~inble round survey
or multi-round follow-up survey
or dual record system (PGB)

2. Geogr~phical coverage

3. Duration

~. Timing: Dates of start and completion of field work
(Note: full-time table is later worked out from this).

Intervals between rounds (if relevant)

5. Type of enumeration: Enumeration teams v. individual enumerators
rlob i Le v , fixed enumerators

6. Basis of enur.e r-a't i on s De facto; de Jure; both

7. Content of questionnalre

3. Hain featurei' of questionnaire presentation, includin,:; method of
recording and coding

~. Method of reproduction of questionnaire and other do c umerrt a

10. Sample si ze

11. Sample design: Nature of are a-es amp.l i ng units (BAS; villages; other)
~tratification

!',ethod of selection
i-iet ho d of e s t i.n.a t i on

12. Objectives of pilot survey. j-hll tne pilot require <JJJl!plete ddta pro
cessing before finalizing (a) the sample, (b) the l{lAestionnaire?
Implications of this as regards timetable of pilot anti n.ai.n e urvey ,

13. i ta i.n features of pilot: Size of sample
Location
Numbe r of enuuc r-ato r-s

14. Survey organization: Number of personnel at each level
Source of recruitment
'I'ran s pcrvt a't i on
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15. Training: Number and location of courses
Duration of each course

16. Publicity

17. List of forms required for field work

18. Data processing: Coding and editing, punching, programming, tabulation
At each of above stages: number of personnel

number of machines
duration of work
location

Software, hardware.

When the features of the survey have been fixed a cost estimate should be
made - or if one has already been made it should be reviewed. The detailed
staffing of the survey organization should also be decided, with the respon
sibilities of each senior officer.

The survey plan Can now be set out in a more operational form by listing
the operations which have to be carried out. Target dates can then be enter
ed against the operations, working back from the date of the start of field
work. The operations should then be re-arranged in strictly chronological
order, giving a complete survey calendar. A specimen calendar of this kind
is shown below, with explanatory notes.

Notes on specimen survey calendar

1. The calendar may appear confusins or illogical at some points. This is
because at certain times two sequences of operations are proceeding
simultaneously (for example, field preparations and drawing up drafts of
documents); since the presentation in the calendar is strictly chrono
logical, the two sequences appear jumbled together.

;" The time intervals between operations in the specimen calendar shoulcl not
be taken as recommendations. In practice such intervals cliffeI' wiclely
between different surveys.

3. The early stages of any survey are apt to be confused since f~nance ancl
planning of the operations are mutually dependent. To obtain finance
for the survey a precise cost estimate is needed; this depends on a plan
for the survey; but the dr avri ng up of a plan involves some work and this
'"ork itself requires financing, or at least assumes that finance has
been obtained. AS a result of this Circular relationship the early
stages are not easily described in a calendar form, and rnor ec ve r the
procedure varies widel;y in d i.fie r-ent surveys. In our own exampl e it
might be assumed th::l,t before the c a l endar' begins there have already bean
preliminary d i so us s i.ons and a rough co s t i n.; has been made and the expen-:'.
itures approved, based on a provisional and very sketchy survey plan.
The item "approval of plan .•• " dgainst the date 28/2/75 then refers to
approval of the more detailed plan and of any modificatioY<s to the ori
ginal cost estimate which may have been found necessary. Probably such
approval can be given by the :lead of the national statistical office.
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4. The following assumptions regarding features of the survey may help to
explain some of the items:

A single-round survey is assumed, to be conducted over the short
est possible period (1 1/2 months in this case). This implies a
large field force, organized under regional offices.

(ii) Timing is worked back from an initial decision to carry out field
work between end October and mid-December 1975.

(iii) Supervisors are assumed. to be d:.;awn from permanent staff but enu
merators are selected by open competition.

(iv) The main questionnaire is to be printed. All other working docu
ments are to be reproduced by duplicating from stencils. It is
assumed that printing is a bottleneck and long advance notice is
required. Because printing of a questionnaire is a difficult
operation it has been assumed that two proof readings will be neces
sary. There is probably time for a third. To allow for unforeseen
delays, a week or more has been left free after the deadline for
eaoh printing or duplicating operation.

(v) It is assumed that adequate maps of all sample areas are available
in principle form the census office, although copies will have to
be made.

(vi) It is assumed that the c oupu't e r' print-outs can be used, either
directly or with a minimum of editing, in the main report.

(vii) The more complex demographic inferences (projectlons, fitting of
population models, adjustments to allow for response defect) are
to appear in a special analytical report so that the main factual
report may 1:;e jJublished as soon as possible.

A specimen survey calendar

Dice us s i.o n \Ji t h other departments and specialists. )
St udy of literature. ;cxamination of maps (includ- )
Ln.: 20m" sampl.e field-checks). Leading to )

)
Fixin~ of objectives. Leading to •.. '0 •• 0 •••••••• )

)
Prova s i onaI list of tables required.............. )

Dec. 74
Jan. 75

Preparation of detailed plan of survey (survey features
as above, including present list; cost plan; responsi-
bili ties of s enaor personnel) Feb. 75

Approval of plan by relevant authorities including
final approval of expenditure. Not later than ..•..... ~8/2/75

Firm commitment from printers for printing of main
questionnaire ('lates as below) .............•.......... 1/.0/75
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Senior and supervisory staff designated and
survey organization set up ..••.................

Work on drafts of questionnaire, manual and other
documents ..•.....•.........•...................

Finalize tabulation programme. Start work on
systems design •....•.•....•.•••...•...•......••

Pilot surve;y

Questionnaire, manual and other documents
completed in manuscript ..••.•••.••.•••....•

ilarch 75

bar-ch - April 75

April 75

2/5/75

Questionnaire, manual and other documents
reproduced (by duplicating from stencils) .•

Training course .

Field wcr-k ...............................•

study of results. Revlsion of plans if
necessary ..............................•..

26/5/75

2/6/75

16/6/75

23/ 6/75 -

13/6/75

21/6/75

4/7/75

Reminder to printer: que8~ionnaire printing to
start 1 month from now

selection of sample areas ....•.................

Wor': begins on final draft of questionnaire ...•

Work begins on final draft of manual ..........•

ria p s of sample areas obtained and reproduced .••

Questionnaire sent to printers •..•.•...•......•

start work on computer programming •.••...•..••.

Regional offices organize reconnaissance of
sample areas and set up local su~ervioorsl offices

First proof of questionnaires corrected

lranuaL sent for typing and reproduction

Adv8rtisements for enumerators appear locally ..

Second proofs of questionnaire correoted

~xanjination and selection of enW,lcrators in
rCfi:j.ona1 offices .......•.......................

()ther fc r ma sent for t,}'pin{; (;11\1 reproiuction ...

25/6/75

7/7/75 - 11/7/75

7/7/75

14/7/75

14/7/75 - 31/7/75

L5/7/75

August 75

Aug. - Sept. 75

22/8/75

25/8/75

1/9/75

5/9/75

15/9/7') - 17/9/75

a/9/75
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Blank questionnaires, manuals and other forms
de Iivered to survey office .•........••........•

Supervisors I training course .

Enumerators' training courses (3 locations
simultaneously) •............•.......•..........

Fie ld work begins •..........•...................

Detailed preparation for data processing (admi
nistrative and technical). Includes trial runs
of editing and coding .........•................

Field work ends .

Supervisors bring all documents to regional
offices not later than ......•.........•.......•

Regional officers bring all documents to head-
q uar t er-s not later than ...•.........•.........•

26/9/75

6/1O/D - 10/10/75

13/10/75 - 25/10/75

29/ 10/75

Dec. 75

13/12/75

19/12/75

31/12/75

~'~iting and coding

Computer progr-amnun.; co u.pLete d ................•

Punching

Jan.

Jan.

Feb.

IJlarch 76

Feb. 76

March 76

Con.put i ng .•.•.....•.........••.••.•.•.•...•••••

Preparation of main report .

April 76

Hay - Aug. 76

Pr-e par-a t i cn of anaLyt i c a I r-e po r t •.•...........•

Printing of main report: Top copy to ~rinter

Carbons to government

Prlnting completed

)
depts. ) 31/8/76

31/12/76

Sep. 76 IIarch 77

Printing of .an a l yb i.ca L report completed . Sep. 77

It must be stressed t ha t this calendar is only a hypothetical example.
It will c e rt-aa n Ly need modification in any particular case, not only as to
the time intervals but a1so as to the 1 terns in the list. 1l0reover, certain
items have been abbreviated for convenienc8 of presentation in thiEJ manual
(for examp Le t "o t he r f or-rns " - t l.e s e should in fact be listed).

It wi 11 be seen that planning starts about one year be f or e the field
work. 'l'he main publication appears about 'me year after completion of the
field work, although the r-c poz-t is avaa Lao l e for use wi thin the !,:overnment
(in the form of carbon copies) 4 months before this.
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The preparation of an action programme of this kind should be consider
ed an absolute essential. Iiany African surveys have run into difficulties
through insufficiently tight planning. It is strongly recommended that the
plan be pinned up on the wall in the survey office and the operations checked
off as they are completed. This procedure ensures that nothing is overlooked;
moreover it creates an implied commitment and thereby produces a strong in
centive to meet target dates. It also impresses visitors.
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CHAFT@ 10

'rABULATION FHUGRtjenJ'J, lATA PROC;,,:OSIHG AND R8FORTING

Introduotion

This chapter does not consist of a detailed and comprehensive review of
all the stages and problems of data processing. Such a review woule, be
beyond the scope of this manual, and would require a manual on its own. For
those persons who require further details, we reoommend the "Atlantida" and
"New Florencia" series of manu~ls produced by the US Bureau of the Census and
the US Agency for International Development.

ho s t govern.ment statistioal offices in Africa contain data pr-o c e as i.r.g

units with well-established prooecures for oodint, pWlohing, the production
of machine tabulations, e t c . . It should therefore be superflucus for us to
describe these routines in this manual. Furthermore, generalisations are
diffioult in view of the wide diversity of proc e as i.ng ec,uipment available in
different countries: while some African countries possess powerful cc rapu t e r s
wi t h s c phi.s t i.c a.ue d anc i.Llar-y h ar-dwar e , others have no electronic or mechanical
equipment whatever and are sometimes obliged to make the tabulations by hand.
HO\'J8ver the latter cases are beco mi ng increasingly rare, and even if there is
no computer in the country concerned, access Dan generally be obtainecl to one
elsewhere _ 'i'18 have therefore assumed in this chapter that some sort of cc m
puter will be available for the processing of the demographic survey.

I'ni s chapter therefore co a s i s t s larE,ely of a series of seemint.:,'ly dis
Jointed points, most of which relate speoifically ,0 the processing of demo
Graphic surveys. Sou e of these po i n t s way seem too obvious to be worth noting,
but the .fact r-e ma'ina 't r.at they have by no means always been ob s e r ve d in prac-
t i.c e , s o me t i r.ie s Wi-~':'l dire oonsequences.

Tablultion programme

::n Chapter -; of this manual it was recommeilled that a provisional list
of tabulations should be or-awn U1J in the earliest s t age s o f the design of
tl18 surve y , .l-\..lthouoh such a list will of course be s ub j ec-t 't o subsequent
rllCdii'ications, the Heed to ensure tho..;.t t.he objectives are embodied in the
tabulation programme canr.o t be overstressed.

I t iF fur-L,Il,:;I' r-e c o mr.ieu de d 't ha t the lis t of 't abu i a t i on s ehc u Ld be divided
into tvw parts: t ho s e .:).1' first priority and those of s e c o n d priority. 'l'he
:.ist of first pr i o r i. t;), 't abu.La t i.on s should be kept as ahor-f and sir'::f-.,le as
possible, bu t it ;3Lc,ul(~ comprise all the basic tabulations n e ec.e d for attain
irlf< the f uncl..ruen ta -~ GC.J8ctl ve s of 1;l1e s ur vey , If the oe s i.gne r s of the SlITVey

,~,";nnct 31J8Ci±j a s nc r t simple list of first priority tabula tiona, it !:::,'enerall
inl~i(:~atf'::s that t he o o j eo t Lve s have not t-e en ;-Ju.fficientl~r c Ls arLy theught out.

,::ir.C6 tL.e f-'riL1a.ry pur po s e s of Jel,lOgraphic S-1l1'V8./'::; va.r;/ fran; '::;c'lJ.ntry to
_,c-Jntr,v, .i t is nut po s s i oLe to sl-JE:::Gif'y tile exaot riatur o of the f i rs t priorj-tr
11.~3t. -rCl:cious po sr.i o I.e orj e c t i ve o nave been disc:u~sed in !jh2-J.Jter 'I'nus
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if the determinatiQn of the geographical distribution .f the population is
'lmong the primary objectives, hi"h priority should be given to a tabulation
Jf the population by province, region or district; or if the survey is being
~sed as a check on the population census, a tabulation of the population in
9ach PSU will be required.

But since most demographic surveys will include among their primary
obj ectives the estimation of the age-sex distribution and of the levels and
patterns of fertility, mortality and natural increase, and assuming the
~uestions asked are similar to those suggested in the minimum list in
Section 5.3, the following list cf 12 tables .for inclusion wmong the first
priority tabulations is recommended. They provide all that is required for
~aking the basic estimates at national level.

1. Population by sex and single years of age, with five-year sub
totals.

2. Population by sex, 5-year age groups and survival' of parents
(father alive, father dead, father liS; mother alive, mother dead,
mother xs) ,

3. Homen aged 15 years and over by 5-.fear age group and 5-year age
group of husband.

4. Women aged 15 years and over by 5-year age group, with total
children ever born, nuuber living at home, number living else
where, and number dead.

5. Homen aged 15 years and over by 3-year age groups and number
of children ever born (0 •..•. 9, 10+, ss),

6. ,Iomen aged 15 years and over by 5-year age groups, date of the
most recent live birth (periods preceding the survey: 0-12 months;
13-24 months; 2-4 years; 5-9 years; 10+ years; preceding calendar
year but month not stated; calendar year before that but month
not stated+ no births; births reporoed in life-time fertility but
date of most recent birth not stated) and survival of the child.

7. woruen bearing children during the preceding 12 months by 5-year age
group and number of children ever born (1, 2, ••• 9, 10+, us)

8. Women bearing cn i Ldr-on during the preceding 12 mont h s by 5-year
age group and 5-year age group of husband.

9. domen bearing children during the preceding 24 months by 5-year
age group and month of the birth.

1Ci. ljl;To men "no t s t a't e d" as to date of last birth bj 5-J"ear ag'e group
and number of children ever born (1, ~, ... 9, 10+, NS).

'1. Leaths of ~eJiwers of the household during the preceding 12 month~

bJ sex, age group (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, :i-'Cl' 10-14, •.• 10 - 74 , 75+,
liS) and month of occurrence.
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12. Births to household members during the preceding 12 months by sex
and month of occurrenCe.

TI,e second priority list should comprise all the more complex cross
tabulations for the investigation of suoh topics as fertility and mortality
differentials, e.g. the cross-tabulation of the f'e r t i Li.t y and rao.r t a La t y
data by tribe, education, employment, occupation, e'c .. Here again the ana
lyst should have in mind clear-cut questions which he is trying to answer,
and in some cases it may even 0<3 helpful to set these questions dO'NIl expli
citly in writing. He should also constantly ask himself who will want this
information and what the user will do with the data when he has got them.
The indiscriminate cross-taoulation of everything against everything else
will only result in a waste ~f time, effort and money and produce a huge
pile of ~seless paper which n000dy ev~r looks at.

When designing the taoulatlons, two main considerations should be borne
in mi.nd ;

(a) the tabulation shoul~ provide the statistician with the data in
the precise form which he needs for his analytioal interpretation;

(b) the format of the tabulations should be such as ,,,ill bc t n facilitate
their handling during the analysis and permit th~ publication of
the tables by photo-offset from the tabulations.

The s t a't i s t t c i an c an himself do much to ensure the fulfilment of these
requirements. It has been a common practice to draw up table stubs showing
the oolumn and line headings. This undoubtedly helps the programmer to unc'.er
stand what the statistioian wants, but beyond that its Usefulness is limiteQ.
The format of the tabulation often has to be ohanged s ubs t.an t i a.l Ly Defore it
Can be fitted. on t,:, tl,e co mput er-, We therefore suggest that the statistician
should ge, one step further and himself draw up the computer "s pac i ng c uar-t s!".

The statistician need have no knowledbe of programming before designin;
the spacing charts. All he needs is to obtain the special f'or-i..s from the
compu~er people, and find out ~how many vertical and horizontal print positions
Can be fitted on each page. ~;lOS-:' IBll co mpu'te r-s have 132 horizontal print
po s i, tions and can fit either 50 or 61~ lines per page, though some of the smal
ler n.ode Ls aIR restricted to 120 horizontal print positions. 1,lOst ICL compu
ters have 120 hor t non t a l print po e i t a on s , though s e me are adapted tc accom
modate 16c'. I'iithin these La mi t a t a on s , the statisticia.n ma:vr specify -tb.e laj-out
of the G01,UImS and r-ewa of ttw 't e.bu La t Lo n a as he Itlishes, marking with all X
the e.cac t posi 't i o n of each fi§;u.re. Some suggested spacing cnar t s fer the <:
tabulations recommended abo ve are reproduced in Annex 1. The;y have beG!l
restricted to ;2U print positions and 50 lines per page.

'I'he r e are o t .e r advantages attached to the statisticfun' s designing the
>3pacing charts:
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He is often in a better position to do it t Lan is the computer
proGrammer, since the statistician can more easily predict the
nuu,'ler of d i g ; ts which are likely to be r-e qu i r e d in each c o Lumn, His
doing so will be an immense assistance to the prcsrammer and enables
the two of them to establish a close rapport at an early stage of the
operations. But it sho~ld also he understood that the programmer
shoulQ never make any chanbes in the spacing charts without the
prior approval of the statistician.

( .. ')
11, It forces the s t a't i e t i.o i.an to clarify in his own mind the precise

details cf his requirements, and if he then do e s not bet what he
wants he will have nobody to blame but himself'. It also brings
home forcibly to him the dimensions of the tab~laticns he is ask
ing for; otherwise he may well request ~assive cross-tabulations
of several different characteristics witho~t fully realizing the
unmanageaole sheaves of paper which would result.

Systems design and programming

These are large aubj e o t s beyvnd the soope of this Illar,'lhl, and there is
little advice we can give except to urge that work On them c rouId begin
early - indeed as soon as the t abul a't i.o n s and codes have "be~E c r-awn up.
~very effort should be made to have all the prcgrammes writ~en, 1ested and
~ebuGbed before the start of the field work. If, as happens all too fre
quently, nc work is done on the prDgramwin~ ~til after the field work has
been completed, unnecessary deL,ys of several mon t h s may ensue.

One way of ensuring that the systems desi~~ and prograoming is done
6'3Ily is to insist that the pilot survey should be c onrpLe t e Iy processed.
.J'i noe any changes in the quest ionnair~ and tabula t i on programme between t.he
pilot and the s~vey proper are generally of a minor nature, unly small mOQi
ti o at Lor.s will De required in the programmes. Indeed there are o t h e.r' advan
tages in pr.cessing the pilot: unforeseen problems in the processing cpera
ti cn s may be revealed, and. it is o f t e n easier to gaugfl the success or fail
.ir-e of certain qtre srt ti.on n if 't h e da~Q, a r-e tabulated awl the distributlcns can
b~ examined for plausibility and consistency.

Before wo r-k on the proE,ramr;ling can be started a decisicn must be made
as to what computer language will be used, and whether resort oar. u s ef'uLty
be had to some survey rr census "package" 4 '~fe ar-e no-t in R. po s i tion tf',
of':fe:' advice on these points, and the decision must be rna-de in -(;:-18 lj.f;J~t of
t,~e skill and availability ,]1' the programmers and of the t;ype cf' ('."ITI1-1uter
being used. 'de wcu.=-d ~,;kG to o b a c rvve , r.owc ver-, t ha t tIle pa,:::J..llg'c:S". ar-e D0t
a,.'.sfa,Ys the panaceas ......r.a ch the:i ilia,.! appear to "Je at first sigtt: 't he ~vcrk

n e e d e d to adapt them to suit particulat' surveys and particular c c mpu't er-s -i s
c f t cn 'Jou3iderablc:, and ~LE:Y som8tim~s take up 80 much of --cL.e ('01'8 s tc ..:"'a,ge

of' the computer that restrictioLS have to te imposed in ether dirGctiollS.
+': S1..;.ggest t hat ~ef~re any goV(--",l'll:-ner~t s t a t i.s t i.c a ; o fri.c e ,-"'o:r;r,l~L t.-; i t s e L;' ic'
,-,EO Use of a far ci o u.raz- package 1 .it ,c:,LrJuld. Sf'8~: t l.e ;)r=_nicG of sor.e o t nez
j.:,(epcTJ.lEr.t o r-aanLc a't i on Y-;hi(~r)..LaF. had expel'i"-'"[c''':'e o f it,3 ~~1..R"3.

~~2,--~"----,,i:i"-'------
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Probably the best known census or survey package is that developed by
the US Bureau of the Census and known as C£NTS, which has been used success
fully in several countries. Yet even CENTS has its limitations. According
to information available at the time this manual is being prepared, it can
only be used with IBh computers and then not with the IBM 360/20; furthermore
it has only been adapted for the preparation of tabulations and cannot as yet
be used for the other funotions of a computer in survey processing - for the
validation and correction of the data, or for sample raising and the computa
tion of sam~ling errors. However, it is possible that these limitations
may shortly be overcome.

Another important decision at this stage is the nature of the computer
input. Once the data haye been codeJ, a variety of methods may be used to
transfer them on to magnetic tape: punch cards, paper tape, mark sensing,
optical readers, k ey-ct o-vt ape or key-to-disc. To discuss the prcs and cons
of these different methods is oeyond both the scope of this manual and the
competence of the authcrs. The deoision will in any Case almost certainly
be made in t he light of local circumstances. At the time of the preparation
of this manu 1 the great majcri ty of Af'rLo an countries are still using punch
carlis as the main medium cf input. But it is also safe to predict that this
method will beccre lon~ come to be rs~arded as old-fashioned and inefficient.

,~odes and oard design

'I'he codes and card design should be drawn up in consultation between the
statistician and the programmer more or less at the same time as (or at least
immediately af,er) the drafting of the tabulation programme. The programmer
will. Qetermine any limitations which he may wish to impose on the nature of
the codes in the ligr.t O.c' t he ccr.rput.e r language whioh he intends to use. Thus
some progril-rr.n:f',rs may KifOll to restrict the codes to numeric values c n Ly, and
to e xc Luu e the us e of a Lpha-cpunc he s or "zonell-punches (i.e. the IIX" and IlYu,
or !!11!1 and 1112 0 po s i t Lons 0D the punch c ard }, If, however, the pr ogr-ammez-
do e a no t vri sh to ,~mpo8e r-e s t-r i.c t Lon s of this type, alpha- and zorie c-punche s can
in come ri r-ccmc t anc e s be '.~ery ue e f'u l , Similarly if an optical r-e ao ez- is being
used in2,i;""-':1.d of punr~<h c ar-d s , the use of c e r-t a i n letters as well as the ten
digi"ts i,e som8times permiBsible.

:'=n t:ri~.~ c,:.s~ of c e r t a.in types c f optical reader, experience has shown that
certain Jj ,~i ts tend 'to be re j e c t e d or mis·-read more frequently 't h an others.
l~\or- ·3Xc.U:i:P~ '2 '.vhen tr..e ISn: c ens u s of Botswana was processed us i ng an IBl1 1287
Cpt i "u.L _~>;.ider, j twas f'o un d that, ':-,-1,'0 ar.d 8 r s tended -to be z-e j e c t e d mor-e fre
quenti. th:,:';_ other numt.e r s . It ....r01.:~:l oee m advisable therefore to avoid as
far t.'.,,~~ ~'-s8itj_e :lsiL!~' ttesp hi.1JuLJdrS """hen Jrawing up the oodes .

.~·!'cm t~'iC st<1, t 1,sticiaiJ.':3 PO~_Lt 0:' \CieTtl, the range of c o de s should be
designed t o :t'acilj tate the pr-o duc t i.c-u ,:-1' the specified tabulations and to
achieve -the o oje c t i ve s £\.H' T.,.;.nich the q'..:,r.;,c;tions are being- asked. Thus if the
survey inc} udo s a qU8stion en OGC-'lrJaticIl in the hope that the resultant data
mav 't~ used. for manfower c<i.:.lr~nin(~, ar. o ccupat i cna.I code of at least threA
jj_~its shculd be useJ~ but if' the 4~~stion on occupation is asked solely wit~

a v i ew to c r-c s a-vt abu l a t i crr a'.5'aii~st fertility a single-digit cait: may we Ll.
suffice. Clearl;y t nere rs YJ'-) poi n t in Fsir.g a three-digit code for a C~~araC~

teris~i0 if only tl.e fir~t dlgit i~ ~sed l'or the tabulations.



Despite this it should of course be borne in mind that, in the li0ht of
the results shown by the first priority tabulations, more detailed analysis
of certain characteristics is sometimes called for. It is frustrating then
to find that such analysis cannot be carried out because it has been preoluded
by the nature of the codes.

Some compromise is clearly required which shoulQ be based first on a
realistic assessment of what further tabulations are likely to be requireQ
and second on the amount cf extra work, both for the coders and key punoh
operators, which would be involved if a more detailed code is used. Thus
whereas in the case of occupation, as cited above, the use of a three-digit
rather than a single digit code will greatly complicate the coder's task, in
the case of date of last birth (hscussed below) a longer code would in fact
simplify his work. In general the likelihood of errors on the part of the
coders is a more important con:cideration than the additional time and cost
involved.

Coding may be done either on the questionnaires themselves or on a sepa
rate coding sheet. Cod.i ng on the queat i onnai.r-es is generally both faster and
more accurate; but conversely it is sometimes a more difficult document to
punch from. The decision must be made largely in the light of the format of
the questionnaire and the skills of both the coding clerks and key punch
operators.

The most convincing case for the use of a separate coding sheet arises
when an optical reader is being used rather than punch cards. In these
circumstances the coding sneet must oe carefully designed and printed in
accordance with the specifications necessary for the optical reader, and the
coding clerks must be taught to write the numbers in certain ways, otherwise
the optical reader will not be able to recogni ze them - for example, if the
loop of a 6 is not fully completed, the optical reader will reject it as
um,,'c"bl1izable. In these circumstances the coding clerks must be closely
checked and supervised if the nurube r- of rejections is not to become unmana
geable.

If the ferti lity and mortality
in thc minimum list in Section 5.3,
'le noted here:

questions are of the type sU5gested
two points relating to the coding may

(1) For the interpretatio!l of data on survival of fathers, it is neces
sary to make. an estimate of the mean age of fathers at the birth of
their children. For this purpose it is desirable to code and punc h
the age of the h~sband against the data for the wife in order to
facilitate t he production of tabulation numbers 3 and 8 in the list
shown above. This oan of courSe only be dune when the husband and
wi f'e are en unre r-at e d together in the same household.

(2) ~ince the primary purpose of the question on the date of the most
recent live b i r t h io to extraot those women who have borne a child
during the preceding 12 months, a simple single-digit oode has
sometimes been used for this question: viz. code 1 denotes women
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whose last child was born during the last 12 months; code 2 denotes
those born between 12 and 24 months ago, eto •. This prooedure, how
ever has not always been successful. It r~s sometimes given rise
to c~nfusion and serious distortion of the data. It is safer,
tnerefore, to code tne year and month of the birth as reported,
albeit that this involves the use of a 4-digit code. It also has
the advantage of enabling tabulation No.9 to be produced whioh
should help to reveal whether the annual rates have been distorted
by heaping on oertain months.

Editing

The purpose of editing is to detect and oorrect errors. Detectable errors
are of four main types: blanks, illegal codes (e.g. 8 may appear in the card
column of sex where only 1 and 2 are admissible), entries which are highly
implausible or impossible (e.g. a woman with 80.children ) and entries ~hich
conflict with other information (e.g. a child w~th more years of school~ng

than his age). All of these oan be detected by careful checking of the
completed questionnaires, although in the Case of conflicting data one usual
ly cannot be sure which one of the conflicting entries contains the error.
=n addition, the presence of error, but not its locati~n, can often be detect
el through statistical checks (for example, if less than five deaths are
reported in one year for a given group of 1,000 persons there is almost
certainly an error of omission). This type of plausibility check is important
but is not covered in this section.

In most Cases the only means by which an error Can be corrected with
certainty is by returning to reinterview the informant. Thus, obviously,
the best place for editing is in the field: the enumerators should be trained
to look for their own errors and to dttect inconsistencies in the answers
gi ven by the respondents. Likewi se the supervisors should check each comp
leted questionnaire, and if necessary send the enumerators back to the house
holds concerned. Onoe the questionnaires have been returned to the head office
the d i.t'fLcuI ties of substituting truth for error are much greater: it may be
possible to detect numerous errors, but the right oorrection must almost
always be in doubt.

In theDe ciroulJlstances, and in view of the increasingly sophisticated
use of computers for the validation of the data, it is now commonly maintain
ed that manual editing in the office is becoming a waste of time and effort;
such e d.i. ting, it is said, Can be pe r-fo r-me d more quickly and more efficiently
by the computer. This contention clearly has much to recommend it. But it
remains true that the ooding clerks should be taug"llt to look for errors and
if neoessary to draw them to the attention of the senior officers.

Thus it is not unknown for scrne fundamental misunderstanding of the survey
r e qu i r-ernerrt s to cccur at a high level, so that all the field staff working in
1 given area make the same mlstakes. Likewise there is sometimes a general
tendency in some areas for certain ~uestions to be left unanswered, presumably
oec auae the enumerators feel that they are "too d i f'f'Lc u I t n and shy at putting
"o11e questions at all. \Jr again, evidence sometimes comes to lii;"ht in the
office which suggests that the enumeratcrs have not visited the households in
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their areas at all, and have filled the questionnaires with fictitious data.
In such c i.r-c ums t unce s there is only one correct procedure: to return the ques
tionnaires to the field and do the enumeration over al';'ain. Obviously the
sooner this can be done the better.

However, these exoeptional Cases aside, once the questionnaires have
reaohed the office it is in most cases unprofitable to send them back to the
field for correcticn of minor errors; the cost would simply be too high to
justify the small gain in accuracy. In these circumstances two broad options
are available:

(1) 'de can code the erroneous or missing data as "not s t a't e d!",

(2) We Can try to oorrect the errors or supply the missing data on
the basis of whatever evidence is available. (This is generally
termed llilJ1putation!!.)

As a broad generalization one oan say that ~kthod (1) is a more reput
able scientific procedure. If data are not available the reader has a right
to know it: he may wish to take aocount of the number of "not stateds" in
his analysis. Nevertheless it is generally accepted that where the number
of omissions or errors is small it is reasonable to get rid of them by some
sort of imputation, provided the riumbe r of responses so imputed for each
question is recorded somewhere in the report.

How are nd.s s i ng values imputed? The simplest plan is to assume that the
missing values are distributed like the observed values. If we are cOl1oerned
with ratios or percentages, this assumption can be met by simpI;; omitting the
"not s t a't e d s " from both the nuuerat oz- and the denominator. If absolute
numbers are being estimated, then one can inflate the results by the ratio:

stated + not stated
stated

Ideally this inflation f ao t o r- should be worked out and applied separately for
s ub-cc Las s e s - 't Le more diE>a[;'gresated the better.

The corrections just descri Jed would be applied at a statistical level,
that is, aft8T the respoLlses h2t.ve been counted. The word lIimputationl1 is
t',E::nerall;y reserved for methods in \rihich each individual "not stated" response
is replacecl by ~n imputed one. This has cert~in advantages: onoe the imputa
ti'.Jll has ce en done the "not s t a t e d " cat e go r i.e s - particularly cumbersome in
~,'- and 3-\'.Ja~r t al.u l a t i.ons - disappear al tOLether without the n e e d for any
furtl,-er ocr.put a t i on e , and all percentages for any given sub-group refer to
't l:o same t o t a.. iTl'"Ll8 .i mpu't a't i.on in thin sense Can be based ei tller on assuli1p-
't i.on e suc r; 2.G tile :lhove :,tdat the l.lissing values are d i s t r iout e d like the
o t s e r-ve d v2.-1',).':'8) cr on ::t'~xed ::J..r:i~iL)nli1ent rules designed to {s'ive the most plau-
c Lb.i e value L] each CaCb.

The use of fixed assi~,rl!1~E::nt rulE'S is particula..rly appr-o pr i a t e for ille/;J,a;'
r; .. de~-j and for .i nc on c i s t eut en t r c.e s bAC~.~t;.se in many such Cases it is po s c i b Le
tr" infer' -;, i -I:;:r~ :;.)n;'2 conf i Elence '...:llat r e s poruse was int ended (8. go. t h e entry II'd"
1l11''::;.~.r Sf,;X :-,0 c.c ul. t !j'.'3cU:S 11,",JC"'I(~nl! and s ho u L;' De l1FI1 j if the n utnb e r' of c h i Ld.r-e.n
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living in the household is entered for ene woman as "30" and if the household
list sh0ws just three of such children, the ~O can be chanbed to 3). Impu
tation by assuming that the "not stateds" distribute like the "stateds" has
one disadvantage: one usually does not know what this distribution is until
the processing is completed, so that the imputation cannot precede the main
pr-o c e s s i ng , (The obvious exception is the variable "sex" which we know in
~dvance must distribute approximately 50-SO. Omitted sex entries - always
rare - have thus in some surveys been replaced by imputing male and female
a I ternately). This difficulty has been met in some c or.ipu't e r- editing programmes
by the "hot-deck" method: the missing or faulty entry is changed to agree
wiGh that of the previous person entered into the computer and whose other
main characteristics are the same as the person under consideration.

In certain special Cases one Can say quite categorically that any
imputation method shculd be avoided which is based on the assumption that
the missing entries are distributed like the observed ones. \'~enever the
response takes the form of a nW;l~, and if zero is an allowable response,
then a "not stated" is far more Lik e Ly to be a zero than any other number.
~xamples are the number of children ever born and the number of years of
schooling. In such Cases the not stated group should be shown separately
in the published tables, pre f'erv.b Ly with a note mentioning that they are
likely to be made up almost entirely of zeros.

Once the questionnaires have reached the office, error detection (includ
ing missing entry detection) is best performed by a computer. iilhether or
not the errors are to be corrected by the COldputer, it is always advisable
to print out all errors in a list and it is also convenient to print a count
of the errors found on each question. If cOI.•puter imputation is used, the
list should show not only the erroneous entry but also the imputed entry.
Nor should t lri.s list of corrections just be t hr uc t aside by the statistician
as an unwelcome documeri t , He should give it close scrutiny and, if the
corrections are too numerous or if there are many of one type, the matter
should be investigated more closely, if necessary referring back to the
original questionnaires.

If it is decided to use the hot-deck method, certain precautions should
be taken:

(1) It should not be used for i terns such as those mentioned above in
which a "not s t a t e d" is much more Li.ke Ly to be a zero.

(2) If large chunks of c o.rs e out Lve data are missing i r'or- e x ar.rp Le , 01:e
enumer-at o r :nay have cc n c.i s t en t Ly omitted age) the hot-deck method
will repeatedly make 't lie same correotion, which is likely to intro
duce a bias. 'i'he errcr prLlt-cut shculd therefore be carefully
s t ud i.e d 't o see wiwther there is a concentration of errors in any
one area.

(3) As mentioned, the hot-deck method should always be accompanied by
<..L count of tIle number of errors on each L1dividual question. HOlI

e ve r, 'de lose the information on the crOSG tabulation against
o t he r variables. It is a Iways possible that the error rate is very
high for some sub-group. l'recaution (2) above should detect this
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in the case of a geographical sub-group, but it is also desirable
(though unfortunately difficult) to scrutinize the error print-out
for any concentration of' errors in a particular group of the
population.

On the whole, for a relatively inexperienced survey office working with
a small or moderate sample, there is much to be said for oonfining the oom
puter editing to error detection without error correction and for maintaining
the not-stated categories through into the final tabulations. This will save
some complex programming and avoid any risk of data loss through imputation.

Non-response

A more extreme Case of the missing entry is the complete failure to get
any information in respect of an individual or household known to fall within
the sample. There are several distinct possibilities which we discuss in
turn.

Individual not contacted. In Atrican demographio surveys as usually organized
this Case will not normally lead to a "non-response"; we do not normally
require the enumerator to interview e ach household member individually but
rather to get the information fro", whomever is available for interview. Any
missing information resulting from absenoe of a household member can be cover
ed by the arrangements for "no t stated IT responses on individual que s't i oris ,

Household not contacted or refusal. Both of these groups are generally rare
in Africa. The number of such Cases should be stated in the report (if there
are nene this should be stated), tabulated bJ reasons for n04-inter\~ew and
any available characteristics (at least the geographical location will always
be available). Provided this is done and assuming that these Cases ~e rare,
an adequate treatment in the tables should be (1) to ignore the effect on
percentages and rates and (2) to ~nflate any estimates of absolute numbers
by the ratio:

Households interviewed + households not interviewed
Househo lds ill I..erviewed

This correction should be applied, if practinable, by geographical areas.

Area missed. Part of a sample cluster (PSU) may be missed in error. In such
a case it ls highly desirable to send the enumerator back to co rapIe t e his
job. If: this cannot be done the problem Can be treated as the next Case.

One or more PSUs missed. This is perhaps the only source of non-response in
African surveys which is both important and rather co muon, It s c me t i n.e e
happens that one or more of the selected P"Us turns out to be an acc e s s i.bLe ,
for any of a variety of reasons ranbillg from floods to civil d i s t.ur-banc e .
Where this happens it is, again, highly desirable to attempt the enumeration
nevertheless, if necessary at a later date. But if this is absolutely impos
sible we have two policies to choose from:
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(a) We can adjust the data cn the usual as cuupt i.on that the non-response
is like the response. This is best done by increasing the raising
factor for the stratum containing the missing PSU; specifically, we
multiply the data obtained from this stratum by the ratio number of
P0US selected to number of PSUs successfully surveyed, in the stra
tum concerned. JJf An alternative correction which is generally less
efficient but may be more convenient is to duplicate the data for
one of the PSUs successfully surveyed in the stratum. (If only two
PSUs were selected and one was missed, these two correotions an.o urrt

to the same thing.) As usual, the fact that such adjustments have
been made, and the number of PSUs affected. should be clearly stated
in the report. The above is a reasonable strategy if only one or
two PSUs are missing.

(b) If an appreciable number of PSUs have been missed one should consider
the possibility of redefining the survey coverage. For example,
suppose five selected PSUs have been missed and suppose that four of
these were in the Eastern Provinoe. We might then drop the Eastern
Province altogether from the enquiry, explaining in the report that
conditions made it impossible to cover the province and the data
therefore relate to the whole country less the Eastern Provinoe.
The fifth missing PSU (not in the Eastern Province) might then be
treated as (a) above. This approaoh makes the reasonable assumption
that it is more useful to give representative data for a well
defined region than data of doubtful value for the whole oountry.

If the missing PSUs are both numerous and scattered, neither of these
solutions will work and the only satisfactory answer is to find some way of
going back into the field and covering the missing PSUs.

Before leaving the subject of omissions and non-response, it should be
emphasized again that none of the methods of dealing with such errors actual
ly replace the missing information. They are all essentially devices adopted
for mere convenience because the presence of "no t e t a't e d " colunms in tables
is a nuisance. For this reason, getting rid vf the "not stateds ll and non
responses, b.y whatever manipulation, without informing t;1e reader or user
amounts to dishonest presentation of data.

On the other hand, provided the user lS kept informed, there lS no obJec
ilon In prlnclple to such manipulations. The user will have to make some
assumption about the not stated and non-responses if the survey people have
not done it for him. Often the latter are better plaoed to do so by virtue
of their familiarity with the data collection process.

Note on r'e p l.aoemen t , In some surveys arrangements are made to interview ad
ditional persons to replaoe non-respondents. There is not much point in this.

~/ If we are interested in estimating totals and if census data are
available for PSUs, it would be worth replacing "number of PSUs" in the a.bove
by "census population of PSUs".
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ileplaoement o anno t eliminate the bias due to non-response. If we have the
resouroes to interview suoh additional persons they should be adc"ed into
the sample in any oase, not as "replaoements" but as additional sample
material. If we have not, we oan use the various forms of statistioal
"replaoement" already disoussed withaut doing any additional interviews.
Replacement is no solution to non-response.

Prelimin~~ortingand hand counting

When the questionnaires are printed each one should have been numbered
meohanically; or, if they are made up in books, these books should have been
numbered and, if possible, eaoh questionnaire numbered serially within the
book. When the questionnaires or books are distributed to the field, a
record should be maintained in the head offioe of the numbers issued to eaoh
district or enumeration team. Similarly, in the field the supervisors and
enumerators should maintain reoords of the numbers of the questionnaires or
books issued to each enumerator and used in eaoh area.

On the completion of the field work, all que e t i.onnaa r-e s and books,
whether they have been used, unused or spoilt, should be returned to the
head office, together with the reoord sheets. Thus the fi,·sr.Gask of pro
cessing will be to cheok the questionnaires or books agaiL~t the various
records, and to ensure that all have been returned. If any are missing,
the field workers should be asked to aooount for them.

It will then be neoessary to separate the used from the unused and spoilt.
This is a seemingly simple task, but it should be remembered that when One is
dealing with large numbers of dc oumerrt a it is remarkably easy to make a mis
take. It is essential, therefore, that the unused and spoilt should be cheok
ed before they are finally put aside and destroyed, in order to ensure that
nO used ones have beE::n included among them in error~

Once the used questionnaires have been sorted out, a hand oount should
be made of the population enumerated in each area. In the Case of a survey
designed to estimate total population (or to adjust a census estimate) this
hand count may form the basis of the provisional results, which are often
published within a few weeks of the oompletion of the field work. in addition,
hand oount results serve as useful control figures for later stages of the
processing. Although they will of course be subJect to small marbins of
error, t ney Can constitute a valuable safeguard against some of the more
serious mistakes of prc08ssing described in this chapter ..

Produstion of the tabulations

dhatever me t hc d is used for feeding d.rt a to the co n.put cr , the procedure
lS never .i mmur.e to human errors on the part of the oo i.iput e r' o pe r-a't or s , Thus
CQ~~S have been known of whole boxes of oards being put on to tap8 twice, vI',
co r ve rs e Ly , of t he i r- not being put on at ail. ~',uch rnc t ake s sho u Ld net o f
,;C",";rse occur in well orgo.,nized computer installations, but urif'o r t un at e Ly there
:1T',.; all too many Such installations, the vlorld r.ver, wherE: t:18 s t a.idar-d c of
sf~icieEc;,y are not all that they might b e, It is I'0ssible to 'ou i.Ld checks
i r.to the :.;;vstems design wh i c h TtJi11 d et e c t multiple entries of t.he S<".lme r-e c or-u s ;

r~;_t o mi s s i cns cannot Be easily tt: f'or-e s t a.Li.e d ,
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For this reason, as soon as the data have been transferred to tape the
computer should print out check totals of the population enumerated in each
area. These totals should then immediately be compared with the hand counts
made at the outset of the processing. lunar disparities due to errors in
the hand count are of course to be expected but any major discrepancies must
at once be investigated.

Turning to the tabulations themselves, these have been discussed in an
earlier section but three further points deserve mention which relate to the
presentat:on of the tables.

First, the format cf the tabulations should be such as will facilitate
their handli~g during the analysis. When calculating rates and ratios it is
irritating if one continuously has to take the numerator from one tabulation
and the denominator from 8nother. Again cases h~ve been known of the tabu
lations running on oontinuously from one page to another, the figures some
times even being printed along the lines of the perforations. This has meant
that the perforations oould ~ot be burst and the tabulations have had to be
kept in one _ong string, making them awkward to handle. It also meant that
they could not be faste~ed into covers or files, and the paper rapidly became
~orn and dir+y, Again the statistician-consumer Can do much to forestall
suc h eventualities if he h i rnseLf draws up the spacing charts.

~econdly, it should be remembered that it is often useful to be able to
reproduce the tabulations by photo-offset to form tables in the published
survey report. From this point of view a compact and elegant lay-out becomes
doubly important. Another useful trick in this Case is to write the tabula
tions to be photographed on to a special tape; a clean, evenly-printed table
suitable for reproduction can then be produced from this tape. This proce
dure has obvlous adv3.Iltae;es, particularly as regards the subsequent saving
of computer time if the original tabulation is found to be defective from
the photographic point of view - e i g , the printing is too faint or smudges
have been made.

An obvious requirement where tabulations are cOi1oerned is that the totals
(of population, or of women aged 1S and over, or of women bearing children
in the last 12 months , etc.) ahouLd agree between one tabulation and another.
If one puts X i'eCOrc.s into the cc.uput s r , X records should invariably come out.
ret in prac t Lce d.i sc r e panci.e s are frequently found. Such discrepancies may
be d.ue to misinterpretation of the specir Lcat.t ons by the programmer, or to
progl~ammLr~g or operational e.rrJrs. But whatever the cause it is essential
that ~hey should be discovered and rectified as soon as possible. If the
t abu La't i on s are just s t aok.e d aW8,J eo mewne r-e and nobody looks at them for
s e vernI mo n t h n, the chances of the errors being corrected satisfactorily lriTill
be minimal: the progr.:..rnmer will have It:Oft, or the data fi Le lto.'ill have been
Lost , or no co mpu't e r time will be aY~_!il:1tle for re-rlU1ning the tabulations,
etc •. Thus the firct duty of the statIstician when the tabulations come cff
the computer should be to check that th·c totals agree, and to draw the atten
tiOH of the computer staff to any discrepancies. This cross-checking should
be ~one not only between tabulatioils of different characteristics, but also
tc ensure that those for geo{:,T,.;;.ph.icai sub-divisions add up to the national
totals.
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Sample raising

If the sample design is self-weighting and if no weights have been intro
duced to allow for failures of ooverage and non-response, the rates, ratios
and proportions can be taken straight from the survey without any weighting
or raising. But in any other oiroumstanoes weights of some kind will be
needed and·in any Case .estimates of totals will always need raising.

The prinoiples involved in weighting and raising have already been
detailed in Chapter 8. Here we oover one further speoial problem whioh arises
where a complex ratio estimate is used - as often happens in raising a
built-in oensus sample.

If ratio estimation is to be used, a oomputer permits more extensive
utilization of supplementary data than would be possible if the raising had
to be done on desk oaloulators. For exampl s , if the sample has been "built
in" to the national census it is possible to use separate raising faotors
for each sex-ege group, etc •. For example , in the 1969 census of Uganda
,..ddi 't i.cna'l questions on fertility, mortality and other characteristics were
asked in u built-in 10 per cent sample of rural areas; raising factors were
computed for each cell in a four-dimensional matrix of race (five oategories),
c i t i zenshi p (two categories: Uganda citizens and non-ci tizens), sex and five
Yfoar age groups. The method is illustrated by the "Hark sheet" for the
African population of Teso district shown in Figure 1.

This illustration, however, also demonstrates two of the pitfalls of
this type of approach:

(1) Despite the fact that the raising factors were calculated to four
places of decimals, s~all discrepancies with the complete census
remained on account of rounding.

(2) Cases arose when there were no persons in the sample areas to fill
some of the cells in the raising matrix; the raised sample figures
wo~Jd therefcre fall short of the complete census totals by the
number of persons in these cells enumerated in the oomplete census.
Thus it will be observed that in the Teso figures there are no non
citizen females in the sample in the age groups 55-59, 75+ and "not
s t a t ed",

These defects may be overoome in various ways.

Rounding errors may ce eliminated by the use of the "integer" method
of raiRing, ."hich may be illustrated by the following example: in a given
cell cf the raising matrix 542 people are enumerated in the main census and
49 in the sample, giving a ratio of "11.0612; when raising the sample, 46 of
the 49 persons are given a weight of 11 a!ld the remaining three a weight of
12; t~.us 46 x 11 + 3 x 12 ~ 54::'. The 46 here was computed from the expression
+9 x 12 - 542, or alternatively 4~ (1 - c.0612). I:Jore generally, if we war,t
to raise a cell from n cases in the sample to N oases in the census with
out using fraotional weights, ."e divide the sample cell randomly into two
groups of size a and n-G and we split the raising factor N/n into a~
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integer I ana a decimal d. Then we raise the a cases by I and the
(n-a) cases by 1+1. The value of a for this purpo s e is given by n(I+1)-N;
or, what comes to the same, n(1-d).

The problem of blank cells may be overcome by stipulating in advance
that each cell in the raising matrix must contain nct less than a specified
minimum number of persons. If this requirement is not met, the cell should
be amalgamated with a neighbouring one.

Sampling errors

The calculaticn cf the sampling errcrs is a matter whcse importanoe is
too often under-estimated. The results of such caculations can be of value
not only for assessing the accuracy of the data, but also fcr planning s i.mi>
lar surveys elsewhere or at a later date. As computers become used more
extensively for survey prooessing, it is to be hoped that more attention will
be given to the sampling errors.

The computer operaticns involved in the computation of the sampling
error may be divided into two categories. First there is the cumulation of

certain basic figures from each sampling unit _ the ~ x 2 , ~ y2 and ~ xy of
formula (18) in Chapter 8. Second there are certain mathematical calcula
tions to be performed using these cumulated figures. It is the cumulations
,ihich are the time-consuming part of the operation, and the subsequent cal
culations are performed relatively quickly. It is important, therefore, that
the cumulations should be done at the same time as the compilation of the
basic tabulations. This procedure clearly implies that the system'sdesign
and programming of the sampling errors must be done well in advance so that
the work Can be spliced in with the production of the first-priority tabula
tiolo~ If the whole subject is relegated to the status of second priority
and no serious thought is given to it until after the first priority tables
have been produced, ,,11 the original data tapes will have to be pc.s s ed through
the computer again to make the necessar~ cumulations, whioh is not only
expensive in terms of computer time but greatly increases the risk that the
whole operation will never be done at all.

Report

~bviously, the report is the individual creation of it" author and this
manu~~ cannot say how It should be presented. horeover, the centre-piece
mustobe the res"lts and their interpretation, a subject which goes beyond the
term~ of r:ference of thls,manual. However, it may be useful to present here
a che ck-s l i s t cf It ems for lnc~usion in the descriptive part of the report.

d The list below has been grouped under head_ings for convenience but this
_oes :l?t nl;.cess~rl~ly .mean that such a grouping would be used in the re art'

The taol;s and Qna~ysl8 are omltted from t~e list as well as t~e interpPr t "t·
and GOnC~USlons. 1 e a lOn
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History of pr-oj ect and .r-eLa t i on to earli":!r c en sus e s and surveys

-iea.s on 1'01' dc i ng the sur-vey nO',J

Eesponsible organization :,:CUld) if appropriate, individuals)

Source of finance

ACKilowledgements, if appropriate

Ob,i ecti \'8S

Bruad stutement of obJectives

De t a i.Le d statement of topics on which information T~Jas sought

H~1ve these obJectives been f'ulf'illed?

De e c r i p t i.on of :::;urV8.y

Single rounct or mul~i-round

Sin~le or dual data collection system

Rel:itionship to ongoing projects (sensus, survey ..• ?)

GeogrnphiG~J coverage

'ri me r-e f e r eno e

A pr-e l i.r.iinary brief description of the s arnp I i.ng would be useful' under
this heading

3. DETAIL~D DC0C~IPTION

QueBtionnQire

Copy of the (~uestionn3.ire repro duc ed
1/

DcfinitiGl'ls of conoepts-'

.Ar.. JT other s pe c i.r;... l points not clear from the qU8stionn0.irB itself

Time t"ble

Lates of e~c}l Qctivit;

-1,' It is often more oonvenient to have the C:ef~i.lt i cri s appe ar besic1.'2 the
datQ to WhlCh they refer4
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Sample

Number of stages and nature of sampling unit at each stage (districts,
EAs, households, etc.)

Sampling frame(s) used. Maps and mapping operations, if any

Stratification

Sampling fractions at each stage

Sample size at each stage

Method of sample selection - systematic or random

Defects in execution of sample design, including non-response, and steps
taken to deal with these

Estimation. Include formulae used

Sampling error. Include formulae used

Any special analyses - e.g. analysis of variance between and within
clusters

1/
Field work—'

Publicity and other measures to win acceptance of the survey by the
population

Training: method and duration

Number of field staff used, at each level, and source of recruitment

Duration of field work. Breakdown as follows is useful:

Average time per interview

Average time travelling between interviews in same cluster
Average total time spent in cluster

Average time travelling between clusters

Organization: teams or individual; transport? method of payment;
me"tnod of recovering completed documents from field

Supervision

Quality control (field checks - statistical and individual)

Problems encountered - e.g. locating dwellings, finding people at home,
eliciting accurate responses, language problems, etc..

Data processing

Systems design - flow chart

Editing and internal checks

y The enumerators' and supervisors' manuals are sometimes included in
the publication. This is certainly useful to many readers and should be con
sidered. If it is not practicable the manuals should be made available on
request and this should be made clear in the report; and in any case the main
definitions should appear in the report.
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Coding - include speed of work and totdl time spent; show codes Qlld
card design

Input to machine

Tabulation

n"+::.ils of any data available on request but not included in report

Costs

Detailed breaKdown will assist planning of future surveys

External checks

Details of checks against independent sources of information. (I;~y

of these will necessarily come in the sections on analysis and inter
pretation. )

No apology is made for presenting such a long list of items for inclu
sion in the report. A constant problem in developing countries has been the
high turnover of specialized personnel, which has meant that the experience
gained in statistical operations has been repeatedly lost instead of being
passed on. The only safeguard against this is a policy of detailed report
ing of work accomplished.

A commcn defect of survey and census reports is to exageerate the success
of the operations and play down the things that went wrcng. In reality a
report which gives details cf the mistakes made is not only more useful to
readers but also conveys a more impressive image of a modern and sophisticated
approach to data collection. But above all, it is only through publication
of detailed accounts of me t uc d.s used and frank evaluation of their success
or failure that a body of experience Can accumulate, to tlle benefit of future
workers in the same and other countries.
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T~i~ chapter gives fuller inI·or~:ati(ln a~o~t ~wo 8peQia~, data c0~lection

techn:':·CJ.8S "i\'iich hCJ.,'T8 be er, vI'i,i81,y" used in devG~Of,inL co un t r i.e s t the ITiulti
r-oun d fo ~ i ow-up s ur-vey and tho du.c.L .recor d li,j B tern (PU~:,. Bo t h. me t ncd c pre>

sent a r.urnbe r o r s pe o i...... :i.. pr-o b Le mr, hihier::. !'e({l~ire s e para t e .i:~,;r;"~s.-,ion.

I'o t h of th~se t ec hn i que s have been the sUt.18Gt of' sO!~~'1idpr:l'Cil':-J ~or.tro

versy'" 'I'her-e are s c hc o Ls of thought wh i oh prefer OLe or t he o t h e.r- and a third
scnc o I which 3.dVO~iJ.te3 t;ingle r01U1Q oUl'veys, te;~,i.ieE a nun:beT of pc .i n t s of
view whioh are intermediate or favour some other system. Clearly a nanual
is not the p i ac e in which to atten;.pt to settle .sucj-, a c orrt r-o ve r-ay , C'n the
other hand it dJ8S not s e e m proper to ~gnore it. it. section }:\.1,S 'the r-e f'o r-e been
added, after the description of e a o h te~;:lni,-{ue, giving a c r i t i que rf the
method; here the ma i n o b j e c t Lon s wh i o h nave bet:n raised. ::~.rd listed, with the
main counter-objections. I'r e s uma b.l y , no enthusiast for 3.L"'"1;Y '~)ne of t he sys-
tems (-,rill be quite satisfied 1rJi th the presentation of' the -c-L't i. ~-;;les. But
at least this solution seems preferable to sweeping the c(irJ,:~/"'()versy under
the carpet.

11.1 THE jiJrLTI-RYJNJ1 1<'0 LLOw--UP SURVEY

Backp;round

National surveys based on the follow-up principle have been conducted
in .P~lg'eria, Le so t ho , l'loroneo, Nige'ria, Sene guI and 'I'un Les La , be s Ld e s many
countries in Asia and Lat i n America. There have also been se ver a.; Afr i c.m
surveys :imited to one part of a country.

A long series of research studies was carried out in a limited area of
Senegal during the 1960 I s under the diroction of I. Cantrelle (ORo'1'C' iJ) , using
repe;;'t surveys based on the follow-up method • ..1/ iL,ny variations WEre tested
and as a result a oonsiderable body of e xpe r i.enc e was built up. Heanwh i}e
un a wider scale the United ~ations expert and inter-regional adviser in
demographic statistics, V. Karm i.s t o , was advi s i ng on applications of the
same method in d e ve l o p i.ng co un't r-i e o 0.11 over the wo r-Ld , This c naj-t e r- o I..-JE 8

much to the unrivalled experience of these two specidlists.

Principle of the method

The multi-round follow-up survey .i s an atLernpt to cve r-corue some of the
sources of error inherent in the single round approach, as regards the estim
ation of births, deaths and migration. Basically, the .id e a is to c;;J:ry out a
fj rs t round Lr. which the enumerator prepares a list of persons -to bs surveyed
C",-.:=.lectecl [1S 2. probability sample) ::i.nd then to vi u i t the 8~1:ne f,:~~r..p~_B c:.fter an

11 These pilot-type s t ud i e s should net be confused with tho::> 0f'.megal
N:.tional Dernog.r aph i c Survey of 1')'{0-71, whioh also used the f'o Ll cw-vup
t~:0hnique•
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interval in order to record the o hange s t r.a't have occurred. Further visi-ts
may f'o L'l ow at appropriate Ln t e z-va.Ls , so that the sample of households then
be o c.mes a sort of vital rate \11-L3..nel11.

IJ1he rnet Lc o should reduce both errors of omission and dating errors. An
Lmpor tmt Lirn t-rt i or; , r:..t.... l·J8Ver, is that it cannot cover all of the population
at risk: two c~tegories must be handled by retro~pective questioning, of n
type similar to that used in Gi~gle round surveys, namely (i) persons who
migrate in or out of the sample be-tween rounds, and (ii) infants who are
born after one roun~ and die before the next.

1'_ multi-round sur-vey in whi:::h the s ame sampJ.e is interviewed repeatedly
can be organized in chrec ways:

(1) There may be no Li.nk botween the rounds, lrlhether at the interview or
in the processing. 11';e then have a series of' separate surveys, the
only connexion being the comm0n saffiple. ~his is sow.etimes called
a "re-surveyll ~ It is not a true 'rol101:1-U p ll .

(2) The intervievii_ng may be c a.rri e d out at e;;:..ch round without any refe
r-er.: 8 to the rounds be f'o r e lEW that the interviewer does not carry
wi th him the list of names made at the pr-e ce d i.ng round), but the
processing- may involve matching the lists from one round to the
next in order to detect changes, and hence vital events. This is
sometimes called "b Li.rid fa 1 Low-cup" •

(3) The enumerator at one round works on the basis of the list made at
the round before.

Only methods (2) and (3) can be Called follow-ups. 'Their r e Lat i ve advantages
will nDW be considered •

.An enume r a.t or- who merely has to check off a list of people as present
or abaerrt , alive or dead, can produce plausible results without ever leaving
home. Clev.rly, if the follow-up enumerator operates in complete ignorance of
the data f'r-o m the initial round this acts as an efficient check on his work.
Unf'ort unate Iy the problems of' matching j.r-e sen't ed by this procedure are formi
dab l e , Almost everywhere in Africa addresses are non-existent or very inade
quate, villages are COIT.tITian in which the name name appears again and again for
dit'ferent pea p Le , and one finds the Same person gi ving different n ame s (or
the same names in a different order) to different enumerators. ~here is also
the difficulty of making clear maps of villages, showing individual houses
in such a h~a;, that they Can be identified by another enumerator. In these
circumstances it will be appr-ec.i.a t e d that a completely Lldepandent follow-up
is scarcely a practical proposition" lit the very- least it appears necessary
to give the follow-up enmerator a list of heads of households. This leads to
a rigorous check on the composition of households, but not Dn the accuracy
of the house ho Lr' list itself. This prort)(lure wa s usee1 in the 1961-63 survey
of rural Morocco. However, t he :--iub"equi::>r:'t mat c h i.ng d i f ti ou I t i e s led to rejec
tion of the follow-up as a SOUTce of u s e f'u I dnt a Ln over -0 per cent of the
primary s~pling units.
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If the second round is carried out "blind" one oanno t automatically
assume that any person present at the first round who is not reported at the
second has died, nor that any baby reported at the second round but not the
first was born between the rounds. An essential component of suoh a blind
follow-up will np. a l'ef'.0~0; 1 ; a.t i on round. in which a third visi t is made to
the field to determit!:::. whether ··~h ~~atch represents a iU~!57;;,"'t:~!1:; 1"l lTt"t::..l
______ -1..

t:: \/t:H", V.I. an error.

In the light cf problems such as these, the method of blind follow-up
has generally been reg~rded as impracticable. The difficulties are certainly
very great and it does not seem possible to recommend it. At the same time
the alternative method, in which the enumerator merely has to check a list
of names provided, obviously offers a strong temptation to the enumerator
who is less than fUlly conscientious. This problem will be taken up again
below.

,iethod of questioning

Various methcds have been used for asking about births in a follow-up
survey. Probably the one that hds worked best is the following:

(1) At the first round: Ask each woman over 15 for her most recent
live birth.

(2) At all later rounds: Ask her whether she has given birth to any
child, whether living or dead, since the last birth recorded
(referring to the latter by name if possible).

The household list itself then acts as a oheck. If a birth is mentioned, the
enumerator must enter details of the child. If this is found to be a child
already listed from the preceding round, the birth is outside the reference
period. On the other hand a birth missed should be picked up ultimately
(unless ,he child dies) when the enumerator asks at each round after reading
out the list: "Are there any other people living here with you - any adults?

any children?"

For deaths, the method is simpler. The e n ume r-a t o r- reads the name of
each person listed at the previous round and asks: Ills he/She still alive?"
Except for certain special cases, a"death can then only be missed if the
respondent teL!.s an outright falsehood. This is clearly a better method than
the question used in s i.ngLe round surveys: "Has anyone in the household died
in the last 12 months?"

Finally, whenever a birth is reported the enumerator asks, "Is the
child still alive?" This covers deaths of children born since the preceding
round. The question should also be asked at the flrst round in reference to
the "most recent live birth" reported then - see ( 1) above.

The treatment of births and deaths to persons entering or leaving the
sample area between r-ound.s will be discussed later.
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Ensuring conscientious field work

Undoubtedly the greatest danger to the success of a follow-up survey is
the temptation it offers to the enuraerator to skimp the field work by s Lnp.ly
recording "no chanbe". He Can do this either by failing to visit the house
hold, or by visiting it but skimpinb the questions.

Various safeguards have been used to lir,ji t this type of error.

If the survey continues for several rounds the results are virtually
self-checking. A birth cr death omitted at one round is unlikely to escape
report for ever: as the rounds continue, sooner or later the new member of
the household (birth) will be mentioned, or someone will draw attention to
the wrongly included name (death or emigration). A useful precaution is to
ensure rotation of enwaerators so that the same enumerator does not stay
with the same households. In this way the enumerators check each other.
,"oreover their knowledge that they dre checking their predecessors and being
checked by their successors keeps them up to the mark. A very simple way
of aohieving rotation of errumer a't or-s without any special organization is to
allocate them at r-andom at each round: if this is done it will nar-dIy ever
happen that an enumerator repeats a group of households in two consecutive
rounds.

Another simple precaution to discourage enumerators from con.pLet eLy
omitting the household visit is to include a new question in every round.
As long as the answer cannot be guessed this provides the same degree of
incentive to make the visit as applies in any ordinary survey.

Ensuring that the enunrer-ator- conducts the interview conscientiously is
more difficult. A possible procedure (which does not seem to have been
tried) woulrt be to begin the follow-up interview not by reading out the list
of persons recorded at the round before, but by asking for a fresh list of
current household members (i. e. to begin with "blind follow-up"). The
enumerator records these - name, sex and relationship to head - on a separate
sheet before looking at the list of the previous round. He then compares
the two and uses this comparison as a basis for further questioning, if
necessary, to enable him to oomplete the questionnaire itself. The sheet
recorcing the preliminary "blind listing" must be returned to headQuarters;
this will tend to discour~ge the enumerator from skimping the questioning.
However, it could be objected that this system will annoy the respondents,
who will not llil0erstand its purpose.

Another ingenious idea was used in ,he Indian National Sample Survey
in 1958-59: false, or dummy, names were inserted into the list sent back to
the field for the follow-up en u.asr-ato r , However, this was found to be resent
ed by the enumerators and indeed may de more harm than good. If the enume
rator is informed in advanoe that dummies are present he loses oonfidenoe
in the reliability of the list and his probing is likely to becom~ over
hasty: anyone not quiokly identified he may write off as a dummy. If he is
not informed in advance, then errors may be deteoted but they will not be
avoio_ed; mor-eo ver- there will be many fruitless discussions whioh will no
;~_oubt lead in some Cases to a mistaken lIidentificationll of the dUElT;.Y. On
the whole the method does not seem to be one to recommend.
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~{()ne of "tte 8,bOVe proc,::;c:_'clre8 eTI8Ul'f'? t n.rt the oue s t i cn on babies who
were born arid dled since tl~c }Jreviou.s round L; c on uc i e r t ac ue Ly i:is~\.eJ. '1 he
best precaution against the Offil~siorl Df this item is to rpcord c~'rent

pregn,q,YtlJies at each round and ir.clude Q c o Lurnr; for r'pportiEg the outcome:
IlSt1.l.L pregnant ll ; "Birth, still a Li.ve !"; I1birtl1, died later n § n~..;ti~l-t.irthll.

There has teen re Luc t ance to '~SF'; the uue s t i on on c ur-r er t pr e gnan cy in some
Afri c ar. oountries O~'1 the bTc,urJ.ds 't ha t it causes ernbur-r-a s smerrt , OT 1ecC:.use
it is said that thE; mothGr-to-te will fear to t1tempt pro vi d ence " (\'1 art i c i-
pating the b t r t.h , At t i t udo s of' tIli;::; k-i ud var:l much from one e t l-n.c group
to ano t he r . 'I'her e are many surveys on record in vrhi.c h the que s t i.o r; l.a s been
asked l"i 't ho u't a.p par er.f d i.f f'u c tu::- t.y, anti u..:ten agu.inst the ariv'i c e of local
experts. Ind8eJ, there is 3 seneral rule of survey practice, suppcrted by
experience in countries allover the wc r-Ld , to the e f I'e o t t na t llsensitive 11

qUc~tions whi~h are expected to ~~use embarrassment generally prove more
acceptable than an t i c i pa t e d , 'i/hile one cannot, of~ course, .r-eLy or: tlliB,
the pregnancy question is well Tdor-th testing in [t p i Lot s ur-vey , (In most
Afr i cr.n populat::..ons, if the que s t i.o n is wor-k i.ng , r-oughLy one 'VTOm.:1n in four
in the age-range 20-~,O shc u l d report herself pregnant.! If asking the qlies-
t i cn is considered Lrnposc i.b Le , a oo mpr-omi ne solution is to nave the enumerator
record visi-::;le pregn;.-:.ncies i the success of this as a check will depend,
among other things, on the time interval between rounds. Note however t ha t ,
e ven if the c he ck ra i La in t~le sense that many pregnancies are missed, it can
still f-J.lfi L its main purpose, which is to provide an estimate of infant
mor-ba.Li.t y , 'I'hun , if we f'o Llow-cup ail pregnan8ies reported we can d e t ez-mi.ne
the rate of infcmt rr:ortcllity il,n0ng t.l.e se and use this as an estimate 01' the
rate among a11 t Lr t hc , I'h i c o oe e;a likely to un.Ie.r-e e t f ma't e true infant
mor t c.Li t y s omewhat (those who report their pregnancy to tte enumero.tor are
more likely t o report to t.h e mat e r-n i ty services, with a. con se quen t improver,
prognosis) but the bias seems likely to be small unless maternity services
are very well developed. In any c.rs e , the rjlethlJ~ can easily be -tr-r.e d at
the an r - y s i.s stage and the results used if it gives a significantly higher
rate t.han the direct estimate from the whole s arup I e ,

Uhile the various teohniques mentioned above are likely to be helprul,
high quality r-e euI ts clepend above all on high quality field wor k ar.d this
oannot be BDsurei by any combination )f speci~l devices of the kine described.
Rather it depend3 on the general conditions of the survey, and in particular
on~

(i) (}ood train:ng. .Enumerators must knew wha t they h~,ve to do ~

(ii) High morale. They must wish to do what they know they have to do.

(iii) Close supervisioll. They must be informed as soon as possible when
they make mistakes.

Condi t::"ons (ii ,I and (iii) are piJ.rticu~arly favc ure d Ly the t_~-?m-workinb'

method of enumeration in whi c h a group of four or five en uner-a t o r s Ii ve tobe
ther vd til a supe r vi sor . >Je lna.y a~so recall here the r-eco m:..e n d a t i.o n made in
Ch2.pter ,): s upe r-vi uo ra ahou Ld be required to repeat a subsample cf interviews
as a one c k , This leads to more co n ao i on t Lous work by enumer-at cr c , e s pe cia L...y
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if they are in permanent er"ploy',jent. 1/ Some speoialists have also sugLest
ed that such checks should be run by an independent group of field workers
on a properly selected subsample, allowing computation of a correction factor.
This is essentially the "duaI record" system, to be discussed in the second
h~lf of this chapter.

Frequency of rounds

The more closely spaced are the rounds the fewer will be the follow-up
failures due to infant deaths and to movement in and out of the area. But
this is not the only factor. Closer spacing of the rounds means a smaller
number of events to record at each round. With a 3-month interval the enu
merator must expect to have to record less than one event (birth or death)
in every 10 households. Experience with surveys in many countries has shown
that if the response to a question nearly always goes th~ same way it is
difficult to get interviewers to perform r e Ld abLy , ~/ There is also, of
c01U'se, the factor of cost: the more frequent the rounds the greater the cost
for a given sample of person-months. Thus, as regards the time interval
between rounds there are arguments to be considered on both sides.

Experience in a nu~ber of countries seems to suggest that a period of
one year between rounds is too long. Six months is probably the most common
ly used interval. In urbdn areas, where mobility tends to be very hibh,
visits every three months may be necessary. 11 However, in rural surveys the
three-month interval has usually been rejected by survey planners, beth on
grounds of expense and because of the strain it imposes on the survey organi
zation.

1/ Note however that it has also been argued that such re-interviewinL
may annoy respondents and Convey an impression that the eriumer-a't o r s are not
trusted by their own organization.

]) 'I'wo kinds of bias have been observed. (1) The eriumera't or sees that
one response is much more common and so begins to assume that response with
out asking the question. (2) lrJhen a response comes that lS nearly the W1~

UGual response (e.g. death of a person who waS not strictly a household mem
ber but could almost be classified as one) the enumerator stretches the de
finition a little in order to be able to include this among the rare cate6ory.
These two biases work in opposite directions.

1/ Relatively little experience is availa.ble on follow-up surveys in
urban areas. Two African studies have been reported: Abidjan, 1963 (two
rounds, separated by One year); and Yaounde, 1~6+-65 (two rounds separated
by six months). In both Cases it was r e por-t ed that the extremely n i g'h
mobility created serious prob18ms at the data-processing stage.
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DllTation of the survey

"ost multi-round surveys have continued for a year. There is no theo
retical objection to spreading the work over a lonber period - except that
for a given total expenditure the data will take longer to become available.
Indeed there is a considerable advantage in a long time-coverage since short
term fluctuations in the vital rates will be smoothed out. There is also
more chance of learning from mistakes and improving the methods, clearing up
misunderstandings, debug~ing the procedures and replacing incompetent per
sonnel • ..1J

The possibility of spreading the survey ever a period of years raises
the question whether a fresh sample should then be selected each year. It
would appear preferable to stay with a fixed aamp'l e , however long the period,
at least until the population shows signs of resisting the survey_ Repeti
tion of the sample is not likely to lead to a loss of sampling efficiency,
while on the other hand, if the follow-up concept is to be retained, any
time the sample is changed there will be the additional cost of a complete
round for the new base-line survey.

A total survey period shorter than ene year should be avoided, in view
of the need to eliminate seasonal variations.

Samplinl';

The sampling problem for multi-round surveys is essentially no different
f'r-o r, that for single round retro spective surveys. However, the argument s in
favour of colJPlete coverage of each area sampling unit, rather than household
sampling, are even stronger in the Case of the follow-up survey. In such a
survey the households selected in the sample have to be identified clearly
at one round fcr the benefit of the enun.er-ators who are going to carry out
later rounds. If there is any sampling of households, or even of dwellings,
this will Cause much difficulty owing to the high mobility of the population
and lack of addresses in most African areasw The only satisfactory basis
for defining the sample is an area basis. The enumerator Can the~ be told~

IIInterview all households within the given area!1.

As regards the optimal size of clusters, the argument presented in
Chapter 7, Seotion 7.1 still applies with only minor modifications. The
overhead cost per oluster appears at first sight to be somewhat reduced in
a follow-up survey, because the preliminary reconnaissance of the area and
the clearance with the traditional authorities will not need to be repeated
after the first rOllild. But this is to some degree compensated by the need
to ensure ldentical coverage on two different occasions, which implies more
Care in mapping the clusters and defining their boundaries and hence higher
ini tial expenditure. In a follow-up survey with a total duration of one

..1J There seems to be no good reason why multi-round sl~veys have in
pr:.1ctice been limited to one year in nearly all cases whereas dual record
systems have generallY continued for several years. The argumellts for and
a~2inst the long duration apply to both methods.
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year it would seem reasonable to regard these effects as roughly cancelling
and to continue to accept as optimal a cluster size of a few hundred persons.
However, the longer the period for which each cluster is used in the survey
the more the first effect would tend to predominate and the more the o p't i.murn
would then tend to shift towICr:is smaller clusters. In a follow-up survey
planned for a long duration, therefore, it is desirable to make an independent
attempt to calculate the optimal cluster size by estimating costs and folle,,
ing the methods shown in Annex 2.

Questionnaire design

~xcept in surveys where only a very small number of questions are asked,
there are almost always difficulties in designing a convenient questionnaire
for a follow-up survey.

At each roun~ after the first, the enumerator has to refer back to the
names listed at previous rounds; he may also need to refer to characteristics
such as "relationship to head of household" for greater certainty in identi
fication. He therefore has to take this information with him into the field
and the easiest way of arranginis this is to give him Jack the que s t i onna i.r-e
completen in the earlier round and to have him insert the new data on it.
In other words, one would like to use a single questionnaire for all rounds.

But this raises two difficulties. Firstly, unless the number of items
of information is very small the format becomes inconveniently wide or else
the document runs onto two pages. With a two-page questionnaire it is more
difficult for the enumerator to refer back and for the supervisor and
editor to check; there may also be inconvenience in data pr0cessing if this
begins with transcription onto an intermediate form.

A second diffirulty is that one would like to get ahead with the data
proCessing as soon ~s the first round questionnaires come into the office,
but if they have to go out again for the second round this may interrupt
the prooessing.

A possible so lution to both problems is to retain the original conlp
leted questionnaires in the oflice and copy out the essential information
onto the questionnaire blank which the enumerator is going t~ take with him
- essentially name, relationship, age, and date and name of last birth.
'J'L's has the added advantage of safegua:rding against loss. On the o-the r
hew.-,::l such copying amo un t s to a oonsiderable load of work. In some cases it
rna,' be worth doing for the first round but not for later .r-o und s ,

A so Lut i or, to the serolld problem is to code the data onto coding sheets
during the period when the que e t i onnaa.r-e s are in the office. In some surveys
co~ing onto coding sheets is used in any Case - notably where an optical
reader is to be used - so that there is (arguably) no additional work
involved in applying this solution. However, where eptical reading is not
use:" coding straight onto the questionnaire is generally preferable because
errors are fewer and checking is e as i e r , so that this so lution is less than
iaeal.
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~he alternative of photocOPyihb rray bec0me competitive in price in .ominb
ye ar s and this should be e xarri.ne d ; but before this solution is adopter. it is
important to check \i) that a standby machine is available in case of break
down, (ii) that the machine will accept the format planneQ for the question
naire, and (iii) that an adequate supply of paper is available.

11Le }:roblem of hOTrI to equee ze a LL the Lnfo r rnat Lon on to one '_iuestionnaire,
and preferably one sheet, was ingeniously so:ved in the Senegal research pro
gramme by the use 0.:' an ir:dividual questionnaire - one sheet per pe r s on , with
e ac l; r-oun d ' s observations on a new Line , Cf course this Lmp.l Le s many more
sheets in all, with a conse~uent risk of greater confusion i: anytting goes
wrong. It will also be somewhat more diffic~lt to check the oonsistency of
the indi1.ridual characteri sties with the househo 11 c ompc si 't Lo n , A minor adv<.L"'l-
tagc is that the pr-cc e dur-e to be fo llowed when someone moves frcm one household
to another in the same area is siwpler - cne just pulls Qut the personTs ques
tionnaire an~ puts it with the new household. If i~dividual questionnaires
are us ed it seems desirable to keep the sheets for a given household wi thin a
double-sized folded sheet which should carry information on household location
and a list of the household me~bers. The individual quectionnaire seems to
h3.ve been used. only- in the s pe c i a L research programme iT... 5e::'~8gal, which was
cond~cted under rather ~usual conditions with intensive eupe~visio~. r~re

experience wou.Ld be needed before it could be firmly recordllended f'o r use on
a full-scale national survey. Nevertheless it would seem to be vo rt h serious
Gons"deration if the number of ~uestions, or the number of rounds, is so large
that a Lousehold 1uestionnaire would be illlwieldy.

It will ue seen from the above discussion that tue design of the ques-
t t cnraf r e and the procedures for handling, co pyang , transcribing and. ceding
are all interlinked and need speoially careful thought in a follow-up survey.

A copy of the questionnaire for the Lesotho Demographic Survey of 1971-72
iE repro0.uced herewith. This consisted of a single sheet 67 ems x :,cJ ems
(cf) ins x 12 ins). The ma'i n table, Part B, was a centre-page spread, with
Parts A and C on the back.

This type of questionnaire' has been widely r-ec ommende d but le13o"idely
U~td. Its obvious disadvantage is that it is large and cumbersome. However
the alternatives, as we have seen, are arguably no better: they are (i) to
run on to two pages (as in the Senegal national survey), (ii) to use as
incividual questionnaire (as in the Senegal research programme), or (iii) to
Gut the nurabez- of questions to an abeo Lut e mfm nrum (as in the great majority
of other follow-up surveys in the developing world).

Cne modifioation to the Lesotho design has often been used in order to
sic,plify the questionnaire. Lr; many surveys the list of names has been
presented in a single table, without providing n e pur a t e section~ 1'or Il a dd i _
tional members s i nc e Roun d 1 or Round 2". After the first r-ounc , Hb.er...... the
:'iuE'stionnaire8 ar-e returned to the ott ice, a line is dr-awn unde r -.;he last
n ar.e and the second round enumer-a'to r- is .in s t r uc t e d to enter CU1Y n ew ar-r-LvuLe
telow the line - and s i.nri Lar Ly after 9&,011 auns e juent round. Sorr.e ChiiJ1ges are
then required. in the co Lumn headille:;o U11cLer .i.tOUI~ds 2 and 3 to rnake t hs m apl-Jli
ca..'l.)~e to new arrivals. T'Llese cou Ld I}()w r e act
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Present P

iIove d in .II Where from?

no ve d out I,D .Jher-e to?

Born B Date

})ied D Date

Error E

The instruotior.s explain that in the c aue of a ohild who was born and has
died sinoe the previous round the entry should re BD and two dates should
be given.

Data prooessing

In one y( ar of' observation, tr.e n urobe.r of vital events recorded in an
Afrioan population would. be very rou~;l:l'y one-fifteenth of the number of
j.nchviduals rr, the pcpul at i o n , In a a-month period, it would .3 one-thirtieth.
These faots sUb'best that it would be an advantage to adopt an inc'.ependent
data prooes8ing programme for vital events as suoh, rather than to add them
on at the erid of the data (oarel or tape) recordecI for eaoh .i ndi,vidual in the
survey.

Probably the best procedure is to introduce a coding sheet for births
and another for deaths, wi t.l one Li ne for each event. CoLunins would be
pr-o v.ide d for oharacteristics o f the parents in the oase of 'births and of the
dead person in the Oase of deathS. Data would be transcri'bed or ooded by
hand from the criginal questionnaires. It would be an advantage to enter
the name of the baby and mother, or the decedent, and to co rap l e t e the sheets
cluster 'by cluster, so as to check On po e s i.b Le double z-e po r t i.nj; of the same
event in more than one household in the area. If the population of the area
is shown on tLe sheet it is easy to c l.e ck rapidly whether plausible data are
being o b t a'i aed ,

After cLecking for fouble listing and plausi'bility, such a sheet can be
readily pr-o c e s s e d, either by hand or by punching one card per line.

Basis of' BUll-IT.eTation; derivatio_n of the vi tal rates

The effectiveness of the follow-up method depends on the en ur.e r-a tor
fincliq; the same per-sons at two successive rounds. Clearly this will happen
more often Iii th the d.e .jure population than the de facto. Thus there is a
strong Case for basing the analysis on the de jure population.

Hcwe ve r , this preference for a de jure based ana Lysi s d.oe s not necessarily
exc ; uc~e the collection of data on a de facto basis as well as de jure ("com
prehensi ve" enuueration - see Chapter 4, Section 4.1). This would involve the
.inc Lu s i or. of visitcrs in'tr.L8 enumeration. Since a few such "vi s i t or s" will
have stayed aD arld ceoome reBidents by the time of the next round, their
inclusion at the O:;8,rlier r-ound TtJill provide more Cases successfully followed
up and is therefore desirable.



In several follow-up surveys it has been fOilllQ th~t the se~oni wld ~ater

r-c und s show a c on s i s t errt Ly larger population than tie firs-c. This has usual
ly been at t r i out.e d to the fa i Lur c at the first round te> r-eoo r d some household
members, perhaps due ~o the inexperience 0;.... tte enumerato::, 0:'" perhaps to
suspicion by the no uaeho i d , But 'the e f'f'e o t may also be due t o c vez-Lo ng
retention o n the ho u s eho Ld "Lst of persons who nave moved away; t hi s co u.l d
affect the s ecor.d and later rounds more than the first if thE;re 'If.,Tere a reluo
't anc c to elirl\ir~2.te names o r.c e List e d , To c Lar-i.f'y this situation :.."t seems
d.esira·bie to use ccmprehensive (de factc and de /ure) enumeration VIit h a
supplementary que s t i or, llSince ~-her. ..?" 'I'hu.s :

rtesident fre sen..t_ \

< 3inc8 when has this person been here?Visi tor' )

Resident absent Since wh on has this person been away?

The rrna-~.ifyin6 period for r e s i dence can then be fixed as the period between
r-oun ds , t ): baby's residence w~.l1 be oonsidered as that of its mother for
this plirpose).

'I'ur-n Lng hOW to the enume r-a t i on of vita]~ltB, f:l.,ssuming that the analy
~is is 1io be tased on a de j~re population N8 nave~ in theory, a choice between
three rnet hc d s for counting t.he e ven t s between twu c on s ecut Lve r-ound s (say
ROClnds 1 and 2):

':,i) Even t s o c c urr i n.; in t.r,e pe r i o d "to the :le ju..n~ po pu.i a't i or.. r,

Round :;

I"i(:' bvents c c our r i ng in 't he pe r i o d to the de jure po puLa t i on of
?.our~d ~;

'<ii:) LveLtE oc cur-r i ng tc p,=:rscns who are membe r-a o f tilE: de ,W'€

poplilation at the tim8 of the eveDt.

Fc.r b Lr-t.h s , we would prefer t o get the inforulation fr-o.; pecp':'€ whom we CaY.
.i.nt e r-v i ew after the event: tbis favours rre t ho d \li). F.,.IT deaths, method (ii)
wc u Ld be mean i ng Le e s (a membe r- of the Round 2 po puLa t i o n o anr.o t Lave died
be r'c r-e Round 2). The mai n adv.cnt age of the fa llow-up met hoI as regards
deCi"Gl1.8 is: that it enables us to p i o -j.o i.n t a named injiv-iiu':lJ 2r.J. a sk whether
he =--8 still :iving, in s-te ad of aSkltlg' the va.€)'l.;.e, ;,j.Ilr1 ')..t-',sett·.'d'.s, question:
"Eua :lnyon~ diei? 11 I'hi s ar-g-c ne n t tavo ur s method (i ~I • '~'"1h,,~.'-': -:., r.as of't en been
r-c c o m-cerided to use rnet ho d ,,): r'o r d e a.t h s and me t hcI ;~i':'-: fer l.i r t h s , adding
to (i ') t::~e ieaths of ba oi.e s w'(LOSe hi.r- t-i is r-e pc r t.e d Lr. _~:id ad.ding to (ii)
any "births to mo t he r s wr.c s e de a t.u i:::, ze po rt e d 2-~1 ':.:.) ,.'.'--',:it Lnc cns i s t.en ny
c f r-e f'e r-enc e 'be uwe en t,i::,ths and Q.8El.LDS is of :lttl~ ~( q_. HO',f€ver,
me'~~tC'J ":=--iij is so mevha t s:"ftlp::'-er i n (~onc.e?tioY. and Lee., : ,l~~,y used. Its
on i y disadvantage it that '.t r e qu i r e s an ad.d i.t i01V.c'", the hosueholJ.:
"Have there been ax,-y a ~her deaths? IJ~ in o r dor- to i'- ,.:; to in-migra.YJ.ts,
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after their arrival .. j} ~-rn.ichever method is used it is irtlportant to ask, of
each birth reported, whether the baby is still living.

While definitions are i~portant for the statistician, they are not suffi
cient as guides to the enumerator. Whichever system of enuh,eration is ado pt >
ed it is important to give the enumerator specific instructions on how to
deal with the more cvmmon types 0f borderline Cases.. In most African socie
ties the ccmmonest problem of this kind is that of the mother who moves to
another house (usually her mother's) to have a baby. Note that this problem
may be encountered at either end of the journey: we may be interviewing the
household from which the pregnant woman moved away, or the household into
which the daughter Came tc have her baby. Also we may conduct the interview
during the period of the woman's abse-nee from home, or after her return ..
From the enumerator's point of view these are four distinct cases. Other
important cases are the woman wh0 has a baby in hospital, the person who goes
to hospital with an illness and dies there, and more generally the person who
dies while temporarily away from home - for example, from an aocicient while
visi ting the town. 'I'he survey s t a't i s t i.c i.v.r; , having decided upon the defini
tions for enumeration, should work Liut what these mean in terms of the above
special Cases. The enumerator should then be instructed exactiy how to deal
with each one of these possible cases. It is not sufficient to give the
enumerator a broad definition and expect him to work out for himself ho·" it
applies to suoh borderline cases.

Adjustment to the reference period

In most surveys it is not possible to organize the time interval between
rounds according to an exact schedule to the nearest day. An adjustment is
therefore required to bring the rates to the equivalent of an exact 365-day
period. This may b~ done by computing the mean date of the starting round,
~veraged over all 3ample households, the mean date of the finishing round,
iifferencing the two to sive the mean period, then raising bJ the ratio j65
to this me an .

Adjustment to age

A problem arises with age in any multi-round survey when we wish to
}ompute age-specific rates, since different persons have their age recorder
),t different times during the survey. The ma j o r-L ty have their age recorded
a t the first round, but t ro s e who appear for the first time at a =-ater round
Nill give their age as of that round.

The simplest solution is to helve the errume r-u't.o r' record the date ';01'
real':- of birth rather than age. At the, ann.Lya i s stage the entry car. then be
translated into age at the d~te correspoLding to the mid-point of the refe
rence period. Note that this may involve a half-.)'-ear de vi a t i cn in the ages

J)' Arg'G.abl;r, this could r.e ami t t.e d as negligible ~ For e.xamj.Le , if we
assume 6-monthly rOl;.nQs, a 10 per cent an.rua.. mi.gr-at i on rate and a ;~O per
-'loer orude deatt rate. ur.co r-r-e lat e d Ttli t h migration, the ?.O 'h'i~l 1Ie e e t i n.a't e d
as ~9.) i.f ttis question is omitted. (Even if Lnc iude d it is hard.ly :iikely
to cater, all the missing (]. 5).
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:1,; tabulated, arising from the fact that "age last o.i.r-t huay " runs half a ye ar
behind chronological age. (1. group of persons whose "age last b.i r t hday" is
.)0 Hill have a mean age of jO 1/'::'6) Thus, for example, persons born in 19:+.5
'dill, in the nn dd Le of 197), have a me an age last birth of ~9 1/2, not ,,0.
This situation will arise whenever (a) date of birth is given in completed
fears only j;! and (b) the r-ef'e r-en oe date for the survey is other than the
start of a calendar year. It can be n.crd Led by a footnote in the published
tables.

For infant mortality, however, it is important to obtain age at death
to the nearest month, preferably up to :2 years at le~lst, in oI'der to elimL12te
heaping at 1 year. Instructions shoulcl therefore b6 given to enter date of
birth to the nearest month for all children under 2, and in PQrticular, of
oourse, for all those born during the period of the survey.

Cri tique of the multi-round foLLO'''-UP s'V'vey

Firstly, il;here is the question of cost. This turns out to be a more
complex issue than it first appears. Obviously for a s amp.Le <..:' given size
the multi-rouno. follow-up survey is much more expensive tha" ~i'G sinLle round
survey. This in itself, however, is not an over-riding ob j e c t i on s a bicycle
made of cardboard would be cheaper than one maQ8 of steel, but nO ODe uses
this as an argw-lent against the use of steel for bicycle frames. The cost
must be oonsidered in relation to efficiency. If it can be shown that the
multi-round survey is subject to a smaller unkno'dll error than the single
round survey, then the extra c,ost must be accepted. l~re precisely, the
oriterion of choice should be, in principle, that of minimum wean S4uare error
?er unit of cost. If b is the bias and ~ the sampling standar~ deviation
,see Chapter 8 for definitions), then the mean square error - or the total

expec t e d error - is l'ISE=\r(b 2 + (>2). The method whi ch g'ives the Lnve s-t value
of "SE per unit of cost is the most efficient. Unfortunately this criterion,
though helpful as a guide to thinking cannot be app l.i.e d ope rcrt i onc.Ll.y ,
because b , the bias, is always unknown: if it "ere known Ole could subtrc,ct it
from 't ne survey estimate, giving an improved e e t i.n.a t e with bias zero. In
praotice we can perhaps make a little headway if we replace b by a somewhat
vaguely conceived standard deviation ~b representing the spread of the distri
bution of uncertainty in the survey results due to non-samp1inb error. Such a

u
b

is perhaps easier to gueoa than b itself. We Can then compute

j,jSE ~ V(u~ + :J 2) and ohoose the method giving mi n i n.ur. ..SE per unit of

st. But in reality no one has yet produced any serious estimates of b or
U

b
for any actual single round or multi-round surveys.

1/ Age in completed ycars is the same as age last birthday.
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In summary, the ar-gumerrt e about cost, tho%h clear in t aeoz-y , are of
little practical relevance because we cannot estimate the biases. 11

h more straightforward otjection is the complexity of the follow-up
methoQ. Not only are there several rounds instead of one but there are
additiunal operations: dwellings have to be clearly identified so that they
can be found again, questionnaires have to be copied (or else removed from
headquarters, with risk of loss and certainty of delay in processing). The
instructions are neoessarily more complex, requiring longer tr~ining of
enumerators. The questionnaire itself has to be complex, or alternatively
must ami t some of the questions which '.ould be desirable.

The lQng duration of the survey ~akes for difficulties: for example, it
may rule out the po ssibility 01' us ing schoo 1 teachers as enumar-at.o rs; it
requires arrar!genlents to be made for regular payment of enumerators in the
field; it involves a delay in publication.

There is also a difficulty in organizing an effective pilot survey,
since an j.nterval of several months must elapse between rou.nds if enough
events ar-e to be found.

The most serious objection to the method, however, as we have seen, is
the danger of enumerators reporting "rio change" without serious interviewing.
We have sugb€sted a number of ways of discouraging this but it remains true
that the method is crucially dependent on the use of conscientious and highly
mutivated field workers.

Finally an ob j ec t i.on of a sort is that the method is conceptually incom
plete: the f'o Ll.ow-iup cannot in principle cover events to liligrants cr bab i e s
who are born iJ..nd die between the same tw') rO"UJ1ds. ~-)peci,-",l arrangements have
to be made to Cover these c a t e go r-a e s by retro s pe c t i, ve <luestioning. '~\rrlile

11 We can, however, show the following:

If c:
r-o un d

a/ ~, where
and r.ruLti-round

u. Le a cc n e t.cn t wh Lc h is the same for single
surveys and n is the sample size,

If cost is propcrticnal to n within bither type of survey,

If cost per unit of the sample is k times as hibh in the multi-round
survey,

then the single round survey will be competltive in ter~s of the criterion we
have stated if its bias b is leGS than ~ II (k-1), where 0- is the sampling
error for the single round survey. Since 0- increases with d i aur. i ehi.ng n , an.
hence with diuun i sh i ng ccst, whereas b is constant or decreasing, it follows
that, if we consider the effect of pr'o gr e s s i. vely r-e d'uc i.ng the a.vai Lc.bLe cildget
t,lere mus t :=J.h·.,r0.ys come a point at which the single r-ouno met ho d becomes c o rnpe
titive. If L o an be estimated this point con be calculated. It m..y , ho weve r
co re at a puint where total error is unacceptably high. Conversely, if tree
mul ti-rcl.md method has a un i f'o r-m.l.y smaller bias than the sin<;le round and the
budget is pI'ogre8Gively increased there must come a point at whi.c h t he multi
round rnc t hc d is c o n.pe t i.t Lve , although this may be at a budget level which is
un.icc e p t ub l y high.
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the latter is oert~inly an inoonvenienoe it weuld not be oorreot to assert
that a fol ow-up survey must show increasing bias due to the progressive at
,trition of the sample ("panel effeot"), since the panel is in f'ac t brought up
to date at eaoh round.

Apart from the olaim to greater preoision, two arguments should be men
tioned in favour of the me t no d , (a) It allrws information to be obt cd.ne d
en migration which Oan oome in nO other way, specifioally by the interviewing
of emigrants before they move. (J'..n analogous but minor advantage is that it
gives us the age of a dead person as stated by him before he dies.) (b) It
seems to give a better estimate of the tot~l population: as noted above, the
second and later rounds habitually reveal the existence of persons omitted at
the first round. Finally it may be noted that the follow-up procedures after
the first round represent a very light burden for enumerators. In this sense
the follow-up survey is an ideal vehicle for other quite different types of
enquiry.

11.2 THB DUAL RBCORD SYST~l! (PGE)

Background

The dual record system is based on a simple ooncept: if two independent
1ata oollection operations are set up to oover the Same sample, then one of
them ohould piok up some of the events missed by the other.

While in principle the two operations may be of any kind, nearly all of
the applications up to now have been with a periodic survey as one and a
vital registration operation as the other, and we shall assume this arrange
ment in the rest of this section. In most of the more successful projeots
the "registr"tion" has not been the official civil registration but a speci"l
vital rate registration set up for the purpose of the projeot. JJI

The 't e chn i cue is often called the "PGEll, f'c L'Io w-l ng- the first large
scale application in the Population Growth Estimation project in Pakistan.
Since then it has been used in many countries: if c n e counts only t_lose ope
rations conducted on a national basis or in a large fraction of the country,
in Africa the ruet ho d has been applied in Al;;eria, Liberia, halawi and Horocoo.
Hidorioally most of the "PGEs" have been set up as se Lfv-cont a.i.ne d projects
wi th some det:',Tee of autonomy and relying heavily on foreign a s s i e t r.nc e - the
important exception to the latter being the Indian Sample Registration scheme
which is also by far the largest of all the dual record projects. uo r-eover-
't l.e projeots, unlike the single and multi-round demographic surveys whdch
nave been carried out in developing cc ur.t r i e s , have been c onc e i ve d f'r-o n, tl18

Leginning as continuing systems rather than as ad hoc operations, arid most of
them have indeed~fasted for severdl years. Altogether, the duai reoord system
r.as bene fL ted from an input of high-level expe r t i s e , and an output c f descrip
t i ve and analytical publioations, faT in excess of the mul ti--round fa 1101'l-up

1/ IIhe registrars used In the project are for this reason .rten called
"r-e c o r-c.er-s " to distinguish them f'r-ot, the regulCl.T civil registrarR.
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method. Huch of the digested experience of all this work is being published
in a handbook prepared by the Population Council which should be considered
compulsory reading for anyone planning to set up a dual record project. For
this reason the treatment of the subject in the present section will be con
fined to a brief description cf the essential features of the system and of
the special problems which it raises.

Description cf the method

Obviously if two independent data collection operations are set up to
caver the same area, most of the events they collect will be the same; in
relatively few Cases will one operaticn detect an event missed by the cther.
We clearly need to know which events are the same in order to avoid ~ouble

ccunting. Thus an essential feature of the dual system method is a matching
operation: the events reported by one operation are matched against those
reported by the other, producing a table of the form shown below.

REPOrlTED BY REGISTRATION

REPORTED

BY

SUl,VEY No

Tctal

c d

N

The matching' gives us a, b and c. Only d remains unknown r the number of
events missed by both operations.

It is usual to estimate d by a.s s umi.ng that the errors of tJ:le two opera
tions occur independently. This iwplies that the rate of missing by the
registration is the same in the top line as in the bottom line, or bla ~ dlc,
giving d ~ be/a. Thus the toted rruinbez- of events is estimated as:

be
a

This is generally referred to as the Chandrasekar-Deming formula, ~fter the
authors who first proposed it. 1/ It is in fact no more than an application
of the met no d habitually used for e s t i.mat i.ng non-response bias a.n surveys,
b.as er' on the assumption that characteristics of non-respondent s have the
same rmrt uaL relationship as those of respondents. Note that the e s t i mo.t e
d = r_,,::,/c.. is unbiassed on Ly if the omissions by the two systems occur inde
pendently .

..1/ Che.ndrasekar, C. and Dsmi.ng , d.E. 1~1949), llA ne t ho d of Ls t i roat i ng
Birth and Death Rates and the ~xtent of :cegistration J1, JC'-';!21al of the .AI,lerican
Statistical Asscciatioll, 44, 101-115.
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The problem of maintainint; the independence of the two operations is
crucial and in practice has domi.na t e d the de s i gn of dual record projects,
leading to n m..e r-ou.s complioations. For example, but for this problem the
matching could be performed virtually without error by the oo-operative
effort of the two field workers in the field; instead of this, to avoid the
danger of loss of independenoe, matohing is always done in the office without
the co-operation of the field workers.

Loss of ind.ependence can oocur in two ways: through collusion between
the registrar and the survey enumerator, and through the existenoe of common
features causing omission in both operations. We discuss these separately.

Collusion. If the survey enumerator and the registrar get together and
agree to report the same events, or if one of them obtains and uses the
reports made by the other, then not only is the Chandrasekar-Deming estimate
falsified but the whole dual set-up becomes 11 waste of effort and money.
~hus precautions are always taken to keep the two workers apart ~ld to place
a variety of obstacles in the way of their oopying from each other's records.
In prac-tice these precautions complicate the procedures considerably.

~hared causes of omission. ~vents of certain types may have a greater
risk of omission by both ~egistrars and survey enumerators - for example,
deaths of single-per;;;n-households. -Such a correlation between the operations
woule vitiate the Chandrasekar-Deming estimate of the fourth cell d. If
such apec i.al features Can be identified in the reports the effect Can be
eliminated by diViding the data into strata, each such stratum corresponding
to one suoh type or feature, then applying the estimation f'o r-mu.La separately
'"d 't h i.n each stratum and sult1ri,ing the d ' s so obtained. This was or i.g-i.n a L'Ly
reoommended by Chandrasekar and Deming and has been done in most of the dual
recorrl projects. However, the results have almost invariably been unchanged
by this correotion; one must conclude that either such shared causes of
omi..: .ri.ori do not e x i s t or, if they do , they have not been successfully iden
tified. Lt is easy to ilnagin8 that such unidentified features ~~ still
exist : for example, any e7ents for which people feel guilty or embarrassed
might 3ystematicaJ..ly tend to escape report, yet such events might have nO
observable feature whicl, would enable them (when they are reported) to be
singled out as a class. There is also the danger that a respondent may with
hoI~ a report from the seoond field worker simply because he failed to report
it (~for whatever reason) to the first.

The Chandrasekar-Deming estimate makes another important assumption. It
will be seen that when the registration and the survey disagree (cells b and
c) we alw,-,ys acc e p't the positive report and reject the negative one, that is,
",'e r.c c e p't the word of the man who f'o und an event against the word o f the one
who cliO. not. This is implicit in the inclusion of band c in the estimation
f'o r-mula , '..:::r.e as suc.pt ion here is th<:.d tte only errors are errors of omission,
r.e ve r of err:-)neous Lno Lu s i c n . ~rrors of inclusion are referred to, in the
jargon of thE:: duaL record teuhniclEe, [,8 "out of s co pe " events. They may be
DU-~ of scope in s pcc e i:i .. e. o uts i d.e the boundaries of the are a s[L.m.f;le units)
or ill time (i.e. o u t s i rle the r e f er eno e period). Such errors are not eliminat
e d Cy the formula, so that they mus t be guarded against by c ar e f'u.l delimitation
of the boundariGs of the area units, and careful definition of the time
lit:.its cf th8 ref'erenC6 perj.c.i.
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FinC\lly the Cnandr a.s ek.ar--Der.ung estimate assumes that the ma't c h i.ng Can
be performed without error - or more exactly, that any matohing errors will
c cn o e I out. In practice, matching is a bigler problem than might be expect
ed, largely be c.ause , as men t ao ne d above, it has to be performed without refer
ring to the persons making the field reports. The criteria for a match cannot
be La i d down in such a way a.s to ensure correct matching. If the criteria
are too s t r-a c t , then some Ld.en't Lc c.L events reported by the two sources will
be classed as distinct - i.e. 80m2 a's will become bls or CiS, leading to
ove r-c-es t iriat i on , If the criteria are too lax, the opposite error will occur.
In pr~ctice there will be errors of both types and the aim is not to eliminate
them but to have them cancel out. To avoid arbitrariness a further field
c pe r-a't i.on is generally necessary to c ne ck do ub t f'u I Cases and/or to calibrate
the matching criteria. Be c aus e of t he ar.de pendenc e r-e quar-emerrt , this opera
tion is generC\lly allotted to a tnlrd category of field worker.

\rJe turn now to sc me o pe r at i ono.I features of the system. The need to
nu n i n.I ze geogr'lphical out-of-scope errors has led in most dual record systems
to great emph~3is on the mapping of sumpling units. Generally the areas have
teen mapped wi th considerably more care than in most conventional surveys.
,'" t.he- enquiry itself the selected sample areas are always covered completely
.. ..Lus t e r- s amp.l i ng}, C\8 in other lifrieim demographic surveys, and there is an
i: i t ic.L house-numbering operation which is found essential for the success of
tbe "latching. JJ

'~luster sizes have vur i.e d from about 150 to 6 000 persons. There has
been conciderable controversy about this. If the optimum were computed by
the stand~rd methods (Ch~pter 7) it would probably be similar to the 300
suggested for single round surveys. l./ But with the dual record method
other cc.nsideratiolls are important ~ l_crger clusters are relatively easier to
map un~mbiguously; larber clusters alluw the use of full-time registrars
without the need for their transportation from one clus"ter to another; on the
other hand smaller clusters ease the matching pr-ob Le m, The use o f' a sub-clus
ter for the survey operation wi thin a large cluster for the r e g i s t i-rrt i.o n has
also been I'fj,;oIL:rllended, with one-way matching only. This provides a so lution
to the otterwise vexing problem of how to use full-time relc;istrars while
keeping down the cluster si ze for the survey; on the other hand it Lnc r-e cae s
the mapping work and sacrifices 't h.e adde d r-Lgo ur- of 't wo c-way iua't c h i.ng ,

The registration operation is usually performed by a local resident, who
makes visits typically once every month or every two months. In many projects
he has visited s pe c i r.L informant s, or sub-registrars, instead of households
themselves; when this systemis used. he visits the household onLy when he
learns of an event. Some dual reoord projects have used the official civil
registration instead of settin6 up their own registration, but this has
seldom worker'. well, mainly because of mat crung' difficulties.

JJ The house-numbering ccmpr-o mi ss s the independence requirement to some
extent, since both field workers draw on it. Errors due to faulty n ur.ibe r-Lng
or coveraee in this operation are r.ot corrected by the dual record system.

y The heavy initial investment in mC\pping would tend. to rC\ise tlle opti
mum but the lone; duration of the pr-oj e c t with a fixed s atup l e would tend to
lower it.
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The survey operation has typically been repeated ~t 3-monthly cr 6 month
ly intervals, but an annual interval has also been recommended. Questioning
seems to have been retrospective in most projects rather than based on the
follow-up principle.

Enumeration is usually de facto and events are recorded if they occur
within the sample cluster. The projects in Liberia and Nalawi were, however,
exceptions to this rule; both used de ~ure enunleration, though with a very
short qualifying period for residence 1 month).

FinQlly there is the problem of the denominator for the vital rates.
In conventional surveys it is taken for granted that the survey which provides
the nu~erator of the rates (the events) will also provide the denominator
(the count of persons interviewed). In the dual record system this is not sv
obvious. It is reasonable to suppose that some of the errors of omission of
events committed by the survey and rectified by the registration relate to
omissions in the survey enumeration, that is, some events were missed because
the relevant persons were missed and therefore not counted. In this sense
the upward correction of the numerator of the r~te has no counterpart in the
denominator: if we take the denominator from the survey we will therefore
over-estimate the rate. For this reason tt has sometimes been suggested that
in applying the dual record method the denominator should be taken from an
independent source such as the census (brcught up to date by extrapolation,
if necessary). This could be done in two ways:

,Ie c ou.l.d use the up-dated census population of the seleoted sample
units. However, this will work only if the units used by the dual
record system are identifiable in the census results. In many
Cases they will not be, either because some other area unit has been
used for the s~mpling or because of boundary revisions made during
the very thorough mapping operation.

(ii) Or we can raise the nui..e r-a't or- sample to the national (or regional)
level, then divide by the up-dzrt ed census national (or regional)
total. This will involve a very much larger sampling error s i.uo e
we will no loa~er be using a ratio estimate (see Chapter 8).

Consi~ering these objections, together with the uncertainty of the census
figures themselves <.."'.nd t r.e still greater uncertainty in their up-datiag, it
is pr-o uabLy fair to conclude that in almost .].11 African countries any dual
record project should produce its own denominator rather than resort to the
census.

Critique of the d~~l record system

Cost is often Tn,ised as [;,:r~ orj ec t i o.a to the dua r record t echn i que , How~

~ver the d.i scus s i on of' cost in re>,tion to tne follow-up survey applies ai';ain
herc.v;hile cost per sccL1ple un i.t is undoubtedly much hibher in [1 dual record
ays t ern this is not a r-e i.e van t ori 't e r i on , Account must be ta.ken of any rRduc
tion there may .e =-n bias. As we showed above, if the avr.L'l ab Le buclget is
im<J,gined to become sJnC1.11er nnd smaLle r , one of the c b e a pe r' 1l1ethod:::; ;}'IUS't eVE:n

tu;_~lly heoc n;e co mpe t i.t Lvc , Tfihere:1H if the available budg-et is lc~r?c,e en ough
::.nil if it is ancef'"t'2d. thc..t the dun} record system gives Q.. loweI' b i as t h an any
o t lie r, then, it, mus t U ..... t i.t.n t e Ly be the most efficient way- of spending' the
gi 'von bl~·~~ f-.:','et •
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The technic"ue is clearly much more sophisticated than any other we have
considered. But with this sophistication comes a greater complexity. We
have, in effect, two multi-round surveys running simultuneously, pl us a
matching operation in the office, plus a f'ur-tner "field reconciliation ll ope
ration and in some oases iJ, separate matching oalibration o pe r-u t i.on , The
initial mapping has to be especially thorough. Finally, special precautions
are needed to keep the two main field operations independent. It has plausi
bly been argued that this is not the recipe to offer countries whose main
problem is a limited munagerial capability.

i ios t of the other criticisms that have be en advanced have a:'ready been
men tioned. above. They concern the validity of the n umer-ous assumptions that
have to be made. The independence assumption, essential for the fourth cell
estimate d=bc/a, has been obJected to more than any other. However, this
criticism has been countered by pointing Gut that the contribution of d to
the final estimate is generally extremely small. For example, if each system
achieves an 80 per cent coverage, d is estimated at 4 per cent, or say 2 per
thousand population in the birth rate and 1 per thousand in the death race.
Such Q figure is perhaps close to the limits of error of 3llY system in a
developing country. Thus the d correction is of marginal importance. While
this seems a valid answer to criti~s who treat the Chandrasekar-Deming
estimate as crucial, the argument c an be stood on its head: if the d correc
tion is unimport3nt then the independenoe requirement is less thGll crucial
and some of the cumbersome nrran~ements to ensure independence can be
relaxed. 11

The above argume"t is bc.se d on the small size of the d-correction as
computed. The question of the d-correction as it ought to be (i.e. the~umber

of events truly missed by both operations) is another rna t t er . The fact that
the computed d is small justifies the argument that it makes little difference
whether we use it or net; but the same fact does not, obViously, justify the
argument tho..t, with or without the correction He will have Q reasonably good
e s t imat e . If the tHO operations are hibhly correlated, the "true" d will be
lo.rge, the computed d will be small, m1d we will get a heavy underestimate.

Apart from the independence as sunpt Lon , there is the r.ssumption tho.t
lIout-of-scopell errors can be eliminated, in space and in time, the a.e sump t i on
that matching rules can be mm11pulated so thRt matching error cr.ncels out,
md the assumption t ha.t a denominator for the r2.tes c..n be found which corres

ponds in cQver~ge to the numer~tor.

Some of the other 0 bj e c t i on s me rrt ioned for rnul ti--round sur-veys r.pp.Ly
equally to the dual record system, wh i c h itself of oourse .i nc Lude s <:.. multi
ccund survey. Noto.bly there is the delay in publication - normally longer
even th,'U1 in the f'o Llow-cup survey - arid the difficulty of Grg ,nizing "n
affective pilct enquiry covering ~ll r.spects cf the system.

11 But precautions against ccllusion between the two field' workers must
r-e n.r.Ln , Callusing is har-mr'ul not, mr..i.nLy , because it .i.nva l.Ldn..tes the ChC"'.ndr~.. 
sekQr-Deming estimate but c8cause it implies ~ brenkdown of the du~l system
'lnd he!l~e ,1 lIaste of money and. effort.
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A final problem is t hr.t, of the basis of eriume r-a't Lon , For the regis
t r r.t i or; the optimal procedure is the simplest: recording thc events which
occur within the s~mple area. But for the multi-round survey the optirral
procedure would probably be a follow-up technique with reoording of all
events af'f e c t i ng the de .jure po pura t i on , These two requirements are conflict
ing. We must therefore either "dopt " less-than-optirral prooedure for one
of thl::: systems, £E.. limit the matching to those events which a re co nu.on to
both ctefinitions, that is, to events ocourring in the area and relating to
de ,iure rcciclcnts. If the latter solutio" were adopted we wml~d h2ve to
~dd in the srnn l I e upp Le merrt ar-y gro up to coo.pl e t e the pictu.re, using infornl
~tion coming from Q single source only.

All dUQ,l record systems have in fact succeeded in uncovering i..l s uu-.
stQl1tial number of events missed by the enunerator responsible for the survey
part of the dual system. It is tempting to conclude that t ne dual sys t cm
gives Q. better e s t Lma t e t hr,n a single-system survey. Such a conclusion is
probably correct but it is not certain. Firstly, the events nris s e d might
be errors of overestimat~on in the dual system, that is:

(i) Out-of-scope e ven t s

(ii) Events already counted once but not identified Lr; tne [,'at ching

(iii) Events a s ao c i u't e d with persons or.d.'t t e d in the survey enumeration. j)

,Jecondly, it is possible that, as a result of the complexity of a dual record
proJect, those sarveys which form one element of a dual system are less well
conducted than those which stand on their own. If this were so, then poor
res~lts with the former would not necessarily condemn the latter.

It is therefore noi; legitimnte to use the dua=" record system e.,s a
Y8r~stick for judging the merits of other systems, much less for measuring
the sucr-ess of the dual record system itself. Nevertheless one speoial
~dv~nt~be of the dual system should be mentioned; it oontains built-in
ue aaur-e s , if not of success, at least of f'ad Lur-e , Lf the proportion of SUGGe

successful m~tches ('lIN in our table) is low, we know that something is going
bad Iy - probably the field work, possibly the watching. If it is very high,
either everything is going well or there is oollusion between the registrc~

~n~ the enumerator. This kind of indicator is lacking in all single systems.

Pi.na.LIy the du.i l system shares an Lmpor-t an t advant nge with the s i.ng Le
system multi-round survey. 1m.y system which continues over a long pe r-Lod
~nd involves multiple repetitions of the same oper2tions can expect to benefit
from :1ccumulating experience: betd methods nrc improved, unreliable tJersonnel
nre removed, everyone le<~ns from past mistakes ~nd increases his efficiency.~

11 Although this represents error bJ the surveJ enumerator its effect
will approximately disappear if J. survey alone is bGing used, but will lead
to ~~ overestimatdd rate if the dual record method is being used with the
S);.y'vey enumeration in the dencrni.n.vto r ,

?/ Note, however, thc.t these ar-e po t en t i.r.L, not c er t c.Ln , bene f i t s , If
mar a Le is allowed to sink, pe r ao nne 1 may become more efficient onLy P.t rive id
i.n·- wor-k .m d. concen.ling their deficiencies.
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11.3 CONCLUSIONS

In thi3 chupter we h~ve given a fairly severe critique of both the
multi-round follow-up survey ~nd the dual record system. It would be a
mistnke, however, to conclude from this that any other system is favoured,
for example, the single round survey with "Braaa techni'fUe s" of correction.
Equully strong objections could be listed ~gainst this (see Chapter 12).
The fact is that all systems so f~r suggested appear to be subject to quite
serious sources of error. While their relative ratings in this respect are
a matter of ccntroversy, nobody denies that each one of them has significant
defects. One purpose of this chapter has been to draw attention to these so
that they may be tnken into account, with other factors, when a choice of
method has to be faced. This choice is further discussed in Chr.p t er- 12.

It may be noted th~t the "critiques" in this chapter are based on '>rrors
that might occur, with little reference to ~ny hard evidence showin6 that
particul~ types of errer do occur. Such evidence exists. Tnere have been
clear demonstrations of defective results from many individual projects of
all kinds, whether single round surveys, multi-round surveys or du~l record
systems. However, each survey is [1 special cuse r if errors are found in a
given survey they may be attributable to the poor quality of the work in that
survey rather than to the design; moreover the different sources of bi~s may
vary in importe.nce in different circumst"-llces. This difficulty may yield in
the end to circumstantial evidence when we have data for a large number of
enquiries of many kinds, but we have not yet reached this position.

For the present, only one firm co nc Lusion seems possible. Whatever "the
relative merits of the different de.ta collection systems aV~ilable, ill all
systems the results depend closely on the quality cf the field work. No
gilmick has yet been found which onn substitute for well-trained, olosely
aupe r-vi se d, highly mot i va't ed fi.e Ld workers.
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CHAPT,oR 12

PRINCIPLES OF ANALYSIS

rho analysis of demographic data is far toe big a s~bject for full treat
ment in this manual. Nevertheless, some idea of the principles of such ana
lysis is indispensab~e to the survey organizer wishing to oho0se the best
techniciues for data c o Ll.e o t i or.•

The classical techni,,;ues of demographic analysis are described in many
textbooks and it is assumed tdat t~1ese ar-e already available. A reference list
appears at the end of the chapter. In this chapter we summarize the basie
principles of t no s e less f'ami Li.ar special analytical techniques which have been
developed for drawing conclusions f'z-om data which are known to be seriously
defective. We emphasize, es~ecially, the assumptions on which these methods
are based and the sensitivi ty, or lira b ustne s s tl, of t ne s e methods wien errors
occur in these assumptions - that is, the extent to which the conclusions will
be distorted b;y an error of given uagn i tude in the ae s umpt i On3. In a somewhat
analogous way, we discussed in Chapter 11 the potential errers ir.volved in
't ho se special technic,ues of data collection which seek to provide :-eliable
detto graphLc e s t i uat e s either direct fro:n the data, or with a rr.inirnum of mani
pulation. ~he survey planner, faced with the decision between different methods
of data collection, needs to be we LL informed abo u't all these significant
potential sourOes of error.

Whatever method is used, t h e final estimates of fertili ty, mortality arid
growth will be subject to certain margins of error. Obviously the smaller
-the se margins of error, the happier everyone wil~ be. Clearly it is to be
hoped that by adopting more elaborate procedures such as the mul ti-roun.:' follow
up ':Jr dnal-reGord systems,the margins of error will be reduced. But the extent
to which these hopes will in fact be fulfilled is precisely what we do not
know. ~a cannot, on the basis of existing data, make any firm predictioLS as
to how far the increased cost, time and effort wtich the more elaborate proce
~ures entail will payoff in terms of increased accuracy.

·What we can say with absolute certainty, however, is that there is no
method which can be r-eg'ar-de d as infallible. Ivhatever technique is used ·there
is no guarantee that the estimates of the vital rates eventually obtained will
not be subject to substantial errors. Thus all data should be assumed guilty
untll they prove themselves ir.nocent; they should never be accepted at their
face value unless corroborated ty other evidence. Thus the ana Ly s t is duty
bound to use every weapon at his disposal, and to make as rnan, estimates, from
as Dany different sources, as possible. The "spread" of theRe estimates will
t"lUS pr-ovi de some indication of their reliability.

This task has been facilitated by the development, during the last twenty
Jcars, of a substantial body of ana Iyt Lc a.I methodology. T_lese analytical tech
nique s constitute tests of Ln t er-na.l consistenoy as we Ll. a,R met riod s of demoe:,raph
Lc e s t i ioat i on awl of adjns'tment for r e por t i n., errors. 'i'hey can and s no u l.d Le
~~~lied to data obtained from multi-round follow-~p surveys and dual reoord
syste~8 as wRIl as to single round dat~. Indeed if a country cannot De assured
of the services of a competent demographer capable of making a thorcugh anaLys i s,
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it would do better not to embark upon the survey at all: no man should eat a
large meal unless he can be reasonably sure that he will be able to digest
it.

A full description of the analytical technisues, tobether with worked
e xa.npLes , would be beyond the scope of this uanua.L, It would require a
manual OD its own; indeed various such manuals have been, and are bein~,

prepared, references to l"llioh will be found at the end of this chapter. But
a brief outline of the principles involved, seen against the backgrounC of'
the available sources, tOt;ether with a discussion of the underlying assump
tions and the biases whlch may result from the failure of these assumptions,
is essential for the ar€,'uh1ent of this chapter.

12. 1 FER'rI LITY

Sources

Gi ven L18 que s t i cns r8commended .i r; Crrap t e z- .5 and the tabulations recom
mended in Chapter 10, the following dat" should be available:

(1) The distribution of the population uy sex and age.

(2) Current fertility: births occurring during a recent calendar period,
tabulated b,' ag8 of movhe r- and parity, derived from:

(a) ~etrospective questlons on births in the last twelve months
or on the date of last birth;

and/or

(b) Births observed by follew-up or dual record methods.

(3) Li f'e t i n fertility: distributions of women in each age group by
the number of children ever born alive, derived from retrospective
questions on numbers of children even born or from pr-egnancy or
maternity histories.

Analysis

'l'wo principal t e chni.cue s of analysis have been de ve Lo pe rl and widely used
wi th Af'r i oan data. (n1ey are not the only r"ethods which have been used.)

(1) 0 ulatlon estimates. Given indices (a) of infant and child
mortality e.g. the life table survivors at age 2 derived from proportions of
children surviviag to mothers aged 20-24) and (b) of the shape of the age
specific fertility distribution (e.g. the mean of the distribution derived
from tile data on current births), the level of f'er t i Liuy may be e s t i.roat e d by
cc mpar-Lng the r-e po r t e d age structure vd th those of stable models. 'I'he se
es t i mat e s are based CT.. t~tf', f'o Llov i ng assumptions.

Assumptlon (a): 'I'na-t fertility has remained rOUf;"hJ..y consc an t for a more
or less r nde f i n ; te period pr a c r to the surveyor census, and that morta
L'i t y has only t:een c.i1angin;; .r eLa.t i ve Ly gradually. If in faot infant and
child mo r t a Lit.y has ue er; declLn i r..g rapidly, or even mere irnpcrtant, if
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fertility has been changing, appreciable bias can be introduced. The
United Nations ~~nual Estimating Basic Demographic Measures frow In
complete Data provides a table of correction factors for adjustin~ the
fertili ty estimates for de c Li.ni.ng mortality and/or rising fertility.
The selection of t he appropriate correction factor from this table is
determi~ed by the rate and duration of the changes, and wlfortunately
information on these points is rarely available. However, some Lnf'oz-me d
guesses can often be made which will enable the analyst to get an idea
of the order of magnitude of the necessary adjustments. 7hus in the
case of the 1969 census of Kenya, where mortality had undoubtedly been
falling and there was reason to think that fertility was also rising,
adjustments of up to 8 per cent were made in the stable population
estimates.

ASSU!,JIJ.tion_iE)' That the age distribution has not been distorted by
mi 6Tation. Since migration is almost always age-sex selective, an
appreciable bias may be introduced into the fertility estimates of
populations containing a sizeable proportion of persons of foreign
origin, or where large numbers of persons have lef't the country. Nor
mally if the population has experienced a net emigration, fertility
will be over-estimated, and vice versa. However steps can sometimes be
't aken "hich may reduce, though they will never eliminate, such bias.
Thus in the case of a country experiencing net immigration, the stable
population analysis should be based on the age distribution of nationals
only, aliens bei.ng excluded; wher-e there has been emigration, and a
question on absent members of the household was asked in the surveyor
census (see abovc Chapter 5 section E), the absentees should be included
with the resident population.

Assumption (c), That the relative pattern of age-specific mortality in
the population corresponds with those of the life tables used for tne
construction of the stable popu Lat i on models. Thus if the relative
levels of adult and child rncrtali»s in the population uncler s t udy cliffer
marke d Ly from tl,o:le of the selected model life table, an appreciable
bias may be Ln-t r-c duc c d , For example, in the l'·ialawi Population Change
Survey adult ~ortality was found to be unusually lew ~n relation to
infant ard child mortality; stable population models constructed on the
basis of the available mortality data yielded fertility es,imates about
7 per cent higher 't han those based on the Coale-Demeny "West" models.
To forestall sruo h ba.as , i -t ill clearly advisable that the stable popula
tion models should be tailored to fit, not only the infant and child
mortality of the population under study, but also the adult mortality
as welL

Assumption (d): That the indices of the age s t r uc t ur-e adopted for the
preferred e s t i.ma t e s of fertility (e.g. the proportion under 15 or under'

35) had not been biased by age misreporting. In view of the distortions
of mo rrt African age di s't r i.bu'tLon s by misreporting, this is clearly a
shaLy assu",ptl"", ar.d the margin cf error a't t ao lred to the estimates is
c Le arLy r'3flected in lI:;he variation between the estimates based on d i.f>
fe r en t Lnrli.c e s . For exan:plc, Tdlwn the female age distribution for t~':'ber

(1(";l)O) is matche,i ag"'1,ir1st th~ Coale - De r,1e n y models based on the 1'1iyrest"
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mortality schedule at "Level 8" (e = 37.5 years), the proportion record
ed as under 10 years of age implie& a gross reproduction rate of 3.8; the
proportion under 15, however, indicated a GRR of only 2.9.

(2) The comparison of cumulated current fe~tility and average parity.
(Corr.monly known as the "Brass method",) The age-specific fertility rates
obtained from the current data may be cumulated in such a way as to make them
comparable age group by age group, with the figures of average parity (i.e,
the mean number of children ever born) derived from the lifetime fertility
data. The relative discrepancies found for the younger age groups of women
are then used as correction f'ac t.or s to make pro rata adjustments to the
fertility rates over the whole reproduotive age range. (Brass et 111. 1968;
United Naticns 1967.) An extension of this technique consists in its appli
cation bJ birth order: the c~rrent fertility rates by age and birth order are
cumulated and compared with the proportions of women of equivalent minimum
parity; the trends in the resultant ratios by both parity and age should be
examined before a decision is made on the appropriate correction factors.
These methods are based on the following assumptions:

Assumptlon (a): 'I'ha t the average parity of the younger women has been
correctly reported and is representative of 'vhe current level of fertili
ty. 'I'he validity of this assumption has sometimes been open to doubt:
the full distributions of women by the numbers of children born have
sometimes revealed Cases of women in the three youngest age groups who
were reported to have borne numbers of children which, if not actually
impossible, were at least extremely unlikely if their reported ages were
correct. Such bias could arise if there was a tendency tc attribute to
the women ooncerned ~hildren born to their husbands by other wives.
Various measures may be ado pc ed to compensate for such bias: the women
with aus p i eLousLy larg'e numbers of children may be omitted when calculat
ing the ave rag'e parity~ or the adjustment factors may be based on ratios
for t11e lower birth orders only.

Assumption (b): That the relative uniler-reporting (or, more rarely, the
over-repQrting) of the current births is independent of the age of the
women; or, in other words, that the data on current fertility provides
valid information on the shape of the age-specific fertility distribution,
even though the reported level may be faulty. In some Cases (notably
the 1960 Ghana PES, the 1962 Kenya census, the 1960 Swaziland census,
and the 1967 Tanzania oensus) this assumption has not in fact been valid:
the current age-specific fertility rates were biased towards the older
age groups of women sO that when cumulated and compared with average
parity the implied adjustments were implausibly large. Thus while the
comparison showed clearly that the current fertility data had been sub
Ject to substantial errors, the size and nature of the necessary adjust
ments could not be determined with precision. In such circumstances the
analysis of the current data by birth order may be illuminatin6. It has
also been found that this type of bias has been appreciably reduced when
the questiun on births ir. the last 12 mcnths has been replaced by one
on the date of the last live birth,



Assumption C£): That the mis-reporting ;f the ages of the women in the
child-bearing age groups will have affected both the current fertility
rates and tile reported averabe parity ;in such ways as will have compen
sating effects on the "P/F" ratios. The validity of this assumption
clearly depends on the possible associations between the age misreport
ing and both current and lifetime fertility. Calculations based on models
incorporating combinations of different possible types of association
have indicated that the as sumpt Lon should be broadly true except in the
cc.se of rather ir,rplausible combinations, such as over-statement of age
being positively associated with current fertility but negatively asso
ciated with lifetime fertility, or vice.versa.

"When fertility estimates have been made for the same populations by both
stable population analysis and by the compar-Laon of cumulated current fertility
and average parity, agreement has occasionally been good, but generally the
stable population estimates have tended to be rather higher. Important except
ions, however, bave been fOID1Q in those censuses and surveys where the results
of the "Brass method" have been biased by the failure of assumption (b) above.
Where the current fertility rates have been derived from a question on the
date of the most recent birth, it may also be illuminating to try to assess
the various elements oontributing to any shortfall in the cumulated current
rates when compared with average parity. The view formerly held that all
errors in the current data could be attributed to "faulty estimation of the
"reference period" has been shown to be too "imple. The causes of such errors
may in fact be multiple and complex; they may inclUde not only dating errors,
but also such factors as various forms of non-response and even the design
ation of the wrong birth. ,fr,ere the information has been obtained from
maternity or pregnancy histories, an even more thorouGh and detailed reoonci
liation of the cohcrt and cross-seotional data may be possible.

12.2 !l[)RTALITY

Sources

Given the questions recommended in Chapter ~ and the tabulations reCom
menced in Chapter 9, the following data should be available:

(1) Current mortality: numbers of deaths occurring during a reoent oalen
dar period by sex and age, derived from:

\a) Retrospective questions on deaths in the last 12 months

and/or

(b) Deaths observed by follow-up or dual record methods.

(2) Pr-opor-t i.cr. s of children ever born who were still Li,vini;' or who had
died, '0.1 age group .1' mcther, derived from que s t i onu on lifetime
fertility.

(.0) Proportions of persons in eeLch age group with (a) father alive, and
(b) mo t he r a Li ve , by sex of respoudents, derived f'r-o m the questions
on surv i val of p2..:c'en'ts ,
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Analysis

As with fertility, the following eli scussion of techniques of mort ali ty
analysis is by no means eXhaustive; the methods described are those which are
readily available for use with African data, and which serve to illustrate
the arb~ment of this chapter.

(1) Estiwation of death rates from proportionate distributions of deaths
anrl population by age. ,"rom 't ue data on current mortality, the proportion
of deaths in each age group may be calculated, together with the correspondinb
proportion of the populaticn in each age group. Both distributions are then
oumulated from the oldest ages downwards, so as to obtain the proportions of
deaths and population over the age of y (denoted by D and P respectively).

y y
At the same time the proportion of the population aged y (denoted by N ) may

y
be calculated as one-tenth of the ten-year age group y-5 to y+4. The ratio
D /p may be plotted against the ratio N /p for different values of y. If

Y Y Y Y
the points are found to lie approximately along a str~ight line, the slope
of this line may be taken as an estimate of the crude death rate (Brass 1973).

This technique is based on two princ1pal assumptions,

Assumption (a), That although the numbers of deaths may "enerally be
under-reported, the omissions are proportionately the same at all ages,
and that the percentage distribution of deaths by age r-ena i n s valid. If
it is suspected (as may cowmonly be so) that a Lar-ger- proportion of
infant and child deaths have been omitted than is the case with adult
deaths, the infant and child deaths may be omitted from the calculations
altogether. The death rate then obtained from the slope of the line
will represent ,he crude death rate which would have occurred had there
been no deaths below the age chosen as the cut-off.

Assumption L!2), That the population approximates to stable, or at least
quasi-stable, cond,tions. The robustness of the technique when fertility
is in fact changing, or when the age distribution has been distorted by
migration, has not yet been fully determined, and further research in
this direction is rtquired~

At the time of the preparation of this manual, this method of mortality
estimation is relatively new and has been applied less extensively to data
from Afrioa than to those from Asia, Latin America and Ooean~a. All indica
tions suggest that it will prove a useful addition to the demographer's
armoury. However, further research is needed on its robustness, not only in
conditions of non-stability, but also to age mis-reporting of both populatinn
and deaths. The method is sensitive to samplinb errors and would not work
satisfactorily, for example, with the data frorr. the )ialawi Population Change
Survey, '",here the annual number of deaths actually reported in the sample was
some 640 and whi ch , when broken down by sex, age group and stratum, were olear
ly sub j ec t to large sampling er r-o rs , In general if the conditions are such
that ,he method cannot fr~itfully be applied, this fact will b~ self-apparent
from the distribution of points on the ,;raph, whioh will not lie in anythir.g
remotely resembling a straight line.
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(~~) Estirliation of iJJ.fant and chi~_d rnortc,tlj_ty fro:n propor_t~_J1ying

among ohildren ever corn, tatu"ated b:,~ age ~f mother. The proportion" of
ohildren ever borne by women aL,ed 20-24, 25-~9 8,."1<' 30-54 who wer9 al'-'7e and
dead at the time of the survey may be c ouver t e d into estimates of the life
table survivors (1 ) at ages 2, 3 and 5 respectively, using the technl'jues
devisei by Brass (Brass et a l , '1968; United Nations 1967) and Sullivan
(S"clll ivan 1972.:1 • "The s e t";chr.iques ar e based or, the fo llowing a s sumpt i0LS.

ASSUll:ption (a:': Shat the pat t e r-n r. of fertility and no r-ta l i ty apprG.-.ci
mate r ougnLy to t.dose of the models u se d for the development of tiH:~

conversion factors. Brass! s me t hod has b-sen shown to be reasonably
robust in this respect, and f a i.r Ly large divergence from the basic models
can be tolerated before serious bias is introc.luced into the estimates.
Sullivan! s method provi.des a cho Lc e of regression equations correopond
inl~ to the four Coale-!lemen;y families of mode I life tables. One selects
the model whioh is thought to re~t~ble most closely the mortality in the
population under investigation.

Assumption (b): I lhat fertili t.:/ and mortality have r.3~,: C'oubhly oonstant
during the decade precedine; t r.e survey. The met ho ds .iave been shown to
be reasonably robust to changes in fertility. If .i.nfan t "nd child mor
tality has in fact been falling the estimates obtained wil~ represent a
rough average for a relatively short period (generally less th~l a
'leoade) prior to the survey rather than the level actually current at
the time of the survey. \fhat evidence is available o~ rates of deolir.e
in infant and ohild mortality in Af'r i c a suggests that in the great
majority of cases such bias will be r.egligible.

Assumption (0): ~hat infant and child mortality are not highly corre
lated either with the age of the mother or with mortality of the mother.
In f'ac t it is known 't na't infant mortality among children borne by very
young mrthers - those under the age of 20 - tends to be abnormally high;
out for mothers over 20 years of age the bias is in all probabili t;y
negll.",ible. !my correlation oetween the mortality of the ohildren and
that of the mothers is likely to be positive~ since we ~nly have data on
the mortality of ohildren borne by surviving mothers, 't he e e t i ua't e s of
mortali ty are likely to De too low rather than too high. However any
such aias will be slight for mothers under the age of 30.

Assumption \ d) : That if the data on Li.f'e t i tne fertility have been subj eot
to omis8ions or faulty inclusions, the errors have affeoted the reports
on the numbers of living and dead children in tile same proportion. Thi.s
is undoubtedly the weakest of the ba.s i c assumptions on wh i.c h the methods
depend. In the Oase of omissions, it is more probable that dead ohildren
will have been left out t;lan living ohildren; faulty i"clusions, such as
those of children borne to the husband by another wife, are rno r-e likely
to have been of liVing than 0f dead Children.

~~'hus while the failure of assumption (b) rr:itSht lead to a slib'ht over>

~~ s t i ma.t e of infant and chi Id mortali t;y, ~he failure of assumpt a on s (c) an d (,-,1. \

wi II lead to -m6er-estimates. :3ince the latter ar-e more pr-o bao Le , the mort8
Lity estimates obtained by these means should b8 ret:arded as Ir:;inimurTl..€.stimates,
:r01'8 ::'ikely to be too low than too hiES1L
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(3) ~stimation of ad~lt mortality from proportions ot~~rsons with
surviving~~arents. The proportions of persons in eaoh Qge group with (a)
mothers alive and (b) fathers alive may be converted into probabilities of
surviving from a base age B to an age B+N, where N is the mid-point of the
respondents' age group (Brass c; Hill 197:', IiCD-IlJSEE....()HST01'j-~EAE 1973).
Again the assumptions on which the procedures are based are as follows:

Assumption (a): That the patterns of mortality and fertility approximate
to those of the models used for the development of the conversion factors.
Again the technique has been proved to ce robust in this respect. There
is, however , a special feature which should be discussed under this
heading. In the Oase of the estimation of infant and ohild mortality,
the selection of the conversion factors were largely based on the same
information - the data on lifetime fertility - as provided the basic
proportions of children dyi ng, In the case of parent survival, however,
the ,ndex used for the selection of the conversion factor - the mean
age of fathers and of mothers at the birth of their children (M) - must
first be calculated f'r-orn other sources of data, all of wli i.c h are subject
to errors. If the ill is overestimated, mortality will be under-estimated,
and vice versa. In the li~ht of what is known about the errors in the
data, lit is more likely to be over-estimated than unde r-c-es t i ma't ed ,

Assumption (b): That fertility and mortality have been constant for an
inQefinite period prece~inb the survey. Changes in the level of fertility
should not affect the estimates provided that the shape of the fertility
distribution is not altered; but if the shape has been changed in such a
way as to alter the position of the mean, the resultant bias will be simi
lar to that arising from the faulty estimation of n. If adult mortality
has been falling, tha estimates will be rather higher thar. the true level
current at the t,ime or' the aurvey , but even in cases of rapid and pr-o Long-.
ed mortality 0eclin~, the overall bias is likely to be relatively slight.
This is because adult mortality rises rapidly with age, so that the cumuI>
a t e d mo r t a.Lat y experience of any cohort of adults tends to be dominated
by recent d c a't a s ,

AS8urr,ption (c): Tiedt the mortality of the parent is independent of t.he
numbers ~f offspring living in the population concern6d (who could a~})

in princ~plc, r8port on the same parent). Thus a man with, say, tell
:Li ving- oh i Ldr-e n maj- ::e reported ten times, wt.ez-e au a mar: with no cn i l dren
won't b e r e port e d at all. If r.he.r-e is a correla,:ticn l't:"tTo'leen t ne rrur.be r s
of Li v i n.. r.:ffspring and the mor t aLi t y of the parent, "he morta.lity
estimates 'Wi} 1 "be biased. Unfortunatley no data are ':l..",;~.ilable wh i.c h wou.Ld
e n a.b Le e ven a rough e s t Lma t e of the magnitud8 of the l;iJ...s to be made.
Ln de ed it is not easy even to envisage which way the ti.as mi;;"ht go, and
the direction rray well vary from po pu.I a't i or; to pc pu l a t i cn , Given the 'pa~

tsr·n~ af so cia-eoonomic di f'f'e r-errt i.aLs in f'e rt i.Li. t;)' and in infant and
chi Ld mcrtali t:.' co m.cor Ly fo u...n d Lr. Africa, it would S88rr. mer-e yrobable that
"ti18 r-e srLt an t. bias would be downwards r-a t he r than upviarrl;-:;. A possible
.net.hc d (;1' co mba t t i n.; this [lias is to include additinr.al questions as to
wLe-t~)~r the rssronc(f:;:rY~ is the e Lde s t surviving C!li~ri_ of his/her fa't riez-
CJ::' m0t.tl,"~::". ;;eparate [Iior-tali ty ana Iys e s rna", then bl.: 11ade for eldest
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children only; the multiple reports cn the same parents will thus be
avoided, though the problem of the childless persons still remains . .11
Assump~ion \d): That in the event of foster parents being substituted
fcr true parents in the responses, the ages and mortality of the fester
parents should be similar to those of the true parents. In this respect
the principal danger ariseo (as has already been noted in Chapter 5) from
those oases where adoption occurred because of the mortality of the true
parents. In these circumstances mortality would clearly be under-esti
mated. In all the censuses and surveys conducted in Africa and where the
"orphanage" questions have been asked, the mortality sstimates derived
from the responses recorded for children under 1(l years of age have been
incompatibly low in relation to those for 0 IdeI' age groups. This
feature may well be attributable to the ~doption bias. For respondents
who are themselves adults there is every reason to hope that such bias
is minimal. As has been noted in Chapter 5, every effort should be made
to forestall such errors by correct wording of the questions in the
field.

Thus altnough failure of assumption (b) would lead to the over-estima
tion of mortality, that of the other three assumptions would probably lead to
under-estimate". It therefore again seems more likely that the mortality
estimates will be too low rather than too high, and should once more be regard
ed as minimum values.

(4) Use of model life tables. Model life tables have become an essen
tial tool for demographic analysis in developing countries. They may be used
for a wide variety of purposes: for graduating irregularities in age-specific
mortality rates, for completing missing sections of life tables (e.g. by
linking the infant and child mortality rates derived by method (2) above with
adult mortality rates derived by (3)), for testing the consistency and plau
sibility of various estimates, for estimating mcrtality from data on inter
censal survival, and for the construction of stable population models and of
population projections. Several different systems of model life tables are
available; at the time of the preparation of this manual the four principal
ones are:

(i) The United Nations single-parameter models (United Nations 1955
and 1956);

.11 Since the; problem is es,entially ene of incorrect "eighting, it might
be argued that a preferable procedure would be to add a question on the number
of liVing siblings of each respondent. Responses on parents' survival could
then be re-weighted by the reciprocal of the total number of siblings (includ
ing the respondent). Unfertunately this procedure cannot be recommended at
the present time, for various reasons: no techniques for analyzing the results
have yet been devised (they would require new sets of conversion factors,
baead on ne" models of fertility and mortality, for whioh a large part of the
basic data is lacking); the questions would be complex (one should distin-
g ua sh same-father and same-mother siblings) and almost cer t a inLy liable to
substantial response errors; and they would not in fact produce the llcorrect ll

weiohting since childless persons will still not be represented.
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(ii) The Coale-JJemeny models: four "faroi.Li e s II of s Lng Le c-pu.r-ame t e r- models,
named after the four points of the oompass, with different relative
patterns of sex-a5e-specifio mortali~y (Coale and Demeny 1966);

(iii) The Erass two-parameter models, based on the linear logi t transform
ation of a standard life table (Brass et al. 1968; Brass 1971;
Carribr and Hoboraft 1971);

(iv) 'I'h e 1edermann med.els: seven families of sinte:le-parameter rrode La and
tilree families of two-parameter models, all derived from the same
er i ginaL data but -c"TaTyinb according to the "po i n t vs ) of entry" 
i.e. tte index of mort a.Li t y used for the selection of the model
(Ledermann 19 b9.;.

The choice of wh i c h of these ays t e rna to us e must be largely determined
by the use to which they are being put and the nature of the data. But what
ev~r the circumstanoes, a cornwan feature underlies the use of model life
't a b Lee in Africa: they are being u s e d in lieu of life tables constructed
from c ornp.l e t e death registration and population data wi th accurate inform-
a t i on on ages for the population conoerned. In fact no model taken "off the
peg" on the basis of only one or hw parameters Can be expected to represent
the .nor-t a l i t y of a population as faithfully as a "made-to-measure" life table
Qonstruoted from accurate statistir-s derived from that pQpulution itself. The
..a t ur e and magnitude of t l.e errors will of course vary with the c i r-c ums t ar.c e s
of the case. In some instances they may be negligible in com~arison with the
errors in the estimation of t no basic parameters; but elsewhere they may be
considerable. Clndoubtedly the larbest potential errors are those which are
liable to arise from the use of single-parameter models selected on ~he basis
on information on infant and cnild mortaJity only; experience has shown that
adult mortality may in fact vary widely on either side of any of the avail
able single-parameter models ~/: hence the im?o~tanoe of obtaining some
reliable indices of adult mortality, and facilitating the use of one of the
two-parameter systems.

12.3 CONCLUSION

a-r-om the foregoing it will have become apparent that the data on births
and deaths occurring in a specified calendar period are not the only sources
of iLformation on fertility and mortality; questions on lifetime fertility,
on survival of parents, and nn sex and age can also yield valuable estimates.
These questions oan be asked jUot as well in a sin~le round survey as in a
multi-rolmi or dual system 0peration; the latter Can be expected to effect
improvements in the current data only •

.1./ Although generalisation on this po i n t m"y be both premature and danger
ous, it wculd seem that in Africa adult mortality is more often than nct some
what lower in relation to infant and ohild mortality than is depicted by most
single-parameter models. The use of such models will therefore tend to over
estimate adult mortality.
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Experience gained, at least in Africa, from analyses of the type des
cribed above, !las shown that the estimates of fertility and mortality derived
from the information on lifetime f'e r t i Lity , e t.c , , have generally be en hight!:.
than those shown by the current data alone, whatever the method by Wilich the
latter were collected. This is particularly true of the mortality estimates:
the r nf'ai.t and child mortaliiy rates indirectly derived. from proportions
d;ying arncr.. g children ever born have almost Lrivar i.ab Ly been appreciably
higher than those based on direct observatio~s of current deatns, eve~ when
the latter were made by dual reccrcl methods wi th adjustments on the basis of
the Chandrasekar'-Deming correction; likewise the estimates of adult mor
tali ty c.er i ve d from que s t i.o n s on orphanage have proved higher than those
based on currer..t deaths, thoub'h our experience in this direction is much more
limi ted. Yet we have seen from our discussion of the assumptions and poten
tial "biases of the indirect methcds of estimation that the.v ace more likely
to yield reBults which are too low rather than too high, and that such estim
ates should be regarded a8 mi n i muru values. In the light of thi s reasoning,
the indirect estimates have ac-net Lmes been used to "c or r-e o t " the reported
current rates; by implication t h i c amounts to acceptance of the indirect
estimates as the truth (or at least nearer the truth) and reoogni tion that
the observed ourrent rates were biased. Does this mean that there is no
point in collecting data on current events, particularly when the methods of
collection are as complex, as costly and as time-consuming as the dual record
system? This i~ the question we will now consider.

Criginally, the multi-round and dual record systems were evolved essen
tially as part of the search for a method of data collection which would_
yield results of such accur-acy that they could conf i d en t Ly be accepted at
their fac e value. It is a i L v"ery well to rely on analytical 'Jorrections
(some~irr.es bas e d on ae s ump't Lc-ns of' somewhat dubious validity) before arriving
at the final result, but wouldn ' t it be better, it has been a ske d , if the
da't a di dn 1 t need correcting? Pr-e v errt i.cn , after all, is better than c uz-e 4

Unha.e-'iJ.:_:~j these hopes have not y e t been fulfilled: estimates derived even
frolT. the dual reccrd method have still beea stown to be in need of correction,
so nc t i n.os subs t an t i a.L, 12t clespite this there are still advant age s to be
g<i,J_uarl fro", these met Lo d s: first l;y, thEy offer tue prospect of improving
wlia t has clearly been t ne 'deaKest element in Af'ri c an demographic data; second
1:/, .informat.lc1n on c ur r-en t fertili t;yc is still an essential component of the
"Bras s rne t ho d." of e sc i o.a't i on t tl.cirdly, until the recent development of the
l1 or pL.an.a ge l1 appro act (still regaI'd-sd askanoe by some), data on current deaths
W2T'0 vi r- tua.L'Iy the cn l y SOUT''Je of information on adult mo r t a.l i t y ir~ Tropical
Afr~,~a. 1,'

[l'1;.r"t[,Grmo:::-,e J t r;e ract that we have not yet been able to dispense with
C'.:)l'j'·c,J+,icY'. j.r-oc e dur e s is no ar5':...wient f'o r not trying to improve the da t a ,

1/ ,:'_r:. a i.t e r'n a't i.ve t.e chnique of obtaining estimates of adult mortality
i:-~ of cour s e inter--cel~.sal Gl1J'V:l\--a,: ~ but it has rarely been pc e s i b Le to use
i'~~ ~v~;.t,h J,.fT1.CaL rlatCi. .l~aLJ'- ~,:..:....::.j. 'C"iJ1 countries have only he Ld one c er s us , and
fur t~'~ose ·",'l"'~ic..;l,- h2.'·(' done tlA'C' c ;- ;:~\lre the comparison cf the r e s u I t s cas all
t.oo o ft en be er, ',;-~ ti~... G8i b;y .,"-~".r~,Til.t_. completeness of' coverage or by migration.
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The better the data the better will the estimation procedures work; the smal
ler the size of the necessary correction, the smaller will be the margins of
error at cached to the final estimates. Note, however, that r ertupLi.c a't Lng'
the interviews (Hhether by rr,ulti-rounc surveys or dual record systems) is
not the only apprQach in this search for better data. We should aloo seek to
foresta11 -the response errors before they occur. As it is, we kn ow far too
Litt Le about what really £,;088 on be t ween enumerators and respondents. How
is it that questions bec o rne garbled and mi sunder-s t oo d? How often are cru
cial que at i or.e never in fact put at all, and the answers merely inferred.,
often faultily, f'r-ou o t ne r- information? How does it come about that certain
types of events tend to be omitted, or erroneously included, or mis-dateG?
HO"II'! far are such errors due to j.gnorance and now ft1T to misunderstanding?
All too often in the past beth the schedules and the instructions given to
enumerators have be en corio e r-n e d c n Ly 'I'~·i th defining the information to be
o b t a i.ne d , and no attention or guidance has been giver. as to the nature and
sequence of questions which the enumerator must put in order t.o elicit this
information. It is so ar-c e Ly aur-pr i.sLng if, left to his own devices in this
respect, 11e so rnet Lmes make a mess of it. Ee s e ar-ch on these aspects may Hell
prove the most rev,;arding approach to the improvement of African demographic
statisticse

At the beginnine: o f' this chapter He advanced the view that the analyst
s ho u Ld use every Heapon at his disposal and make as many e s t i.m.rt e s from as
many different sources as po s o i b Le , He will thus e ven t ual Ly be faced Tl'li til
a r ange of v",luqs from w.ii ch :le must select his preferred final figure. In
Be doin[ he should exarr.ine oritiGally the basis of each estima""Ge and endea~

vour to a s se s s how far it may nave teen biased by the failure of any of the
un de.r Ly i.n g assumptions. Such assessment implies of oourse the use of
s ub j e c t i ve j~lrj.g:::-;Jjent, and to some persor..s this procedure is abhorrent: no
two ar.a lyrt s , it h2..B been po i.nt er. out, will necessarily arrive at the same
results, so that one of the basic principles of all scientific research is
floute0. Th8 ~lterr-ati~~ of pinni~g 0ur faith ur-questioningly on the face
value of the (lata has of Course i is attr:,:,Gtions e But ir: our opinion it
c anr.vt be .j uu t i.fi e d , African demograllhic statistics have not ye t reaC118(1_
the ;-~tat~~-' which ;,vii-l per-nri, t us to avoid the necessi t;y of having to think..
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CC: ,PUT-ArIl!l'T ejF LNTRA-CLU:3T8R CCILELATIOH AND OPTI, ,U' CLU;T:R SIZE

1. Intra-cluster co~relatlon

The ccmpirt a t i.on c ar; on Ly be made a f t e r the survey. It therefore e e r ve s
e s s en t i a l ly as a guide for sample design .i n fu~ure surveys.

Sl..pp,""se
a population

t na t the.
of n, (i

l

c Lus tc r s are ::>1'
1,') •

variable size, the i-th cluster having

'\·;e as s un.c that th'2 VRTl a.b Le of interest is a de mog r aph.i c rate lI,
namely:

l'JuIT.1Jer of events
r ~ --------~--------

rlun.be r of persons n

x , rJein,:: the nun.l.e.r of events reported in the i-th cluster.
1

.Je (-_~~S( a s aume tha,t 't no rate can 'be regarded as a proportion p., in the
-i -t ['1 c Lu s t e r' , 'I'l,o Hi t r.Ln-e-Lue-t e.z- vari anc e is tilerefore t~:ivert by th~ binomial
f02rI,U_a ~

'V,
1

(1 r )})i -
l n. .L

l

1
x, .~ ,

l (" _:':.)
n. Ct.

\~
n.

l l l

1
,

';'il'i1Je
/

',e now r: ~ x
m

i

1)
~ n

l
, ,

m ,
i,

r x / if

"
". il)? r Land

~.L L ,
(n. (x x) (n

i
il)1'. -- c: ,,X. X} " .:' L - - L -

l
i

l
i

l

"

i 1 _ ! \
x~ / u i J

The intra-cluster correlation of t he rate r is then t,'iven by:

" 1 \ F
':J_.~_=_~tJ1_=_=L~

If. A + ill,m - I)B

~/ 1'he vu Luc :>1' the intl"a.-clust.cr c c r r-e i a.t i or; ....Jill be t lie s arse whether
r is def i ned as the rate per p8:cson ('IT per 1UUC :,Jersons.



Annex 2
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Suppose there are 3 c Lus t e r c with the f'o Ll ovri r.g data:

No. persons n.
l

No. events x.
l

Cluster Cluster - Cl lister j

1l,:OO ~()(1 )uo

55 20 30

Computations

m = 3,

Grappe

2

3

~OTAL G

n 700, x 3.5, r 35
700 20

,
n)2(x. - -I C (n - n) (n

i
- (x. - x) (n

i
- illx,

l l l

400 + 3(;0 90 000 + 6 000

22') 10G 10 G(j(J + 1 500

2 _l 200 40 0('0 + 1 000
_.,•. _ _ _ J",__

VJO a 140 ODD + P 500

b. 650 + --- x 140 000 x 8 SOD 1')0
400 10

D 5.5 x C • SJ,·l.L) + 2u y 0.967 + 30 x 0.940 100

.) x 150 2 x 100
0.002

3 x 150 + 700 x 2 x 100

'I'Le Y'i:.~t(::-s per "1(:OU population in tile 3 clusters are seen to be

33;

Lf t r.c e'len"t:';Jccurrcd at r-ando m the
r r.. t ,1 the b i n orm a" variance. ,;0::' a
or si:;c. 70(; (-1..118 ave r a.:e size .i r. 'c.-le
tE.:r:.:: ~tif0U.:ll var., aro uud t.i1eir n.e an ,:1 f

rate would vary between clusters accorn-
( . /,

rate of SO l.e. 1/20) ane' for olusters
present case) ~ the rates in the 3 c1u.3
SC with a s t andard deviation of

._--~-_.__.~-- ~'.~

" 1 -1 1('
10UC / ._-- x x· ') =0 8. c:: ~

\ / "7('(', :::-:, I 20,1 I -



Annex 2
Pae;e :1

In reality, the 3 rates shown vary s or.iewhat more than this a This
r e f Le c t e t ne fac-t that the intra-cluster c o r-r-e Lat ion is small and positive,
LmpLyi.rrg a bet;,.,r(~en-cluster vara anc e somewhat larger than oan be accounted
for by the r-anuom var i a't i or, 'illi thin clusters.

2. OptimuQ cluster si~e

'I'he error variance in a 2-~Gtaf;-e sample, or a single s t a.,e e arcp Le of
co~plete olusters, is of tl:e form

10
, r •I , 1)1V I 0 ,. -

mn '-

wher~ k i8 8, constant, m is the n utnb e r of primary un i ts or clusters in the
sawv1e and n is the number of ultimate units (persons) selected in each
cluster. If the sample covers the whole of each selected cluster then n is
the c Lus t e r size. It is ae s umcr' in any Case that n is ccnstant in all
c Lu s t e.r s ,

;~S a rough a ppr-oxis.a.t i c» we may assume tllat the cost C of the survey
may "::',8 br0ke.n clown into ~s :fai~tors g

C., rn ,
L

a co c t proper t i c n a i to til3 number rn of' c Lu.s t e r-a selected - cost of
rrJc-;T,pi~(:~ i;r2:v'e: -:0 tile C'_Ll..:.,ster, finding' accornmo d a t ion , etc.

L. C\)8t pr-o pc r t i.ou a L tc t he number of persons oovered by the s urvey
.:'~T_"h."!J>~h~ tl:~(: sa.!j-_iJ_i;~ :;l-J,"l,E.-T;; - essentially the cost of intervievJ"ing and
t rav. J::~.,.;L Ln ' ';-;l'irie"','iG Lu the same cluster.

'I'he ,.:.,pi -" ;,;_:._J,j c Lus t e r -:::1 ze ~ or in the Case of a 2-stae;e sample the
o pt Lnuu n .. :(,I"J"--:r in select in each sample cluster, is that value of n which
mini;::i~8S t ue vav i e n-ie { f'o r- t,iVOD total survrey cost c.

"~_-::'(8:Tnc

r

J' n

dV
Difi'er8Dtiat_ing Hi 't h respect to n and setting

dn

r
-0

0, we obtain

----(J)
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In most African surveys it is probably true to say tLat the lilr,i ting
factor has been the number of e n umer-a't or- d.ay s avai lable to oarry out the
work~ rather than the cost. 'I'h i a is because, on the one hand, the num-ber of
enumerators who can be effectively put to work is limi teet by the sllpervising
capability of the senior staff and, on the other, the total tilDe available
for the fieli wo r-k is fixed ty climatic 0"' administrative cc n s t r a i.nt r: , How
ever, the above reasoning can be applied. to time as easily as to co c t . T,
the number of enumerator-d~ys involved in each cluster independently of 1
the work load of interviews wi thin it, depends mainly on whether enumerators
work singly or in teams. For single enumerators the figure is perhaps 2 or 3
enurl~erator-days, vJhile for teams of 4 or 5 e n uu.a r-at o r-c it would c o r-r-e e po n d i n.j-,
ly vary between 8 and 15 enumerator-days. 1/T2 the number of persons covered
per day per enumerator, once he uaa started work in the cluster, :ranges
perhaps from 25 to 50. Thus, if ·"e write T = T

1/T2,
the value of T would be,

for individually wo r-ki n s, enumerators from 50 to 150, and r'c r team>; from 200
to 750. T might be termed the workin~ time ratio between the first stage
(clusters) and the .econd (persons). The tao}e below shows some typical
values of n t ccmputed from formula (3) above.

cp

'rimA rat.io
T between
1st and 2nd

_________..s_!.~'L _
Enur.re r a t o r s 50

workir.g 100

singly 1-o

Intra-cluster correlation
----------_ .._-

0.001 0.00 C' 0.003 0.005
---~-~---

L~>:j. 1)8 129 100

j~6 224 183 141

j2'7 274 224 173

Erun.er-at o r-s

working

in teams

o f 4 or 5

200 448 316 258 200

JOO 549 JSG j16 240

)00 707 500 408 316

750 G66 612 500 387
----,_._._--_._--~._---- ~-~--~
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